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Foreword
 

The Environment and Policy Institute (EAPI) was established at the East-
West Center in October 1977 to study the variety of policy objectives that rely 
on or affect the natural environment. Experts, practitioners, and students from 
the United States, Asia, and the Pacific come together under the auspices of 
the EAPI to do research, exchange information, synthesize new approaches to 
mutual problems, and develop educational materials. 

A major program of the institute is "Natural Systems Assessment for 

Development," in which methods are being devised for identifying, quantify

ing, predicting, and evaluating the natural resource and environmental quality 
factors that are important to economic activities. Assessment is viewed as a 
practical aid to decision makers, as a complement to the conventional package 
of engineering, economic, and sociopolitical analyses. The methods sought 
are systematic and comprehensive, including the recognition of appropriate 
development opportunities using natural systems as well as warnings against 
unacceptable degradation of sustainable production capabilities. 

Urgencies and exigencies of economic development dominate policy miak
ing and decision making. Immediate gains carry high political and economic 
rewards, even when the development activity may degrade t! - renewable 
resource base. Management for sustained productivity must still meet finan
cial goals of investors. Conservation of natural systems will, to some extent, 
necessarily be rationalized on the base of social objectives that cannot be 
quantified and monetized. Recognizing these facts of development, the EAPI 
program proceeds on the thesis that more explicit and thorough research and 
analysis can enhance the management of natural systems. A more complete 
understanding of the structure and function of ecosystems will improve 
chances of project success and longevity. Careful internalization of benefits 
and costs will improve choices among alternative schemes and technologies. 
Uncertainty can be reduced, and fewer decisions will then rest upon subjec
tive argumentation. 

The program is producing two closely related sets of training and informa-

XiX 
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tion materials. The first in sequence of analysis is a handbook, NaturalSystens Information fiw Planners (scheduled lor publication in late 1983).
Each chapter addresses a concern lor changes in the renewable resource basethat may create hazards to the success of economic development activity: forexample, soil erosion, air and water pollution, insect pest outbreaks, or loss ofwatershed protection. The unwanted consequences are described in concise,nontechnical language in order to alert the planner and provide guidancc inhow to avoid or amcliorate them as development projects are carried out. Thehandbook shows how to quantify the status and trends of natural systems inphysical, chemical, and biological paramcters wherever possible.

The second activity for multinational collaboration concerns techniques lorthe economic valuation of these natural systems changes and their effects onhuman health and welfare. ''his book is the tiaJor product of ti is part of the 
program. 

In late 1977, the International Institute for Environment and Developmentwas completing astudy of multilateral aid agencies (e.g.. the World Bank andthe Asian Development Bank). Researchers at the EAPI became aware that amaJor conclusion of that study (subsequently published in 1979 in Banking onthe Bioslpere?) was the urgent necessity to develop and introduce new fornisof analysis and accountancy-crediblc means of assessilg and including indirect and longer-term benefits and costs of development projects..taffl and
visiting experts considered that a response to this challengc was of immediate

importance and could be accomplished with the style and resources of the
East-West Center. A more tentative assUitnption was that innovative valuation
techniques would be applicable in developing countries--they wvere still not

widely used in the industrialized world.
 

The essential intellectual leadership for the preparation of the Guide wasfound in Professor Maynard M. I-lufschnfidt, who accepted an appointment asfellow in the summer of 1978 and returned in June 1979 to commit his fullenergies to the project ,or the next three years. A network of American andAsia-Pacific collaborators was assembled. The contributions of the majorauthors must be regarded as labors of professional pride-most of the available funds were spent to bring knowledgeable people together, not for generous stipends. The result is a compilation that is already highly rewarding tothose who participated in the several conferences and workshops. The nextstep after publication and distribution of this book is the reception of feedbackfrom economists and planners who are in the day-to-day business of develop
ment. The Environment and Policy Institute invites comments on the Guide
and inquiries about its continuing program. 

Ricmmi) A. CARPENTER 
Pr-ogram Coordinator 



Preface
 

This guide is the result of two years of work on applied benefit-cost analy
sis at the East-West Environment and Policy Institute by a multinational team 
of economists and natural resource-environmental quality professionals. Soon 
after the establishment of EAPI in 1977, it became increasingly evident that 
many important natural-systems and environmental quality values were not 
being given adequate considerati)n in development planning and decision 
making in developing nations. This deficiency arose, in part, from the in
ability to express the natural systems effects of development in monetary 
terms that are familiar to and persuasive with decision makers responsible for 
allocating scarce resources in capital and operating programs and budgets. 

At a planning conference held at the East-West Center in September 1979, 
participants recommended that EAPI prepare a training guide to show how 
techniques of economic analysis and valuation could be used in actual plan
ning situations in both developed and developing countries. Work on the 
guide and a set of related case studies of valuation techniques began with a 
planning workshop held at the East-West Center in May 1980. At a second 
workshop held one year later, a draft of the guide was reviewed intensively by 
twenty scholars and professionals from the United States and eight Asian-
Pacific countries and representatives of the World Bank, the United Nations 
Environmental Program, and the U.S. Agency for International Develop
ment. The principal authors thereupon made major revisiors in the guide 
based on comments and suggestions from workshop participants. 

The basic outline, format, and schedule for preparation of the guide were 
undertaken by Dr. David James, Economist, MacQuarie University, North 
Ryde, Australia; Dr. Anton Meister, Economist, Massey University, Pal
merston, New Zealand; Mr. Blair Bower, Economist-Engineer, Arlington, 
Virginia, U.S.A.; and myself. Chapters I and 2 of the guide were written by 
me, Chapters 3, 7, and 8 by David James, Chapters 4 and 5 by Blair Bower, 
and Chapter 6 by Anton Meister and Dr. John Dixon, Economist and Re
search Associate at EAPI. Valuable contributions to the outline and substance 

xxi 
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of the guide were made by Richard Carpenter, Coordinator for the Natural 
Systems Assessment for De'elopment Program at EAPI; Dr. Charles Pear
son, Economist, School of Advanced International Studies, Tile Johns 
Hopkins University, Washington, D.C.; Eric Hyman, Joint Doctoral Re
search Intern, EAPI; and Dr. Kern Lowry, Assistant Professor, Urban and 
Regional Planning Program, and Dr. liroshi Yanmauchi, Professor of Agri
cultural and Resource Economics, both at the University of' Hawaii, Manoa 
campus. Final substantive revision of the manuscript was undertaken by me 
with the help of Dr. Dixon and Dr. Somluckrat Wattanavitukul, Economist 
and Research Associate at EAPI. Final editing was the work of Norma Gorst. 
Coordination of preparation of the final manuscript was undertaken by Sheryl 
Bryson, EAPI Publications Officer. 

Typing of the various drafts and reproduction of the final version was the 
responsibility of Joan Nakamura, secretary of EAPI. The devoted and cheer
ful performance of Joar and her staff in discharging these important respon
sibilities is very muCh :ippreciated. 
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1 
Introduction
 

Economic development in both industrialized and developing countries 
relies crucially on natural resources and on the productivity of natural sys
tems. Economic development implies sustained increases in welfare derived 
from conventional goods and services, the production of which often requires
natural resources and productive natural systems. Moreover. the environment 
directly provides services that contribute to increased welfare as implied by 
economic development. 

At the same time, economic growth often is accompanied by increasing 
stress on natural systems and significant adverse effects on environmental 
quality. The central issue, then, is to conduct development activities in a 
fashion that preserves the long-run productivity of natural systems for sus
tained development and that minimizes deterioration in environmental 
quality. 

Unfortunately, experience in both the developed and developing worlds 
demonstrates that on many occasions economic development activities have 
not shown sufficient concern for maintaining natural systems and environ
mental quality. This is due in part to the view that economic growth and 
environmental quality are alternatives---deterioration in environmental quality
is viewed as a necessary cost of rapid economic growth. This view ismislead
ing. Deforestation and the resulting soil erosion undermine the agricultural
base of an economy and reduce long-term growth prospects. Pollution of 
coastal waters can destroy commercial fisheries and can also check eco)nomic
growth. Air pollution affects human health with a resultant loss in productive
effort as well as direct welfare losses to individuals. Even when deterioration 
of environmental quality does not lead to reduced capacity to produce conven
tional goods and services, natural-systems services that are consumed di
rectly, such as recreation, are affected and the objective of'development
improved human welfare--is undermined. For these reasons, it is of utmost 
importance that the effects on natural systems of development projects and 
programs be carefully analyzed. Such analysis is not a luxury, but must 

I 
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become an essential part of project formulation and evaluation if protection is 
to be provided to the natural-resource base that SLutains htlln welfare. 

The basic prvinise this gui is that a collection of ah'elrtly existingof ide 
analytical approaches and techniques, includiii, henefit-cost analysis, can be 
used to incorporate environmental qalit y concerns [I'll. tileCcon1o11mic analvsis 
of projects, programs, and development strategies. Until now. these tech
liques have not been used widely arid systematically for econolmiic analysis of 
development projects and progranlis. Although there have been rapid advances 
inenvi rolnmental anrd natural- reson rce econoliiics and in environinental mnian
age ment techniques, primarily ill idiistri aIi zed countries, and although there 
have beenIniajor advances in project ev a uInationlin developing countries. the 
two strands have evolved scparately. Now the tine has come to pull tile 
strands togethr and show how these techniques can assist in incorpora fing tile 
dimension of' environmental quality into development planning. 

The ternis naoro/.sv.itifl anid ('11iroinimIin pa ,it.\V.isUsed ill this guiIde, 
refer to the piysical-chinnical-biohogical environment. laken together, tile 
terms are SynyOho1i1mLos with itle LcleCIl;Il telIii n i'iruonnt as Used in iIIUCli 0' 
ieenviroiinientt I Iiterattlire. The te!'in aturalsvs.wi/s re[fers to ecosysteiiis ofI
 

various types- -aquatic and terrestrial- -invarious types of use -agricultural.
 
fisheries. Iorest. grazing, and water resources. The objeCCivL, 
 0If natural
syslenis l l.i age iiilent are tile miia in tellaince of tileiClle\,viellabe
iesourice base anild 
of'eCosVstem prodLIctivity. aiid tile preservation of species andihabitats. The 
terni v'i 'm a/ (/0/il.' feu,totile state water. land. andrw.c of tlie air, 

uliiill artillti facts IsaffeCted by Mi activiies.i ifa TIie concern heleis w,'itltile 
eIfects of changes in tlie stat e of tie environment on receptors, including 
hm.11n11lS, i1dlLiants, MlilidlS, iliateri.lS. 

BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS 

This giide presents inunber of different analytical lechniques arid !'p
proaches with a view toward their practical application to development proj
ects and prograns. Although benefit-cost analysis receives the most attention 
other teChniques, including ilpUt-output analysis. mathiematical program
riing, and simulation, are also discissed hIi all cases, the purpose is to show 
how tiletecllnii!e call be used to improve eii\'irlmiiienital quality niaiia geriient 
rather than to give a comiprehensive exposition of' the technique. 

is aiethod of' idcltitfiBeneit-co.\ analvsi.% a svstematic vin d uleasuring 
lie econmi c bentiefits anld cists of a project or prograin. The beneits of' it 
project are the values of increnicltal outLuts of' goods and services, including 
environiental services. IMadfe possible by the project, and tie costs are tie 
values of the incremental real resources used by tile project. Both project costs 
and benefits are appropriately discouut ediiover tinie toMake tleiat connit iensil

http:iliateri.lS
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rate. The intellectual ruots of benefit-cost analysis liein neoclassical welfare 
economics as explained in Chapter 3. The historical development of benefit
cost analysis has strong ties to water-resource development projects. 

History 

Benefit-cost analysis (also called cost-benefit analysis in the literature) was 
developed in the United States in response to a legal requirement imposed in 
1936 oil water-resource projects of the federal government (U.S. Flood Con
trol Act of 1936). Efforts to implenent this requirement, started by the Na
tional Resources Planning Board in the late 1930s, led to the preparation of 
the "Green Book" by a federal interagcncy committee composed of represen
tatives of the major water-resource agencies (U.S. Federal Interagency River 
Basin Committee, Subcommittee oil Benefits and Costs 1950). This report
codified the general principles of economic analysis as they were to be applied
in formulating and evaluating federal water-resource projects. The authors, 
some of whom were professional economists, drew on the then-emerging 
field of welfare economics as a theoretical base for the "'Green Book" (Little 
1957). 

Application of these principles raised controversial issues in the executive 
branch and in Congress during the 1950s, and a number of ac:1.n.1ic econo
mists became interested in these issues. Tihe year 1958 was noteworthy for the 
publication of three influential books on benefit-cost analysis (Eckstein, Kru
tilla and Eckstein, and McKean). This was followed in the early 1960s by the 
influential book on water-resource systems (Maass et al. 1962) and the first 
extensive report about applying benefit-cost analysis to substantive areas 
other than water resources (Dorfman 1965). The use of benefit-cost analysis 
soon spread to other countries, especially to the United Kingdom. and to other 
sectors including highway transportation, urban planning. and environmental 
quality management. In 1965, the first economic review article on benefit
cost analysis carried ninety citations, largely from the United States and the 
United Kingdom (Prest and Turvev). The literature and applications of the 
approach have continued to expand rapidly (Mishan 1976). 

Hammond (1958) was one of the first analysts to apply the principles of 
benefit-cost analysis to pollution control. The major advances, however, were 
made at Resources for the Future (Knecse 1962; Kneese and Bower 1968; 
Kneese, Ayres, and d'Arge 1970). Since then, environmental economics has 
become a recognized field of specialization in the economics discipline, with 
its own journal, the Journal of Environmental Economics and Management,
which started in 1974. A 1976 review of the field of cnvironmental economics 
contained 147 literature referenc -s(Fisher and Peterson). The related field of 
natural-resource economics also expanded significantly during this period.
with important contributions by Ciriacy.*Wantrup (1952). Scott (1955), Bar
nett and Morse (1963), and Herfindahl and Kneese (1974). 
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Benefit-cost analysis was broadened in the 1960s to accommodate equity
income distribution issues and situations of unemploynent and underenploy
ment (Maass Ct al. 1962; Weisbrod 1968: Ilaveman and Krutilla 1968). In the 
early 1970s. techniques were developed to deal with income distribution, 
uineiployment. and foreign exchange issues in investment planning in devel
oping countries (UNIDO 1972: Little and Nlirrlees 1974: Squire and van der 
Taik 1975: [Helmers 1979). The World Bank has adopted simplified versions 
of these techniques in its procedures for benefit-cost analysis of proposed 
investment projects. More than forty years of experience in applying benefit
cost antalysis to wller-ieSOi+urce developments have alccuinulaed, tsha+Ive 
atbout twenty ycairs of experience ili other sectors, such as transportation. 
urban de\elopment, electric power, and health, educalion, and welfare. Ex
tensions of' the techniques to iatural-resomrce systems ind enlvironlmental 
quality manage ientand to social issues, sLch als equity, income distribution. 
and unelployment, have increased significantly over the past fi ftee n yearS. 
These extensions hVC resulted in a valuation approach that recognizes the 
reality that most public policy decisions have multiple objectives and embrace 
social oals that are much broader th in ere ceo notmic cifciercv. 

Recent Applications to Natural Systems and Environimental Quality 

The'great expinsion of interest in environmental arid ntlurl-resource eco
noinicslits led to many applications of benefit -cost sis aidan ,l,, related 
techniques ti the va luiation of natural systems and enviroilenta I qulity. 
These applicatioris have been most numerous in North Arnerica aid in West
ern Europe (IlIufschrn idt and Ilyman 1982). 

lin general, such applications attenipt to extend the theoretical concepts and 
mieasturernent techniques of applied welfare economics and microeconomics 
to the valuation of those nonnmrket goods and services thmt characterize many 
natural-systems and environniertal quatl ity fflccts. Although some early ap
plications were ad hoc in nature, often withomit adeq uate theoretical fou nda
tion, many recent studies have effectively comnbined theory and enipirical 
rleasurement techniques (MIiler aid W\Vzga i 1976: Freeman 1979). 

As described iii detail inChapter 3,valuation techniques for natural-sys
tems aid environierital qulality effects can he classified broadly as market 
oriented and consuiier-sUtrvev oriented. Within the market-oriented category, 
costs and benelfits ciin be valIue(I bV Isinc actual market or sirrogate market 
prices. VaI uation based on actual Miarket prices, ailthough not withmut prob
leins, represents a straightfirward application of stand ard beiefit-cost analy
sis techniques. Much more difficult are valuations usinge surrocate riarkets 
and survey techniques. Much creative work Ims been done, however. iii 
developing applications that are theoretically sound and feasible in practice. 
The travel-cost approach. discussed in Chapter 6. is atnexample of such in 
applicatim. 
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Related economic and systems analysis techniques that have been applied 
with some success to natural systems and environmental quality include input
output models, mathematical programming, and simulation models. These 
are discussed in Chapter 8. 

Economic analysis thus holds great promise for improving 'mvironmcntal 
quality management. At the same time, one must have modest expectations. 
There are two principal reasons for this. First, economic valuation relies 
critically on understanding and measuring the physical, chemical, and biolog
ical effects of development activities-in general, economic valuation is the 
last step in the aoalysis. Second, available conceptual and empirical methods 
for placing monetary values on nonmarket goods and services are quite imper
fect. For example, it is difficult to value human life and the damages to human 
health, because even when the effects of air pollution on human health are 
known, there is no general agreement aniong economists on how to value 
damages to health. There also are aspects of environnmental quality and natural 
systems that are important to !licicty but that cannot be readily valued in 
economic terms. For these reasons, this guide should be viewed as an initial 
attempt to improve the valation step in environmental quality management, 
not as a final effort. 

Applicability in Developing Countries 

The extensive deve!opment of these applications in North America and 
Western Europe gives promise that they can be adapted for use in developing 
countries. One purpose of this guide is to help advance the process of adapta
tion. In considering the opportunities as well as the problens of adaptation, 
one important factor is that the basic prnriciples of the techniques are applica
ble in all types of economies---ich or poor, East or "lest, and centrally 
planned or market oriented. But the specific applications of the techniques 
presented in this guide must take account of these differences in income level. 
types of economy, le\,cis of development, character of nattral systems and 
environmental quality problems, and prevalence of markets. 

Developing countries are at the crossroads of social choices regarding 
economic development, natural-resource use. aid environmental quality man
agement. Social choices may create or contribute to natural-system or societal 
imbalances or redress them through mitigation and compensation. Examples 
of natural-system imbalances include degradation of range and pasture quali
ty, nutrient losses, erosion, sedimentation, spread of pathogens and vectors, 
deterioration in water quality through biological or mineral contamination, 
deforestation, and the extinction of living or abiotic features of the environ
ment. Air and water pollution in urban areas are also examples of such 
environmental quality imbalances. 

Human social and economic imbalances are reflected in the contrasts be
tween the rich and the poor, the present and the future, and the city and the 
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country, and among different social groups. The connections between natural
system and environmental quality imbalances andlsocial and economic im
balances are strong. On the one hand. extensive rral poverty and severe 
population pressures create environmental stress on agricultural resources,
including mining soil of its nutrients, cultivation of ecologic'allyv fragile lands,
and salinization of soil through improper irrigation. Urban poverty is associ
ated with the problems of unsanitary water Supplies, inadequate sewage dis
posal, congestion, noise, air pollution, and loss of amenities. On 	 tie other
hand. natural-system and environmental qualitv imbalances themselves can
contribute to poverty and a widening gulf between rich 	and poor. To some 
extent, environmental problems are the result of unsatisl'actorv econonic 
performance, aiLIthe soI utioiinma' lie in cconOmiC growth. But cconolic 
growth increases eivironnienial dislruption inithe extractive sectors and poilu
tion frol the transport, p,'occssing, and consu iig of'goods a t services. In 
thiat light, giowtIMust be balaiced. wit hIu o ri 'dfor I iii enviror
mental quality. 

It lollows that the income distribution hmcn:io of eirvirorlmental qiality
deterioration and offprograis for environincital inproveinent is crucial in
developing countries where inequality a10iig iogiOliis aid grOups is itpressing
problen. The problenl mLusl be consider.'Cd in twc. parts. Who bllefits and
 
Who loses if*
en vi ronliieln'i a! t ,;:, : periitted to go unchecked? These
gains and losses often are perceived difierently bv alfecleld grotips. Also, who 
are the beneficiaries aid who bears the costs if rX llsive Cxpcnditur es ire 
made Ior preserving environrlentlta quality. clie lit-cost analysis should not 
stop with elficiency, even ie'fliciencv iIcludCs eiivroiut;iital quality elfects. 
biut should Itleast idcltify tile gainers aind losers. 

Because d-veliOpiIIg countries :i at i.critical point in atLural iresource and
environmental inanaenrient, they have the opportuity to avoid costly lis
takes often niadc in industrialized countries and caii reduce total social costs 
by anticiptiory rather than reiiiedial actions. Soine specific probleis facing
developing countries in the planiiing and management of natural systems andL 
envirotnmental qiality ire: 

InadeqIIacies in inlitoring and eiiforcelnent ol existing environiental 
protection laws id regJ iit iItis:

2. 	 Extensive poverty thai puts I preiiuil- on current iuiconc-producing 
activities to the (lctrinient of long-terii piotection OI"nlitUral systens:

3. Scarcity of financial resoiurces in relalion to currenit needs, which con
strains the xx'illiigness to protect natural systems.


4. 	 The often perverse distributional effects of environiienti quality plans
and 	programs. which may worsen the existing inequitable distribution 
of' incorie: 

5. 	 Difficulty in controlling the environaental quality effects of rprivate
sector and public sector development activities. which lIimits the effec
tiveness of public progranis for environmentatl quality management; 
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6. 	 Inadequacies in the technical, economic, and administrative expertise 
available for the planning and implementation of environmental man
agement programs; 

7. 	 Widespread market failures, which require extensive use of shadow 
prices to replace market prices; 

8. 	 Minimal participation in environmental quality planning, either by the 
general public or by many affected governmental agencies, which re
duec:, the effectiveness of implementation; 

9. 	 Inadequacies in environmental, economic, and social data, including 
difficulties in data collection and processing and lack of knowledge of 
past trends and baselines, which limit the quality of analysis; 

10. 	 Wide diversity of culttrai values, which increases the difficulty of so
cial evaluation of environmental quality effects. 

Many of these problems ire shared by industrialized nations. The major 
difference, however, is the degree to which these problems occur in develop
inc countries. 

With lilitcd resources relative to development and natural-systems mainte
nance needs, developing countries face greater challenges in future environ
mental quality management than industrialized countries have in the past. 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

Benefit-:ost analysis, including its application to natural-systems and en
vironoiental quality valuation, is a technique that can help decision makers 
make more rational decisions about the allocation of scarce resources. Ac
cordingly, the 1chnique is used necessarily as part of a planning and decision
making process that takes place in a specific institutional context--with local, 
regional. national, or international characteristics. The goal is to apply bene
fit-cost analysis to natural-systems and environmentai quality effects and to 
environnental-quality management measures designed to reduce or coun
teract adversc effects. To this end, such effects and me 'sures must be ex
pressed in specific physical terms--tuantitatively. if at all possible. The 
determination of such physical chanm$es in natural systems and sub)scquently in 
receptors is a necessary but complex and difficult task. In general, as shown 
in figure I . I . it is necessary to undertake a series of 'tudics and analyses that 
begin with an analysis of an activitv-an industrial plant, irrigation project, or 
forest managenent program-that generates residhtals in gaseous, liquid, or 
solid form, which in tur Iaffect the natural system and ambient environmental 
quality. Ambient environmental quality in turn affects receptors, which may 
be humans, plants, animals or materials. The physical effects on receptors, 
effects which may be beneficial or adverse, are then ,,ubjected to economic 
valuation. Only after these physical effects are determined can benefit-cost 
valuation techniques be applied. 
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Chapter 4 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 5 Chapter 6 

Effect on 
Effect on 

Residuals 
Natural 


Human Other Systems Receptors:Economic
 
Humans.
 

Activity Environmental and on 
 Valuation 

Quality Ambient plantsf
animals, 

Effects Environmental 
materialsOuaEty 

On-site 

Off-site Off-site 

Chapters 7 b 8 

Economic
Environmental -Quality Management Measures to Reduce Valuation 
or Counteract Advere Effects of the Activity on Ambient of Cost of
Environmental Quality and Receptors Environmental. 

Managemeant 

Measures 

Figure 1.1 Valuation of natural-systems and environmental quality effects and of

environmental quality management measures.
 

Figure I .I also depicts the relationship between the fornullations of en
vironmental-quality management measures and the economic Valuation of the
 
cost of the measures. 

ORGANIZATION OF THF GUIDE 

The chapters in this guide are organized according to the conceptual frale
work just described. Following this introductory chapter. Chapter 2 treats the 
institutional and planning context with special reference to developing coun
tries. The complexity of institutions and planning processes is emphasized,
and tile irnportant roles of international aid agencies and tile private sector are 
pointed out. Clearly, the specific local institutional and planning context is an 
important factor influencing tie opportunities for and limitations on the ap
plication of these techniques in both developed and developing countries. 

Chapter 3 includes a concise summary of the basic principles of benefit
cost analysis and its extensions to environmental quality and natural-systems
valuation. The discussion of the underlying theory, including assumptions 
and value jfldgments, allows the reader to consider the applicability of specif
ic techniques to both developed and developing countries and to various 
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economic systems, ranging from centrally controlled, nonmarket economies 
to predominantly market economies. 

Chapter 4 is concerned with the problems of analyzing activities (the first
box in figure I. I ) by (1) determining and measuring how a specific activity-
a power plant or an irrigation project-generates residuals and other environ
menta! quality effects (the second box in figure I. 1)and by (2) analyzing the
factocs that influence their generation. A thorough understanding of the ac
tivity that generates residuals is essential if cost-efective and feasible en
vironmental quality management measures are to be developed.

Chapter 5 takes tip the analysis of the cfelcts of residuals on natural sys
tems, on the quality of the ambient environment-air, water, and land-and 
on .:s, including humans, plants, animals, and materials. (These steps 
are deplk ed as the next two boxes in sequence in figure I.I.) A crucial 
distinction is made between on-site effects of an activity, such as deterioration 
of' a forest because of poor management, and oft-site effects, such as down
stream sedimentation beyond the forest boundaries, caused by such poor
management. The emphasis in this chapter is on the analytical approaches
required to develop specific quantitative information about natural-systems
and receptor effects that can provide a realistic and scientifically valid basis 
for economic valuation. 

Chapter 6 presents the various market, surrogate market, and survey tech
niques for valuation of environmental quality and natural-systems effects. 
Discussion of the techniques is related to the theory presented in Chapter 3.
 
Specific examples of application are drawn from cases in developing 
as well 
as developed countries. 

Chapter 7 follows with a presentation of economic valuation from the cost 
side, includit,, a discussion of the cost-effectiveness approach to environmen
tal quality management and techniques for valuing replacemen. :-,I defensive 
measures. 

Finally, in Chapter 8, the techniques of input-output analysis, mathematical 
programming, and simulation are presented as methods by which complex
econonic-technologic interactions can be traced through ihe relevant systems.

The sequence of the chapters is based on the idea that the application of 
benefit-cost analysis, especially the valuation of environmental quality ef
fects, comes oneonly after has obtained a good knowledge of the basic 
theories, management contexts, and natural-systens analyses. Given this log
ical framework, this guide is important as I total package. It has been written 
for a wide readership: professionals, planners, practitioners, trainers, and
teachers. Some will have a strong economics background: others, a strong
natural-systems background: still others, a multidisciplinary background. To 
accommodate the variety of readers. each chapter is largely self-contained. 
Therefore, a person with a strong economics background can skim or even
skip Chapter 3 and concentrate on Chapters 4 and 5 before reading Chapters
6, 7, and 8. The converse holds for a person with a strong natural-systems 
background. 
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It is not possible to provide a specific guide for each typc of reader. The 
chapters and subsections have been labc!2ed carefully so that anyor,e can 
readily identify the sections of greatest ifrere:,t. Because this is a long report, 
readers should be selective in their use of it, realizing, however, that the level 
of difficulty varies anmong the different chapters. 
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2 
Institutional and
 
Planning Context
 

Plans and decisions relating to environmental quality and natural systems in 
developing countries are made in complex institutional contets that have 
little resemblance to idealized models of the planning process or to formal 
organizational structures of governments. The institutional context of a partic
ular developing country is the product of a number of importan! factors. These 
include: 

I. 	 The historical circumstances surrounding the emergence of concern for 
natural systems and environmental quality; 

2. 	 The mix and relative weights of national objectives such as economic 
development, equitable distribution of income, regional and rural devel
opment, national self-sufficiency, environmental quality, and mainte
nance of the productivity of natural systems; 

3. 	 The stage of economic and social development of the country; 
4. 	 The nature of the cultural traditions and values of the society; 
5. 	 The nature of the socioeconomic system, ranging from a command econ

omy with dominance of public ownership of the means of production, 
through various degrees of mixed public-private ownership and control, 
to a predominantly private enterprise economy; 

6. 	 The nature of the political and governmental system, including strong, 
centralized, executive control; shared executive-legislative control 
through a parliamentary or U.S. type of legislative system; or a federal 
system with power shared between central and provincial levels; 

7. 	 The nature and relative importance of international economic links as 
reflected by activities of multinational corporations and bilateral and 
multilateral aid agencies, such as the U.S. Agency for International De
velopment (U.S. AID), the World Bank, other development banks, and 
specialized agencies of the United Nations. 

Practical applications of the techniques for analysis and valuation of natural 
systems and environmental quality clearly must work within a particular 
context. 

12 
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MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE NATURE OF DECISIONS 

Even more than in developed countries. environmental quality prograls
and objectives in developing countries have only a secondary status in corn
parison with national and regional economic development and, in some cases,
the objective of meeting basic human needs. Following World War II, the 
first thrust of developing nations was toward economic development in thc 
classic Western form of industrialization, urbanization, agricultural develop
ment for export markets, and provision of major infrastructure. In this they
followed the leadership of developed countries, multilateral aid agencies. and 
the United Nations. Experience with this approach than a decadeover more 
revealed serious lim tations. especially in dealing with endemic poverty. This 
led to the addition of programs directly addressed to income redistributien, 
rural and village development, and the mecting of basic human needs for 
housing, nutrition, sanitation, and health services. Prior to the Stockholm
 
Conference on the Environment in 1972, most developing countries 
 had
 
placed little or no emphasis on the problems of natural-resource deterioration
 
and degradation of air, water, and land quality. Although 
some advances have 
been made since tie early 1970s in the priority given to evironmental quality

problems, in most developing countries today the greatest weight is still
 
placed on objectives for economic development, promotion of exports, reduc
tion of poverty, and fulfillment of basic human needs, including Iood and
 
shelter.
 

Within such a context, it is especially important that environmental quality

and natural-systems analysis and valuation stress 
the positive role they can 
play in long-range sustainable economic Levelopmient and natural-resource
 
management. 
 It is also crucial that valuation techniques analyze environmen
tal quality and natural-systems effects in economic terms that can be 
accom
modated in the calculus of economic development.
 

PLANNING AND DECISION-MAKING CONTEXT 

Environmental quality and natural-systems problems arise in a wide variety
of planning and decision-making contexts in tile public and private sectors of 
developing countries. Although there is no typical context, many of these can 
be identified in two important dimensions: (I) the level of planning and 
decision making and (2) the nature of the planning and decision-making 
process. Ideally, natural-systems and environmental quality analysis and 
valuation should be integral parts of the planning and decision-making pro
cess at all levels of planning. In practice, they are often abscat or, at best, 
present only as afterthoughts once plans and projects have been lormulated 
and major decisions made. 
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Levels of' Planning 

Within a developing country, there are at least four distinct planning and 
decision-making levels (fig. 2.I ). There is two-way interaction between the 
various levels. 

The Project Le'el. The most basic level is the pn'oijc. A project is 
defined as a relatively self-contained conibination of activities that may con
sist of a number of pli,'sical facilities. management measures, and implemen
tation incentives designed to achieve one or more objectives. Examples are 
I) construction and operation of a wate,-storage reservoir designed to pro

vide irrigation water, electric energy, and flood damage reduction: (2)a forest 
management scheeni for a specific land area designed to produce forest prod
ucts: (3) a fossil-fuel electric pover plant to provide electric energy: and (4) a 
wastewater treatlment plant to improve the water quality of an urban area and 
adjacent regions. Effects on natural systems and receptors are perceived most 
directly and measured most readily at tile project level, especially in the short 
term. Valuiation of sicII effects at tile project level thus are better grounded on 
actual physical data than at higher levels of naigelent. 

The Regional Level. At the regional level, planning involves anitlysis 
leading to decisions on a number of interrelated projects tlat typically com
prise a plan and on an associated program for undertaking lie projects over a 
period of several years. Examples are ( I ) a forest :manage ment programi for a 
specific region. which may include a numiber of interrelated projects, such as 
reforestation, harvesting, fire prevention, and management of access, linked 
in both time and space to produce attimre stream of products and services: (2) a 
river-basin development program consisting of a nunber of interrelated water 
management projects. such as darns, canals, power plants, irrigation works. 
wildlife management schemes, aind erosion reduction measures to serve a 
number of different purposes including agricultural development, energy pro
duction, flood damage reduction, and fish and wildlife management: and (3) a 
broad regional development or redevelopment program. which migiht include 
urban development, industrialization, and tot'!risn aIorg with agricultural and 
other natural-resources development of a specific area. 

Analysis of natural-systenis and environmental (qlalityaspects of such re
gional plans and prograis Must necessarily he based on information devel
oped at tie project level. Cuniulative and indirect effects that becone man
ifest only over several years can be aggregated at the regional level frort 
project-level data. Valuation 0f such effects at tile regional i,:vel thus can 
reflect complex spatial and temporal relationships. 

The SectoralLevel. The sectoral level typically involves the ,nanagenient 
plans and programs of a specific mission-oriented ministry at tile national or 
provincial level. A sectoral plan and its associated prograii usually consist of 
a set of separable projects distributed geographically over the nation or 
province and scheduled for undertaking over aperiod of years. Typical exam
pies include (I) the national highway transport sector that has a plan and 
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Overall National or
 
Provincial Plan and
 

Program Level
 
Drawn from Regional and
 
Sectoral Level Plans and
 
Programs
 

Examples:

National Development Plan

National Annual Budget
 

The Regional Level The Sectoral Level 
* Programs That Incorporate * Programs That Incorporate

Sets of Interrelated Sets of Separable
Projects 
 Projects
 

Examples: Examples:
* Forest Management Plan 0 National Highway Transport
* River-basin Development Sector

Program * National Forestry Manpgement
* Regional Development or SectorRedevelopment Plan for 0 National Energy Sector

Multiple Purposes 

The Project Level
 
Examples: Activities Associated with
 
* Water-storage Reservoir 
* Reforestation Scheme 
* Fossil-fuel Power Plant 
• Wastewater Treatment Plant 

Figure 2.1 Illustrative levels of planning and decision making in a developing 
country. 

program for construction and maintenance of a national network of highways,
in which specific highway segments are included as separable projects; (2) the 
national or provincial forestry management sector with an overall forestry
policy, plan, and program consisting of separable public forest management
projects along with general regulations, incentives, and other policies affect
ing privately owned forests; and (3) the national energy sector that involves a 
plan, program, and policies for energy production and use, consisting of a 
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number of discrete projects that may involve oil, natural gas, coal, nuclear 
energy, bio-fuels, and other solar energy sources. 

Environmental quality and natural-systems aspects of sectoral programs
necessarily involve knowledgc of cffects at the project level. Accordingly,
overall development policies and programs established at the sectoral level 
require the aggregation of such project-level environmental quality and natu
ral-systcms effects level. valuation of the airat the sectoral For example, 
quality effects of a specific energy policy or program can thus be done at the 
aggregate sectoral level. 

Overall Plan and ProgramLevel. The overall plan and program level,
which is often located in the national organization of government, is where 
naional objectives are formulated and passed on to the regional, sectoral. and 
project levels. Activity at this level also involves combining and adapting the 
management plans and programs of the sectoral and regional levels into an 
overall plan aind] program, with an associated set of policies. Examples of this 
level in action are (I) the national long-range development plan, with an 
associated set of objectives, typically prepared for a five-year period, along
with its financial and policy commitments; and (2) the national annual budget.
which often consists of' both investment and routine operating subbudgets.
Both the long-range plan and the annual budget are usually subdivided into 
regit,0:mf and sectoral units, each of which may be further subdivided into 
poject units. At this level, environmental quality and natural-systems effects 
may be revealed only in very general terms; that is, by generalization from a 
few specific case;. Ideally, such effects should represent an aggregation of 
specific effects of the individual pro jecis that comprise the overall plan and 
annual budget. At this national level, tie environmenltal quality and natural
systens consequences of any specific development plan, or variant of it,
could tc traced through the entire economy by use of' national and regional
input-output models as discussed in Chapter 8. Valuation of environmental 
quality and natural-systems effects at this level necessarily must be done in a
macroeconomic context. 

The Private Sector. The private sector often plays an important role in 
one or more of the four levels just discussed. Frequently, the private sector 
proposes to undertake specific projects-an industrial plant, a mining
schep-Yl or a timber-harvesting activity-that Iave important effects on natI
ral systems and environmental quality. l'hese projects may or may not be 
elements in the government's sectoral, regional, or national plans. Some
times, however, private projects comprise significant portions of sectoral or 
regional plans and even of the overall provincial and national plans and 
programs, particularly when promoting exports is an important objective. 

The Planning and Decision-making Process 

In a general sense, projects and sectoral and regional programs are the 
outcomes of some planning and tecision-making process. This process may 
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be highly organized, as is true for projects seeking World Bank financing, or 
it may be informal and ad hoc, as with small or kIcally generated projects.

A simplified version of an idealized planning MInt decision-making process
is shown in figure 2.2. (Although an actual planning process may not conform 
strictly to this idealized model, most processes contain some version of these 
steps.) In this general scheme, the process begins with (I) the perception and
definition of a problem, need. or opportunity and is followed by (2) the 
specification of the tasic social objectives and the development of associated 

EQ and NS ASPECTS BASIC PROCESS 

Environmental Quality and 
Natural-Systems Problems 
and Needs 

1. Perception and definition of a 
problem, need, or opportunity 

" -"-

I I 
Environmental Quality and
Natural-Systems Objec-
tives and Criteria 
Developed 

-

2. Specifications of basic social objec.
tives, and development of associated 
planning guides and criteria including
economic criteria; specification of 
analysis conditions 

----

I I 
t 

I 
Basic Analyses of Natural-
Systems and Environmen-
tal Quality Aspects, and 
Formulation of Appro-
priate Plans, Including 
Implementation Incentives 
and Institutional Arrange-
ments 

, 

3. Conduct of basic physical, economic. 
and social analyses and formulation of 
alternative plans

Plans include implementation incen
tives, physical measures, and insti
tutional arrangements; Economic 
analyses including benefit-cost 
analysis are important 

I 

Environmental Quality and 4. Review and evaluation of alternativeNatural-Systems Aspects plans and selection of preferred planWeighed in Relation to for executionOther Objectives Benefit-cost analysis plays a key
role 

Environmental Quality and 5. Execution of selected plan; monitoringNatural-Systems: Execu- of progress and results of execution
tion and Monitoring . 

E.,post Evaluation of 6. Ex post evaluation of execution of theEnvironmental Quality -,nd plan
Natural-systems Asrscts Benefit-cost analysis plays a key
of Execution of th, Plan role 

Figure 2.2 Simplified version of a project or program planning and decision-making
process, showing environmental quality and natural-systems aspects. 
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planning guides. criteria, and conditions for analyses. Then follow (3) the:
basic physical, economic, and social aiiallyses aid tile fornl liat it of alterna
live plans and (4) tie review and evaluation of these plans by tie decision 
makers, leading to selection of a prefc red plan h'Or execution. The final steps 
are (5) tie actual execution of tile adopted plan. which involves detailed 
design. construction, operation, and monitoring of progress, and (6) the cx 
post evaluation of tile execu tCd plan relative to the ori.z ignial objectives.

Note several pi onts ahoLt this sin plilied process. I irst, regardless of tlie 
level or nature of' the problem.--for example. whether it is a national energy
prograi or a pro ject-levcl irrigation sc heilric--enivironrilenrtalI qIra lity and nat
urial -syste ins aspects ried b0be c msidercd frih tile verV start (enrtries at tile 
lef't of figure 2.2). 

Second, benielfit-cost analysis, including valuation of civiroriiireiital qualityarid natural-sysleilis eflects. enters tle process early in plan l rniulation (,tep 
3) ard continues thrtlOhiout the review. evaluation, and Cxcutuliot (steps 4, 5, 
and 6). 

Third. an essential f'ature oftlie alternative plan 'ormlulated ill step 3 is the 
inclusion of iplclielrntatiori incentives'- -the means for obtairiin or
achievinig the installation arid Operaitri of ti1e phy'sical ar1d otherIleasuics of
[lie managrnent plan. Clearly. tile pro cct bcnefits of a plan can be achieved 
only if tile plan is successfully carried out. For evarlplc. a iiinaeernerit plan
thal calls IFOr [lie reduction of liquid effIucrits y Specific aiounts in a spec
ilied tiitle also iriust include a Set Of iriplcienIatiot irlicctives- subsidies,
efflterit charges. standards. legal sanctions. inollitorin, ard iilspect iors--to 
ensure that tlicse reductions arc madc bywa specific tinic and thal tile\, are
 
maintained. A corollary feature of each alternalive plan is tie spcci ficationl of
 
the instilutions---public and privatc--that will have tlie authority aiid respoii
sibility to iniposc irriplericrituitiori irncCinhives and car-- Other
OUt tasks of
 
liianagelcient.
 

Firially. the process involves frequent 
 feedback of information Ir'rom later
 
steps to earlier ones. Thus. for .xample. ilil'iriationi developed during the

forniulation of" alternative plans (step 3) may help to redefine the 
 problems
arid rel' irniulate tle objectivcs aiid associated criteria (steps I and 2). The 
con tiitrollS moito nrg fiiction ol step 5 and the evalvatin ifrrctioi of step 6 
wsill be primary sources of inforniation -- to be rcturnedIto earlicr steps of tlie 
process. 

Conic;. of' the Problerns 

Problems of environiental u;ial it) and natural systenirs arise ill a nuimber of,
different contexts (fig. 2.3). The first category is the typical economic devel
opment project-an irrigation project nir aniindustrial plant. Tle environmen
tal quality objcctives associated ss'ith an irrigation project, for example. are 
(l) to imaintain tlie long-run produtivitv of le transFornired natural systeins, 
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PROBLEM CATEGORY NATURAL-SYSTEMS AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

OBJECTIVE 

M aintain long-run productivity of 
natural systems 

1. 	Economic Development on-site
 
Example: a new irrigation project
 

Control adverse effects of residuals 
and other environmental quality 
effects 

off-site 

Maintain and onhance existing long
run productivity of natural systems 

2. 	 Natural Resource Management on-site
 
Example: a forest management project
 

Control adverse effects n residuals 
and other environmental quality 
effects 

off-site 

3. 	 Environmental Quality Management - Improvement of existing ambient
Example: an air quality management quality of the air, water, and land 
program for a community off-siteend on-sita 

Figure 2.3 The problem context for natural-systems and environmental quality 
analysis. 

for example, the on-site irrigation system; and (2) to control the adverse off
site effects of residuals from the irrigation system. Note that economic devel
opment projects can be carried out by the private sector, the public sector, or 
jointly. 

The second category is concerned with effective public and/or private man
agement of existing renewable natural resources, such as forests, fisheries, 
and grazing lands. The problems here are to maintain existing long-range on
site productivity and to .ontrt~l adverse ott-,i, effects. 

The third category is concerned with improving the existing quality of the 
ambient environment-air, water, and land-by controlling residual dis
charges and other environmental quality effects from existing public and 
private developments-urban, industrial, commercial, and transportation. In 
this case, off-site effects may be of greater significance than on-site effects. 
Also, this category is the concern primarily of the public sector. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE 

Governmiental organizational and adnlinistratyive structures vary iii detail
from country to country, especially concerning how natural-resource manage
ment reponsibilities arc exei tted and environ mental quality interests are ac
coniniodated. Also, formal structure is only a part t the complex -overnr!llcllt 
and private sector milieu witlin which decisions are nilade. In ge CFi,r howe v
er, typical structures can be identified within which developmenit planning
and management takes place and whe,'e environmental quality and natural
systeis aspects are accoimodated. 

Generally, there are two broad types ofI gove niruclital structure: tlhe unitary'
national governmental sy ste i and the federal system. The unitarviYsystcm Iias 
complete policy and admninistrlalive purview of'donri.c;i6c, l'oreiLn. and defense 
sectors as well as overall national planring, finance, taxation, and budgeting
responsibilities. Administrative delegation of authority to regions or cornniiII
nities may occur, bult policy and bn dgetary control iSwith tile central govern
nlent. In contrast, under the .'eral svsi , ille states or provinces share
authority and responsibility over domestic prograis with tlie central govern
ment and often play tie doninaint role. They may have iidependent taxinig,
borrowing, or budgeting authority. 'Typicall' . the central overnillent retains 
exclusive authority only over international relations, national defense, i]
national planning. 

In a f'ederal systerr. authority to undertake CConrirIIic or nIttUral-resu'rce 
development projects arid prograns typically is shared by the provincial and
national levels. This riieans that assessmruent and valuItion of enivironiierital 
quality and natural-systers aspects of dc\elopirerit can occur ;it both levels.In the People's Republic of China, ex ari environnrentall protectionfor Mple,
agencies have been established at the provincial level, whereas overall policy
with respect to environniental protection is lodged in the central government.

Regardless of tlie level of governincit---nation al or provinciral--a tvpical
organization of governmneinit for eCOrioriliCiand nhitra I-iesoun re dCeeIpii,II
miglit take the Il'Orn shown in figure 2A. Priiary responsihiility for Undertak
ing econoiic deveopiiient prograi sand tior in inagirg natulial resources is iii
the hands of sectoral agencies or ministries- public works, aericulture. cner
gy, industry, transport, fhoresiry. public healill-ard purview over nationll
planning and finance, including taxationi and budgets, is directly under tile
chief executive. Legislative aild judicial anus of go'ernment "are closely
linked with tile executive branch at tile top of' tie governmental structure. 

Environmental qual ity Is an ob jective of' government may le accolii i
dated iii this typical structure inia variety of ways. As shown in figure 2.4.
there riay be a specific sectoral agency wilh responsibility or- some aspects ol
environmental quality: (he Environmental Protection Aericy ill the United
States is an e'cample. Alternatively, this responsibility may be iii the Ivinistry
of Health. Usually, there are one or more sectoral Igenecies concerned with 
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Figure 2.4 Typical organizational structure of a national government showing locus of environmental quality and natural-rnsources 
activities. 
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natural resources-lorestry. minerals, energy, water-al though these agen
cies typically have a developmental rather lialn environ meiit alI quiiallitaln 
orientation. There also may be an overaii -','ironiimciintal quality policy agei
cy-at the same level as the economic pha un ing and bu dgetary agencies--at 
the chief executive level. The U.S. Council on lnvironmental Quality during
the I970s and various interministcrial committees are examples of this type. 
.nvironmental assessment anid evaluation staffs also inay' be organized within 
tiles,.ctoral agencies, with responsibility for preparation of enviroilInental 
impact analyses of sector pro *jtcts. In addition IItivcliliciis m' have rescarch 
and training respolnsibilities in the ticids 01 iittural SN'seIls aikI eil%'irontieIlitIl 
quiality'. 

quality and IIl-rCsource 

OVe'I'lllelt and the rivate sector are 

Clearly, tie envirolmentlal nliltura COnlSdielrations of 

so pervasive that nto liatoralinizatiollill 
or administrative 'solution" exists. Assessing lie ltects of projects and 
progra ins ol natural systellS anLI receptors and V'alIUillg these efflects neces
sarily must take place itmany diffCrent points and levels li tile organizational 
structure. It folhows :hat eachl sectoral agency and each project planning teain 
should have access to such assessment and valuatioil capability. This nccd is 
supported by the rCquirelcents of Ireililn aid aCencies for environmental 
alSSL.;sllleits and valuations. 

External Aid Organizations 

An additional consideratiom in developlent planning and implemmlentation
is the iimportant role played by the extCrlnl aid organizations. inllutidine es
pecially tile World Bank. the recgional development bhanks. U.S. All), and 
specialized agencies of the United Nations such as the United Nations Ei
vironniental Prograin, the World Ilcalth ( )riNizaion. tile Food and Agri
cultural Organization, and tile United Nations l)evelopnment Program. These 
agencies provide loans and grants fIr dce'elImil projects and prograllis as 
well itstechnical aid to a large variety of prograins aild activities, inIcluding 
natural resources and civironmenlal quality. 

Most of these agencies require substantial infornlation abOlut enivirolnileiltal 
quality .111d iaaUral-svstemns Cects itspart of the application or filancial aid
for development prc ects. All) ilas lad fornia procedures for aialysis of 
environmental quality eflects of developeinlt activities since 1970. The origi
nal All) procedures were patterned after tle reqlirmccnts of the U.S. Na
tional Environmental Policy Act. On the basis of eild experience, tle\ were 
revised in 1980 to achievc greater 'lexibility, reduce(IOllortuiitis lr d:!iy. 
provide for carly identification of'key environmental issties. and help build 
environmental quality analysis into project ilruhation. 

The World Bank has bcen I'Orinally concerned with tlie environmental 
quality effects of its activities since it established inenvironmental office in 
1970. Throughot t tlie years, it has stirengtiened its procedLires and anIalvtiIal 
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capability to deal with the environmental aspects of development. The bank 
has a well-developed set of environmental quality policies and practices and 
has exercised considerable leadership on environmental issues in the interna
tional development community (Stein and Johnson 1979). It has built environ
mental analysis into each step of the "project cycle," which consists of the 
procedural steps that a project proposal follows from initial identification of a 
project to its completion and post audit. 

As of 1979, the regional development banks and other international aid 
agencies, such as the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), also 
were beginning to incorporate environmental quality aspects into their as
sistance policies and procedures. The February 1980 Declaration of Environ
mental Policies and Procedures by the nine multilateral development agencies
along ,vith UNDP has served to strengthen the activities of these agencies in 
providing more and improved environmental quality of their development 
activities. 

It appears that one of the most effective means of promoting economic 
valuation of the natural-systems and environmental quali'y aspects of devel
opment is through the programs and activities of the external aid organiza
tions. For example, their current requirements for benefit-cost analyses of 
development projects could be extended to apply to environmental quality and 
natural-systems aspects. Also, their training programs, such as those of the 
Economic Development Institute of the World Bank, can incorporate mate
rials on economic valuation of these aspects. 
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3 
Principles and Environmental
 
Quality Extensions of
 
Benefit-Cost Analysis
 

THE PURPOSE OF BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS 

No country has unlimIted supplies of land, labor, capital, and managerial
expertise. Although resources can be combined in many different ways to
produce goods and services of various kinds, production possibilities over any
given period of time will always be restricted. Every society is thus forced 
into making decisions about the best use of its resources. Benefit-cost analysis
represents an application of modern welfare economics and is directed toward
improving the economic efficiency of resource allocation. As far as possible,
the economic values of society itself are relied upon to evaluate specific
proposals. Value judgments by the benefit-cost analyst should be kept to a
minimum and, where required, should be described explicitly to society's 
decision makers. 

Any new project, program, or policy proposed by a society will lead to
benefits and costs. To evaluate the absolute and relative worth of projects, 
programs, and policies, some basis for comparison is needed. The common 
measuring rod for benefit-cost analysis is monetary value. This does not mean
that benefit-cost analysis need be restricted to items that are actually bought
and sold. The assumption is made that actions that contrib:e to positive
increases in a society's economic weltare can be represented by the equivalent
monetary value of goods and services the society is prepared to rcliuquish in
exchange. Conversely, adverse effects on economic wellfzre can be meas!ired
in terms of the monetary equivalent of goods and services that would be
needed to compensate the society for the harm done. This is a basic value 
judgment ol benefit-cost analysis. 

General agreement exists among Western economists that maximum eco
nomic efficiency in resource allocation can be attained by a perfectly operat
ing market system (Baumol 1972). Market prices act as indicators of value
and guide the use of resources. Economic decisions are made on a de
centralized basis by individual consumers and firms. In economic systems 

24 
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based largely on centralized planning, values of resources and commodities 
are measured in terms of imputed, or "shadow," prices (Lange and Taylor, 
1938, Lerner 1944). In principle, with given resources, methods of produc
tion, and social economic goals, tie conditions tor maximum economic effi
ciency will be the same for both types of economic system. Optimal market 
prices and shadow prices will be identical. 

Elements of both systems will be found in every country's economic frame
work. Western economies, as typified by Organization for Economic Cooper
ation and Development (OECI)) countries, rely mainly on private markets to 
allocate resources, but goods and services supplied by governments also enter 
their market systems. Some goods supplied by government may be priced to 
reflect resource scarcities accurately, while others may be supplied free or at 
some arbitrary price. Market prices do not always properly reflect 'contonltic 
as distinguished fromfinancialvalues. Benefit-cost analysis is based on val
ues measured in socially desirable prices (Pearce 1978). Such prices fre
quently take the lorm of imputed, or shadow, prices. These are obtained by 
adjusting, where necessary, actual market prices and by deriving appropriate 
economic values where markets do not exist. Shadow prices often are used in 
centrally planned and developing economies to assist resource allocation deci
sions. As will be shown later, economic values of environmental quality may 
need to be measured in terms of imputed prices, in both centrally planned and 
free market systems. 

SOURCES OF VALUES 

Economic Efficiency and Monetary Values 

Benefit-cost analysis is based on neoclassical economic theory, which em
phasizes the philosophy of individual consumer sovereignty. Social economic 
welfare is assumed to be the sum of the self-expressed welfares of all indi
viduals in a society. Under the Pareto welfare criterion, the allocation of 
resources will be economically efficient when it is impossible to make one 
individual better off without making some other individual worse off (van de 
Graaf 1957, Baumol 1972). 

A fundamental -ssumption of benefit-cost analysis is that the degree of 
satisfaction or level of economic welfare experienced by individuals can be 
measured in terms of the prices they were prepared to pay for the consump
tion* of goods and services. In many instances, individuals consume goods 
and services without actually paying for them, but prices that individuals 
would be willing to pay can, in principle, be imputed from observed behavior, 

*The termi consumpltion is used ihroughout this chapter to conforrm with its general use in 
economnic literature. Note. however, that material goods are not "consunted": rather, they are 
ultimately transformed into material or energy residuals. 
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from survey data, or by other means. Also assumed is that social welfare canbe measured in monetary terms by adding individual monetary values.Tile Pareto criterion is inapplicable when a change in resource allocationmakes some individuals better off and others worse off (Cooper 1979). Benefit-cost analysis, however, is based on the concept of a potential Paretoimprovement. Under this approach a change is economically desirable if',principle, the gainers compensate 
in 

can the losers. For this to occur, tie increase in total monetary benefits must exceed tie change in total monetarwcosts. Even if actual compensation is not paid, the increase in net monetarybenefits is judged desirable because of economic efficiency. Value judgmentsclearly are required in assuming that the monetary eqIivalients of welfare fordifferent indivi duaIls can be added arid compared and tfat any change inincone distribution is still acceptable. Under the assutiiption of' bcnelfit-costanalysis stated above, a society will be economicall' eflicient in its use ofresources when net nionetary social benefits-that is, the difference betweentotal mionetary benefits and total nionetary costs oleasured in socially desir
able prices-are maximized. 

Individual Economic Welfare 
Utility Theory. The satisfaction an individual receives by consuming econoinic goods and services is ternied uiilit,. Within i certain range of consumption, the more one conisumes, the higher is one's total utility level. Infigure 3. 1, total utility is shown on the vertical axis. and increasing quantitiesof a good X constumc( per unit of tiime are on the horizontal axis. Total utilityrises at a declining niarginal rate. A saturation point X, may be reached, after

which total utility declines. 

:4a I 

4.0 

x ~x 

Quantity Consumed per Unit of Time 

Figure 3.1 Typical total utility function of an individual. 
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x%s 
Quantity Consumed per Unit of Time 

Figure 3.2 Typical marginal utility function of an individual. 

The individual's marginal utility function for good X can be represented
graphically, as in figure 3.2. Marginal utility is the rate of change of utility
associated with a small unit increase in the quantity of X consumed per unit of 
time. It is represented by the slope of the total utility curve. Typically,
marginal utility isat first positive and declining; it reaches zero at X, and then 
becomes negative. 

Utility itself cannot be measured in absolute terms. Information about the 
nature of marginal and total utility functions of individuals must be obtained 
from "revealed preferences," that is, empirical data describing the indi
vidual's consumption behavior or preferences under different economic cir
cumstances. Western economic thought contends that the most reliable infor
mation is obtained by allocating the individual a certain sum of money in each 
time period and allowing the individual to express preferences, or willingness 
to pay, for goods and services in terms of money prices. This leads to the 
concept of an individual demand curve. 

Individual Demand. With a fixed money income and with constant mar
ket prices for all other commodities, the individual's willingness to pay for 
good X can be observed by varying the price of X and observing the changes
in the quantity of X consumed in different time periods. In consuming a given
quantity of good X. one will be willing to pay a price reflecting one's marginal
utility at that consumption level. By observing the variation in the quantity 
consumed, the individual's willingness to pay-based on the marginal utility
function-can be determined. This yields an individual demand curve for X 
(fig. 3.3). Because the marginal utility curve slopes downward to the right, so 
does the demand curve. This demand curve is known as a Marshallian de
mand curve (after the British economist Alfred Marshall) and would be ob
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Figure 3.3 Individual demand curve for good X. 

servable in a free market system, although, conceptually, such curves exist in 
any economic system. 

Consumer'sSurplus. Suppose that in figure 3.3 the individual were sup
plied the quantity OX, of good X. The marginal valuation of X would be OPI. 
To buy OX, of X. the monetary outlay would be price multiplied by quantity
consumed, or the area of the rectangle OPAXI . Total willingness to pay,
however, clearly exceeds this amount, for it comprises the sum of all of the 
marginal valuations of X from 0 to XI-that is. the area of the region ODAXI. 
This area is a representation of the total utility level and would appear as a 
gross or total benefit in a benefit-cost calculation. The area of the shaded 
region DAP, is known as (Marshallian) consumer's surplus and measures the 
maximum willingness to pay over and above the actual cash cost of consump
tion. Consqvnwr,," ':uiplus should always be added to the market value of 
goods and services consumed to obtain a proper estimate of total economic 
benefits. 

Social Economic Welfare 

Market Demand and Social Benefits. In market-based economies, pro
vided that the prevailing distribution of income is acceptable and markets 
operate perfectly, social benefits can be measured in terms of market demand 
function!;. The market demand curve for a particular good can be found by
adding together horizontally the individual demand curves for it. A market 
demand curve for good X is shown in figure 3.4. The quantity of X consumed 
is OX,at a market price of OP,. The total willingness to pay is equal to the area 
of the region OCDXI, comprising cash outlays of OPIDX, and consumer's 
surplus CDP. 
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Figure 3.4 Market demand curve for good X. 

Market Supply and Social Costs. To generate social benefits, resources 
must be used, and costs rise accordingly. Using any scarce resource in a 
particular way will always involve a cost whether or not it is reflected in 
market prices. This cost is measured most accurately as an opportunity cost,
that is, the economic value of the resource in its next best alternative use. For 
example, steel used in constructing transport facilities isutVivailable for use in 
constructing a petrochemical plant. In a rnoperly operating market system, the 
prices of goods supplied will reflect the marginal opportunity costs of all 
resources used in production. 

The market supply curve for good X isshown in figure 3.5. For technologi
cal reasons as well as for reasons of resource scarcity, the marginal cost of 
prodt,- on increases as larger quantities of X are produced in a given time 
period. To cover incremental costs of production, producers charge a price
equal to marginal cost. Thus, the supply curve slopes upward. The total cost 
of resources needed to produce a given quantity OX, of good X is equal to the 
sum of the marginal production costs from 0 to X,-that is, the area OFGX I 
under the supply curve. 

If producers receive a price OP, when supplying OX, to the market, their 
total cash receipts will be OP, times OX,, or the area of the rectangle OPGX I. 
These clearly exceed total production ;,osts The extra benefits accruing to 
producers, the shaded region PIGF, are known as producer's surplus. 

Maxintization of SocialEconomic Welfare. In producing and consuming 
any good X, society will, under all the previous assumptions, maximize its 
economic welfare by maximizing net benefits-namely, the difference be
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Figure 3.5 Market supply curve for good X. 

tween total monetary benefits and total monetary costs. This is shown infigure 3.6(a) where the marginal benefits and marginal costs represented by
the slopes of tile total benefit and total cost curves are equal. The optimal
consumption and production level is OX3. Exactly the same result would be
obtained by a perfect market system, as shown in figure 3.6(b), where the
market supply and demand curves intersect. The price that clears the market is
OP. Net economic benefits are measured by the area between the market
supply and demand curves comprising the sum of consumer's surplus (area of
region 1) and producer's surplus (area of region 11). Net benefits equal the
difference between the total willingness to pay for good X and the total costs 
of production at the level OX3. 

Changes in Net Economic Benefits. Measures of consumer's and pro
ducer's surplus obtained from market data are useful for assessing changes innet social economic benefits following alterations in the conditions of supply
or demand. In figure 3.7, a fixed quantity OX, of good X is assumed to be
supplied to the market at a total cost of OPAXI. With avertical supply curve at
point X, the equilibrium market price is OP,. In this case, net benefits equal
the sum of areas i, II, and Ill and take the form of consumer's surplus. If the
quantity were equl to OX2 , a reduction of net benefits equal to area P,BAP I
would occur. 

Figure 3.7 can also be used to show what happens when agood isoffered tothe market at a fixed price and the price ischanged. Assume initially that good
X is sold at a fixed price of OP,. The supply curve is a horizontal line at point
Pl. The quantity purchased is OX,, and net social benefits are measured as the 
area of the region DAP,. Net social benefits in this instance consist entirely of
conumer's surplus. When the price is raised to OP,, the quantity demanded 
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Figure 3.6 Optimal level of production and consumption of good X. 

falls to OX,. Consumer's surplus is reduced to the area of region I. The decline 
in net social benefits is a loss of consumer's surplus equal to the sum of areas 
11 and I11. 

Figure 3.8 shows how a change in net benefits is measured when, as an 
example, an improvement in production technology occurs. The initial supply 
curve is S,, giving an equilibrium price of OP, and quantity sold of OX,. Net 
benefits comprise the area ABC, consisting of consumer's surplus (area BCP,) 
and producer's surplus (area ACP,). The improvement in technology is as
sumed to lower the marginal costs of production, and the supply curve shifts 
downward to S, so that OX, isbought at a price of OP,. In the new situation, 
net benefits equal the area BDE. The change in net benefits is measured by the 
area ACDE, comprising an increase in consumer's surplus (area FCD) and an 
increase in producer's surplus (area AFDE). 
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Figure 3.7 Changes in net benefits. 
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Figure 3.8 	 Changes in net benefits with new technology. 

Compensated Demand-Compensating Variation. Some economictheorists have questioned the use of a Marshallian demand curve to measure
changes in individual utility. It is generally agreed that around an actual price
quantity point on a Marshallian curve, the price will correctly reflect a marginal change in utility. For a large variation in price or quantity consumed,
however, the area under the Marshallian demand curve will 	not, in general, 
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accurately measurc the utility c,1fect. In such situations, compensating adjust
ments of the demand curves are required. This topic is disc issed in the 
appendix to this chapter. 

Sources of Social Economic Welfare. 
Constomer Goods and Services. Utility is derived from the consumlption

of final goods and services supplied by producing agents in the economy. 
Examples are clothing, food, housing, and health services. Assessment of the 
economic value of such goods and services can be made in terms oflmarket 
demand curves. 

Prohcer Goods and Services. Uility is indirectly obtaincd from producer
goods, such as cement and steel, that enter into production processes. The 
economic benefits of these goods are reflected in the willingness to pay for the 
products that are ultimately derived from them. 

Other Welfare Consilerations. A society may have goal'; other than 
economic efficiency. One is the rectification o' adverse income distribution 
effects. If an Undesirable distribution of income exists or is created, maxim
ization of net social monetary benefits will not necessarily be a valid criterion 
of optimality. Various analvtical approaches, discussed by Ielmers (1979), 
can be applied to this problem. Little and Mirrlees (1974) suggest that specific
weights should be attached to benefits received by different groups and that 
net-weighted monetary benefits should be maximized. toBenefits accruing 

poor people might be given greater weight than benefits accruing to those with
 
high income and wealth. Value judgments clearly are needed. Economists can

advise objectively on tile niagnitude anrd incidenc of nionctary effc ts 

Decision makers may determine a society's objectives directly without 
attempting to assess individual values. As an economic philosophy, this ap
proach has both ethical and practical limitations. On economic welfare 
grounds, it is not likely to lead to efficient or desirable solutions, as expiained
by Little (1950). Economic plans are likely to be more successful if they
reflect individual preferences. Even if planning authorities make fi nal deci
sions, the process will be greatly facilitated by informtion on what the 
various groups and interests in a conmmnity want. 

Other social goals may concern such things as tile development of cultural 
values, the pronotion of healthy life styles, or improving the safety of work
ing conditions. If conflict arises between such goals and economic efficiency.
there is no special reason why the economic efficiency criterion should pre
dominate. Value judgments are again reqUird. he economic analyst can 
indicate the trade-off's between economic and other goals, (luantilying tie 
relevant costs if economic efficiency must be compromised for other social 
purposes. 

Centrally DeterminedOutputs amid Prices. In countries that rely heavily 
on centrally planned resource allocation, individual consumers have only
limited power in determining social economic objectives. The way in which 
plans are drawn up and implemented can vary considerably in practice, de
pending on the nature of objectives pursued and on the specit' : institutional 
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arrangements established by a particular country. Generally, some systcm of
pricing is adopted. It would be impossible fkor any centralized planning body
to determine precisely the details of all re St I ice allocation require men ts: 
therefIore, some degrce of decentralized nianagerlment or decision making will. 
in reality, usually be Found. Prices can still play al important role in relating
decentralized production decisions to tile overall pha by, guiding the LIse of
resoIurces for lower priority outputsliind b1, fil itat inige tile distributioii O 
COnIInioIditiCs to coInSumners. 

It is highly Ulikely that MiaximtnIeconomic efficiency would be achieved 
if central planners attempted to control all outputs and all prices. An economic 
plan usually focuses On the Ittainielit of' prescribed outtput levels for coni
iodities such as steel, food, or electricity, which are Judged to bie of' prime

importance Ior social CCOnltiniCwCillrt,.I Plices might also be fixed for some
factors of' production Or consuiier products. Eco nonic cqiLifibri lIli is reachlied 
by allowing remaining prices an11d to adjust freely.OtltputS If'the resultant 
pattern is what the central planncrs inteIided to achieve, then prevailing prices
Could be :egardedt as optimal and accepted as a,basis fOr vaIuation in bene fit
cost analysis. li principle, benefit-cost anlysis techniques can be applied.just
Is SLIcCCSsI'lly ill Sulch I setting ats i ananc.OIiOiiliC CnvironlnCilt based ex
clusively oii the niarket mechanism. Shtould inlfficicncics arise, however.
actuLi.al prices will not represent socially optiiaI prasing prices. Commodity
shortages or tie eiergence of black markets aC sure signs that tile pl Might
not be working prtperly. Revisitn of' the plan can tien be expected. Pearson 
and Pryor (I 978) contend that in developing countries. where new projects
and investment prograis ienIit liy instigated by govern nin t.ar f'requ niarket
 
prices will tend to be very poor inLicators of ecoritnio ic scarcity. Correct ios

in tist be niade to derive correct shadow prices. 'lhis topic is too involved to be 
disctIssed here. Guidance ii:Iriuals on appropriate procedures have been pub
lished by the OECI) !Little and NIirrlees 1968. 1974), the United Nations 
(Dasgupta et al. 1972), and the World Bank (Squire and van der Tak 1975). 

INVESTMENT PLANNING AND DECISIONS 

Levels of avestnient Planning 

Benefit-cost analysis evolved as a method i fimaking econoiniclly eeffciicnt 
investments in the public sector, aid this is probably still its most iportant 
area of application. It can iso be Used to estimiate the net social benefits of 
private investments alind to guid the l*Orullat ion of public policies that require 
a commitment of resources within the private sector. Prograis for air qtiality
management are a good example. The approach introduces to public decision 
making the sanie criterion of' econio1iiic efficiency thIt wtUld be tiscd in a 
perfectly operating market il. kavorablesystem. assning a distribution of 
income. 

http:actuLi.al
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Decisions about public investments are usually made at several different 
levels. As discussed in Chapter 2, these can be classified as follows: 

I. The formulation of a specific project-for example, a dan and reservoir, 
an irrigation development, a highway, or a timber plantation; 

2. 	 The preparation of a program of self-contained projects within a given 
sector or region-for example, the highway transport sector, or a region
al development program, such as the I)amodar Valley regional program 
in India; and 

3. 	 The preparation of a national development plan and program composed 
of a number of individual sector and regional programs. 

The criteria for choosing methods of allocating resources take different 
forms, depending on specific context and other relevant circumstances,tile 

such as the existence of budgetary constraints. Our analysis will locus on the 
project level and will be concerned with developing criteria for deciding 
whether or not to undertake a specific project or, where multiple alternatives 
within a project exist, how investment should take place so as to maximizc 
social economic welfare. Project alternatives may be mutually exclusive
that is, selection of one alternative Would automatically preclude implementa
tion of all of the others. In other situations, a project may involve several 
production activities, and the optimal scale of operations for each activity 
must be determined. 

Project Costs and Benefits 

Project Costs. Because in practice resources are usually committed at the 
project level, the costs of' public investment proposals can be most conven
iently discussed in connection vith project appraisals. The true measure of the 
economic cost of using a resource for any particular purpose is its opporfunity 
cost, that is, its value in its next best economic use. In this respect, economic 
costs can differ quite significantly from financial costs. Correct shadow prices 
for resource inputs should reflect the scarcity of resources relative to all social 
economic goals. For a variety of reasons, public decision-making institutions 
may not be aware of economically efficient shadow prices. In public invest
nment decisions, the problem can, in principle, be overcome through the 
application of economic valuation techniques. Within the private sector. 
where decisions are based on private financial costs rather than social eco
nonic costs, various forms of' government intervention are often required to 
modify resource allocation decisions. 

Opportunity costs arise at the time when resources are actually used. Thus, 
in economic terms the capital costs of a project are incurred when construction 
takes place. Interest paid on funds borrowed by an investing agency is a 
financial cost to the investing agency; however, it does not represent the 
economic cost of capital inputs because it is simply a transfer payment from 
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the agency to the lender. Depreciation allowances also are financial costs thatdo not, in general, correspond with economnic cost. They are purely an accounting concept. The economic capital costs comprise the costs of labor.materials, machinery, and other inputs valued at(correct shadow prices needed 
for capital construction. 

Another important category of costs consists of project operating, maiintenance, and replacement costs. Estimates of these shou ld correspond to thetime of resource commitment. Correct shadow prices should be used to value 
inputs.


Costs can also 
 he in the form of externalitics. Environmental qualitydamage is an imiportant examiple. A full analysis of'environmiental quality
effects is given later in this chapter.

Project Benefits. Benefits should also be Measured at their time of ac
crual. Itis common to refer to the economic benefits for which the project wasdesigned as direct benefits-flor example, tie Value of electric energy from ahydroelectric power scheme. External benefits can arise. If flood prevention
is an additional effect of a new hydro scheme, extra economic benefits will becreated, such as the vale of' averting damages to crops, livestock, and 
property. 

Secondary benefits may also arise, but are often difficult to estimate. Forexample, wages earned by workers employed in a new projfect are frcquentlvclaimed as a secondary benefit. This neglects the possibility that such workersmight have obtai ned simiilar wages elsewhere in the economy. If*sonie of' tlieworkers had no other emlployment prospects and would have 'rclaincd LIneIployed in the absence of the project, tleir wages could be included as abenefit. It is preferable, however, to rcfcct uch employment effects through
use of shadow wage rates in computing labor costs.


Further secondary henefits may flow Ifrom 
 incoie mult plier effects. Thetrue economic efficiency benefits of this type comprise the differential
income generated by the project as compared of the 

in 
with somie other use 

resources embodied in the project. Secondary henefits may also be purelyregional tileand caln be quite iiportan t in assessing regional impacts ofinvestments. The infformation could play a crucial role in public decisions ifemphasis is placed on regional distributional effects as well as ol those of 
economic efficiency.

Finally, benefits may arise froi environmental quiality inlprovecncnts crcated by the project. Apart from flood control, a hydro scheme may produce alarge artificial lake. which may be used for boatirg, fishing, and swiimiing. 
or as a source of aesthetic appreciation.
Tine Streams of Benefits and Costs. Each invesmient alternative typically involves streams of costs and benefits over time, as shown in siriplifiedform in figure 3.9. The benefit stream is B, and the cost stream C,. The netbenefit stream Ni3, isobtained by taking the difference between B,arnd C,. Netbenefits are freqiently negative in the initial stages of a project, be:ause this 
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Figure 3.9 Project costs and benefits over time. 

is when most of the capital construction usually takes place. Further, until 
capital installations are complete, there is often no output from the project and 
hence no benefits. 

Investment Criteria 

Factors Affecting Investment Decisions. What criteria car be a:t.d to 
compare investment alternatives when different time streams of net benefits 
are involved? The answer depends largely on the specitic objcctives and value 
judgments of the relevant decision-making authoritN . Constraints on available 
funding, the size of projects, a-id reinvestment opportunities for project bene
fits are also important considerations. Decisions may be made on the basis of 
what Mishan (1976) describes as crude investment criteria or in accordance 
with L..:teria that are more soundly embedded in economic theory of intertcm
poral resource allocation. Some of these concepts will now be discussed in 
greater detail. 

Crude FinancialCriteria. Several crude investment criteria have been 
used in business decisions in the past. These include the cutoff period ap
proach, the minimal payback period, and the average rate of return approach. 
Because these approaches are not soundly grounded in economic theory, they 
are not discussed further here. 

The Social Discount Rate. Costs and benefits at different points in time 
may, according to economic theory, be compared by means of a social dis
count rate. This reduces future net benefits to a smaller value at the present 
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time. Specifically, the present value PV of a net benefit NBI at time t is 
calculated as 

PV = 2 NB, (3-1) 

1=0(I + r)' 

where r is the rate of discount.
 
Three explanations 
can be offered to legitimize the practice of discountingin making investment decisions (Page 1977). First, economists have observed

that individuals value fut:ire consumption less than that in the present. Adollar's worth of consumption in thirty years' time usually will be valuec
much less than a dollar's worth today. Individuals thus discount future benefits in favor of the present. The rate at which they do this, measured by thediscount rate, is known as the ptre-rate-of tim' ir/reneJ ,. Bccause social
preferences comprise a summation of the preferences of individuals, the existence of private discount rates justifies the assumption of a social discount 
rate. 

A second explanation lies in the theory of capital productivity. A dollar'sworth of net benefits or resources at the present time, put to productive useuntil time t in the future should yield compound bcnefits. If the discount rate measures the rate of productivity growth, then future net benefits will become 
N13, = PV (! + r)'. (3-2) 

These results show tie similarity between the role of the discount rate inpublic investment decisions and the private market rate of interest wherebyindividuals are compensated with interest payments, inducing them to forego
current consumption in order 
 to provide the resources for private capitalformation. This explanation is the basis for the opportunity-cost-of-capital
 
approach to discounting.


The third justification for a !;ocial discount 
 rate is as an instrument ofgovernment policy, which guides investment within the economic system.
The magnitude of the discount rate vis-i-vis private market interest rates will,
for example, be an 
 important determinant of the level of public investment

relative to investment in the private sector. Further, once budget allocations to
investing authorities have been made, choice of the discount rate can have amajor influence on priorities for specific projects. A high discount rate willfavor projects with immediate net benefits, whereas a low discount rate will encourage selection of projects with long-term net benefits. When used as aninstrument of allocation, no discount rate can be regarded as the "optimal" or"correct" rate because it is only a convenient way of incorporating valuejudgments about the time rate of' resource use in investment decisions. Theliterature on this topic is by no means consistent, especially for projectscreating long-term ecological effects or those involving the exploitation of 

exhaustible resources. 
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Table 3.1. Present Value of $100 inFuture Years at Various Discount Rates 

Discount rate (%M
Time 
(year) 2 5 8 10 

0 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 
10 83.33 62.50 45.45 38.50 
20 66.67 37.03 21.28 14.92 
40 45.45 14.08 4.61 2.22 
60 30.30 5.35 0.99 0.33 

100 13.70 0.76 0.05 0.01 

Time Horizons. The choice of an appropriate time horizon can play an 
important role in the calculation of the net benefits of projects. Traditionally, 
economists have tended to rely on engineering specifications of projcct life 
when choosing a time horizon. The most distant horizons thus would be found 
in development schemes, such as land reclamation projects or hydroelectric 
power schemes. Closer planning horizons would be chosen for capital devel
opment schemes with a shorter physical life. 

Beyond a certain point in time, all consequences of an investment project 
will be ignored if the usual practice of discounting is followed because the 
present value of far-off costs and benefits will approach zero. Table 3.1 shows 
the present value of a fixed amount ($100) for different discount rates and 
planning horizon years. It can be seen that after about sixty years, ,ubsequent 
effects can be ignored unless a very low discount rate is used. 

The Net Present Value Criterion. The net present value critcriL n is wide
ly relied upon as a guide to economic efficiency and can be uscd in the 
formulation and appraisal of new development projects and programs and 
envitonmental improvement policies. When applied to project formulation, 
however, maximization of net present value is legitimate only in the rather 
uncommon situation in which the investing agency is not subject to capital 
funding constraints (Helmers 1979). In determining the optimal scale of a 
project, the allocation of resources among noncompeting projects or sectors. 
or the best of a set of mutually exclusive investment alternatives, the net 
present value criterion requires that the present value of expected net benefits 
accruing over the life of the project or program be maximized. The criterion 
can be stated as 

maximize NPV = Z (B, - C,) , (3-3) 
,=0 (I + r)1 

where NPV is net present value, B, and C, are benefits and costs at time t, r is 
the rate of discount, and n is the planning horizon. An alternative expression 
is 
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Figure 3.10 Net-benefit streams for four investment alternatives. 

maximize NPV = Z NB, (3-4)
'=O(l + r)+ 

where the separate cost and benefit streams are replaced by a single time 
stream of net benefits. 

Whether the discount rate is or is not significant in ranking investment
alternatives depends essentially on the comparative time streams of net bene
fits for the different alternatives (Mishan 1976). An example is given in figure 
3.10. 

The net-benefit stream for alternative A at all times lies above the streams
for alternatives B, C, and D. Thus, A is said to be a dominant investment and
is clearly superior to B, C, and D at any discount rate. Similarly, D is clearly
inferior to alternatives A, B, and C. It is impossible, however, to rank B and Cunless the discount rate is specified because their net-benefit time profiles
intersect. The significance of the discount rate can be seen with the aid of
figure 3.11, which measures net present value on the vertical axis and rates of'discount on the horizontal. The net present value of all four alternatives
diminishes as higher discount rates are employed. Alternative A still is superi
or to B and C, and alternative D still is inferior to them. At low discount rates,
however, C is preferred to B, and at high discount rates B is better than C. At
discount rate r, alternatives B and C are equally preferable. This diagram
shows that sensitivity analysis of the discount rate in various investment 
alternatives can often reveal whether the discount rate is a crucial factor in adecision and, if so, where critical ranges of values for the discount rate might 
lie. 
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Figure 3.11 Net present value as a function of discount rate. 

The Internal Rate of Return. As shown in figure 3. 11, the prt sent value
of the net-benefit streams for investment alternatives A, B, C. and D is
reduced to zero at discount rates r,,. rl,, r,, and r,, respectively. The rate ofdiscount that equates the net present value of each alternative to zero corre
sponds to the internal rate of return of the investment. The internal rate 
return of any project can be determined by solving for i in either of the two

of 

equations below: 

NB, =0. (3-5)
'=°(1 + i)' 

or 

= E _t=()(I + i)' 1=0(! (3-6)+ i), 

The first equation is expressed in terms of discounted net benefits. The second
equatim identifies the internal rate of return as that rate of discount i that
equates total discounted project costs with total discounted project benefits.

The internal rate of return has frequently been used, especially by funding
agencies, as a criterion for ranking public investment alternatives because of 
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its apparent connection with the profitability of financial investments. It has 
been argued that in deciding whether or not to invest public funds in a 
particular project. only if the internal rate of return exceeds the prescribed
discount rate should the project be undertaken. Similarly. where multiple
alternatives are being colsilered. highest priority should be given to the 
alternative with the largest internal ti te of return. 

Unlortunately. Iollowing this approach will not alwa.s lead to selection of 
the alternative with tile net present First.highest value. solving Or i in the 
above equations is equivalent to solving f'r the roots of a polynomnial of 
degree n, yielding up to n dif erent values lor tie internal rate of return. [he
Iormula itself cannot specifyv which of these Ioot s is tilecorrect one. Second.
 
evaluating alternatives on tile
basis of the internal rate of return precludes a
 
decision- making authoritv fro : a pre ferred discot1ii rate. which in
adopting 
turn affects tihe calculation of net present value. As can be seen in figure 3. II, 
alternative B would be superior to C' according to the internal rate of return
 
criterion (since r,, is greaer than r, ).yet tie net present value of the B time
 
stream exceeds that of C"only fOr discount rates greater than .. If a discount
 
rate lower than r.were prelerred, the net present value of C wotld be 'reater 
than that of' B. Finally. the internal rate of return provides no infornmation 
about the relative size of projects and, hence. none about the absolute nmagi
tude of net present values for different investment alternatives. 

Optimal Investments under Funding Constraints. In certlin situations. 
as previously discussed, capital In'unting Iimay rio be a constraint on devclop
muenit projects, so investment calr proceed Up to tie point where net benefits 
are maximized. Physical limitations t'q;investment productivity determine the 
optimal project scale and the need fM fuliid s . SLIiCh a situiation is illustrated inr 
figure 3.12. Provision of optimal levelgood .\ reaches ;ill at X\'. where net 
benefits i.re maximized. At this level, mar'inal benefits and marginal costs 
are eqIaIliithlus, the margina lbenelit-cost ratio is uriity. The reason unlimiited 
investment does riot take place is that diminishing marginal physical returns 
set in as the project scale increases. The investing agency inight be an elec
tricity authority empowered to borrow funds on capital markets to construct a 
hydroelectric generating station. Once the darn reaches a certain size. fturther 
increments of electricity become increasingly difficult to obtain. In addition. 
the marginal costs oCcapital constructi anid plant operation may rise rapidly 
as tilescale of the project is increased. 

Constraints on fuinding (' can result in an economically inferior scale ol 
operation, as at X_. At this level. net benelits clearly less than at X Iare . 

Quite commonly a public agency is responsible fOr a dcvelopment program
and must determine the best levels of investment in all projects. since tile 
agency itself is working within a fixed budget determined by a higher public
authority (Steiner 1969). If total monetary outlays are constrained, net bene
fits f'or the entire program of projects will be maximized when the marginal
benefit-cost ratios for specific investment alternatives are cqualized. When 
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Figure 3.12 Project scale with and without funding constraints. 

the restriction applies only to current capital funding, investments should be 
made up to the point at which the marginal ratio of net present value per unit 
of capital isthe same in all projects. Because of rationing of capital within the 
agency, a shadow price for allocation of capital must be used that exceeds its 
nominal price (Sugden and Williams 1978, Filelmers 1979). More complicated 
decisions are required when constraints on capital and on operation and main
tenance are imposed at all points in time. Decisions about the postponement 
of investments frequently need to be made. A full treatment of optimal dy
namic investment decision making that deals with many of these problems can 
be found in Marglin (1963). 

EXTENSION OF BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS TO ENVIRONMENTAL 
QUALITY 

Economic-Environment Interactions and Government Policy 

The natural environment-air, water. land, biota-provides goods and ser
vices that directly or indirectly generate economic benefits. Environmental 
services can occur as consumer goods and servk K.such as the amenity value 
of a pristine river or lake, and/or as producer goods and services-for exam
ple, the capacity of the atmosphere or bodies of water to assimilate pollutants 
from an industrial plant (fig. 3.13). 

The concept of the common-property resource, which derives from the so
called tragedy of the commons (Hardin 1973), has been used to explain why 
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Figure 3.13 Sources of economic welfare, including environmental services. 

economic activity can lead to damage to the environment. Numerous owners
have equal rights to use common-property resources, such as the oceans, air,
fisheries, groundwater aquifers, and oil and gas fields. Rights are not lost 
through nonuse, but neither is there a restriction-in quantity or time-on
each user's level of activity (Ciriacy-Wantrup and Bishop 1975). With no
control over the joint activities of the users, overexploitation of the resource 
can occur. Users independently seek to optimize their o ,n economic posi
tions on the assumption that if they do not make maximum use of the re
source, others will. An extensive literature on the theory of common-property 
resources has accumulated over the past quarter century (Hardin and Baden 
1977), specifically for fisheries (Gordon 1954) and for groundwater and oil 
and gas fields (May et al. 1979).

From an economic viewpoint, abuse of common-property resources occurs 
because there is no self-equilibrating mechanism to curtail exploitation rates. 
Many of these resources are - cc,' so real :carcities (threats to long-term
sustainable yields or services) are not reflected in costs to the user. Incorporat
ing the true social costs of natural resource exploitation in development plan
ning is one way of ensuring that economically efficient resource allocation 
decisions will be made. 

Effects on the Environment as Economic Externalities. The theory of
externalities offers an alternative explanation of the causes of damage to the 
environment. As shown in the preceding section, the need for explicit man
agement in order to prevent or repair damage to the environment arises be
cause individuals, groups, and development agencies in society do not take
full account of the stress they place on the environment. The coal-mining
enterprise is not concerned primarily with acid runoff. Its job is to produce
coal. The electric utility is not concerned primarily with air pollution. Its job
is to produce electric energy. Farmers moreare concerned with this year's 
crop than with the ill effects of soil erosion several years in the future. A 
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similar type of abuse can arise with other ecological resources, such as fish
cries. Fisherman have open access to ocean fish stocks and seek to maximize 
their catches without regard to the effects of their actions on the size of the 
stock and, hence, on the fishing opportunities of others. Overfishing can 
occur. 

All of the above impacts can be described as "external effects. "An exter
nal effect arises when the utility or production function of one person is 
dependent upon the activities of other persons. Externalities can be good or 
bad. Externalities affecting environmental quality arise when the dependence
is a physical one and the connection is made through a natural system. Air 
pollution is a familiar example. A less obvious externality is the biological
concentration of industrial pollutants in food chains, which can damage 
human health. 
Ineconomic ternis, externalities affecting environmental quality arise when 

the social costs and benefits of effects on tie environment are not taken into 
consideration by the person or group that creates the effects. Managers of a 
paper mill, left to their own devices, might minimize costs by dumping wastes 
into a river instead of disposing of them in an environmentally sound manner. 
Individuals who fail to use their time and resources to dispose of their refuse 
properly impose cleanup costs on society. 

Sometimes ignorance is the explanation for such externalities. Thirty years 
ago. farmers probably were unaware of the risks associated with the use of 
pesticides. At other times, people might have full knowledge of the damage
they cause, but for institutional reasons they are not held responsible for their 
actions. This is a common Failure of an uncontrolled or imperfect market 
system. Similar failures have also occurred in centrally planned economies 
(Goldman 1977). Fundamentally, such failures can be attributed to institu
tional inflexibilitics that have prevented environmental quality objectives
from being absorbed into economlic development decisions, and to the diver
gence between social and private benefits and costs. 

Damages discussed so far relate to the off-site effects of economic ac
tivities. Damage can also be an on-site effect for example, when soil erosion 
leads to decreases in agricultural or grazing productivity. fhe long-term sig
nificance of such effects is often ignored by private landowners and manag
ers, who may have restricted planning horizons and high discount rates. 
Divergences between private and social planning horizons and discount rates 
may arise as a kind of interteniporal externality. Similarly, this is a failure of 
an uncontrolled marker system. Such failures also occur in centrally planned 
economies (Goldman 1977). 

The Role of Government. Because sustained economic and social devel
opment requires the maintenance of adequate levels of ambient environmental 
quality, it is the responsibility of government to take an active role in nianag
ing environmental quality. External da.mage effects must be "internalized" in 
economic decision making. The deterioration of environmental quality creates 
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real costs and undermines long-term development objectives, but programs
for managing environmental quality may also be costly in terms of the scarce 
resources they use. No country can afford complete protection in all areas. 
Benefit-cost analysis is a tool to help determine how far the maintenance and 
enhancement of environmental quality should proceed. 

Benefit-cost analysis can assist in the protection and management of en
vironmental quality in several ways. At the individual project level, it can 
help to prevent projects from being undertaken that might lead to reduced 
levels of social economic welfare because of damage to the environment. It 
can also guide the design of ,lesirable projects by indicating economically
efficient modifications that prevent excessive damages from occurring. Simi
lar applications of benefit-cost analysis can he made at the sectoral, regional. 
or national levels, where many projects or economic activities must be consid
ered in economic development planning. Another important application is in 
the formulation arid implenitation of policies for managing environmental 
quality-policies that can generate costs and benefits for existing and pro
posed economic activities in both the public and private sectors. Programs for 
managing air quality are a good example. Finally, the approach can be incor
porated in the management of natural resources when management goals are 
specified in terms of net social economic benefits. 

Estimation of Damages to the Environment 

Utility, Disttlility, and Effects on the Environment. As previously
shown, many environmental goods and services are available "free' to soci
ety. The demands for environmental quality are usually implicit. Although
individuals may not be able to describe directly the utility derived from the 
consumption of environmental goods and services, they will have positive
demands for them. The benefits derived from environmental goods and ser
vices should be included in,a benefit-cost analysis. 

Individuals can experience negative utility or disutility as well as utility. An 
important source of' disutility is any bad characteristic of the environment, 
especially damage arising from economic activity. Air, water, and noise 
pollution are examples. Just itswith environmental "goods," individuals may 
not be able to indicate directly the effect that environmental "bads" might 
have on their welfare. In conducting a benefit-cost analysis, disutility caused 
by environmental bads can be represented as a monetary cost. 

Costs and benefits also arise from changes in utility and disutility. 11the 
benefits enjoyed fromn the use of the environment as a "free" resource (e.g., 
as a source of fish or firewood) are reduced because of damage created by
economic activity, the decrease in utility can be interpreted as an external cost 
of the economic activity. Conversely. a reduction in disutility arising from the 
prevention of damage through protection of the environment can be classified 
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as a benefit. Thus, costs can be defined as henefits fr'egom, and benefits as 
costs avoided. The correct classification depends on the context in which the 
various effects on environmental quality are being assessed. 

Techniques of valuing the costs and benefits of environmetal quality are 
discussed later in this chapter. 

Damage Functions. Economic activities have many different impacts on 
the environment. Those that generate disutility impose costs on society. Econ
omists contend that multiple effects on the environment can be amalgamated
into a single measure of damage if the physical impacts are weighted by 
implicit or explicit monetary values and aggregated to obtain an estimate of 
the total social cost incurred. Thus, the set of environmental damages accom
panying a specific development project or program can be translated into a 
point estimate of damage cost. As the scale or design of projects is altered, so 
will physical dlamages to the environment. Each new set of effects leads to a 
new point estimate of damage cost. In principle, continuous variation in the 
level of economic activity leads to a continuum of costs, frrming a monetary 
damage cost function. 

A theoretical cost curve for environmental damage caused by emissions of 
sulfur oxides associated with a regional development program is shown in 
figure 3.14. Damage to the physical environment is assumned to increase with 
higher emission rates, leading to higher levels of damage cost. The damage 
cost curve thus slopes upward to the right. 
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Figure 3.14 Hypothetical damage cos! curve for SO.. 
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Figure 3.15 Estimation of social damage cost. 
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Derivation ofDamage Cost Finctions. In practice, a complex chain of 
analysis is required to derive an environmental daniag t:iost lunction. Figure
3.15 shows the steps involved in obtaining i point estimate ,*;fthe damage cost 
caused by the discharge of residuals (unwanted oases, liquid effluents, or 
solids) into the ambient environmelt from i particular economic a'tivity. This 
example deals with emissions of air pollutants. Engineering data are needed to 
determine emissions at sOurce. Monitoring must be carried out at receptor
points to ascertain ambient concentrations of residuals and to establish accu
rately the links between discharges and receptor concentrations at receptor
points. Chemical or biological reactions, such as the creation of photochemi
cal smog, and backge ronnd co ncCn trations of pollutants can greatly complicate
this task. Receptors may be h u manus, an iIIalIs. plants, and structures or mate
rials. Assessing the physical effects of ambient pollution on individuals re
qcuires detailed information on human activity patterns to determine degrees of' 
exposure, as well as medical informati on om dose- respo nse relationships.
Other disutilities may be involved, such as feelings of repugnance causcd by

foul-smelling air, or diminished enioyment of natural surroulldings cdue t,) the
 
damage to vegetation that isassociated with air and water porll1tion. Monetary
 
estimates must be made that reflect the disutility effects for all individuals
 
affected. Finally, value judgments about comparative utility levels of differ
ent individuals must be made, and individual value:; mnust be agCreated to 
obtain a single figure l')r the level of social costs incurred. 

This estimation process is difficult enough for an existing situation where 
the various effects can at least be observed. "oderie the complete damage
function, hypothetical variations in all the relevant variables need to be con
sidered. Mathematical functions, or even sophisticated systeius-anialysis mod
els. nl, , replace the arrows in figuire 3. 15, which connect successive stages
of the es+timation process. More detailed discUii ssio of economic acti vi'v and 
natural-systems models will follow in Chapters 4 and 5. 

Incorporating Environmental Costs and Benefits in Project Design and 
Appraisal 

Economic development proposals often have adverse impacts on environ
mental quality. 'Fle problem is explicitly to incorporate measures to reduce 
adverse environmental effects on ambient environmental quality--both on
site and off-site--in the original flImulation of the development prject. StuLh 
measures usually redluire, at least initially, the use of additional resources. 
These environmental protection costs plus aN, daimage costs fromt (le remlin
ing adverse environmental effects pIlis normal production costs represent total 
project costs. Total project benefits consist of the benefits of project outputs
plus any benefits from improvements in ambient environmental qtuality aris
ing from the project. In economic terms, a dcevelopment project is desirable 
only if total project benefits. including those alising from environmental 
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improvement, exceed total project costs, includi ng environlmental protection 
costs and tile costs of any remaining damage to the environnient. Environ
mental impacts C:,an be reducCd throgh clia itgcs in lprOject design aId other 
preventive iCasutres. l.iited benefit-cost analyscs can help determine the 
optillal level ol etl\virollnicntatl protectiont Ir the project. SuCh atMnlyscs can 
also convert projects with ne,:ative overall net benctits to cconoiticallv desir
able ones hy promoting economicallv clticient handline of environmental 

effects. Any project with tneative overal! net blecfits that cannot be appropri
ately modified, however. should nlot Ibe Undertaken onl econoImtic rounds. 

To slhow, how cost and benefit 'ahlation otf'ctS On cnViroInICIttal LtIualit\' 
and naturall sv+tettns cltCs the project planning atd anal\'sis process, it is 
usefl to look at a schenatic rCpICsntation such as figure 3. 16. The witer
rcsource project presel tcd here (a lare daiti cotr,ucted fo1 flood control. 
irrigatiol' and electric cner2y 1celCra.ttiOl has a set Il r1' ce intputs anld 
outputs. , narroiw. benfit-cost analysis \ould Consider onlylthose factors 
oitlined \illt doublC lines: the rcsouce inputs (anl their Valuation) and the 
direct proleCt outputs (and their va .,,.tioti). Ee\el \ithin these areas, Costs and 
benefits occur that alrc not0avts dircctl] ncasurable, such as tle shaildow 
prices of capital and labor+(those prices that mleactsure the true Social ecololmlic 
cost of these resources) or the bliCeits from1the project, Such as rcCrCiltiot anod 
tourism, that arC difficult to quantity. 

By exterlding the blenefit-cost aialysis. as indicated h the single-line 
boxes, the whole array of effects ot the tttural s\stcl, the rcceptors, and 'he
 
econollmy areticorporated. [he _:,,tent to which these effects have becit incor
p[iated ill bnel'it-cost analyses in the past varies. Some analyses are quite

sephistictCd and attempt it 
 castre both direct and indirect costs or. benefits:
 
other anal'scs are very tiarro\v and 
 only consider direct. easily quantified
 
itiputs and oLutputs.
 

Projects can be classified according to the \vav inwhich they interact with
 
tl elvirOnllent. natural s"tetsls are
At tinllcs. rclaced hy systells of, ltllall 
origin. such its agriculturaland silvicultu'al activtie,. At ther times. the 

physical clivironniclt is modified, as ill tining projects. road construction. 
and hydroclectric projects. Industrial ii'eiCct,, such its lactorv or poxsic -plant 
COlnstructiOIi, an11d hOlSilg dcvelopmCnts can havC itlilpOrtint effects Oil el
vironnicntal quality, including physical chanTges to tIe CnVirtOilllClt ald 
damage1,11..s lrisinle trout residuals dischtirtes. These distinctions, however. cat
not be rigid. New irrigatiotn and agricultural prWojCcts, Ior exatple. can lead to 
increased pesticide and fCrtili/er ruiioff antd to containIt[atio ti ' local water 
supplies. On the otthem hand, some indLustriCs, such as electrotics manulactur
ing, are very clean and produce itinimal air and water ptollution. Inl ch 
specific example. a cotprehensive examination of the entire system. as out
lined in figure 3. 16. identifies the interactions involved :id indicates the 
direct and indirect effects. 
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Figure 3.16 A comprehensive examination of benefits and costs of a typical development project. 
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Multiple-Activity Development Programs 

The preceding discussion has shown that valuation of effects on natural 
systems can be carried out only after the physical effects of economic activity
have been identified. One of the difficulties in assessing environmental quali
ty is the correct selection of boundaries of ontile analysis. Many effects 
environmental quality occur in a regional rather than a site-specific context. 
Others may have national or even international significance. 

When benefit-cost analysis is used to assess the effects of an individual 
project on ambieni environmental quality, some of the effects could be con
sidered relatively minor and, hence, could be given little w,.ight in the evalua
tion process. In seeking optimal trade-offs between economic gain and an
bient environmental quality, a sniall degree of degradation in environmental 
quality is often an acceptable part of a development decision. If Many such
projects take place simultaneously in a specific region, however, the coim
bined effects may lead to serious deterioration in regional environmental 
quality. A series of uncoordinated benefit-cost analyses might fail to capture
the system-wide impacts of a number of project proposals. 

The need for a comprehensive framework for assessment often arises for 
regional or national program formulation. L.arge-scale industrial or natural
resource development programs frequently contain production activities that 
encompass a broad spectrum of industries. 

Direct and indirect environmental effects in a mul tiple-activity context are 
shown diagrammatically in figure 3.17. Final demands for economic coin
modities "drive" the extended system. Asscssment of effects is handled best
 
by means of'a general-equilibriunn framnework that is. a regional or national
 
information system that takes all major economic activities into consideration 
when analyzing the interface between economic and environmental quality 
factors. Some aggregation of activities into industries or sectors is often 
needed, yet the analysis usually bccomes fairly complex and requires mathe
natical modeling techniques, assisted by electronic computers. General-equi.
librium economic models can be inteE-ated with natural-systems models to 
produce national or regional cconomic-environmental quality models. Input
output analysis and iathematical-programiiing models are the 1ost widely
used techniques for comprehensive analysis of economic and environmental 
systerns (Chapter 8). Valuation of costs and benefits, however, is still re
quired tinder these mathematical approaches when use(d for developinent plan
ning and environmental managencnt. General-equi libriun modeling and ben
efit-cost analysis thus are complementary techniques in planning exercises 
involving many activities. 

Environmental Protection Policies and Programs 

Benefit-cost analyses based on environmental damage functions have fre
quently been applied to the management of air and water quality. The con
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cepts that follow are applicable to the management of residuals discharges or 
ambient environment quality where economic activities already exist, or in 
situations where controls are needed with the introduction of new develop
ment projects or programs. 

The theory developcd here extends the previous discussion of environmen
tal damage functions and uses emissions of air pollutants as an examp!e. The 
approach is relevant to individual economic activities or to a regional (or even 
national) economic system. In figure 3.18(a), the total social economic costs 
of emissions from a given economic activity appear on the vertical axis and 
emission levels on the horizontal. A particular level of emissions OG is as-
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Total Damage Cost 

Total Abatement Cost 

0 G 
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Emissions (tons per year) 
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Marginal Damage Cost 
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IMarginalIJ Abatement Cost 
L)L 
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Figure 3.18 The optimal level of emissions. 
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sumed to occur. The damage cost curve is similar to the one shown in figure 
3. 14 and rises from left to right. The emissions abatement cost curve rises 
from right to left; that is, levels of emissions can be reduced, but only at 
increasing total cost. 

Vertical addition of th" two curves yields a U-shaped total cost curve for 
emissions. An economic optimum is reached where total cost is minimized. 
As seen in figure 3. 18(b), thi: point represents the equality of the marginal 
abatement and marginal damrgLt costs and shows the optimal level of enis
sions OL that society is prepared tv) tolerate. 

Emissions must, of course, be translated into their effects upon ambient 
environmental quality and receptors in order to establish the optimal level of 
emissions. In practice, tolerance levels are usually determined in terms of 
ambient concentrations of pollutants, from which an appropriate pattern of 
emissions controls must be derived. The optim:d level of emissions depends 
on the degree of damage to the cn\ ironment and the opportunity cost of using 
scarce resources to reduce emissions instead of using them for other forms of 
production. 

In an alternative approach, shown in figure 3.19(a), tile vertical axis mea
sures costs and benefits and the hoi izontal axis indicates the level of pollution 
abatement (quantity of pollutants removed) measured from left to right. Total 
abatement costs are assumed to rise with higher levels of abatement. The total 
benefit curve represents the value of damages prevented and would be derived 
from an environmental damage cost function. From an economic viewpoint, 
an optimal policy is one that maximizes tile net benefits of abatement. Net 
benefits are maximized when the marginal social costs and benefits of abate
ment are equal. The corresponding inarginal curves and the optimal intersec
tion point OP are shown in figure 3.19(b). 

Various policy instruments---or implementation incentives-are available 
to bring about a desired level of emissions or effluent control. In a multiple
activity situation--for example, an airshed or river basin with many re
siduals-a system of charges on emissions or effluents can, in theory, be used 
(OECD 1980a). If the charge is set at a level corresponding to the intersection 
point of the regional marginal abatement and marginal damage cost curves, 
resources will be used in an economically efficient manner to bring about the 
optiLnal level of regional emissions or effluent control. Each discharger will 
carry out abatement up to the point at which his marginal discharge reduction 
costs are equal to the charge. 

A more common approach, in practice. isimplementation of environmental 
standards, which may be specified in terms of permissible discharge rates for 
emissions and effluents or in terms of ambient environmental quality. Benefit
cost analysis can assist in determining an optimal set of discharge standards or 
an optimal set of' ambient environmental quality standards. An economically 
efficient solution is reached when the net social benefits of a system of 
standards are maximized. Further discussion of this topic appears later in this 
chapter. 
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Figure 3.19 Optimal level of pollution abatement. 

Application of Benefit-Cost Analysis to Natural Resources 
Classificationof Resources. Benefit-cost analysis can be applied to the 

management of natural resource systems, but its appropriateness depends
largely on the dynamic properties of the resource under consideration. Ac
cording to Pearce (1976), benefit-cost analysis is not well suited to an assess
ment of situations involving complex ecosystem behavior, cumulative im
pacts, and diffuse spatial effects. Management objectives for natural systems
frequently require the explicit use of dynamic optimization or simulation 
models (Clark 1976; Patten 1976; Hall and Day 1977; Holling 1978). Detailed 
discussion of such models beyondis the scope of this report. Costs and
benefits of management actions at different points in time, however, still need 
to be quantified; thus, benefit-cost analysis can be viewed as a complementary 
technique. 

In analyzing the -ate of resource use, it is usual to distinguish between
renewable and nonren.wable resources. The conventional economic approach 
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to the time rate of use of both types of resources is to maximize the net present
value from the consumption stream of final output produced from resource 
inputs. The formal models of optimal resource usc for nonrenewable re
sources, however, are quite different from those for renewables. 

Nonrenewable Resources. The economics literature does not directly 
tackle the problem of the ultimate exhaustion of minerals and fuels because it 
concentrates on a relatively short tine-horizon and relies optimistically on 
technological change to provide substitutes. Under the conventional ap
proach, the basic problem of resource use is to find an extraction rate that 
maximizes the present value of net benefits to society during the period of 
availability of that resource, in the expectation that technical and economic 
changes will encourage transition to substitutes when the resource has been 
exhausted. Assumptions concerning future technological change are critical in 
such analyses (1lerfindahl and Kneese 1974: Baumol :and Oates 1974: Pearce 
1975). 

In general, most of the resources-use optimization models fail to consider 
the environment itself as a dcpletable resource (Smith and Krutilla 1979).

There is a need for incorporating environmental elements such as residuals
 
management, including recycling and resource 
recovery, into resource deple
finn models. 

Renewrble Resources. The time rate of renewable-resource use is signif
icant in fisheries, forestry, grazing. and agriculture (Scott 1955). '[le usual 
conservationist position is that a renewable resource should be managed on a 
maximum sustained yield basis. In forestry and fisheries this has often been 
interpreted by biologists as maximizing annual physical output over a per
petual time-horizon (May et al. 1979). 

Clark (1976) has applied optimal control theory to determine economically 
desirable harvest rates for renewable resources such as fisheries and forests. 
Optimal control theory determines what should be done at each point in time 
given the inverse proportionality between consumption and resource stocks 
(Dorfman 1969). With enewable resources, the growth or replenishment tite 
of the natural resource Ilust be taken into account. 

The economic approach to optimal management of renewable resources 
requires maximization of the present value of net benefits obtainable from 
r oduction of the resource. Such a management policy often leads to a steady
tate situation with a sustainable physical yield. With high discount rates and 

low biological growth rates, however, an economically optimal policy may 
lead to depletion of the resource (Wage 1977). 

Uncertainty and Irreversibilities 

Considerable controversy has arisen over the economic concept of dis
counting, especially in situations in which long-term effects on the environ
ment are uncertain or ir.-eversible. Even if substantial damage costs occurring 
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in the distant future were known with complete certainty, use of a discount 
rate could lead to almost total disregard for such consequences and could 
favor development plans that generate more immediate economic benefits. 
With typical discount rates (table 3.1). most el'fects will lend to be ignored
after a period ol+about sixty years. Rigid application ol benefit-cost analysis 
as the only criterion for decisions could ultimately lead to signil'iLant and 
irreversible damage to ntural systcins.

As an answer to this problem. low discount rates have been Sllggcsted
wihereby long-terni damages to the environment are given _grcater present
weight in development decisions. General Ill of low discountLrates, however. 
nrav lead to higher rates of investment and create even glreater damlage in tie
future, as pointed out by Fisher and Krutilla ( 19751. An alternative approach
Kru tilla and Fisher 1975) is to v'ahC appr Ipri atelV the services of irreplacea

ble environmental assets, so th:it long-run daiiage costs rise rapily if such 
resources ac tlrcate ned by cc iu uric de\vclolrient. ('iriacyWantrup (1952)
and Bishop ( 1978) iargue tcht a 'safe ntniniun sta1dard determined by
experts should be inco rp ratCd in tie analyvsis to prevent irrevc rsible damage
to critical resources. I folling (1978) has advocated devclopeiit strategics
that create inforniation f'eedback on environmental impacts and maintain flex
ible choice throughout time. 

ECONOMIC VALUATION TECHNIQUES 

Benefit Valuation 

The techniques discussed briefly here and in greater detail in Chapter 6 
concern tile valuation of benefits of' improvements to natural systems and 
aibient environmental qualIity (or tile obverse. valuat il o 0 daiiages asIc i
atced with degradation of such systeCnsI). The techniques are hased largely on
conisuiier or producer williniguess to pay for ain improvement (or willingness
to accept compensation [Or a deterioration) in natural systenis and a ibient 
environrental qtuilit,. 

ProductiveResources. The benefits to productive resources (If PreserVirig
 
or improving environnerital quality can often be valted 
 dirctClv through
market inform ation. Changes ill en\'ironlncrital quality can result ill shifts of
the supply curves for th products 0If activities such as agriculture, l'orestrv.
 
fisheries, and somietimes m1anuiifac citUring. 
 The effects oi net social beielits can
be measured by comparing constinier's and producer's surplus belore and 
after environmental change (Frerian 1979). This class of effects. which
relates marketed roods and services affected by environmental change
national income, is tie most powerfl 

to 
illustration if why developing countries 

pursuing sustained development must consider measures for protecting tile 
environment. 
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Benefits can be measured as the increased market value of crops, fish, and 
other products attributable to improved environmental quality. If the estimates 
take the form of benefits foregone (costs) as a result of the damage created by
development projects or programs, changes in benefits can be quantified in 
terms of the market value of reductions in output-for example, a decline in 
agricultural yield, decreased production from forests, reductions in fishery 
catches, and lowered output of electricity from hydroelectric schemes caused 
by premature siltation of reservoirs. Also, market values can frequently be 
obtained for damages to structures, such as buildings and bridges, and for 
materials-for example, paint and rubber. The acceptance of monetary com
pensation by producers for damages inflicted on them through the environ
ment is a further measure of benefits foregone for productive resources. 

Human beings can also be viewed as a productive resource. When the 
damages are to human health, the valuation problem is more difficult, but 
several methods are available, including estimating economic losses due to 
the decline in workers' productivity because of poor health and premature 
death. 

Other measures of' willingness to pay for environmental improvement to 
productive resources may be obtained indirectly, still in market prices, in the 
form of producer expenditures for the prevention of environmental damage
for example, the costs incurred for water input treatment processes in a 
vegetable canning plant. The cost of' replacing productive assets damaged by 
effects on the environment is another measure that can be used. 

Willingness of Consumers to Payfor EnvironmentalServices. Valuations
 
of environmental quality by consumers as well as by producers can be mea
sured in monetary terms on the basis of compensation payments for damages
 
to property or persons or for other negative effects on the environment.
 
Market values similarly can provide estimates from the cost side, where 
preventive expenditures and replacement costs incurred by individuals serve 
as indirect measures of the demand for better environmental quality. 

Demands for environmental services for consumer purposes (for example,
for some types of recreation activities or to satisfy aesthetic needs) are usually
implicit. Actual prices are generally not paid. and values have to be deter
mined by indirect methods. Valuation techniques are frequently based on the 
theory of pure public goods, which uses the concept of' "'willingness to pay" 
to measure consumer benefits (Samuelson 1954). 

Consider an individual with an implicit demand for recreation (figure
3.20). The vertical axis measures the implicit marginal valuation, expressed
in monetary units, of recreation days spent in a natural environment. The 
horizontal axis measures the number of' recreation days. If the individual 
actually were charged to use the natural resources for recreation, a 
Marshallian demand curve DD could be derived from tilewillingness-to-pay 
behavior. If the resource were made available to the individual at no cost, tile 
benefits of the recreation (total willingness to pay) would be represented by 
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Figure 3.20 Individual demand curve for recreation ina natural environment. 

the area of the shaded region in the diagram. This area consists entirely of 
consumer's surplus. 

Pure public goods are provided by govemment for collective consumption
in the interest of social welfare. Provision of a pure public good has welfare 
implications for all members of society because it is assumed that it is phys
ically impossible or prohibitively expensive to exclude consumption by any
individual. A bell tower that chimes the time of day is a good example of a 
pure public good. It would be impracticable to exclude individuals from 
listening for the time. 

Environmental quality services-natural amenities, clean air, and clean 
water--can frequently be classified as pure public goods. Because it is not 
possible or worthwhile to force all individuals who enjoy the benefits of 
improved environmental qulity to pay for them-the so-called free-rider 
problem-implicit demands are taken to be indicators of individuals' willing
ness to pay and must be assessed by indirect valuation techniques. Because 
the total social benefits of consuming environmental services are a reflection 
of the number of individuals who enjoy the benefits, the individual demand 
curves for environmental quality must be added vertically to obtain the im
plicit market or social demand curve. In figure 3.21 the inolicit demand 
curves for an environmental amenity for three individuals appe,.r as A. B, and 
C. The social demand curve is shown as D, representing the vertical addition 
of curves A, B, and C. The total social benefit (willingness to pay) of the 
amenity is measured by the area under curve D, that is, the overall consumers' 
surplus. 

Appropriatenessof Willingness to Pay as a Measure of Environmental 
Benefits. Although the willingness-to-pay concept is useful in assessing the 
economic benefits of marketed goods and services, it is not altogether clear 
that it can he transferred to the valuation of environmental quality benefits. 
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Figure 3.21 Demand for environmental amenity as a public good. 

The approach can be questioned on both theoretical and empirical grounds. 
As pointed out by Mooney (1978), a willingness-to-pay approach to the 
valuation of environmental quality implies that individuals are the best per
sons to make judgments about environmental quality, that they believe they 
are the best persons to do so, that they can make the best decisions about the 
effects of environmental quality on their own welfare, and that they want to 
make such decisions. In practice, son,,e or all of these conditions may not be 
fulfilled. Information about marketed goods and services is usually readily 
available to consur.,er,;. Effects of changes in environmental quality on indi
vidual welfare (health, for example) are less well known by the general 
public. In many countries, individuals are content to hand over the respon
sibilities of managing environmental quality to government agencies that are 
expected to make informed judgments in the interests of social welfare. 

The assumption that the distribution of income is acceptable leads to other 
complications. Valuations based on willingness to pay are actually based on 
both willingness and ability to pay. Both the distribution of money income 
and the incidence of environmental quality effects can influence welfare lev
els of specific individuals or groups within the community. Only the very 
rich, for example, might be capable of indicating strong preferences for 
certain types of environmental services. The poor may have no ability to pay 
for environmental measures that could lead to significant gains in welfare. 
Environmental improvement programs leading to better community health 
might never be instituted if they were dependent on consumer willingness to 
pay. In such cases, it seems perfectly rational for decision makers, especially 
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with the aid of technical experts, to determine appropriate environmental
quality goals. Such a philosophy underlies the comion practice of establish
ing standards for anbient environ mental qt ality. Individlal vatlues may not be
properly known, but decision makers can nevertheless consider themselves on
sale ground by assu inig that ihaprovcnlcills in health iand tile prevlention of
serious daniges would represnt a high priority for most individuals, even ifincomes were low. Indeed. incomes night le low because of* a dceraded 
physical environment. The cyclc of ill health, low productivity, and inability
to raise incoinc arid living standards is a coii1ioni0COLIrrerce incountries at a 
low level of+development. 

Valuation of' Costs 

Estinmation of tile resource costs of development pl ans has already been
discussed under Project Costs. What needs to be exarnined here are methods 
of Ineasuring tdle costs of nieasUrs Ifor protecting iivirLi nent al-tjalit ..... or
example, the increnieti costs of environnrent alsa fegir ards in project design
and the resource costs incurred in programs for irliproving environmiriieit qtali
ty. Such costs may be incurred ill tile private or pIublic sectors. Furtler 
discLissiOni of cost valation techniques appears in Chapter 7. 

At the project or activity level, it is often difficult to separate tile costs of
environmrental protection ii iCaSures fron norral project costs. This frequiinCIIthI 
occurs with comLblstion processes, assuich coall-firCd boilers fOr electric 
power stations, 'hast flrniaces to r steel prod uc t ii. aind internaIl COliiblst i o 
engines for transportation cquipmcnt. l)csigns that raise comibustion efficien
cy oltei lead sinmltaneously o reduction inLlischiarges of some air ptollUtiltS.
External costs also canaili generated bv 'IlicaSIre S fOr protecting environiental 
quality. At the plant or activity level. Iist envirouniental control techrlolh
gies or practices have secondary effects on the environrient. Attempts to 
prevent air pollution, for instance, riv lead to watCr pollution, a. Can Occur
when flue-gas desuIlfurization scrubbers are fitted to electric power stations to
 
control stil fur oxide emissions. Further cncrjey inputs required to operate

scrubbers can result inother secontlarv disclarges. Chemical sludges f'rol the
 
scrubber are often stored in settling ponds, with a risk of contaminating

surface waters or underground water tables, leading 
to new ienvirunmental
 
damage costs. Other 
cxa iiijles call bc foLind in al telrnattiVC en VIv iLnicnt'la 
nanagement practices in the natural resoiurces area. Seconlairy efel'cts oii tile 
environment may be especially significant iii natimnal and regional prograns
aimed at inproving environlcntal quality. )amage in such casescosts are
analyzed best by rieans tl"generaI l-eqiilri iii fr.anieworks (Chapter 8). 

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis 

In some situations, it may be too difficult to value tie benefits of iniproving
envirolnmental quality in economic terms. Policy making nLust then be based 
on cost-effectiveness rather than n full henefit-cost analysis. Incost-ef'ec
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tiveness analysis, environmental quality targets such as aesthetic properties, 
ecosystem functions, ambient concentrations of pollutants, or levels of com
munity health are fixed, and an economically efficient solution is found by 
minimizing the costs of attaining the targets. Environmental objectives can 
frequently be met by a variety of measures, and systematic analysis of costs 
will indicate the optimal approach. 

In many situations, the credibility of economic information as an input to 
making decisions about environmental quality may be considerably enhanced 
if a cost-effectiveness, rather than a full benefit-cost, approach is taken. 
Environmental health is one area in which this applies. Methods of placing 
economic values on the health benefits of improving environmental quality 
are often viewed with suspicion by decision makers. More notice might be 
paid to physical and psychological effects determined by medical experts. 
Instead of attempting to translate these effects into monetary terms, a more 
realistic approach might be to derive a set of environmental quality standards 
based on scientific opinion and to focus attention on the least-cost way of 
reaching the standards. 

Emissions Standards for Activities. Emissions standards for activities 
frequently are established and implemented in conjunction with cost analysis. 
Where the benefits of abatement cannot be easily specified in monetary terms, 
arbitrary levels of control can be introduced. Figure 3.22 illustrates the princi
ple; emission control costs for a given activity are shown on the vertical axis 
and the degree of abatement on the horizontal axis. A weak emissions stan
dard might be OW, and a stringent standard OS. The sensitivity of abatement 
costs to changes in standards is a valuable guide to environmental quality 
managers in trading off physical pollution control benefits against economic 
costs. If the total abatement cost curve is fairly flat, the incremental costs of 
moving from weak to stringent standards are small. The opposite applies if the 
curve slopes steeply. In practice, the cost curve is usually a series of points 
describing alternative control technologies. The incremental costs incurred in 
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Figure 3.22 Cost of emission controls as a function of degree of abatement. 
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moving from one point to another ofien clearly indicate a sensible cutoff level 
for abatement activity.

Emissions Standards in a Regional Context. As was shown in figures
3.18 and 3.19, a full benefit-cost analysis is required to derive an optimal setof emissions standards for regional ambient environmental quality manage
ment. In the absence of accurate data on the benefit side, policy makers,
guided by health authorities, scientists, and other experts, frequently decide upon an arbitrary set of standards. Cost-effectiveness analysis can help ensurethat standards are met and implemented without wasting scarce resources. 
can be shown, for example, that to reduce regional emissions 1-ya given

It 

amount, the marginal costs of' discharge reduction for all polluters in theregion should be equal (OECD 1980a). In theory, this can be attained byimposing a uniform emissions charge. Cost-effective implementation
schemes designed to meet prescribed ambient environmental quality standards
need to be tailored to specific economic, technical, and environmental 
circumstances. 

The OECD defines charges that are high enough to induce polluters tomodify their behavior as inc'entive charges. Even if new residuals disposaltechniques cannot be induced, charges on effluents can still be used as redistributing devices to achieve improvement in ambient environmental quality. Funds collected from polluters can be allocated to public investments

designed to treat discharges from the government sector or from households.

Other uses of such 
 funds include subsidizing of antipolltion activities by
industries or by households (e.g., on noise insulation products or on electricheaters to replace open fireplaces), financing systems for monitoring tile
environment, and paying the administrative costs of regulating environmental 
quality.

Where the links between emissions and ambient concentrations of pollutants are poorly known and a cost-effectiveness approach is adopted, charges

and emissions standard; can be operated in an i:2rative manner to achieve

desired standards 
 for ambient environmental quality. Arbitrary charges orrestrictions on emissions can be imposed and the reactions observed. Adjustments can be made until acceptable standards of ambient quality are reached.
The costs of acquiring information under this approach are mainly the adjustment costs of polluters. Serious under- or overinvestnient in antipollution

ctivities could occur. I"environmental management authorities gain a repitation for inconsistency because of' vacillating policies, further cooperation
from private industry may be difficult to achieve. In some countries, regulato
ry bodies have attempted to overcome these problem': by starting at a lowlevel of charges, gradually raising them over time, and intforming industry of'planned levels of charges. Direct regulations. l'urthermore, have been used inconjunction with charges. A fuller analysis of the economics of environmental
quality policy iistruments can be found in James, Jansen. and Opschoor
(1978), OECD (1980b), and Bower et al. ( 1981 ). 
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Classification of Valuation Techniques 

Economic valuation techniques for assessing effects on environmental 
quality can be classified in a number of different ways. The approach used 
here and illustrated in table 3.2 is to classify the techniques in decreasing
order of reliance upon market data, beginning with valuation of costs and 
benefits using actual market prices of outputs and ending with survey-oriented 
and other hypothetical valuation methods. 

Within the market-oriented category are listed first methods of valuing
environmental quality benefits using actual market prices. Such prices, of 
course, must be converted where necessary to appropriate shadow prices.
These market-based tel: ..iqucs-valuc af output and loss of earnings-are
discussed in Chapter 6. The second subcategory under market-oriented ap
proaches is v-jluation of costs using actual market prices. These approaches
preventive expenditures, cost-cfTectiveness, replaccment cost, and the shad
ow project concept-are taken up in Chapter 7. The (hird subcategory is 
concerned with valuations based on surrogate markets-where market prices
for environmental services, project outputs, and external effects are lot read
ily available. These approaches comprise marketed goods and services as 
environmental surrogates, proIperty value, other land value approaches, travel 
costs, wage differentials, acceptance of compensation, and Krutilla's oppor
tunity-cost approach to natural-resource decisions with irreversible conse
quences. These techniques are dealt with in Chapter 6. 

Survey and other hypothetical valuation methods appear in the last group of 
techniques. These are subdivided into direct questionirg of willingness to pay
and indirect estimation of willingness to pay via direct questioning on choices 
of commodities. These techniques are also discussed in Chapter . 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

The main advantage offered by benefit-cost analysis-regardless of the 
institutional context in which it is applied-is that it forces decision makers to 
consider all of the effects of an investment or management program. Effects 
on environmental quality, including those that might be indirect, intangible, 
or difficult to measure, should be taken into account. 

Valuation of effects on ambient environmental quality can differ among
countries, as do the political processes from which economic values are 
derived. Western economists place greatest emphasis on individual values but 
recognize that in some areas of decision making government responsibility
will be rcquired. Decisions involving environmental quality comprise an 
important area in which the need for government involvement is explicitly 
recognized. 

Regardless of the political climate, all economic decisions will lead to costs 



Table 3.2. Classification of Cost and Benefit Valuation Techniques for Assessin Effects on Environmental 

Valuation technique 

Market oriented 

1. Benefit valuation using actual market prices of
productive goods and services(a) Changes in value of output 

(b) Loss of earnings 

2. Cost valuation using actual market prices of 
environmental protection inputs(a) Preventive expenditures 

(b) Replacement cost 

(c) Shadow project 

(dl Cost-effectiveness analysis 

Examples of application 
Producer goods and services 

Loss of value of agricultural crops caused byseepage of toxic chemicals 
Value of productive services lost through increasedillness and death caused by air pollution 

Cost of environmental safeguards inproject design 

Cost of replacing structures damaged by acid rain 
Cost of restoring commercial fresh-water fisheries 

damaged by discharges 

Costs of alternative means of disposing of waste
water from a geothermal energy project 

Iua!!*y 

Consumer goods and services 

Cost of noise insulation; cost of intake water 
treatment 

Cost of additional painting of houses damaged by 
Costs of supplying alternative sport fishing and 

recreational facilities destroyed by development 
project 



3. Benefit valuation using surrogate markets 
(a) Marketed goods as environmental surrogates Cost of sewage treatment processes 

water purification by ecosystems 
as proxy for Price paid for visits to private parks and entertain

ment as proxy for value of visits to wilderness 

(b) Property value approach Changes in commercial property value as a result 
area 

Changes in residential property value from air 

(c) Other land value approaches 
of water pollution pollution 

Prices paid by government for land reserved for 

(d) Travel cost 
(e) Wage differential approach 

national parks
Valuation of recreational benefits of a pub!ic park 
Estimation of willingnr.ss of workers to trade off 

if) Acceptance of compensation Compensation for damage to crops 
wages for improved environmental quality 

Compensation for adverse health effects, e.g., 
Minamata disease 

Survey Oriented 
(hypothetical valuation) 

1. Direct questioning of willingnes to pay
(a) Bidding games Estimate of willingness to pay for access to an 

2. Direct questioning of choices of quantities
(a) Costless choice method 

urban park 

Hypothetical applications to air pcllution 

C" 
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and benefits. Implicitly or explicitly, therefore, benefit-cost evaluations willbe made and scarce resources will be allocated. Benefit-vost analysis providesuseful information for this allocation process. In the final assessment,ferences of opinion about 
dif

the appropriateness of benefit-cost analysis as adevelopment planning tool may be attributed to divergences in sociopoliticalvalues or to variations in the degree of rigor with which the method is actually
applied.

In many Western countrics, tie general framework of benefit-cost analysisis now in common use in planning and policy making in tie areas of publicinvestment, natural resources, and environmental quality. The technique isespecially suitable for water-resource development programs for the purposesof irrigation, reducing flood damage, and generating hydroelectric energy.The cost-effectiveness approach is val1tiable inthe manageniclit o!air aindwater quality. In the field of natural resources, particulariy agriculture, fishing, and forestry, benefit-cost analysis also has n any applications.

Benefit-cost analysis 
does have limitations, and its adaptation for use indeveloping countries is still being explored. 

APPENDIX 

Compensated Demand-Compensating Variation
 
The integral of (lie Marshallian demand funciion or tie area 
under tile
demand curve at times will not measure precisi.ly ildividual economic wel

fare. This can he illustrated by rcfcrring L:)an individual with
good X. The Marshallian demanid curve foi a demand forgood X is shown, as D) infigure
A3.!.
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Figure A3.1 Compensating variation measured by Hicks-compensated demand curve. 

http:precisi.ly
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Suppose, as at point A, the individual has been paying v price of 0P for 
good X and consuming OXI units. If the price were raised to OP,, demv" for 
good X would fall to OX, units and the individual would move to poi t b on 
the demand curve. The loss of consumer's surplus measured by the 
Marshallian demand curve would be the aica of the region P2BAP I . In addi
tion to the substitution effect, which decreases the consumption ot good X, the 
higher price also represents a loss of real income to the individual, forcing a 
re uction in consumption of other commodities as well. To keep the indi
v;du,i at the same utility level as at point A, extra money income termed 
.'compensating variation" would need to be provided. Some of this extra 
income could be spent on good X, leading to a final equilibrium at point C 
where, at the new price OP, the individual would demand OX3 units. 

By similar reasoning, further points like C can be plotted for higher prices. 
A new demand curve HH, passing through tile original point A wvill be 
obtained- it is known as a -lick,!in,'' or income-compensated, deniand 
curve. This curve shows the pric'-quantity combinations for good X required 
to keep the individual at a constant level of utility. At prices below )P, 
income would have to be confiscated from the individual because increases in 
real income or welfare could otherwise occur. Compensating variation can be 
measured as the area Under the Hicksian demantd curve. When price is raised 
from OP, to OP, compensating variation will equal the area of tile region 
P2CAPI . This measure is a theoretical ideal sought by economists when trying 
to derive an estimate of tile money transfer needed to keep an individual at an 
original weifare level, following a change in the price of a good or in tile 
quantity consumed. The same concept can be applied to a physical deteriora
tion in environmental quality. To assess the monetary value of a decline in air 
quality caused by pollution, for example, a Hicksian demand curve for clean 
air might, in theory, be specified and monetary damage assessed in terms of 
compensating variation. 

Compensated Demand-Equivalent Variation 

A second type of Hicks-compensated demand curve is often discussed in 
the theory of welfare measurement. This curve can be described by continuing 
with the demand for good X. Consider once again the price increase for good 
X shown in fig.,re A3. 1. The higher price OP, puts the individual on It lower 
utility or welfare level at point B. 'Fhe equivalent loss of income, given the 
original price OP,, that would lead to the same utility level as al B is known as 
the "equivalent variation.'" Since A represents a higher utility level than B, 
less income is required to keep the individual at B than at A. A lower amount 
of good X is needed at price OP, to yield the welfare equivalent of point B. 
This amount is shown as OX, in figure A3.2. Point E lies on the Hicksian 
demand curve HH, passing through point B. Other points on H.H, show the 
amounts of good X that would keep the individual at the same level of welfare 
as at B. The equivalent variation of any price change can be measured as the 
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Figure A3.2 Equivalent variation measured by Hicks-compensated demand curve. 

area under the Hicksian demand curve. In figure A3.2, the equivalent variation of the price rise from OP, to OP, is the area of the region P,BEPI.
The difference between compensating variation and equivalent variation isthat ihe former measures money transfers needed to keep the individual at the same utility level as in an initial situation, whereas the latter mcasu:es themonetary equivalent of a change in welfare from one situation to another. 

Comparison of Marshailian and Hlicksian Demand Curves 
The preceding analysis is based on the assumption that the individual has apositive income elasticity of demand for good X. The higher the incomeelasticity and the larger the ratio of consumer's surplus to income, the greaterwill be the divergence of Hicksian and Marshallian demand curves. From

inspection of figures A3. I and A3.2, a comparative table can be drawn up, asin table A3. I, showing the relationship of compensating variation and equivalent variation to Marshallian consumer's surplus for price increases and 
decreases.
 

The income elasticity of demand and the ratio of consumer's surplusincome have to be very high before there is a significant difference between
Marshallian and Hicksian estimates. In most practical cases the distinction can be ignored. It is virtually impossible, furthermore, to derive either of theHicksian functions empirically. Typically, the only data available are thosegiving rise to the Marshallian demand curve. With a zero income elasticity of 
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Table A3.1. Comparison of Compensating Variation and Equivalent Variation with 
Marshallian Consumer's Surplus 

Compensating 
variation 

Equivalent
variation 

Price Exceeds Isless than 
increase consumer consumer 

Price 
surplus

Is less than 
surplus

Exceeds 
decrease consumer consumer 

surplus surplus 

demand, the curves DD, HH,, and HH, in figures A3.1 and A3.2 will 
coincide, and all three measures will be equal. If it is suspected that income 
elasticity or the magnitude of consumer's surplus is large enough to produce 
an inaccurate estimate, table A3.1 will at least indicate the direction of bias. 
For further discussion of this problem, more advanced references are recom
mended (Miller 1974. Freeman 1979). 
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4 
Analyzing Activities
 

The preceding chapters have emphasized the importance of understanding
the relationship between human activities, including economic activities, and 
the generation of residuals and other effects on the environment that may
affect ambient environmental quality and receptors, thus imposing economic 
costs on the society. These links are depicted in figure 1. I in Chapter I and in
figure 3.14 in Chapter 3. This chapter is concerned with understanding and 
analyzing the activity step in tile process. Only a general presentation of 
activity analysis is given here. For detailed discussions, the reader shoujd
consult the extensive literature on the subject, including Bower (1975), Rus
sell (1973), Russell and Vaughn (1976), and Basta, Lounsbury, and Bower 
(1978). Key definitions and concepts begin the chapter, are followed by some 
approaches to analyzing activities, and then are succeeded by examples of 
such analyses, including one for an industrial activity-an integrated pulp and 
paper mill-one for an agricultural activity, and one for a forest management 
activity. 

KEY DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS 

Nonproduct Outputs and Residuals 

Human activities such as manufacturing, agriculture, mining, forestry,
transportation, and household maintenance produce both desired producis or 
services and unwanted materials and energy, because no production or use 
activity transforms all of the inputs to the activity into desired outputs. The 
flows of unwanted materials and energy from the activity are termed non
product outputs. If a nonproduct output has no value in existing markets or 
has a value less than the costs of collecting, processing, and transporting it for 
input into the same or another activity, the norproduct output is called a 
residual. The word residual therefore is defined in economic terms. 

73 
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Residual is a neutral term used instead of such words as wste, polluIanlt, or
contaminnl because a residual may or may not fit the dictionary definitions 
of any of these. For example, not all discharges of unwanted materials and 
energy into the environment have adverse impacts on ambient environmental 
quality. 

Whether or not a nonproduct output is a residual depends on the relative 
costs of alternative outputs that could be used instead of lhe nonproduct
output. This, in turn, varies with time ill a given society depending on
changes in relative prices. Changing technology, changes ill the relalivc scar
city of raw materials, and governmental actions are the primary fhactors that 
affect relative prices. 

Figure 4. I illustrates the definition of a residual by depicting a hypothetical
industrial plant with two pr',duction processes. Two points merit emphasis.
First, even if constraints on the discharge of residuals into the environment are 
absent, some of the nonproduct outputs may still be recovered and reused in
the same produnction process or in other production or use activities at the 
same site or elsewhere. Those nonproduct outputs that recovered ecoarc 
nomically and reused are by definition not residuals. Second. the discharge of 
a residual does not occur until the residual enters the environment across the
boundary of the activity site. The residuals may or nay not be modified 
before their dischargc into the environment or before their transport froni the 
plant site in a sewer line or by truck. 

Interrelationship.s -mong Residuals 

Nonproduct out)Us and residuals exist as materials or energy. Material re
siduals occur in three forms: 
 liquid, gaseous, and solid. Energy residuals
 
occur as heat, noise, 
 light. vibrations, ind certain forms of radioactivity.

One fori of' iiaterial residual can be transformed into one or more other
forms, or into different types of the same form. A liquid residual iay be
converted into other residuals-another type of liquid, a gas. aid a solid-to 
be disposed of in a body of water, in the atmosphere, and on land. respec
tively; or a solid residual may be trans formed into liqluid, gaseous, and other
solid residuals. Modifying ,i residual into other forms requires inputs of nate
rial and energy, of which portions may become residuals in turn. Modification 
of residuals is undertaken because of (lie assumption that the discharge of the
iodified residuals will have fewer adverse e lects on en vi ron nict al qua lity
than the discharge of the original residual. 

Thus, sewage modified in a sewage treatm nt plant becomes a seriisolid 
residual sludge plus various types of liquid and gaseous residuals. If the
sludge is incinerated, gaseous residuals, such as particulates. are generated. If
the sludge is placed ini a landfill. seepagce of residuals into groundwater 
sources or into surface water riiay occur, and so on. Finally, because virtually
all residuals modification requires inputs of energy, additional gaseous, liq
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Figiore 4.2 Interrelationships among formt of residuals. 

uid, and solid residuals are generated from the combustion of fuel to produce 
the needed energy. Figure 4.2 illustrates the interrelationships among the 
three forms of material residuals. 

Activities that Generate Residuals 

An activitv, as the term is used in this chapter, is a decision unit involving a 
se, of one or more unit processes.* This is illustrated in figure 4.3, which 
shows unit processes in a vegetab cannery. An industrial plant. a farm, a 
mining operation, an office building, a household, a managenent unit of a 
national forest-each is an activity. Each generates one or more types of 
gaseous, liquid, solid, and energy residuals. 

*The tern unit process is used here to include both unit processes alnd unit operations as 
employed in chemical engineering (Ayres 1972). 
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Activities that generate residuats can be characterized by various attributes, 
including 

1. Geographical locus of residuals generation 
2. Time pattern of residuals generation 
3. Links with decision units 
4. Status, and 
5. Importance of on-site effects. 

Geographical Locus of Generation. Activities. as sources of residuals, 
can be categorized as (I) concentrated, or "point," sources; (2) areal, or 
dispersed, sources; and (3) line sources, both mobile and Anstationary. 

integrated steel mill, a hospital, and 
an office building are examples of con
centrated activities. However, the steel mill, an integrated pulp and paper
mill, a petroleum refinery, or a metallurgical plant each represents a set of 
unit processes occupying a site that may be several square kilometers in size, 
and each will have multiple stacks for discharging gaseous residuals and may
well have several outlets for discharging liquid residuals. 

In addition, most manufacturing activities involve many interprocess and 
interoperation transport systems, typically using flunes, pipes, or conveyor 
belts and requiring pumps, valves, junctions, and flow dividers. Residuals 
generation and discharge may occur in relation to both the unit processes and 
the transport operations. Gas leaks from valves and the solids blown from a 
conveyor belt are examples of the latter. 

The term source, as applied to concentrated sources, is often used ambigu
ously to refer to different phenomena. A petrolcum refinery as a whole is 
often referred to as a "'source' of residuals discharges; however, "devices" 
within the refinery-such as valves nd pumps-also are referred to as
"sources," as is each discharge stack in the refinery. Thus, multiple origins 
of residuals generation often exist in an activity, as well as multiple locations 
of residuals discharges from an activity. 

Activities that generate dispersed residuals are those that generate residuals 
over some defined area, such as an agricultural field, a forest management 
area, or a residential subdivision in a city. In the last case, the individual 
residences are not identified separately as residuals generators; rather, re
siduals generated from the entire subdivision are aggregated. 

Activities that generate line residuals are classified in two subcategories
mobile and stationary. Activities that generate residuals while in motion are 
generating mobile line residuals as a result of one or both of the following: the 
unit processes involved and the interaction between the activity and the en
vironment-for example, the dust stirred up by a motor vehicle on an unpaved
road. Motor vehicles, trains, airplanes, boats, barge tows-all are individual 
generators of residuals. Such a generator, in moving along its path, represents 
a variable or mobile generator of residuals. A stationary line generator of 
residuals is represented by an unpaved road or trail that generates particulate 
matter when the wind blows. 
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Time Pattern of Generation. Residuals generation by activities can be 
classified as contintous, such as a plant that operates on a twenty-four-hour. 
seven-daty-a-week basis, or discontinuouS, such as a plant with only one or 
two shifts or a seasonal activity---for example, tbeach resort or a ski lodge. If 
the interval of time between periods of residuals generation is always the 
same, the time patt,'rn is characterizcd as as in an)us-rcular, iit'Olttilu( 
activity with atone-week production cycle of five days of production and two 
days of downtime. Otherwise, the time pattern is discontinIous-irregu/ar. 
Residuals can be generated at either constant or variable levels f'or each of 
these time patterns. 

Links with Decision Units. Although defining an activity as a set of unit 
processes is straightforward, defining the boundary of the decision unit and 
the extent to which activities are linked is less clear. In any given situation, at 
least t,,o levels may exist at which Lec,,itinS are imade tiat aff'ect residuals 
generation and discharge. For example, a cheinical pl ant producing several 
hundred products on d given SitL is likely to be organized into separate 
departments, each one with a high degree of flexibility as to choice of factor 
inputs that will affect residuals Ceneration and discharg. Simultaneously, 
other decisions are made at the plan( level that also affect residuals generaiion 
and 	discharge. 

Several contexts can be identified that airecomparable to tihe depart meit
plant link. These include: 

1. An industrial park in which isingle authority has responsibility through a 
contract for water-supply and liquid residuals handling and disposal--ulp 
to and fron tlie boundaries of each plant -4or all activities within the 
park; 

2. 	 A national, state, or provincial 'forcst that is divided into sub arcas for 
management purposes-for xaiiipl, \orkg circles" 

3. 	 A collective flarii that includes separate but related cropping, livestock, 
and processing operutions: and 

4. 	 An irrigation project composed of i nuniber of separate, independent 
farni units, but for which an institution, such as an irrigation district, has 
responsibility fbr development, transport, and distribution of irrigation 
water and for collection and disposal of drainage water. 

In ah of these situations. on-sit' can1 he defined as either the lowest lel 
decision unit or the highest. For the latter, on-site would include the inter.c
tivity effects. Any analysis would still have to include consideration of factors 
and alternatives within each subunit. 

Two other types of links, both of them sequential, are important. One type 
is a set of activities separated spatially to produce isingle output-a product 
or service. An example is the sequence coal mining-coal preparation-coal 
transport-coal combustioni to produce electric energy. Another example is that 
shown in figure 4.3: A raw product for canning is produced on a farm: 
presorting and cleaning take place on the farni. at a location central to a 
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number of farms, or at the cannery; and the raw or presorted raw product is 
transported to the cannery. 

The second type of link is a set of activities separated spatially for residuals 
handling, modification, and disposal. For exanple, a niunicipal sewage treat
ment plant generates sludge in the process of modifying liquid residuals th1at 
flow into the plant. Some moisture may be removed friom the sludge by
vacuuni filters. The semisolid sludge may be dried further (with tie resultant 
liquid being discharged) and then incincr.ated, or the sludge may le incine
rated directly. Incinerated particulates may bie generated, and these would 
have to be collected and disposed of as solids in a landfill. Alternatively, the 
sludge as generated might be pulped directly to Jryintg beds or conveyed in 
tank trucks for dispoal on agricultural land. Another alternitive wouild he to 
dry the sludge sufficiently for disposal -,as a soil conditioner, wilh the water 
removed being pumped to and sprayed in irrigated pastures.

Status. Status refeas to whether tile activity being analyzed is in i'xistence 
or is only a proposal. The range of mcasures possible for modifying residua ls 
goneration and discharge is normally larger for a new plknl than for anl 
existing plant. Status also refers to the nature of the technology involved. The 
technology in a 1nuttliprocess, nilltiline plant often involves eqttipinenlt of' 
widely varying ages. Synchroni/atiIn of etLtiplilt technology rarely exists 
for more than a few years after a plant is construCted.
 

Importanrceof On-site Effecls. Activities that gencrate residuals 
can 	be 
classified by the importance of the on-site effects of the activity. In general.
on-site effects related to concentiated and line activites aV tinimlportanl and 
can be ignored. (On the other hand, oin-site effects of areal or dispersed 
activities-for exalpile. igriculturial, forest nainagenletll, or grazing-are 
almost always significant anid m1ust be considereld. 

ANALYZING ACTIVITIES 

Within the context of an environmental planning and decision-making pro
cess, as outlined in Chapter 2, an analysis Would be made of each major
residuals-generating activity or group of activities--mlanufacturing plant. 
block of residences, m1unicipal incinerator, forest Ianagement project. or 
transport system. Such all analysis, which can be simple or complex. depend
ing on the specific situation, would 

1. 	 Indicate alternative combinations of factor iliptIs to produce outputs of 
products and services with specified characteristics; 

2. 	 Delineate for each coi'bination of fictor inputs tile types. (Ituantities, and 
time patterns of residuals generated per unit of activity-for example, per 
ton of steel produced, or kilowatt hour of electric energy generated-and 
the associated on-site effects, as on agricultural or forest lands: 
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3. 	 Identify the various physical measures available for reducing the on-site 
effects and the discharge of residuals from the activity into the 
environment; 

4. 	 Estimate the costs of these various physical measures, both in terms of 
the economic cost and the cost to the activity, and 

5. 	 Identify possible implementation incentive systems that would induce a 
given activity to reduce the discharges of specified residuals. 

Collective residuals handling, modification, and disposal facilities-incinera
tors, resource recovery plants, and landfill, a e themselves generators and 
dischargers of residuals and therefore must also be included as possible ac
tivities to be analyzed in any given context. 

Approaches for Analyzing Activities 

The approach to be used in analyzing activities in a given context depends 
on (I) the importance of the activity's effect on natural resources and environ
mental quality, (2) the data available, and (3) the other analytical resources 
available, such as time, personnel, computer facilities, and money. 

Two approaches exist for analyzing activities: the so-called ''black-box" 
approach and the engineering-cconomic-process model approach. Both re
quire that some parameter be selected to indicate the activity level-tons of 
steel output produced, number of employces, vehiclc kilomcters traveled, or 
tons of wheat produced. Employee statistics usually are readily available for 
such 	an activity and are frequently used to indicate present and projected 
activity levels. For industrial, agricultural. and forest management activities, 
the use of physical units of input or output is desirable because they are related 
directly to residuals gencration. Coefficients for residuals generation may 
then 	be expressed in the relevant uni for each activity. For example: mixed 
solid residudls enerated by an irdustrial activity are expressed in kihgrams 
per 	 metric ton of product outplt; five-day biochemical oxygen demand 
(BOD5 ) generated in residences is expressed in gramis per day per inhabitant; 
hydrocarbons generated by automobiles are expressed in grams per vehicle 
kilometer traveled: and soil lost fron a field of maize is expressed as inches of 
topsoil per ton of maize produced per hectare. 

Black-Box Approach. In this approach, no attempt is made to delineate 
and analyze individual unit processes in an activity. A black-box model of a 
given activity represents a set of fixed coefficients for residuals generation per 
unit of output associated with some fixed set of inputs and with an assumed 
combination of production process and product output. The set of coefficients 
relates to some unspecified set of factor input prices, production or use tech
nology, product characteristics, and government policies. Possible physical 
measures for modifying the residuals generated are limited to additions of unit 
processes-'"end-of-pipe" treatment-and occasionally to changes in inputs 
of raw material, such as a change in the sulfur content of a fuel or in the type 
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of pesticide applied. No analysis is made of possible alterrative combinations 
of production processes, materials or energy recovery, by-product produc
tion, or changed product characteristics. 

In the black-box approach, the coefficients are obtained either by adopting 
or modifying coefficients found in the literature or by deriving coefficients 
from specific data obtained on the acti'v ity-for example, by measurements at 
individual operations in the plant (Basta et al. 1978).

Engineering-Economic-ProcessModel Approach. The engineering-eco
nomic-process model approach has two subcategories: One is characterized 
by an incremental search for a cost-effective solution: the second is a mathe
matical-programming approach. Both subcategories begin with the same data, 
which include information about materials and cnerg, balances for each unit 
process under various combinations of alternative raw material inputs, alter
native technologies of production, and alternative product characteristics. 
Each also takes account of ,lternative combinations of physical nicasures for 
modifying residuals, of materials or energy recovery, and of by-product pro
duction, including the costs of these alternative combinations of physical 
measures. The cost-effective search method ten calculates the cost-effective
ness of each physical measure-for example, cost per unit of discharge reduc
tion-and then incrementally combines physical measures until thc desired 
degree of reduction in discharges and in on-site effects is achiCvCd at least 
'ost. The nmthcmatical-programming approach sets Ip the analysis more 
formally, with an objective function to be maximized or minimized. Usually.
the objective is to minimize the costs of producing a specified set of outputs 
and tu achieve a specified level of reduction in discharges. Linear program
ining is the principal mathematical-program mi ng approach used. 

An example of a cost-effective search is described later, usin~g the case of 
an integrated pulp and paper miil. Two excellent examples of the mathemati
cal-programming approach are in Russell (1973) :nd Russell and Vaughan 
(1976). 

Selecting Actit'ies and Activity Categoriesfor A nmalysis. Two types of 
situations exist for the analysis of activities. One has a well-specified focus. 
such as a petroleum refinery or an irrigation project at a specific location. 

The second sittimtion, such as a metropolitan arca. has a large number of 
discrete activities that generate and discharge residuals. Assuming that it is 
not possible to analyze each activity in detail, the problem then becomes one 
of delint-ating activity categories for the purpose of analysis. Most individual 
activities would be aggregated into , relatively few categories for analy '. 
Single large residuals generators, such as individual power plants, however. 
would be considered sufficiently important to be analyzed as separate 
activities. 

Several important flictors must be considered when delineating activity
categories: ( I) the relative importance and magnitude of residuals generated 
by each activity and the resulting effect on ambient environmental quality- (2)
significant differences in residuals generation among activities: and (3) the 
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availability of data and other analytical resources needed to specify different 
categories of residuals. 

A good illustration of how activity categories are derived for a regional 
study is contained in an environmental-quality management study of the 
Ljubljana area of Yugoslavia, as reported in Basta, Lounsbury, and Bower 
(1978). The study area encompassed about 9(X) square kilometers, with a 
population of about 260,000 and a work foice of about 105,000. The eco
nomic base was varied, with mixed industrial and commercial activities and 
tourism. 

Seven major activity categories were delineated in the study: industrial, 
commercial, residential, institutional. transportation, power plant, and collec
tive residuals handling and modification activities such as municipal incinera
tors and sewage treatment plants. No agricultural activity category was in
cluded because the contribution of agriculture to total residuals generation 
appeared to be relatively small. 

Based on additional analyses of data, these major categories were sub
divided into thirty subcategories (table 4. I ). For example. using the Yugosla
vian standard industrial classification, industrial activities were primarily sub
divided by production processes, by product mixes, and to a linited extent by 
the types of raw materials used. These three variables plus prices of factor 

Table 4.1. Activity Categories and Subcategories Used in Analysis for Environmental 
Quality Management in Ljubljana Area of Yugoslavia 

Industrial activities Institutional activities 
Metal processing Government 
Electrical products Research 
Chemical Hospitals 
Building materials Cultural institutionsa 
Pulp and paper University facilities 
Paper products Schools other than university 
Textile 
Food products Transpoitation activities 
Graphics Vehicular travelb 
All other Servicesc 

Residential activities Power plant activities 
Multi-flat Moste plant 
Single-flat Siska plant 

Commercial activities Collective residuals handling 
Restaurants and modification activities 
Hotels and motels Municipal solid residuals 
Retail stores collection agency 
Offices Municipal sewerage agency 
Wholesale stores and warehouses Salvaging operations 

aRefers to cinemas, playhouses, art galleries, museums, etc.
 
bVehicular travel is further subdivided into seven road types in urban and nonurban areas.
 
cRefers to service stations, garages, repair shops.
 
Source: Basta, Lounsbury, and Bower 1978).
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inputs are the major factors affecting residuals generation in industrial ac
tivities. Residential activities were subdivided into two categories, based on
the differences in space-heating tvchnology and types of fuels, plumbing,
building designs, internal space per dwelling unit, ownership, and so
cioeconomic status. These factors cause substantial differences in both the 
residuals generation per dwelling unit and per capita and in the alternative 
physical measures available for reducing generation and discharge.

Implementation Incentive Systems. Activity analy:'is as discussed in this
chapter is a part of the plan formulation step (no. 3) of the planning process
depicted in figure 2.2 in Chapter 2. In this step, it is not enough to find only
the least-cost set of physical measures that will reduce by a desired amount the
adverse effects of an activity on environmental quality. It is also necessary
that these measures actually be constructed and operated by the various rele
vant activities so that the desired reductions in adverse effects are acilieved--
in a word, implementation. 

Thus integral parts of aiivity analysis are ( I ) specifying sets of implemen
tation incentives to be applied to particular activities so that discharges of
particular residuals are reduced leg., suspended sediment, SO,), and (2)
imputing the likel'1 to setresponse of the activity the of implementation
incentives. The basic elements of the implemenlation system are (I) directives 
and other incentives; (2) inspection, measurement, and monitoring: and (3)
sanctions. Implementation incentives can be applied at many points in the 
activity process-at the points of resource inputs, in the produclion process,
and at residuals discharge points. The incentives must always be related to
specific residuals, physical measures, and activities and must be tied to a
particular institutional arrangement, such as a local, provincial, or national 
agency or set of agencies. 

To predict the probable response of an activity to an incentive system, one 
must estimate the costs to be borne by the activity. Sometimes these costs are 
affected by direct and indirect subsidies, such as grants and tax concessions. 
and by artificial prices of raw materials. To the extent that an activity behaves 
to minimize its costs, its probable response to a given implementation incen
tive system can be imputed from the estimated costs. Although )ther. noneconomic factors may affect such responses, using thecost-w,-the-activity 
factor will usually live tile best estimate of' behavior in the absence of any 
other information. 

For a detailed discussion of implement:ation incentives, Bower et .11.see 
(1981). 

SOME EXAMPLES OF ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

In this section. examples are given to show how three types of activities can 
be analyzed: for concentratedactivities, an integrated pulp and paper mill is
used: for dispersedactivities, examples of agricultural and forest management 
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are used; and for linked activities, the example is a coal-electric system. In all 
of these activities, the residuals generated and discharged are a function of a 
large number of physical, economic, financial, and administrative factors
internal and external to the activity-that operate directly or indirectly to 
affect generation and discharge. Some of these factors are discussed in the 
following sections. 

Analyzing Concentrated Activities 

A manufacturing activity acts on one or more raw materials through physi
cal, chemical, and biologicl transformations by using capital equipment and 
human and nonhumn energy inputs to produce one or more desired outputs. 
No production activity can be designed to convert inputs completely into 
desired outputs. however; some nonproduct outputs are inevitable. These 
consist of (I) nonproduct materials formed in production; (2) raw materials, 
such as catalysts, that are not transformed inproduction; and (3) unused or 
undesired energy outputs. Often it is economically necessary to recover and 
reuse substantial portions of the nonproduct materials and energy outputs. 

The extent of materials recovery is a function of the relative costs of 
recovered materials versus new materials. The costs of materials recovery are 
a function of the technology of both the production activity and materials 
recovery. [rade-offs are possible between the designs of the production and 
the materials recovery systems. InI effect, the plant optimizes the combination 
of the set of unit production processes plus the materials recovery system in 
the absence t,'outside constraints on residuals discharges. When constraints 
are imposed on residuals discharges. the total system of production process, 
materials and energy recovery, and r'esidLals illanagemelCnt measures is op
timized. Thus. materials and energy recovery and by-product production are 
undertaken to the level at which the net annual cost of' modifying nonprodunct 
materials is minimized (fig. 4.4). 

In analyzing a concentrated activity, step is tothe first identify the unit 
processes that produce the desired outputs. Second. an analysis of materials 
and energy balances for each of tile out. withunit processes Must be carried 
explicit consideration of the cross-flows anl recycling flows among the unit 
processes. This analysis will provide information about the quantity of mate
rial and energy residahIs gcncrat,d for a specific factor set. each set contain
ing input priccs. raw material qualities, produtic6ion technologies, product 
mixes, product output claracteristics materials and energy recovery technol
ogies, by-products produced, and constraints on residuals discharges. 

Third. alternative sets of physical measures to reduce residuals generation 
and discharge from the unit processes must be analyzed. Then the cost of each 
alternative must be estimated and should include any additional costs of 
necessary changes in technology for a unit process. or from loss in output. 
The analysis should identify the alternative that minimizes costs to the activity 
of meeting the constraints on residuals Lscharge. 
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Figure 4.4 Hypothetical cost curve for modilication nf nonproduct material that can
 
be used in-plant. (Source: Lotf, Hearon, and FBower, 1973.)
 

An Integrated Pulp (1nd(Paper AMill. Tlhe types a'nd quantities of residuals 
generated when prodlucinlg : specific type of i-,aper are functions of the rawv 
materials employed, the pulping process used, thle extent of bleaching, and 
the characteristics desired ini the paper product. All ot these factors are interre
lated: for example, the desired brightness of thle paper product dleterninres the 
amount of bleachin i, required for a given raw material and pulping process. 
Sinilarly. thle desired strength of thle paper limits thle comb'inat ions of ype of' 
raw material and pulping process that can be used. 

As an examlple. consider a 5)O-tons-per-day, integrated mill producing 
jumbo rolls of tissue pa.per. Table 4.2 shows the residuals genera.tedl when) 
produtc ing one toin of issuei parper fro n Vd ri Otis c.'inbin;.a tionms of raw inl;.teri;.a],
pulping, bleaching, a.nd product brightness. Nut shown a.re lw-pro~ducts and 
the normally innocuous nonproduct output~.. water, carbon diox ide, and ni:ro
gen. Included a.re thle residuals gene rated during the burning of purchased fuiel 
to generate steam and electric energy used in thle production process. 

The effects of thle major variables are readily apparent: for example. pulp
ing process-Ti 3 (magnefite) vs. Ti 4 (kraft): brightness--Ti 31 (GElB 25) 
vs. Ti 4 (GEB 80): and type of raw tnateria-TI 34 (wastepaper) vs. "'i 31 
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(softwood). For these comparisons, respectively, the magnelite process gen
crates no reducCed sulfur Comolu)ftds and less thn half the p3rrticulates. but 
almost 2112 times the SO,, conpared with the sulf'atc process. Reducing the 
product brightness and. hence, the extent of' bleaching needed front ,Oto 25 
GEB (the brightness ol unbleached kraft) cuts SO, in half, dissolved solids by 
more than 85', ,and 130)) 5 by Ilmost 80('. Using No. I Mi IxedwastCpapcr as 
the raw material, instead of sol'twood logs and kraft pulping, results in an SO, 
increase of almost 50(! ,no reduced sLIllfur compounds, essentially o11particI
lates, some increase in dissolved solids, and many times more suspended 
inoreanic solids. For other types of' wastepaper. the quantities would be 
different. 

Table 4.2. Residuals Generated in the Production of 1 Ton of Tissue Paper in a 500
Tons-per-Day Mil! (lb./ton) 

Production combination no. Production combination no. 
and pulp mix and pulp mix 

(brightness 80-82 GEB) (brightness 25 GEB) 

Ti3 Ti4 Ti 31 Ti 34 
Residual (100% Mg/CEH) 1100% K/CEHOI (100% K/Of (100% WPM/F) 

C12 1.1 1.2 0 0 
CIO, 0 0.6 0 0 
SO, 48.7/15.0 5.6,20.0 5.1/7.0 0/17.0
RS 0 25.5 23.2 0 
Part. 27.7/0.8 57.5/1.0 52.4/0.3 0/0.8
CIS 108 263 22 21 
DOS 190 244 41 63 
SS-0 109 113 107 92 
SS-I 4.1 4.5 4.1 202 
BOD, 92 141 31 36 
So-I 77.9 82.0 73.7 13.8 
So-O 63.1 0 0 12.8 

Abbreviations Residuals-Gaseous 
Ti tissue paper Cl2 chlorine 
Mg magnefite (sulfite) puilping CIO, chlorine dioxide 
K kraft (sulfate) pulping SO, sulfur dioxide 
WPM wastepaper, No 1 Mixed (raw RS hydrogen sulfide and organic

material) sulfides 
CEH, CEHD, etc. kraft or magnefite bleaching Part. particulates 

sequences, where C chlo- Residuals Liquid
rination; E caustic extrac- DIS dissolved inorganic solids 
tlions; H hypochlorite DOS dissolved organic solids 
bleaching; and D chlorine SS-I suspended inorganic solids 
dioxide bleaching SS-O suspended organic solids

0 no bleaching BOO, 5-day biochemical oxygen
F .: wastepaper processing--- demand 

defibering Residuals-Solid 
GEB = General Electric brightness So-I - inor nic solids 

So-O organic solids 
Source: Adapted from Bower (1975). 
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The data in table 4.2 are based on materials, energy, and heat balances for 
each of the steps in the production processes involved and represent the sums 
of all of the individual residuals generated, after accounting for economic 
degrees of recirculation of water and heat and recovery of materials. These 
data represent the results of the first two steps in analyzing the concentrated 
activities specified above. 

Suppose government agencies require that residuals discharges from the 
mill into both the air and the adjacent body of water be reduced. One could 
use the engineering-economic-process niodel and cost-effective increment 
approach discussed earlier to analyze alternative wivs to reduce discharges.
This would require analysis of the alternative physical measures, including
their costs, associated with each residual of interest and each of the production 
process streams containing that residual. This is illustrated for particulate
generation in an integrated kraft mill producing 500 tons per day of bleached 
tissue paper, labeled as Ti 4, in table 4.2. 

Table 4.3 shows the six significant sources of particulate generation for the 
integrated kraft paper mill. Most of the particulates normally recovered from 
the lime kiln stack and recovery furnace stack are assumed to be recycled to 
the chemical system; thus, the quantity shown in the table is in excess of the 
economically recoverable amount. 

Using the recovery furnace stack as an example, figure 4.5 shows the net
annual cost for various levels of modification of the particulates formed in the 
flue gases from the recovery furnace. The points shown Above the curve 
represent alternative measures for the same level of particulate niodification,
but with higher costs. Up to the level designated by X, particulate il odifica
tion represents economic materials recovery--that is. measures that would be 
undertaken in the absence of effluent controls because of the value of the 
recovered chemicals. For higher levels of modification, increased costs are 
only partially offset by benefits from the value of recovered materials, and the 
net-cost curve rises sharply. In this example, the technology involves end-of-

Table 4.3. Main Sources of Particulate Generation inan Integrated Kraft Paper
Mill 

Particulates generated
Source (lb./ton of paper) 

Recovery furnace stack 5.0
Lime kiln stack 11.7 
Combination bark-fuel boiler stack 27.6
Slaker vent 0.7a
Smelt dissolving tank vent 1.2
Fuel-fired boiler stack 1.0

Total 47.2 

aEstimated.
 
Source: L6f, Hearon, and Bower (1973).
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Figure 4.5 Net annual cost of particulate modification from a recovery furnace: 
integrated Kraft mill producing 500 tons per day of tissue paper. (Source: Lof, Hearon, 
and Bower, 1973.) 

pipe measures, such as electrostatic precipitators and wet sctrubbers. Similar 
relationships were developed for each of the particulate streams indicated in 
table 4.3 These were combined in cost-effective increments to develop tile 
least-cost system for various degrees of particulate modification (table 4.4). 

Similar analyses were made for tl' various types of liquid residual streams 
listed in table 4.'-. Two ilnportan differences between the gaseous and liluid 
residuals arc (I ) that few alternatives for 0(idiflyin, Iiq uid residualS vie ld any 
monetary returns to the activity. and (2) Unlike tilecase of gaseous residuals. 
the least-cost measures for modifying liquid residuals often involve combin
ing various streams of the samne residual for sinlultaneous niodification. 

Often, residuals management analysis is focused on the cost iniplications of 
achieving different degrees of discharge reduc, on for all relevant residuals for 
the entire plant. °To illustrate this approach to the analysis. three sets of 
increasingly stringent discharge standards for the five principal residuals are 

http:20100.00


CD
Table 4.4. Net Annual Cost of Particulate Modificatior in an Integrated Kraft Paper Mill Producing 500 Tons per Day of Bleached Tissue Paper 

No modification Low modification Medium modification High modification 
Particulates Annual Particulates Annual Particulates Annual Particulates Annual

(lb./ton) net costs (S) ilb./ton) net costs (S) (lb./ton) net costs (S) (lb./ton) net costs (S)Particulate discharge 47.2 30 8 4Particulate removalBark boiler stack 
 0 0 17.2 8,940 25.9 14,300 26.0
Lime kiln stack 0 19,5000 0Recovery furnace stack 0 10.3 17,000 11.60 0 32,9000 0Lime slaker vent 0 2.5 5.000 3.9 32,4000 0Smelt tank vent 0 
0 0.5 750 0.6 2,3900 0Fuel boiler stack 0 0 
0 0 0 1.0 10,5600 0 0Total removal 0 0 0 00 17.2 8,940 39.2Cost of solids disposal 37,050 43.2 97,7500 3,150 4,540 4,560Cost of liquid residualdisposal 0 0 0 0Total net annual cost ofparticulate control 0 12.090 41,590 102,310Notes.

1. Costs are in 1970 dolars and are based on estimates of operating labor, maintenance labor and supplies, power and material requirements, and a 12.5 percehtannual charge on estimated capital investment, and are credited with chemical recoveries at typical market prices. Operation 350 days per ye-r was assumed.2. The gas streams to be treated and the extent of particulate removal from astream were selected so as to obtain the lowest cost of removing ti'- required quantityof particulates, regardless of particulate composition.3. Cost of solids disposal includes only the solids resulting from removal of particulates not recycieo to the process, and excludes disposal costs for other solidresiduals. It is based on a nominal S2 per ton hauling and landfill cost.4. None of the particulate removal processes used results in generation of a liquid residual.

Source: Lbf, Hearon, and Bower (1973).
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presented in table 4.5. These standards are "x-..sed in terms of the dis
charges permitted per ton of output, a format that ignores the size of a plant 
and, hence, implicitly ignores the assimilative capacity of the ambient en
vironment. This analysis approach represents a commonly adopted one, 

however. 
The residuals management costs to meet Levels I, II, and Il of table 4.5 are 

shown in table 4.6 for both bleached ,'Xi unbleached tissue paper, in terms ot 

dollars per ton. These levels correspond to the low, medium, and high re

siduals modification level shown for particulates in table 4.4. The much 

higher costs of modification of liquid residuals than for gaseous residuals for 

production ot bleached tissue paper reflect the substantial value of materials 
recovered from gaseous residuals streams, conparable alternative!; do not 

exist for the liquid residuals streams. Also, the ctfect of changing one product 
specification-from bleached to unbleached tissue paper-is very significant; 
total residuals management costs for unbleached tissue paper are only about 
15, 24, and 21%. respectively, of those for bleached tissue paper at levels 1. 
I1, and 111. 

The ou:puts of the analysis are (I) costs for different degrees of discharge 
r'dr 2tion from the mill for each residual and (2) the quantities of all residuals 
jls-harged for each level of discharge. These quantities become the inputs to 

the models for analyzing effects on natural systems and receptors, which are 
discussed in Chapter 5. 

The Difficulties of Analyzing ConcentratedActivities. Analyzing con
centrated activities is not as straightforward as the preceding discussion might 
imply. Major difficulties exist, especially concerning the availability of data 
and their interpretation. 

First, data typically are available for only some of the relevant residuals 
because few plants regularly measure all of the major residuals. Furthermore, 
most of the data published deal with residuals discharges that are the result of 

Table 4.5. Specification of Increasingly Stringent Residuals Discharge Standards in 
an Integrated Kraft Paper Mill Producing 500 Tons per Day of Tissue Paper (lb./ton) 

Discharge standards 
lper ton of output) 

Residual Level 0 1 II Ill 

So2 
Particulates 

No controla 
No control 

50 
30 

35 
8 

20 
4 

Reduced sulfur compounds 
Suspended solids 
BOD, 

No control 
No control 
No control 

10 
50 
60 

2 
20 
35 

0.5 
10 
20 

Note: Standards apply to total mill operation (i.e., from all sources). 
aNo restrictions on discharges; reflects basic production costs, 
Source: Lof, Hearon, and Bower (1973). 
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Table 4.6. Net Residuals Management Costs per Ton of Output, Integrated Kraft PaperMill Producing 500 Tons per Day of Tissue Paper 

Level of discharge 

standards 
Production combination . ... . . . . 

Ti 4: Bleached tissue paper 
S/ton 

Gaseous residuals modification 0.16 0.59 1.1Liquid residuals modification 3.07 4.09Solid residuals disposal 6.76
Total 0.38 0.38 0.3803 .8 033.61 5.06 8.80 
Ti 31: Unbleached tissue paper 

Gaseous residuals modification 0.12 0.46 0.83Liquid residuals modification 
Solid residuals disposal 0.10 0.40 0.72 

0.33 0.33 0.33Total 0.55 1.19 1.88 
Notes:1.Costs are in1970 dollars and are based on estimates of operating labor, maintenance laborand supplies, power and material requirements, and a 12.5 percent annual charge onestimated capital investment, and are credited with chemical recoveries at typical marketprices. Operation 350 days per year was assumed.2. The costs of any secondary solid residuals generated in liquid andmodification (sludge) gaseous residualsare included in the liquid z;nd gaseous residuals modification costs.Source: Lof, Hearon, and Bower (1973). 

partial modification of the residuals originally generated by the productionprocess. Such data may preclude any analysis of the effects on residualsgeneration of the variables discussed earlier in this section. Even when dataon residuals generation are available, they are rarely related to the causalvariables; instead, they are given in terms of rates per overall productionsuch as pounds of BOD 5 per ton of paper produced in total by the integratedpaper mill, or pounds of tOD. per barrel of crude petroleum input to apetroleum refinery-rather than as rates per unit processes.
Second, an adequate industry study requires the calculation of almost allmaterials, electric energy, and heat balances for the production processes
involved. Such balances are rarely available, even in unpublished form. This
 means that such calculations will have to be made from very sketchy data.Nonetheless, determining all of the residuals associaled with producing agiven product requires computing the amount of energy generated within theplant, as aswell the amounts of materials and energy used in modifying

residuals in response to outside constraints on effluents.
Third, suitable data on capital and operatine costs of factor inputs, processunits, and residuals modification measures are often lacking. For example,depending on the bookkeeping practice, wood products residues obtained 
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from another compaay mill for use as input in paper pioduction at the home 
mill may be priced at the going market price for such material, at zero cost, or 
at some intermediate price. Also, many costs are site sp.xIfic, or are signifi
cantly affected by such factors as topography, acceSs io water, energy or fuel 
costs, and availability of raw materials. For examplc. tor a single company 
producing the same product by the same process in two different paper mills, 
the ratio of raw wood costs of the two mills can be as much as two to one. 
Usually, economics of scale and, often, discontinuous cost relationships 
exist. 

A fourth difficulty is the short-run variability in residuals generation. Such 
variations are rarely reflected in published data on residuals generation and 

Idischarge. A given production process-sIUCh as the manufacture of paper
normally is designed to produce a range of types of outputs (i.e., grade, of 
paper), with one particular grade likely to be dominant in proportion to total 
output. Maximum production efficiency is achievcd when producing this 
grade. But once production ias begun, several variables, such ;is the quality 
of incoming logs and chips, the sharpness of the saws in the wood preparation 
operation, and the demand for different product outputs, affect residuals 
generation from day to day and from season to season. Pressure for increased 
daily output can result ill using certain components of the production process, 
such as digesters, beyond design capacity, with consequent increases in rates 
of residuals generation. Variations of almost two to one in rates of generation 
of BOD residuals have been recorded within a single month for a given 
linerboard mill. In addition, there may be variations because of startLups, 
breakdowns, or accidental spills. 

Fifth, decisions at the activity level take place in a dynamic context, with 
frequent changes in factor prices, technology, product mix, product specifica
tions, and social tastes. Such changes must be taken into account to avoid 
large inaccuracies in estimates of residuals generation and discharge. 

Finally, until relatively recently, use of the environment for the disposal of 
residuals was free. Consequently, a rational plant managcer would use as much 
of that costless factor input as possible in producing the good or service. 
Because the assimilative capacity of the relevant environment is essentially 
fixed, however, the environmental resource will become more scarce in the 
future as population and economic activity increase. The price for the use of 
that resource will increase just as for amy increasingly scarce resource. This is 
true no matter how the price is reflected, whether iii input constraints, in 
product restrictions, or by effluent standards or charges. 

Analyzing Dispersed Activities: Agricultural Activities 

Dispersed activities are those that take place over extensive areas and that 
generate and disch. rge residuals from these areas, such as soil surfaces, rather 
than from stacks o. pipes. Conceptually, however, the approach to analyzing 
a dispersed activity is the same as that for analyzing a concentrated activity. 
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Background. Agricultural activities include all those that directly pro
duce food and fiber; accordingly, operations that do not take place on the
farm, such as packaging or processing of agricultural products before they go
to markets, are excluded from the definition.
 

Three types of agrict'ltural production 
 activities can be delineated: crop
production, aninul raising (including dairy farming), and combined opera
tions. Crop production acti ities can be subdivided farther as irrigatcd and
nonirrigated cropping. Animal raising can be subdivided into range, range
feedlot combinations, range-irrigated hay. and pasture-feedlot combinations.
Factor inputs-including natural inputs such as land, precipitation, and sun
light-are transformed through production processes into desired product out
puts and nonproduct outputs. and into changes in the land itself: for example,
changes in soil characteristics. Usually, the nonproduct outputs are dis
charged directly into tie environment as residuals. Figure 4.6 depicts these 
processes. 

In agricultural activities other than shifting agriculturc, tie ofsame area
land is used again and again as an input to agricultural production processes.
Thus, the condition of the land after its use in one production process over a
given time period affects the amount of land and other factor inputs, such as
fertilizers and pesticides, that will be used in subsequent production. [-or
example, when land has been ovcrgrazed, the number of animals per unit area 
must be decreased if f'orage production per unit area is to be maintained.
When iand is used for crops, the cxtcnt to which nitrogen, phosphorus, and
moisture have been depleted determines the amount of fertilizer and water 
inputs required for the next cropping operation.


A number of important factors are 
 involved in agricultural production. A
specified level of product output (e.g., kilograms of wheat per hectare) can be
produced by many possible combinations of factors, including natural inputs,
other factor inputs, and unit processes. Natural inputs differ from region to
region and can be varied, more or less, within a region by undertaking

operations at different times of year. Each combination of factor inputs, unit
 
processes, and product outputs produces 
an accompanying set of nonproduct

and residuals outputs and effects on 
 the land used. 

FactorsAffecting Residuals Generation and Discharge.

Production of Nonirrigated Crops. 
 The time patterns of generation .nd

discharge of residuals from the production of nonirrigated crops are functions
of many variables: precipitation distributions and wind velocities and direc
tions; soil type; slope, exposure; crop type and rotation pattern; plowing and
tillage methods, including disposition of residucs, anu technology: methods
of pest and disease management; types, frequency, and methods of' fertilizer
applicatioi and the on-site physical measures installed to reduce discharges
(e.g., terraces, grassed waterways, and debris basins). BCcause the frequency
and duration of precipitation and wind are basically indeterminate (stochastic)
phenomena, the time patterns of*generation and discharge of liquid and gas
eous residuals are likely to be predominantly stochastic. 



Boundary of Natural Inputs
 
Agricultural Activity. (Essentially Unpriced)
 

Agricultural Production Activities 

Factor Inputs 1. Crop Production I 
and 2. Animal Raising Product Outputs Product Outputs 

Input Prices (Including Dairy Farming) Food and Fiber go either 
(Including Land) 3. Combinations of theAbove Abovemarkets, 1. direct to or 

2. to intermediate 
processing, then 
to markets 

Nonproduct Outputs Effects on Land 

Residuals 

Figure 4.6 Generalized diagram of agricultural activities. 
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Production of Irrigated Crops. The time patterns of generation and dis
charge of residuals from the production of irrigated crops arc functions of the 
same variables as those affecting the production of nonirrigated crops, plus
several other factors: nethod, frequency, and magnitude of irrigation; leach
ing requirement; quality of irrigation water, method of drainage; and extent of
on-site treatment of drainage water. 'he leaching requirement is the amount
of water that must be leached through the root zone in order to maintain a salt 
balance in this zone that does not reduce crop yield. The tine, location, and
magnitude of residuals discharges during the irrigation season can be approxi
mated from the amount, timing, and location of water applications to the land.
Residuals discharges from irrigated cropland are composed of the samne con
stitients present in residuals discharges fronin ntirrigatCd croplanl. The liq
uid residual of greatest concern from irrigated cropland, however, is total
dissolved solids, loosely referred to as stlinitY. Effluents from irrigation
operations are returned to surface wNaters, often to he reused for irrigation
downstream. Each successive irri gation operation contributes an additional 
increment of salt to the return flowk , with a consequent increase in concentra
tion of total dissolved solids in surface waters and a decrease in their suit
ability lor further irrigation use. 

Production o'Nonirrigatdand rrigat'd Crops. Several factors collon 
to the production of' boti nonirrigated and irrigated crops are significant in the 
generation of residuals. These are (I) fertilizer practices, (2) pesticide prac
tices, and (3) trade-offs amng factor inputs. 

Fertilizer practices relate to tiletypes. mcthods, am tounts, and timing
fertilizer applications to crop-producing land. Fertilizers are used to supple-

of 

ment the nutrients available in the soil to improve crop yields and quality.

Nutrients--predoininantly nitrogen (N), phosphorus (1P).and potassium (K)

compounds-in runoff from agricultural lands can have signilicant effects on

ambient 
 water quality, particularly in eutrophication. When nutrients from
 
cropland enter recei''ing waters, 
 they are either attached to suspended soil
particles in runoff (e.g., rock phosphate) or are in solution in runoff (e.g..
organic nitrogen). The amount of nutrient residuals discharged in runoff is
directly related to the amount Of nutrients not absorbed by crops and. thus,
available for transport by the runoff. Consequently, the anount of nutrient 
residuals is dependent to a large degrc on the fertilizer practices used. 

Fertilizers applied to cropland can also affect air quality in two ways. First. 
in the process of application, fertilizers carl enter tie air as suspended parti
cles, or they may return to the air from fields that have been overfcrtilized. 
Second, some chemical compounds, such as ammonia, can enter the air as a
result of volatilization. This is especially true when animal manures are used. 

Pesticide residuals generally enter receiving waters and the atmosphere by
the same pathways as fertilizers. The type of pesticide, however, is aparticu
larly important factor that influences the extent of' adverse environmental 
effects of discharges. Pesticides with ow toxicity and persistence tend not to 
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build up through food chains, in contrast to those with strong toxicity and 
persistence. Some nonpersistent pesticides, however, such as organophosp
hates, can have acute effects on some nontarget species. Pesticides also vary 
in their solubility and the extent to which they attach to soil particles. Conse
quently, different pesticides used on the same agricultural area will have 
different potentials for residuals discharges. 

Trade-ofv among FactorInputs. A given output fron itcrop production 
activity can be produced by many different combinations of factor inputs. 
Each combination is likely to have differcnt effects on nattral systems its well 
as different demands for water, fuel, and electric energy. Therefore, informa
tion on the types of trade-offs anong possible inputs is important to the 
analyst. 

One example of a trade-off is it shift in the proportion of tillage to herbicide 
inputs. Conventional tillage, with four to eight cultivations per year for a 
given crop, can be combined with a relatively low use of herbicides. (Cultiva
tion and hcrbicides are the two principal ways to reduce weed growth.) As the 
frequency of cultivation is reduced, the magnitude of gross soil erosion sub
stantially decreases, at the same time rcducinC both on -site and ofIf-site efflects 
f1rom soil loss and suspended scdiment. respectively. But to limit weed growth 
as the anmou nt of cl tivation is decreased, tle iamliount o1Iherbicide applied 
must be increased. Althotgh s.il erosion now has been reduced, the discharge 
of herbicides into the environment has been increaised. 

Labor inputs also can be substituted for other inputs in crop production to 
decrease adverse on-site and off-site effects. For example, using more labor to 
apply water. fertilizer, and pesticides can achieve more efficient applications. 
resulting in less need for these inputs and reduced residuals generation and 
discharge. 

Analyzing Dispersed Activities: Forest Management 

Forest management involves a time pattern andi a mix of management 
inputs to produce an output mix of goods and services fromi a given forest 
area. The spectrum of tasks ranges froni rcsearch anid planting and f'ertilizing 
to harvesting and slash disposal. The planning task isto determine the optimal 
mix of outputs from the area ias a whole its well as from cach of tle subareas. 
which differ in their resources, production potentials. and responses to man
agemcnt practices. The planning time horizon is likely to be a function of 
rotation cycles of the principal wood species, which are in turn a t'unction of
economic factors as well as factors affecting physical growth. 

Typical outputs from a forest managcement area are wood products. outdoor 
recreation, water resources, wildlifc, forage for livestock, minerals, and re
siduals (fig. 4.7). The way in which the wood is produced-for example, 
logging, road design and construction, harvesting methods, and slash dis
posal-geneiaiiy affects all other outputs. Any output can be produced by 
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Figure 47 Typical outputs from a forest management area. 
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Table 4.7. Outputs Produced on a Forest Management Project Area by Management Category with a Given Set of Management Practices 

Management categories 
and outputs 

Watershed management:
Stream flow 

Timber management:
Timber growth 

Forest management-pathology: 
Mistletoe incidence 

Range management:
Herbage production 

Wildlife management:
Mast-producing trees 
Percentage of area stocked 

Recreation management:
Stocking of trecs 18 inches dbh and larger 

Cost of management change:
Budget cost 

Value of timber harvested: 
Immediate harvest returns 

almmediately. 
bin five years.
 
Source: Smith (1961).
 

Output units 

Inches per year 

Cubic feet per acre per year 

Percentage of total trees 

Pounds per acre per year 

Number per acre residual 
5 trees per acre, at a 25 square-foot basal area level 

Percentage of area with 10 or more trees per acre 

Dollars: 
With a sawtimber market 
With an additional pulpwood market 

Dollars: 
With a sawtimber markei 
With an additional pulpwood market 

Current 
status 

3.4 

33.5 

8.3 

160 

3.8 
7.0 

47 

0 
0 

0 
0 

Outputs expected Amount of 
to change to- change 

7.4 +4 

18.3 a -15.2a 
24.8b - 8.7b 

4.1 -4.2 

380 +220 

3.4 -0.4 
6.2 	 -0.8 

16 -31 

10,761 +10.761 
5,530 +5,530 

2,957 +2,957 
3,646 -3,646 
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Figure 4.8 Relationship between timber output and recreation use. (Sources: 4.8a,
Teefquarden and Werner, 1968; 4.8b and c, Amidon and Gould, 1962.) 

sonic level of recreation use (fig. 4.8c) (Teeguarden and Werner 1968,Amidon and Gould 1962). 

Another example is the relationship betweecn timber production and hunt
ing. The i'cturn on investment in high-yield forestry is dependent on the 
control of gamne and of hunters. Gamne populations affect forest regeneration 
rates; hunters affect fire hazard and regeneration rates. Effective forest inan
agemnent requires that the range of possible management activities be deline
ated. These would include revegetation measures, changes in the miix of 
vegetation by introducing new plant species, thinning and pruning, construe
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tion of facilities, maintenance of trails to reduce erosion, forest-user education 
programs, and various systems for rationing forest use. Associated with each 
management technique are its costs to the management agency and its im
pacts-on-site effects on the natural system, effects on users, and off-site 
effects. 

Liquid residuals from forest management activities come primarily from 
runoff due to precipitation. Residuals in the runoff include sediments, 
pesticides, and nutrients. Solid residuals may also be generated as a result of 
mass wasting initiated by logging. 

FactorsAffecting Residuals G.neration and Dischargefrom ForestMan
agement Activities. As with agricultural activities, many factors affect the 
time pattern, type, and magnitude of' a given residual generated by and dis
charged from forest management activities. These factors, which also affect 
the types and magnitudes of products and services produced, include soil 
type, elevation. exposure: parent material; precipitation and wind: vegetative 
cover: extent of' disease, pest, and rodent control: extent of fertilization: 
design, construction, and maintenance of roads and trails, including siting and 
drainage: degree of cutting (e.g.. selective cutting or clear cutting); technol
ogy of harvesting; method of slash control; proportion of trees removed from 
forest; and extent of replanting. As examples, the on-site and off-site effects 
of two of these factors, degree of cutting and harvesting mcthod and teclol
ogy, are discussed below. 

Degree of'Cutting. The intensity of cutting in any given area may affect 
water yield and is likely to affect the availability of forage and browse. In 
turn, water yield is a function of the method i' cutting, exposure, elevation, 
location in relation to stream bottoms or side slopes, and time. Water yield is 
time-dependent because of forest growth characteristics. Figures 4.9 and 4. 10 
show the effect of degree of cutting on water yield in two actual cases of 
temperate forests. 

Hari'esting:Road Construction and Harvestintg Practices. Accessibility 
of the site is essential for the harvesting of trees. Both the design of the 
transport network and the logging practices themselves can substantially af
fect the amount of erosion from the forest land. The road network should be 
designed and constructed with reference to topography, soils, and parent 
material, but Often is not. Systematic planning of road patterns can often 
reduce by 25 to 3017 the area of road surface nccded per kilometer of water
shed and can a!so reduce the average gradient of roads with consequent 
savings in construction and maintenance costs. 

Similarly, harvesting methods are a major flctor in soil erosion and conse
quent residuals generation. Figure 4.11 shows the percentage of different 
levels of soil disturbance fr each of four types of logging methods. For 
example, only about 57% o high-lead logged areas were undisturbed, comi
pared with 78% of balloon-logged areas. Likewise, only 161;' of the area was 
slightly disturbed from balloon logging compared with 21 to 26(7( for tractor, 
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Figure 4.9 Increases inannual water yield after 82% clear-cut logging in NeedleBranch Watershed, Alsea watershed study, western Oregon, United States. (Source:
Harr, 1976.) 

high-lead, and skyline logging. And only a small percentage of the total
logged area was compacted under balloon logging, in contrast to about 25% 
with tractor logging (Dyrness 1972).


The proportion of soil 
 exposed after the logging operations is another
indicator of impact. The study cited in the previous paragraph reported that
these proportions were 1417 , for high-lead. 12% for skyline, and 61/ - for
balloon logging. Because much surface erosion occurs in areas of bare soil,
balloon logging reduces the likelihood of large-scale erosion. 

The erodibility of a l'oresL soil is a Lunction of rock type. vegetative cover 
type, elevation, aspect or exposure, and slope. [or example. an analysis of
208 soil samples in terms of these five variables showed that granodioritic
soils at high-elevation forest sites are potentially 2 to 21/2 times mnore erodible
than the same soils on similar sites at low elevations (Willin 1965). Above 
6,5001 feet, soil-forming processes produce soils that are potentially extremely
erodible. Under such conditions, even minor disturbances of the soil can
 
result in a large amount of erosion.
 

Two mechanisms primarily 
are involved in the generation of residuals in

forest management activities: surface soil erosion and mass soil erosion. On
 
steep forest land:,, the latter mechanism generates more 
material for subse
quent transport beyond the boundary of the 
area than does suri'ace erosion. 
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Figure 4.10 Increases inannual water yield after road-building and patch-cut logging 
inwatershed 3, If.J. Andrews Experimental Forest, western Oregon, United States. 
(Source: Harr, 1976.) 

Mass soil erosion is a normal geomorphologic process-a function of slope, 

climate, soil type, and parent material. Such erosion occurs when the integral 

strength of a soil is exceeded. Roads often undercut upslopc soils, may alter 

the natural drainage, and :xpose previously buried material to weathering. 

This may change the strength of the slope. As a result, landslides, at least on 
steep lands, are associated with roads. 

For example, during a two-year period, 7217( of the landslides in the H. J. 

Andrews Experimental Forest. in western Oregon, United States, were asso

ciated with roads, even though the roads accounted for only I.W of the area 
of the forest (Dyrncss 1967). Also, a single road slide in a watershed in the 

same region produced 40% of tiletotal sediment load for the year. 
Harvestins of trees from an area also can have major impacts on erosion, 

because a significant pa:-t strength of a soil comes from theof tile mass 
anchoring effect of tree root.;. As the roots gradually decay after a tree is cut, 

the susceptibility of the soil to landslides increase., 
Summary of a Forest Management Project. For illustrative purposes, 

assume that the primary objective of a forest management project is wood 

production. The possible alternative management practices for wood produc

tion arc shown in table 4.8. From these alternative practices, two forest 

management programs--one intensive and the other x'tensive-are selected 

for analysis. The time streams of returns and costs for the two programs are 

shown for the fifty-year management period in table 4.9. For the extensive 

forest management program, it is assumed that current trends in management 
practices will continue throughout the planning period. With extensive man

agement, there would be (I) a slow increase in fire protection and a corre
sponding reduction in fire losses, (2) a slow decrease in the extent of grazing 
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Figure 4.11 
 Soil surface conditions following tractor, high-lead, skyline, and balloonlogging in the western Cascades, Oregon. United States. (Source: Dyrness, 1972.) 

on forest lands, (3) a slow recovery by natural regeneration and growth of thecutover areas, (4) minimal thinning and culling of forests, an 1(5) no restocking. The annual costs of extensive management would average about$100,000 throughout the period. The annual harvest would increase slightlyfrom 46 million board feet (MMBF) in the first dccaJl to 50 MMBFIE in the last
decade of the fifty-year management period.

With intensive f'orest management, the following would occur: expandedscope and intensity of fire protection; culling and thinning of the forest asnecessary to encourage the most productive age distribution of trees: restocking where necessary; and elimination of grazing, except where it may becompatible with wood production. As a result, the harvest would increase to70 MMBF in the last decade of the fifty-year period. Costs would be substantially higher, however, so the net returns would be less than for the extensive 
management alternative. 



Table 4.8. Possible Forest Management Practices iii Relation to Wood Production 

Silvicultural practices 

Degree of thinning Pruning Fire protection Replanting or reseeding Erosion control 

None None Extensive None (natural regeneration) None 
Light Once Intensive Low density Slopes of logging roads limited 

Heavy Optimum (e.g., to achieve desired Medium density Slopes of logging roads limited and 
length of clean log) High density drainage installed 

Harvesting practices
 

Logging method 
 Cutting pattern Slash disposal
 
- A-frame truck 
 Selective None 

Dozer and skidder Patch Pile
 
a Highline 
 Strip Pile and control burn 
o Alpine Clear cut 

Grapple yarding
 

,4 Balloon/helicopter
 

n 



0D 

Table 4.9. Time Streams of Returns and Costs for Two Forest Management Programs in the Meramec Basin, Missouri, United States 
Intensive management Extensive management 

Value Forest Annual Value ForestAnnual Stumpage of managemert net Annual 
Years harvest (MMBF) value (S/MBF) output (103S) Costs 

Annual Stumpage of management net
(103S) returns (1,03S)harvest (MMBF) value (S'MBF) output (103S) costs (10

3
S) returns (103S) 

1-10 37 25 925 2,200 --1,275 46 25 1,150 90011-20 25043 25 1,075 2,600 -1,525 47 25 1,175 900 27521-30 29 50 1,450 1,750 -30031-40 43 48 50 2,400 900 1,50075 3,225 2.600 -62541-50 70 49 75 3,675 900 2,775100 7,000 4,200a --2,800 50 100 5,000 900 4,100 

Note: MMBF = million board feet; MBF = thousand board feet.
 
Source d
Smith (1961).
aEstimated for the 70 MVMBF harvest level by Richard C.Smith. Costs in other decades are assumed to be directly proportional to the magnitude of the annual harvest. 
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Having defined the production costs and the associated net returns, the next 
steps are ( I) to estimate the on-site and off-site effects of each set of practices. 
as described in Chapter 5: (2) to value those effects as described in Chapters 6 
and 7: (3) to incorporate those values with the production costs to determine 
overall project costs and benefits; and (4) to specify possible modifications in 
management practices to reduce on-site and off-site effects in order to find the 
combination of management practices. product output, and values of on-site 
and off-site effects that maximizes net returns. 

Analyzing Linked Activities 

The qiuality of the raw material inputs to an activity has a significant effect 
oil uantities of residuals generated by an activity that produces a product 
and, hence, on off-site environmental quality. One way to account for this 
effect is to expand the boundaries of analysis to include the prior activities that 
determine the quality of the raw material input. This backward link allows the 
analyst to consider many more alternatives for reducing adverse effects on 
natural systems and on environmental quality. A coal-electric energy system 
is used to illustrate the analysis of spatially separate but linked activities. 

Instead of restricting the analysis to the power plant activity, as has tradi
tionally been done, all activities from mining the coal through delivering the 
energy at the load-centers are included. The four principal elements of this 
system, as shown in figure 4. 12, are coil mining, coal preparation, coal or 
energy transport, and energy generation through coal combustion. Coal prep
aration gcnerally takes place at or very near the mine. Occasionally, an 
additional coal preparation step may be included at the power plant. Always 
there will be coal storage at the power plant. 

TFhe ana!, is takes the Illowing form: With estimated energy demand at 
the load-center as given, determine the mainimum1-cost system of coal mining, 
processing, transport, and combustion: electric energy transport: and residuals 
handling activities that will meet specified environmental qtIality standards 
for all three media-air, water, land-throughout the system. 

Trade-offs are possible among raw coal quality, degr :e of coal preparation, 
transport of coal or energy. and conIbustion and residuals handling technol
ogy at the mine. preparation plant. and power plant. For example, the olbjec
tive may be to reduce the ambient concentration of sulfur dioxide in the 
specified region. Given this objective, several combinations of alternatives 
among the many elements of the system can be utilized, such as high- or low
sulfur coal, different levels of coal preparation, various methods of coal or 
energy transport, and various measures for removal of sulfur dioxide in the 
stack of the power plant. Thus, at least a partial alternative to the removal of 
residuals present in the stack gas is to increase the degree of coal preparation 
to remove sulfur and ash. The coal preparation process itself, however, pro
duces residuals that must be handled in a satisfactory fashion. Furthermore. 
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because preparation of coal inevitably involves sonie loss of heat value in 
each ton of raw coal, additional coal will have to be mined to provide the 
equivalent heat the plant. This additional coal will causeinput It,' power 
additional problems for residuals management. Nevertheless, by expanding 
the scope of the system being analyzed, the possibility of finding a more cost
effective set of measures for handling residuals is likely to be increased. 

Figure 4.12 also shows the various residuals streams generated from each 
element of the system. The principal residuals generated in the coal-electric 
energy system are 

I. 	Acid mine drainage from underground mining: 
2. 	 Overburden from strip mining; 
3. 	 Suspended solids in the wash water of the coal preparation plant; 
4. 	 Particulates from air-hlow cleaners and thermal driers at coal preparation 

plants; 
5. 	 Particulates in power plant gaseous emissions; 
6. 	 Sulfur oxides in power plant gaseous emissions; 
7. 	 Oxides of nitrogen in power plant gaseous emissions: and 
8. 	 Water-borne heat from the power plant. 

Blowdown from the water circuit of a recirculating wet-cooling tower can 
also be a major problem because of high concentrations of dissolved solids. 
Additional energy is also required throughout the system for residuals collec
tion, handling, and disposal. Examples include energy for irrigation to re
claim strip-mined land; coal preparation at the power plant: electrostatic pre
cipitators or wet scrubbers to reduce particulate and SO, discharges at the 
power plant; cooling towers to reduce heat discharges at the power plant; and 
ultimate disposal of various sludges and solid residuals from coal preparation 
at the power plant. 

A number of strategies exist for reducing discharges of residuals to the 
three environmental media. Some of these are shown in table 4. 10. along with 
their impacts on each of the elements of the coal-electric energy system and 
on the related residuals streams. The interrelationships among the residuals 
and the strategies are also delineated. For example. increasing the degree of 
coal preparation to remove some portion of the ash and stllfur from the power
plant fuel reduces the residuals generated by combustion but increases the 
residuals generated in coal mining (because more hydrocarbons are discarded, 
thereby requiring more coal to be mined for the same CnC'gy output). Modify
ing power-plant fluC gas and using cooling towers to reduce thermal dis
charges into waterways are both energy-intensive measures. They require 
more coal to produce an equivalent net energy output 11d. hence, generate 
more residuals in coal mining and preparation. 

A strategy for reducing the discharge of one residual n1.aV add to the costs of 
handling another residual or may generate additional residuals that cause other 
environmental quality problems. For example, removing sulfur in power
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Table 4.10. Impacts of Strategies for Improving Ambient Environmental Quality inthe
Utilization of Coal to Produce Electric Energy 

Strategy 

Impacts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Impacts on system
Quantity of coal mined 0d 0 0 0 - + -_ + 0 4
Quantity of raw mine drainage - 0 0 0 - - - + 0 +
Quantity of refuse at mine 0 + + + - + - + 0 +
Quantity of coal transported 0 0 0 0 .... + 0 +
Quantity of solid residuals at power plant a C 0 0 + 0 + 

Impacts on residuals
 
Useful land 
 + 0 0 - + - 0 -
Acid and iron effluent 0 - 0 0 - + - + 0 +
Suspended solids discharged from preparation

plant 0 0 - 0 - + - + 0 +
Particulate discharged from preparation plant 0 0 0 -- - + 0 +
Particulate and sulfur oxides discharged from
 

power plant 
 0 0 0 0 - - -- - 0 + 
Heat discharged from power plant to water 

courses 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 + 0 -
Suspended solids discharged from power plant


to water courses 
 0 0 0 0 - - - + - +
Solid residuals from power plant 0 0 0 0 - - - + + 

Strategies: 
1. Grade and replant land 
2. Treat acid mine drainage
3. Treat wastewater from preparation plant
4. Collect particulates from preparation plant
5. Increase generator efficiency
6. Use iore coal preparation 
7. Use higher quality raw coal 
8. Treat power plant flue gas
9. Treat suspendad solids from power plant
10. Use cooling towers 

-70 = 
no change; - = less; + = more. All + changes represent negative impacts except for 
land; that is, increasing quantity of coal mined increases amount of acid and iron effluent, a 
negative impact. 

Source: Bower (1975). 

plant flue gas increases the resistivity of tilefly ash. thereby making elec
trostatic precipitation less efficient. The use of cooling towers to reduce 
thermal dischrL,.s into water courses involves a transfcr of the residual heat 
from a liquid discharge to a gaseous discharge. This emission from a cooling 
tower may cause undesirable environmental effects. such as local fogging and 
icing, cloud formation, and increased precipitation. Various alternatives are 
in turn available for modifying these secondary effects, such as superheating
the plume or using finned heat exchangers. These fu,rther modifications add to 
the costs of residuals modification. 
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Table 4.11. Residuals Management Costs and Residuals Discharges for Three Levels 
of Environmental Quality (Coal-Electric Energy System) 

Case 1: Mine-mouth plant,,, Case I: Load-center 
high-impurity seam, plant,b low-impurity

area-strip mine seam, deep mine 

Environmental quality design
level I II III I II IIl 

Price of power (mills/kwh):
At busbar 6.00 7.05 8.57 6.94 7.92 9.37 
At load-center substation 7.64 9.00 11.78 7.17 8.20 9.98 

Residuals flow to environment 
(annual basis, except for 
trinsmission) 
Acres of disturbed I nd/acres

of reclaimed lane [98%] ["t"/1001 1h"/125o] rs rsrs 
Gross increase inmine 

drainage:
Million gallons rs rs rs 110 80 90 
Tons of sulfuric acid rs rs rs 360 180 0 

Preparation plant water (1to 
8% solids), million gallons 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Preparation plant refuse, tons 0 1,600,000 2,600,000 0 0 300,000 
Preparation plant air-borne 

dust, tons 0 4,400 900 0 0 700 
Power-plant stack emissions, 

tons: 
Particulates 140,000 900 100 25,000 700 100 
Sulfur oxides (sulfur

content) 200,000 29,000 15,000 28,000 7,500 3,500 
Nitrogen oxides (nitrogen

content) 10,000 8,000 2,000 10,000 8,000 2,000
Power-plant solid waste, tons 1,000,000 950,000 800,000 309,000 450,000 300,000 
Thermal discharge to water

course, billion BTU 6,000 0 0 6,000 0 0 
Water consumption (extra

evaporation), million gallons 7,500 5,000 0 7,500 5,000 0 
Transmission-line towers: 

Lattice type 4,000 2,500 0 120 0 0 
Tubular poles 0 2,000 4,000 0 150 0 
Underground circuit-miles/ 

total circuit-miles [%010] 80J [801 [%5 [NN] [1h1 

Notes: Residuals management costs are based on 1968 prices; 8%rate of return on power
plant investment, 10% on coal mining/preparation investment. Power plant consists of two 800-
MW units; other elements of system are sized to provide the requisite input to the power plant. 
The term rs indicates not relevant. 

aFour-year construction period, with annual outlays of 10%, 40%, 40%, and 10%; half of draft 
and flue gas equipment replaced after 15 years; insurance and local taxes at 1%of plant 
investment; 30-day supply of coal; heat rates 9,010, 9,300, 9,690 BTU/net kw, for Levels 1,11,and 
III,respectively, reflecting the increased energy required for residuals modification. 

bFive-year construction period, with annual outlays of 5%, 20%, 50%, 20%, and 5%;half of draft 
and flue-gas equipment replaced after 15 years; insurance and local taxes at 3%of plant 
investment; 60-day supply of coal; heat rates 8,850, 9,175, 9,565 BTU/net kw, for Levels I,II,and 
Ill, respectively. 

Source: Bower (1975). 
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Each of the two coal-electric energy generation systenis--mine-nouth and 
load center-shown in figure 4.12 was analyzed in relation to three sets of 
increasingly stringeni environmental quality standards, comparable to the 
analysis of the pulp and paper mill described earlier. The three levels are 
characterized as 'ollows: Level I approximates the relativc;V low standards in 
force in the United States in the early 1960s, which requir'ed little or no 
modification of nonproduct outputs except what would normally be done in 
the absence of effluent controls-that is. economic materials recovery: Level 
II approximates the U.S. discharge reduction standards of 1972- 1973: and 
Level Ill reflects a still larger reduction in discharges. The analysis uses the 
engineering-economic-process model and the cost-effective increment ap
proach because the systems have many nonlinearities in cost relationships and 
a number of joint cost problems. The analysis is applied to three alternative 
levels of land reclamation for strip-mined land: five alternative levels of coal 
preparation: three alternative levels of reduction of particulate discharges at 
the coal preparation plant: and three alternative levels of redtic tion of dis
charges of particulates, SO,_ and heat at the power plant. The cost-effective 
increment approach determined the least-cost overall system to meet the en
vironmental quality standards at all locations of the system. The results of the 
analysis, in terms of residuals management cos:s. price of energy at the huad
center, and residual discharges, are shown in table 4. II. 

CONCLUDING COMMENT 

The analysis of activities is an integral and critical component of project
aid program formulation and evaluation. It provides the basis fo estimating
basic production costs and residuals generated and discharged that provide the 
inputs to analysis of effects on natural systems and receptors. The economic 
costs of these effects are combined with project and program costs to provide 
a complete benefit-cost valuation of a developmient project along with its 
iatural-systems and environmental quality effects. The analysis of activities 

must yield outputs of data on residuals discharges that are consistent with the
inputs needed for the models to be used to analyze the effects of such dis
charges on natural systems and receptors. 
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5 
Analyzing Effects on Natural 
Systems and Receptors 

As indicated in Chapters I and 3,two essential analytical steps precede the
valuation step described in Chapters 6,7, and 8. The first is the lornmulation of 
project, program, and sector plans, including the analysis of the various
activities contained in the plans, as described in Chapter 4. The second is the
identification and q u anti fication of'( I ) the eflect:i of each plan on the relevant 
namural systerns, on-site and off-site-for example, the effects on ambient 
envi-onmental qualitv,* and (2)tilephysical, chemical, and biological effects
of the changes in environmental qllihy on receptors--Iumans, aniials, veg
etation, btuilings, and at crials other than buildings. Environmental quality
ismeasured 5y such indictory as the concentration of dissolved oxygen (DO)
in a stream, the bioniass of fish per cubic meter of water in an estuary, and the 
-oncentration of suilfur dioxide (SO2 ) in the atmosphere over an urban area. 

Thus, the analysis of natural systems and receptors, which is the focus of
thiy chapter'+ provides the link between the analysis of activities and the 
eco1loriiic valuation of their effects on natural systems and environmental 
quality (fig. 5. 1). Two points merit emphasis. In this linked systeni. theoutputs of the analysis of activities become the inputs to the analysis of effects 
on natural systems and receptors. For each activity, the problem is to ascertain 
quantitatively what happens to the relevant natural systeis under the iipetus
of sets of management inputs and technological options.

For planninig purpoIssC it is important to distinguish between on-site and 
ofll'-ste efl'ccts (fig. 5.2). In this example of ;I forest management activity,

harvesting usually leads to sigriificant changes over time in the state of the

forest ecosystem, as measured by such indicators as depth of topsoil and

infiltration capacity. These changes in turn affect the productivity of the on
site forest ecosystem. Simultaneously. residuals transported beyond the 

*Subsequently reeirred io tlroughoul this chapter as environmental qua/lity.
 
±Porliorns of this chantetr drawv 
 on ia tIaand I ccr ( I9X2). 
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A Resource Management 
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Figure 5.1 The links among activities, effects, and economic valuation. 
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Figure 5.2 On-site and off-site effects on natural systems of a forest management
activity. 

boundaries of the area of the activity usually affect the environzmental quality
off-site. A typology of projects and their effects is shown in table 5.1. 

Estimating effects on receptors usually involves three steps prior to tie 
monetary evaluation of the effects. These are (I) estimating tle time and 
spatial patterns of hRanges in environmental quality- (2) estimating the ex
posure of receptors -these changes. and (3) estimating the physical, chemi
cal, and biological effects of the exposure. Sometimes there isfoa urth step, 
one which involves the perceation by humans of changes i environmental 
quality and the effects of those changes. 

Distinguishing betwee mental (2)ity and effects oneffecs onnvitoon qual 

receptors is not always simple. The difference is basically an operational one 

http:Su.o.ud.dP
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Table 5.1. Typology of Projects Having Effects on Natural Systems and Receptors 

Project 
category number Description 

I The project involves management of anatural system (e.g., a forest area, 
a groundwater aquifer, a grazing area) to produce the desired outputs.

II The project has no significant natural system on the project site, but it 
affects natural systams and receptors off-site (e.g., asurface coal 
mine with off-site air and water quality effects).

III The prnject eliminates a natural system and replaces it with an alterna
tive, human-built system le.p., a water storage reservoir), which 
inundates the natural system and replaces it with a "lake." Such a 
project may also have significant off-site consequences (e.g., deposi
tion upstream from the reservoir and degradation and aggradation
downstream from the reservoir).

IV The project modifies or replaces the on-site ecosystem with a more or 
less artificial system on the site through alteration of the existing
natural system (e.g., plantation forests, monoculture, construction of 
artificial reefs to enhance shellfish/finfish production, offshore aquacul
ture of seaweed). 

that depends on whether the analysis of' receptors is done separately or as a 
part of the analysis of environmental quality. 

Receptors can be classified in various ways. One uselul typology dis
tinguishes between stationary and mobile receptors (table 5.2). The greater 
the mobility of' a receptor, the more difficult it is to estimate exposure to 
environmental quality and, hence, to estimate effects. The typology also 
shows that various activities-l-or example, industrial, agricultural, or resi
dential-not only generate an(] discharge residutals that afflct environmental 
quality, but also are affected by changes in Clvironmental quality. 

Table 5.2. Typology of Receptors 

Receptors Stationary 
Mobile within 
fixed habitat Mobile 

Resident fish species 
Migratory fish species
Resident animal species 
Migratory animal species 

X 

X 
X 

X 
Natural vegetation X 
Materials instructures 
Materials invehicles 

X 
x 

Agricultural and forestry activities 
Industrial and commercial activities 

X 
X 

All other activities X 
Residences 
Humans 

X 
X 
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SOME PROBLEMS IN ANALYZING EFFECTS 

In analyzing ef'fects on natural systems and on receptors, sonie difficult 
problems arise because of the complex characteristics of residuals generation
and discharge and the effects of such discharges on receptors. Five of these 
characteristics are briefly discussed here. 

First, discharges of'material and Cnerg' residlials into the Iiice en viron
mental mcdi ;-air. land, and water--are of manV different types. They ranige
front suddcn dischargcs of' rcsiduals as a rcsult of' eqlipnrCnlt breakdowns,
spills, and transportation accidents to rclativelv constlIt discha ree s thaft ocuCr 
over considerable periods of' tinie, stich its a leak frot i.acrude petrolctii
pipeline, drainage through tile drains frn an irriiated area, or discharge of' 
wastewater thirouigh an oUtfa.ll fro in i1 irdustril )Iicration.


Second. a Wide ran re exists for both lithe tim, raw
i' c/'h']c.l c'ii evi rolnnien
talquality and for tile CgrWJplic'alarca of inl/hf'ic, of'residifils discharges
;.i,
environmental quality. An example of a short-rin tirlle scale is an acid spill
into a streari So turbulent that the acid is mixed in after only a few hours. An 
example of a long-ru'ln effect is afn oil spill into a groundwater aquifer of' low 
permeability, in this case. dispersion throughout tile aquifer n1av take se\,eral
decades (table 5.3). Geographical extent riiay' range from the locallized effect 
of a lnor spill into ISmall tributir' streami to a global effect involving long
distance tialnsport of' DDT in the at illosplere. Continental. hmislpheric and 
global effects ty'pically arc h '-runiileph11(111CMa. 

Third, tlere is itwide range in tiletiile rates of cffects on receptors frotn
changes in environicntal quality. For example. long latency periods may 
occur for particulatr effects on htanIllS, such Isthe set'ous effects Oiliutiilii 
respiratory systenis from a lonig-terili exposure to poor air quality. Also, 
acC iiuulations of' chlorinated hydrocarbirs incertain species of' birds can 
eventually affect reproduction. 

Fourth. a large element of randomness exists in the levels of enviroricnital 
quality over time. This is because of' variatiOlS if)the tlle pattern of' residualsdischarges and in environniental (e.g.. hydrologic arid nlieterologic) condi
tions and, hence. inthe assimilative capacity of' the environment. lBoth t\r,.s
of' variability 111(UStbe i nCntLIted for inany a.,scssrievit of' effects ol natural 
systems. 

Fifth. residuals discharged fromi uactivities are not tile irl yfactorshuian 
affecting the quality of the envir'(ilricrit. Many constituents of' residuals are 
alsoi generated iii and discharged to nitUral systemls as the result of natural 
processes. Exarriples of these constitneits. termed natirtn'soutlputs, irelisted 
in table 5.4. In any given context, the analyst Iliust be careful to separate the 
background cffects arising from natural processes from the effects resulting 
from the given project or programi. 

http:oUtfa.ll


Table 5.3. Examples of Different Time Rates of Response of Natural Systems to Residuals Discharges 

Action 

Spill or leak of oil or chemical 
substancePumping from groundwater aquifer 
with hydraulic connection to 
oceanConstruction of major dam 

Time pattern of pesticide 
application

Discharge of sewage effluent into 
lakeTussock moth control program with 
pesticides 

Spill of acid into well-mixed 
estuary 

Response mechanism 

Flow through porous media 

Gradual encroachment of seawater 

Degradation immediately downstream from 
dam, aggradation in reaches further 
downstream

Uptake by and accumulation inparticular 
bird species

Increased production of algae 

Modification of moth population, other in-
sect or bird populations, increased wood 
growth per acreMixing by turbulence and tidal action 

Final state of system 

Eventual contamination of aquifer 

Salination of aquifer 

Channel modification with more flooding in 
some locations, more phreatophyte 
growth

Demise of bird species in region because of 
reproduction failure 

Accelerated eutrophication 

Reduction in nontarget species 

Increase in acidity 

Time from action 
to final state 

Several decades 

Several decades 

1-3 decades 

I decade 

Few years 

1-3 years 

Few days 

'-t 
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Table 5.4. Examples of Nature's Outputs of Constituents Affecting Environmental 
Quality 

Constituent Natural process 
Environmental 

medium 

Particulates 

Hydrogen sulfide 

Wind erosion 
Weathering 
Volcanic action 
Forest and brush fires 
Biological decay: oxidation of S02 and SO4 

Air, water 
Air, water 
Air, water 
Air, water 
Air, water 

aercsol in air 
Volcanic action: oxidation of S02 and SO4 = Air, land, and water 

Nitrogen oxides 
Carbon monoxide 

Hydrocarbons 
Methane 
Terpenes 

aerosol in air 
Biological decay: oxidation of NO to NO2 in air 
Photochemical oxidation of terpenes emitted 

due to forest and brush fires, biological de
cay, and plant emanations yields CO 

Biological decay of organic materials 
Seepage of natural gas
Photochemical reaction of terpenes from plant 

Air, land, and water 
Air, land, and water 

Land, water 
Land 
Air, land 

Petroleum 
Dissolved solids 

Heavy metals 

emanation forms aerosols 
Natural seepages 
Deposition and concentration of salts due to 

evaporation, e.g., sea spray, salt springs, 
saline soils 

Biological action or changes in chemical oxida-

Land, water 
Air, water, land 

Land 
tion state of heavy matal-rich sediments, e.g.,
geological weathering and erosion 

TYPES OF MODELS FOR ANALYZING EFFECTS 

The term model is defined as a predictive relationship between sonic depen
dent variable of interest-for example, the concentration of dissolved oxygen
in a stream, or the decrease in prodtctivity of a forest or agricultural eco
system-and one or more independent variables. Models can be simple or 
complex whatever the degree of complexity, however, models are used to 
determine the effects of specific residuals discharges on natural systems and 
receptors. 

In the discussion to fIllow, models are classified in three ways: (I) by
degree of mathematical rioor: (2) by types of natural systems or environnen
tal media to which the model is applied: and (3) by kinds of phenomena being
analyzed-that is, effects on natural systems, on receptors, or on both. 

Classification According to Mathematical Rigor 

Four types of models are discussed, in the order of increasing degree of 
mathematical rigor. 
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The first type isan empirical, qualitatiT'c model bascd on field observations 
with few, if any, actual field measurenients. This model simply indicates the 
direction of effects. For example, an analyst observes that mass wasting of 
soil occurs in a forest area after clear-cuitting on nort i-l'acing slopes of greater 
than I0%/c with granodiorite par. n t material. The nlodelI hen states th lt if' 
clear-cutting isdlone under this set of conditions, subsequent mass wait ing is 
likely. 

Another example is a qualitative geomorphological nlodAl that indicates 
degradation and1(1 in atsic .inas a1result of"the Coistrletion of laggradation 

reser,'oir, as illustrated in figure 5.3. This Model simply indicItes tile
general
 
nature of' tile Illd no on extent
reSLIIts provides inftormation either tile of, 
degradation and aggradiltiotl over time or the chanc in the profile of the 
streambed over ti tue. 

Slhe second type of Iltodel. which yields quantittive estiimates, has two 
suibtypCs. The first is a simp,c. two-I."i tb/c,. ('/)11)i ri'a ct'trr'htil nllodel. 

sealsonn. a soil lossFor example, for a given aill.tnklyst c.asurcs (I) frolnl a 

maize field with a gi\en soil tvpe on a given slope and (2) precipitation. Soil 
loss Under mlize ciultivaition oti that Combination of s..;] type and slope, as a 
first approxitat iont is asSItm Ledto be a liicatr I'Littion f' pl'Ci pit ttitt. 

subtype is simtp/c tThe second a hiatt ri,, or tt ss- ba/nt('c lodelI. For 
cxatmple. as a first approximation. the air.,hed over a netropolitan arca is 
defincd Isthe volitme represented by the Cre tinies, the heiieht to the mixing 
layer of the atnlosphere. l)ischarges of tot:l sttspended particitlates into the 
airshed are asstIm nCd to be mixed httocc1ntC isIv. The Model then delinCs tile 
meam concentration ol total sitspended partictlatCs ill tile rlleimct'opolitatn as 
sinuply the total tttss otfdischarg e, in kilogratmis. divided by the total voltile 
of the airshed, incubic teete-

The third type is characterized as a ,titti-variatt rc ,r,ssi on mlodel, in 
which a number of' independent variables affecting the variable of interest 
have been identified alld nicasur'Cd. and one ol a number of possible forms of' 
iuuultiple regression eiliiatioiis has been selected istiost accurately represent
ing the phenomenon in relation to the avZilable data. Thus, 

cgross soil erosion by rainfall = /(t-I. A....... ,, 

where x, is rainf'all intensity, . is the soil crodibility factor, and .x,. . X..,, 
are other independent varizblIc s. 

The f'ou rth type is an na/"i:'l model based on sonte Itundanuental princi
ples, sluch IS tile of eotnScrv.ation of' mass and emergy. LExamiples arelaws 
plume dispersion models in air quality managemnent, which indicate the con
centration of' a material downwind of a stack froni which the material was 
discharged, and various ambient water qutality nodels. 

Regardless of the degree of' niathelnatical rigor and of the formn of the 
relationship between the dependent and independent variables, validation of 
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Figure 5.3 Effects of dam and reservoir on streambed profile. 
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any model requires collection of field data to determine coefficients and to 
enable testing of the assumed relationships. 

Classification According to Natural Systems and Environmental Media 

Natural-systems models also can be classified into six types, according to 
the system and environmental media being analyzed: 

I. 	 Surface water: rivers, lakes, estuaries, and coastal waters 
2. 	 Subsurface water: confined and unconfined aquifers 
3. 	 Atmospheric 
4. 	 Residuals generated on and discharged from land surfaces (e.g., soil 

erosion) 
5. 	 Terrestrial ecosystems 
6. 	 Geomorphic; for example, degradation and aggradation in streams, and 

mass wasting. 

Models of the first three subtypes produce estimates of the temporal and 
spatial patterns of environmental quality as a result of the discharge of re
siduals from human activities into natural systems. Models of the fourth 
subtype produce estimates of residuals generated from land surfaces as a 
result of' the combination of human activities on the land surfIce and natural 
agents such as precipitation and wind. Two examples of this subtype are the 
discharge of particulates from cropland to the atmosphere because of wind 
action, and the discharge into surface waters of organic material, heavy met
als, and suspended solids resulting from precipitation on, and the flow of 
water over, the land surface. Models of the fifth subtype produce estimates of 
the state of the natural system itself as a result both of processes at work 
within the system and of forces imposed on it i'or outside the system. For 
example, this model would yield estimates of the effects on soil structure and 
its constituents of' a combination of crops, pests, pesticides, cultivation prac
tices, and weather. Models of the sixth subtype produce estimates, for exam
ple, of upstream and downstream changes in a streambed profile as a result of 
the construction of a dam and reservoir. 

Any one of these categories can be subdivided further. For example, sur
face water models can be subdivided into (I) physical models (e.g., sediment 
transport), (2) physical/chemical models (e.g., salinity, Streeter-Phelps dis
solved oxygen); (3) physical/biological models (e.g., coliform); and (4) phys
ical/chemical/biological models (e.g., aquatic ecosystem models). Atmo
spheric models can be subdivided as to types of residuals being analyzed 
(e.g., oxides of sulfur, total suspended particulates, carbon monoxide) and by 
geographic scope (e.g., regional, long-range interregional transport). 
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Classification According to Effects Being Estimated
 
A classification of natural-systems models 
as to the nature of the effectsbeing analyzed is less straightforward than the previ;us classifications but isuseful for analyses. At least five subtypes can be identified: 

I. 	 Effects on natural systems in terms of environmental quality-for example, an atmospheric dispersion model for residuals discharged into theatmosphere, or an oil spill model to estimate dispersion of oil (Smith,
Slack,and Davis 1978);

2. 	 Effects on receptors-for example, ambient air quality-human health,ambient air quality-crop damage. or ambient water quality-crop yield in 
irrigated agriculture,

3. 	 Joint environmental quality and receptor effccts-or example, an aquatic ecosystem model yielding estimates of both ambient water-quality
indicators and biomass of fish species;

4. 	 On-site effects-for example, vegetation succession with forest management practices, with uncontrolled grazing, and 	 in the rehabilitaition of
strip-mined land; and 

5. Combined effects on environmental quality and receptors, plus economicevaluation of such effects-for example, a complex forest management
model such as that found in [lolling (1978). 

Examples of the first three subtypes are provided in a later section of this 
chapter. 

APPROACHES TO ESTIMATING EFFECTS 

Five types of processes are at work in natural systems: chemical, biochemical, 	 physical, physicochemical, and ecological. These processes affect themovement of materials and energy and their transformation into other relatedforms in natural systems, thereby altering environmental quality in both timeand space. Chemical processes involve the reaction of two or more components to form one or more different compounds; for example, the transformation of SO, into SO3 and eventually into 1ISO in the atmosphere. In biochemical processes, the transformation is the result of chemical-biological
interaction, such as the bacterial decomposition of organic material in a bodyof water where the reaction takes place within a biological organism. Exampies of purely physical processes are the movement of particulate matter in theatmosphere by wind currents and the downstream transport of suspendedsolids not subject to decomposition. Physicocheinical processes involve thechemistry and physics of molecules as they interact with their surroundings:
for example, the adsorption of organic molecules on solid sediment particlesin a stream. Ecological processes involve interactions among different species 
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of organisms in the food chain and organism processes such as respiration, 
growth, consumption by prey, and mortality. 

Most modeling of natural systems involves one of two approaches, or a 
combination of them. These approaches are based statistics or onon the 
conservation of mass and encrgy. Models based on statistics do not explicitly 
simulate the processes at work in a natural system; they simply provide 
estimates of the values of the output variables, given the values of the inde
pendent variables. 

In contrast, models based on the conservation of mass and energy explicitly 
attempt to simulate the processes that transport and transform materials and 
energy in a natural system. Such models typically divide a natural system into 
a number of segments, and then simulate the material and energy flows into 
each segment, the transformations that take place within each, and the result
ing flows from each segment into adjacent ones. 

Both models of natural systems-statistical or conservation of mass and 
energy--have three important characteristics: (I ) temporal variation, (2) aver
aging time, and (3) spatial dimensionality. The first characteristic refers to the 
way in which values of variables in a model change from one time period to 
the next. The second refers to the time unit over which values of the variables 
in the model are averaged. The third refers to the number of physical dimen
sions---one, two, or three-incorporated in the model and to the numnber of 
segments into which the natural system is divided. 

Temporal variation has two facets: the number of time periods analyzed and 
the pattern of variation, if any, in values of input variables from one time 
period to the next. Analysis of one or more time periods in isolation from 
others is termed stead'v-state analysis. When a number of successive time 
periods are involved, in which the outputs of the analysis of the first period 
become the inputs to the analysis of the second period, a nonstead\-state 
analysis is required. 

Between a steady-state model-in which no variables change for the given 
time period-and a pure nonsteady-state modcl-in which all variables 
change from one period to the next-there are nodels terned quasi-nonstead 
state, in which some but not all variables change from one period to the next. 

Averaging time must be specified for all models. This is the unit of time for 
which the values of the variables-environmental conditions, residuals dis
charges, and environmental quality indicators-are estimated. For example. 
dissolved oxygen concentration in a lake can be estimated as an annual, 
Se ,:oml~ monthly. or weekly average. The :.ppropriate averaging time de
peilds on the management questions to be answered and on the models used. 
For example, when episodic air quality conditions are being investigated in an 
urban area, averaging times can be as short as one hour. In such cases, a 
nonsteady state air quality model would be used to analyze. hour by hour. a 
total period of several days, long enough to cover the episode. This produces 
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estimated average hourly values of ambicnt air quality indicators throughout 
tile
episode.
 

In spatial dimensions. 
 any natural systeii is in reality three-dimensional. 
Simpliffying assuminption s are oftcn nade, however, to per mit analysis of'
fewer thanl three dimensions. The more spatial dimensions explicitly consid
ered in a niodel. the nore complex greater areit is aid tile its data and
conputational requirements. Depending on the natural system to he analyzed
and the context. a, nmodel that considers transport and transformation 01fre
siduals in] only One or two diilensions May he adequate.

Specifying spatial segments of imodel involves selecting tie number and
sizes of the linear. areal, or volunetric elements into which tIlenatural system
is to be divided for the analysis. For .xaunpIle. surface of a.iturbanitile area 400
kiloeters square can be segniented into 400 one-kilomlecer-square rec
tangles. or al te rative ly. into I()0 four-kionieter-sq uare rectangles for the 
purpose of estimating gaseous residuals discharges and tilere.,iting air 
qUality. 

Statistical Approach 
The statistical approach has long been used to analyze natural systems.

Various statistical methods have been applied to a broad range of problens

and in varied contexts. The approach 
 involves determining a statistically
significant relationship between i a dependent variable and a number orfinde
pendent variables. The depenide nit variable is some indicator ol environnlental
 
quality and tile
independent variables are tileresiduals discharge \'ariahles.climatic variables, and other variables reflecting characteristics of the natural
 
system being analyzed. SuLch is soil depth. slope, 
 and elevatiol. 

Conceptually, the approach is simple. First, for a natural system. indepen
(lent variables affecting tlie dependent variable arc identified fromi knowledge

of the relevant physical. chenlical, and biological plhenoicna. Second. one or
 
more strw,.,'r:,d f'rnis of [ie relationships betxxcci tie independent variables

and tile
dependent variables are assumed. Third. a set of data with values for
each of tie variables is obtained. Observations can be taken over ti,ne. in
which case tile, are c .ned tilie-series datta, or can rcpresenlt aiiSample o
individuals, groups of individuals. geographical areas, obIects, illor even 
which case they are terried cross-sectional data. 

The statistical approach views zhie natural system isa "'black box' (lig'.
5.4). The inputs to thic box are the independent variables: tileoutputs arc tle
dependent variables. The internal vorkings of tie black box remiain unknown
and unspecified. The black-box approach iiplies that inr some instances,
several dependent variables can be functions of the sanne independent vari
ables. For exaniple. 130 1) and I)) concentrations in a given reach of stream 
are functions of tie sanie variables. 

Regression analysis is tie most common Method used in developing a 
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Figure 5.4 The "black box" concept in the statistical approach to analyzing natural systems. (Source: Basta and Bower, 1982.) 
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statistical model. Common structural forms of aihypothesized relationship are 
linear, semilog, and log-log. For example: 

Y = A + BIX, + B2X, - . . + B,,,, + E; (5-1) 
logY = A + BIX I + B, + . . . + B,,X,, + E: and (5-2) 

logY = A + B1log," + BlogX, + . . . + B,,IogX,, + E. (5-3) 
Y represents the dependent variable; X1 . . . X,,, the independent variables; E. 
a random disturbance term: A, the constant: and BI ...B,,. the coefficients 
to be estimated. Statistically significant coefficients indicate the relative de
grees to which the various independent variable- explain variations in the
value of the dependent variable. Statistical significance is usually defincd in 
terms of a probability level. For example, if a cocfficient is siniflicant at the
95% level, then the inference is that only a 57( 'larce exists that the coeffi
cient could be of such magnitude solely by chance. 

Statistical methods are also used to develop inputs for the conservation-of
mass-and-energy approach to analyzing natural systems. For example. many
of the environmental conditions and residuals discharge variables are stochas
tic; hence, using as inputs the statistically determined probability distributions 
of their values is appropri::1e. Examples are the estimation of diffusivitv
coefficients for some receiving-watr models aind wind field coefficients il 
some air-quality models. 

A natural-systems model based on the statistical approach cannot be trans
ferred intact from the region for which it was developed to other regions when

it contins coefficients empiricaliy dcrived for a particular area. These coefli
cients 
are functions of the geologic, hydrologic, hydraulic, and meteorologic
conditions and the spatial pattern of residuals discharges in the area. A statis
tically significant relationship found in a given are:i, however, would suggest
both relevant variables and a structural form to try in another area. for the 
same dependent variables. Examples include the results of regression analysis
applied to eutrophication in lakes and the Universal Soil Loss Equation for 
estimating gross soil erosion from agricultural areas. 

The statistical approach to analyzing natural systems has the problems of all
statistical analysis-thai is,specification and multicollinearity. When ti me
series data are used, autocorrelation may be a problem. The Most important
limitation, h-wever, is that the statistical relationship developed from a given
set of data fbr some natural system reflects the particular spatial arrangement
of activities and natural-systems processes that existed when tie data were
collected. For any markcdly different spatial pattern or natural-systems pro
cesses, new data would have to be obtained and a new statistical relationsli% 
developed. As a result of these problems and limitations, the .statistical ap
proach to analyzing natural systems has been used primarily when, first, only
a crude analysis is required, or second, no model based on the conservation
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of-mass-and-energy approach is available or can be developed, either because 
of scarce resources or because of the complexity of the natural system to be 
analyzed. 

Conservation-of-Mass-arid-Energy Approach 

The conservation-ol-nmss-and-energy approach, in one lorm or another, is 
the one used in most of the models developed for analyzing natural systems, 
including most of the models that are operational.* In their most elementary 
form, the fundamental principles of conservation of mass and energy assert 
that nass and energy can neither be created nor destroyed, although they can 
be altered in form. Because all residuals are in the form of either material 
(mass) or energy flows, these principles allow one to develop a set of equa
tions for keeping account of the flow of mass and energy in a natural system. 
These Inass-balanceand energy-balance equations indicate that for any size 
volume in space-in air, water, or soil-the increase or decrease of mass or 
energy over any given time interval must be accounted for by either or both 
( I) inputs to or outputs from the volume and (2) translOrmations in the folrm of 
mass or energy within the voltume. Mass and energy cannot simply disappear. 
Analyzing a natural system according to these principles entails dividing the 
system into volume segments and tracing the movement over tinie of material 
and energy flows from segment to segment, using mass- and tinergy-balance 
equations. 

Before mass and energy balances can be made for a natural system. both 
the segments te which the balance equations will be applicd nd the averaging 
time over which the balances will be made must be specified. Both spatial 
dimensionality and averaging time can vary widely. For example, an entire 
reservoir or the atmosphere above an entire metropolitan area can be defined 
as a single space (e.g., as a lumped system). A lumped system can be 
analyzed in one, two, or three dimensions. At the other end of the scale, a 
natural system may be divided into a large number of one-dimensional, two
dimensional, or three-dimensional spaces. Figure 5.5 provides some exam
pies of how various natural systems can be sectioned for writing mass/energy
balance equations. By writing balance equations for each of the segments and 
then manipulating the equations simultaneously, the flows of material and 
energy residuals can be traced in one, two, or three diniensions, as (eenied 
necessary. 

In terms of time, one may wish to predict changes in environmental quality 
indicators over a twenty-year period at one-year intervals, over a period of a 
few years at monthly intervals, or over a period of several days at hourly 

*An operational model is defined as one that has been verified in at least one field application 

and for which documentation is available. 
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Figure 5.5 Illustrations of sectioning natural systems for writing mass- and energy-balance equations. (Source: Basta and Bower, 1982.) 
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intervals. By writing mass and energy equations for each successive time 
interval, the flow of mass and energy can be traced over time in any given 
segment, or for the entire system being analyzed. 

Because balance equations are written about gross changes of mass and 
energy within a given space and about inputs and outputs across the bound
aries of that space, the equations provide no infornmation about the spatial 
distribution of mass or energy within the space. Also, no conclusions can be 
drawn about the distributions of mass and energy from any time interval less 
than the interval over which the equations are written. 

CHOOSING A MODEL OR SET OF MODELS 

In any environmental planning context, regardless of the level of economic 
development of the country, the effects on natural systems arJ receptors will 
have to be estimated. The analysis may take the form of an extremely simple 
calculation or of a sophisticated, numerically integrated, nmulticompartment, 
conservation-of-mass-and-energy ecological model. Usually, several factors 
will determine the scope and type of analysis to be undertaken. These include 
the questions to be answered, the residuals of concern, the availability of 
relevant analytical resources, and the relative importance and characteristics 
of the activities generating residuals. Therefore, setting up the analysis of 
natural systems requires careful consideration of other segments of the en
vironmental planning and analysis process, including the activity analysis 
segment discussed in Chapter 4. 

Assuming that a preliminary analysis of these considerations has been 
made, the next step is to specify in detail the level of complexity necessary to 
generate the required information about each part of the natural systm to be 
analyzed. Levels of complexity are defined in terms of the time intervals of 
analysis, spatial aggregations, and aggregations of constituents and species to 
be explicitly considered. This specification process defines the characteristics 
that are used to identify the appropriate model or set of models to be used. 

The next step is to determine whether or not the analysis at the selected 
level of complexity is feasible within the available analytical resources-that 
is, the data, personnel, time for the analysis. and computer facilities and 
"software." Assessing the available data is a critical task in this step and 
requires the detailed enumeration of (I) available data that can be used with
out modification; (2) available data that must be modified before use, the 
details of the required modifications, and the analytical resources required to 
execute the modifications; and (3) additional data that would have to be 
obtained and the resources required to obtain them. If the data ready for use 
are insufficient or cannot be modified, and additional data cannot be obtained 
within the time available, then the level of complexity specified is infeasible. 

Checking the feasibility of a particular level of analysis may be aided by 



Table 5.5. Characteristics of Models for Estimating Effects on Natural Systems 
Characteristic 

Description
 
Time properties Description of how temporal variations in flow and transport of residuals
computationally, Information includes (1) 

are represented ina model, both conceptually and
time variability: steady state, quasi-nonsteady state, and nonsteady state; and (2)time units ofapplication: input and output values and computational time step. 
Space properties Identification of capability of model to represent spatial variations of residuals concentrations. Information includes (1)modeldimensionality: one-dimensional, horizontal or vertical plane; or multidimensional, longitudinal and vertical plane; (2)spatial aggregation:size and number of segments, layers, and volumes possible; and (3)typical areal units of application.
 
Physical properties Identification of the physical processes considered that account for the transport of residuals. Information includes 11)
hydraulic and meteorologic driving forces-i.e., tidal action, wind currents, and stream currents; 

the principal

and (2)the individual physical
processes involved: advection, diffusion, dilution, convection, heat budget-temperature, wind, and Coriolis acceleration forces. 

Chemical processes 	 Description of the chemical transformations and interactions con.:idered that result in changas in concentration over time. Informationincludes (1)basic chemical processes: thermochemical equilibrium and coupled or noncoupled chemical reactions; and (2)ambientquality indicators represented: conservative and nonconservative substances. 
Ecologic3l processes Identification of basic biological processes that affect interactions between environmental quality indicators and constituents, andamong the various organisms represented in a model. Included are (1)biochemical processes-i.e., photosynthesis and respirationbiological decay; and (2)trophic dynamics-i.e., trophic levels, population growth dynamics, mortality, and predator-prey interactions. 
Mathematical properties Description of the theoretical basis for the mathematical representation in, and the methods of solution applied to, a model. Informationincludes (I)theoretical aspects: deterministic, stochastic, and combinations; and (2)various methods of solution: statistical, i.e.,regression methods, and other mathematical techniques, i.e., analytically integrated or numerically integrated. 
Computational status 	 Identification of status of model in relation to manipulation on digital computers. Information includes (1)whether model is coded oruncoded; (2)computer language used, e.g., FORTRAN; and (3)the various computer and accessory equipment required (handcalculator, andlog.e computer, or digital computer, including needed storage capacity, compilers, and magnetic tapes of disks forstorage). 



Input data requirements 	 Description of the various data required to set up, run, calibrate, and verify a model. Generalized historical data bases and site-specific
data may be required, depending on the extent of prior applications. 

Ease of application 	 Description of expected difficulties in obtaining, modifying, and apulying a model. Information includes (1)the availability of model and 
supporting documentation from various sources; and (2)identification of anticipated areas of difficulty in model application. 

Output and output Identification of model output with respect to the types of information produced, spatial and temporal distributions possible, and the 
format format in which the output is presented. 

Links to other models 	 Description of links between a model and other types of models used in environmental quality analysis and the forms of such links. 
Information provided includes links to other natural-systems models, damage-benefit models, and modes of activities and the ways in 
which the links are structured. 

Personnel needs 	 Identification of types, number, and desired levels of experience of personnel required to apply a model. Requirements for additional 
model development and'or major internal modification may differ significantly from those for model application. Information includes (1)
position descriptions lengineer, programmer, systems analyst, ecologist, others); 12)need for specialized training or capabilities; and (31 
the related experience of interdisciplinary team members. 

Costs 	 Specification of all costs involved in applying a model, from initial acquisition of the model through analysis of model output. Model 
costs are a combination of I1)labor-hour expense required to complete certain tasks (including data collection), and (2)expense of 
obtaining a model itself and available user's manuals and documentation reports. and they are di,'ided under the categories of model 
acquisition, data preparation, actual computation expense, computer accessory costs, and output i nalysis. Complete cost information is 
not available for most natural-systems models 

Model accuracy and Description of the overall capability of a model to represent accurately a natural system and its essential processes. Information 
sensitivity includes I)the representativeness in relation to the "real" system, especially the extent of the description and simplifying assumptions; 

(2)numerical accuracy-stability and dispersion (innurriecahy integrated models): and (3)sensitivity to input errors or rate coefficients, 
both known and estimated values. 

Other comments 	 Description of miscellaneous facts concerning a model, its history of development and modification, and informative observations as to 
its utility in environmental quality analysis. Information includes !1)model limitations and restrictions; (2)special features and options;
and (3)model originators or producers of current derivations lifmodification of existing model). 

Source: Basta and Bower 	(1982). C
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two procedures. The first involves specilying characteristics lor describing
models to analyze natnt al systelms (table 5.5). 'hese were selected as the most
important attributes for deciding on the applicahility of a model to a given
context. The fifteen characteristics listed arc applicable to all models classi
fied according to environlmental media.
 

The second procedure is the use oi a s'steinatic method of 
 selec'ting a 
model. as illustrated bv the fHlow dial'ani iIigure 5.6 developed bV lasta andBower (1982) for regional emvirolnmental quality mtlanagement. [our evailua
tive criteria were sugestLd: I I ) accuracy of estimiation, (2) capability of
estimating environmental qutality responses to various physiCal masures, (3)
commonalities that a hcasihle mlodel has \with prior natural systellis analyses ill
the given area or region. and (4) contribltions the model would make to long
terni analyses in the reg on. 

As for lcuLll C f estilation, one Model would be prel'Crred over another 
if tle anticipated range of error in the fifist were sin aler than ilhe rallge in tihe
second, but only lp to the point where (I) the errors fall within acceptable
limits aMid (?lintodels are capable of distinguiishing alloll significanlly
different environmental quality iesp)onse.s. If both Conditions lresalisfiCd. 
however, the inodels are equally acceptable, and lie choice becween tihel 
Must be made oilother ,rounds. 

The capability ,4a lodel to estimate chaiges illenvironmental quality that
 
are r',qTolses to tileapplication of'varitOt;s physical ifleasures is ain apprtoliate

criterion because iodels lot
are equally sensitive to the possible physical

neastires that inighlt be adopted. In iost ainaly.tic conlexts, inodels Ihat yield

estimates , environmentl quality resWponses to a broad range 
 of physical

nmeaSUlreS 
 would be pr'eCrrcd over tlost with less flexibility.

Cominmona lities thIat a niodel may have with prior mnodels used ina region is
 
an inportant f'actor. The extent to 
 which a mitodcl incorporates prior kinowl
edge and experience ina region aflects the credibility oflthe Model's estiniates
 
among resident professionals. oii whomi decision makers rely 
Ior technical
judgmlents. This is true regardless of how aciurate the estimates may actlally
be. Conseqtliy, a model that has processes and variables iil cooiiOn witi
previously accepted analyses usually will be prleferred over one that hypolhe
sizes relationships and involves variables that have not beeni tested in the 
region. 

A model should alto be evaluated in teruis of the Contribtitions it miehl 
make to the analysis of long-tcrn development issues in the region. One such
contribution might be the development of additional technical expertise within 
a region; another, tie ability t0 use a lnodel for aii additional purpose-for
example, the use of a runoff m1odCl to assess strategies lor lood daniage
reduction. Ilia context in which spatial and temporal patterns of activities are
changing rapidly over tinie, a niodcl that is easily adapted to new locations of 
discharges and to a wide range of environmental conditions genie!,ally would 
be preferred to one ihlatis not. 
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EXAMPLES OF ESTIMATING EFFECTS ON NATURAL SYSTEMS 

This section provides some examples that illustrate (he approaches for 
estimating effects of activities on natural systems. The statistical approach is 
illustrated with examples of agricultu:al and forest management activities. 
The conservation-of-mass.and.cner y approach is illustrated with examples
of multiple discharges into the atmosphere and into a body of water from one 
or more activities in a region. 

EfTects of Agricultu:-al Activities on Natural Systems: An Example of the 
Statistical Approach 

ProcessesInvolhed in Soil Erosion. Figure 5.7 indicates the sCeiLtCLe ol" 
analysis necessary to estimate effects of agriculntuiral activities on nati'ra! 
systems. The analysis of hoth on-site and off-site effects begins with esti nat
ing gross soil erosion, both water- md wind-induced. With water-induced 
erosion, runoff begins when precipitation exceeds the infiltration capacity of
the soil. Once runoff begins, the velocities and directions of the water iloving 
over the land surface and in convevance svsteinls are functions of tne intensity
and duration of the precipitation and the physical characteristics and geometry
of the land surface 'iid of conveyance systems. ('hmracteristics include slope,
composition of strata, conli iguration of' conveyances (e.g., depth, side slopes,
length of' channels and ditches, iznd surface roughliCss). and barriers to f]ow.

Runoff picks up residuals either by dissolving material thai has accumulat
ed on the land surface or by physically suspendillg the naterial and carrying it 
along. Material thai tends to remain sLis pe nded id sc Iedoln collies in contact
with the strearnbed is lermed washload.The terii sediment usually is used to 
refer to solid materials (fat are moved by water. This combination of mate
rials and process is ref'erred to is the sedilnent transport proceISS.

What constitutes sediment is poorly defined. Many different residuals may
be present in any so-called sediment load, either as solid particles or attached 
to solid particles. Methods that call accurately analyze the total sedirient 
transport process are not yet available. The factors that influence the process 
are known, however: namely, the size, share, specific gravity, and concentra
tion of the particles teilperature, viscosity. a11d density: velocity of, flow,
distribution of velocity, and turbulence, roughness of tile surface: and shape 
of the channel. 

The characteristics of', or the constituents associated vith. the sediment 
from erosion are priiarily the result of adsorption-desorption processes. Ad
sorption is the adhesion of a substance to the surface of a solid or liquid.
Adsorption is an important process in relation to effects from agricultural
activities because many residuals-for exanmple, nitrogen. phosphorus, vari
ous pesticides, and heavy metals-altach themselves to particles of sediment 
and are in turn transported wili the particles in runoff. The quantities of 
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Specification of Natural 
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Figure 5.7 Sequence of analysis for estimating on-site and off-site effects of agri
cultural activities. 

residuals that become attached to particles are functions of the concentration 
of residuals in the runoff strean and of temperature. Desol-,tion is the adsorp
tion process in reverse; that is, it is what occurs when the residuals are 
detached from the particles of sediment. 

Two additional factors that affect the quantity and characteristics of the 
sediment eroded from agricultural areas are solids accumulation and the first
flush effect. Solids accumulation refers to materials deposited on land sur
faces through dry or wet fallout from the atmosphere. Some of these materials 
may have been transported hundreds of miles. Solids accumulation is an 
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important process because it affects the quantities and qualities of residuals 
available for pickup by runoff. The first-flush effect refers to the high con
centration of residuals, especially solids, that often occurs in the early stages
of a runoff event. Material that has accumulated oi the land surface and on 
vegetation (luring dry weather conditions, and mate'ial that has been depos
ited in channels, are the primary sources of the first-flush effect. 

Estimating Gros, Soil Erosion. Given the situation depicted in figure
5.8, two procedures exist for estimating the quantities of residuals discharged
from a land area into a body of water. First, for each of the subwatersheds that 
are tributary to the conveyance channel, the quantities of residuals reaching
the conveyance channel are estimated by a statistical model. Then, the re
siduals in the conveyance channel are routed to discharge point D at the river 
using a conservation-of -mass-an(l-energy model. Second, the quantities of
residuals entering the river at point D from the entire watershed are estimated 
by a statistical model. 

Conveyance

Channel
 

Subwatershed 
Boundary 

D 0' 

RIVER 

Figure 5.8 Representation of soil erosion movement in a watershed. 
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The approach to developing a statistical model lor estimating gross erosion 
from a given land area involves assuming a functional relationship between 
water quality-in this case, suspended sediment or soil loss-and the relevant 
variables, based on knowledge of the physical proccsscs involved. Values for 
each of the relevant variables are developed for different sets of conditions, 
from empirical measurement on experimental plots or from actual field condi
tions. The most well-known and widely used statistical model of this type is 
the Universal Soil Loss Equation, used to estimate gross sheet and rillerosion 
from a land surface. This equation is 

GE = R x K x LS x C x P, (5-4) 
where GE is the gross erosion or soil loss from rainstorms, tons per acre per 
year: R is the rainfall factor per time period, K is the soil crodibility factor; LS 
is the slope-length, slope-gradient factor: C is the cropping management
factor or cover index factor; and I' is the erosion control practices factor. 

The rainfall factor reflects the fact that in the eastern United States, soil 
erosion has been found to be directly proportional to the product of the kinetic 
energy of a storm and the maxinmum thirty-minute intensity of the storm. This 
product is characterized as the erosion index because it is intended to account 
for the energy from the inipact of raindrops required to loosen soil particles.
To estimate mean annual soil loss fromi a given land area, the iinfall tactor R 
equals the total number of erosion index units associated with the mean 
distribution of rainfall events in a year. The soil loss from any (;tiher distribu. 
tion of rainfall events in a year. of course, can also be estin:tid. Suggested
annuai values of the erosion index for use in various parts of the Utqited States 
have been developed and are available in maps and charts, such as those 
contained in Stewart ct al. (1975). 

The values of the other factors in equation 5-4, K,LS,C. and P, likewise 
have been developed from experimental and field data. The data typically are 
displayed in tables and graphs, such as those contained in Soil Conservation 
Society of America (1979) and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (1973)
for K, U.S. Soil Conservation Service (1975) for C,and True (1974) Ior P. 
Empirical formulae such as the lollowing have also been developed to calcu
late LS values (U.S. Soil Conservation Service 1975): 

LS T_-.6)
LS x "430)2 6.57415+ 30x+ 0.43), (55(55) 

where Xis the field slope length in feet; in is 0.5 if slope is 5% or great'er, 0.4 
if slope is 4%, and 0.3 if slope is 3% or less; and x is the sine of the slope 
angle. 

The Universal Soil Loss Equation was developed primarily to estimate soil 
loss from agricultural cropland in temperate climates. Many modified forms 
of the equation have been developed, however, for making estimates of 
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sediment in runoff for land uses other than agricultural cropland. Numerous 
references describing every aspect of applying the equation are available: for

example. Wischmeier and Smith (1965), U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (1973), and McElroy et at. (1976). The equation is not directly
applicable, however, to estimating soil erosion from snowmelt ,-from tile 
application of irrigation water. Other limitations of the equation are discussed 
in EI-Swaify, Dangler, and Armstrong (1979).

An analogous empirical equation has been developed in the United States 
for estimating gross erosion of agricultural lands by wind. This formula, 
known as the Chepil equation. is 

GE = I x K x C x L x V. (5-6) 
where GE is the gross erosion, tons per acre per year; /is the soil erodibility

index; K is the field roughness; C is the climate factor; L is a function of the

field width; and V is the equivalent vegetative cover (Chepil 1946: Wilson
 
1975: Simmons and Dotzenko 1974).


Soil erodibility is primarily a function of size of the soil particles, organic

matter content, and moisture content. Estimates of the fiv" variables have
been made, by region, based on empirical data from cxperimental plots and 
actual cultivated fields. 

Estimiating On-site hI/sct. of'Soil Erosion. Gross erosion may affect soil

productivity and, hence, agricultural crop or for-ige yields in different ways,

depending on soil type and soil (epth. 
 By affecting vegetation, there can also
be negative effects )n wildlife habitat. Basically, no formal analytical models 
exist by which tileeffects on yield can be estimated. Two approaches have
been adopted. One reflects an implicit statistical method that involves simply
compiling simultaneous field data on soil loss and yield loss, with or without
compensating inputs such as additional fertilizer. The other approach is an
implicit statistical one involving a rigorous soil-rating systcm, such as the
Storie Soil Rating Index (Storie 1954). This index associates soil productivity
with certain variables. such as soil depth and structure. Thus, as soil depth is
reduced by erosion. the rating on that variable decreases and the overall 
productivity rating decreases. Similarly. structureas soil is changed-for
example, organic matter in the A horizon is depleted as a result ob erosion-
the rating on that variable aod the overall productivity rating both decrease. 

The simple correlation approach is reflected in tilemeasurements of topsoil
depth and crop yield (table 5.6). Unfortunately, no data are provided in ihe 
table on other f'actors that affect y ield-precipitation, fertilizers or pesticides
.pplied, and cultivation practices. It is assumcd that all of these factors were
held constant and only topsoil depth was varied. For some soils the change in
productivity is more abrupt than shown in the table, particularly for soils with 
shallow A horizons. 

More rigorous analysis of the effects of soil loss on yield is reflected in the
work of Harmon, Knutson, and Rosenberry (no date) and Scrivner and Neill 



Table 5.6. Relationship between Corn Yield and Topsoil Depth 

Corn yield (bushels per acie) 

Decrease in average
Topsoil depth 

(inches) Range Average 
yield from 12" 
topsoil depth 

0-2 
2-4 
4-6 
6-8 
8-10 

25-56 
28-69 
39-83 
49-97 
50-102 

36 
47 
56 
65 
69 

38 
27 
18 
9 
5 

10-12 50-125 74 -

Source. Pimental et al. (1976). 
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Figure 5.9 Amount of soil loss required for change in erosion phase. (Source: Harmon 
t al., no dale.) 
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(1978). In the former, soils in the Southern Iowa Rivers Basin were identified 
as being in one of three erosion phases. Levels of crop yields were associatedwith soils in each erosion phase and were associated with the concomitant
inputs of fertilizer, machine energy, and management practices necessary toachieve those yields. Finally, the amounts of soil loss for each soil typenecessary to shift the soil from erosion phase I to erosion phase 2 and from 

estimated. Figure 5.9 shows
erosion phase 2 to erosion phase 3 were theamount of soil los; required for a change in erosion phase. 'Table 5.7 shows
the increases in fertilizer needs per acre, by crop, as soil loss increases. Evenwith the added fertilizer, crop yields generally decrease (table 5.8). This is
because nutrient replenishment alone is often insufficient to restore soil pro
ductivity. The data on changes in crop yields and on increased factor inputs to
production represent inputs to the evaluation step.

In the Scrivner and Neill work, the approach taken was to convert soil
losses-computed with the Universal Soil Loss Equation-into yield reductions based on :i soil productivitv index. This index consists oi aggregating
productivity components for 4-inch soil layers to depths of 20 inches. The
productivity of each layer for each crop is hypothesized to be dependent onsufficient supplies of plant-depletable water and on aeration, basic fertility,and density. The relative importance of each soil layer is based on the predicted fraction of' water that is extracted from the layer for plant growth. Soilloss affects several of the indicated variables and. hence, overall productivity.

E~vtilati Qisite Effects U Soil Errosion. The gross erosion from un 
agricultural area is not necessarily the amount of sediment that actually enters a body of water. In fact, rarely would this be tile case. To estimate how muchof the gross soil eroded actually reaches a body of water, gross erosion Must

be multiplied by the sedinwnt deliver*' 
 ratio. This ratio equals the sediment
measured at a speci!'icd !ocittion in a watershed divided by the gross soileroded. Because !he sediment delivery ratio is a ftunction of a nlumber ofvariables-slope, drainage 'nattern, elevation, vegetation, intensity of pre
cipitation. volume of runotl per unit time, duration of stornl events. anddegree of channelization-no analytical model exists for estimating the ratio.
Thus, it must be determined by illeasurement for each area of interest. 

Table 5.7. Increases inFertilizer Needs as Soil Is Depleted, Southern Iowa Rivers
Basin, United States 

Corn Soybeans Oats MeadowChange in .erosion phase N PO K20 P205 K20 N K20P2O 
 P205 K20
 

-pounds per acre-Ito 2 10 6 52 1 5 2 26 102 to 3 30 1 7 1 7 1 115 7 12 
Source: Harmon, Knutson, and Rosenberry (no date). 
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Table 5.8. Reduction in Yields as Soil Is Depleted, Southern Iowa Rivers Basin, 
United States 

Reduced yield per acre 
Changein

erosion phase 
.... 

Corn Soybeans Oats Hay 

bushels tons 
1to 2 16 5 9 0.6 
2to 3 7 3 4 0.5 

Source: Harmon, Knutson, and Rosenborry (no datel. 

Estimating Discharge of'Residuals Other than Sediment. As discussed in 
Chapter 4, suspended sediment is only one of the residuals generated by, and 
discharged from, agricultural activities. Nutrients, particularly nitrogen (N) 
and phosphorus (P), pesticides, and salts (measured as total dissolved solids, 
TDS) are other major residuals associated with agricultural activities. Such 
residuals are discharged in two ways. They are (I) attached to soil particles 
eroded from an agricultural area and transported in runoff, or (2) dissolved in 
either or both surface and groundwater runoff from the area. In general, more 
phosphates are discharged attached to soil particles and more nitrogen com
pounds are discharged in dissolved form. More or less of a pesticide will be 
discharged through one or the other pathway, depending on its t'orm when 
applied (Loehr et al. 1979). 

Because a significant portion of residuals discharge from agricultural ac
tivities is by attachment to soil particles, the most common approach for 
estimating gross discharges of these residuals is to relate the discharge to 
gross soil erosion; for example, as described in Hartman, Wanielista, and 
Baragona (1977). An example is the following equation (McElroy et al. 1976) 
for estimating nitrogen in runoll from agricultural cropland: 

NT, = 20 X M x A x (NT)., X rv , (5-7). 

where NT,. is the total nitrogen load from soil erosion, pounds per year; M is 
the average annual soil erosion estimated by equation 5-4, tons per acre per 
year; (NT), is the total nitrogen concentration in soil, grams per 100 grams; A 
isthe land surface area, acres; and rN is the nitrogen enrichment ratio--that is. 
the nitrogen content of the eroded soil divided by (NT),. The cofficient, 20, 
was determined empirically from a number of observations; the values of 
(NT), and rN are measured for each case. To estimate how much of the 
estimated nitrogen load actually enters a body of water, a sediment delivery 
ratio would have to be applied to the total nitrogen load as estimated by 
equation 5-7. 

In an analogous procedure, various empirical equations have been devel
oped to estimate the concentration of nitrate-nitrogen in water leached through 
an agricultural area. An example is 
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CN03- N = 4.42 x N,. x (Pi) x (L,/100) , (5-8) 
where CNO. 1-N is the concentration of nitrate-nitrogen in the leaching water, 
milligrams per liter, N,. is the nitrogen fixed, pounds per year, P, is therainfall, inches per year; and L, is the water leached beyond the root zone,
inches per inches of rainfall. 

All of these empirical methods start with an assumption about the quantityof a given material actually available from the agricultural crop or range landsubjected to the transport process. This assumption is itself based on a set ofassumptions about the effectiveness of fertilizer and pesticide application. Forexample, some portion of a pesticide applied by spray-froni airplane or from a ground machinc-will never reach the target plants because of drift. Another portion will become unavailable for runoff because of' volatilization.
Finally, depending on the time between application and the first rainfall or
irrigation that produces runoff, there may bc degradation ofthe pesticide into
other forms. 

Another important residual that can have adverse off-site effects is totaldissolved solids (TDS). This residual is primarily generated in and discharged
from irrigated agricultural operations. Off-site effects are most commonlydetermined by a salt-balance model, which relates the quantities of TDSdischarged into a stream from each successive irrigated area to stream flow ateach point. Generally, a range of possible strcamfilow conditions is 
investigated. 

Total dissolved solids discharged from an irrigated area are a function ofirrigation method, irrigation efficiency, qiuality of irrigation water, soil type,crop type, drainage system, if any, and leaching requirement-that is, theamount of water that must be leached through the root zone in order tomaintain a salt balance in the root zone that does not reduce crop yield. Thus.before the salt-balance approach can be applied off-site, it must be applied onsite to estimate the TDS loading from the given irrigated area into the relevant 
body of surface or groundwater. 

Effects of Forest Management Activities on Natural Systems: An Example
of the Statistical Approach 

Because both agricultural and forest management aclivities involve themanipulation of natural systems, many of the on-site and off-site effectsderive from the same phenomena and can be analyzed with similar models.
The processes related to soil erosion, described in the previous section, are 
relevant to both types of activities.
 

The most common 
type of model used to estimate gross erosion from forestmanagement activities is statistical. Most commonly used are regression nodels based on empirical measurements. The estimates of gross erosion are then
multiplied by sediment delivery ratios to yield estimates of sediment deliveredto b-idies of water. As for agricultural activities, most estimates of discharges 
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into bodies of water of other residuals from forest management activities, 
such as pesticides and nutrients, arc based on empirical relationships between 
those residuals and gross soil erosion. Off-site effects are then estimated using 
the various types of receiving-water models discused in the section on agri
cultural activities. Empirical drift models are used to estimate pesticides that 
are transported in air beyond the area of application. 

Assuming that the magnitudes of erosion from different subareas of the 
forest management area have been estimated by a residuals generation and 
runoff model, the on-site effects ot soil losses can bc assessed in terms of loss 
of site productivity. Soil loss affects productivity principally by reducing 
available nitrogen and decreasing moisture retention capacity. A study by 
Klock (1976) in the U.S. Pacific Northwest cxemplifics the approach. Klock 
estimated on-site and off-sitc effects in both physical and monetary terms. A 
succinct description of the study is included hcre because it illustrates a 
rigorous and relevant analytical procedure. 

Fhe -areaused for tie analysis consisted primarily of ponderosa pine habitat 
at the lower elevations and Douglas fir habitat at the higeher elevations. Given 

the distributions of site classes and habitat types. an average production per 
acre was estimated based on 1975/76 management practices and a rotation of 
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Figure 5.10 Representative depth distribution of total soil nitrogen. (Source: Klnck, 
1976.) 
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120 years. Productivity is related to soil nitrogen content, which in turn is 
related to soil depth (fig. 5.10). Based on these productivity estimates, the 
road construction anid loggIjling pra.ctices in tileC a ndilfreqIe ncy of nra l 
precipitation events ohtained from ile historical record. tihrelalion elt weI 
cuinulative soil Ioss anI prodtiel livitV loss was developed (fig. 5. II ). This 
relationship represents tie physical on-slite Cffe'CtS aS dlCtrlnineCd 1v the forest 
Inallagelmllcn t study. 

In the study, off-site effects were estimated floml sedillIetat.ion ill a down
strean reservoir. Ihis step involved ( i) Cstimaling sedinient delivered to the 
river from gross soil loss: (2) estiimating tie transporl and deposition, if' aIn. 
of the sedienlt in the river reach 1t Ile do\\Istreal resCervoir: and (3)estiniat
ing the ullimate destination ofthe sedinic nltransporitd to the upsrcam end of
the reservoir--fr example. homutch wst,dep\sitd iniiei rIservOir ar-i and 
where, and how inuch passed lhouii t lie rc iw ir via the outCr 2atCS. 

Given the estimates Of on-sitc and (ot-,,ilc l11% l etc'. the nesl iCstpillsic 
stLudy to eva1lattile was lit(e coInomiC danliacae ICpresenlCd h.\thCe effects. 

Although this valioi ,
sItep i rclcvall t ('haplrr 7. it is incldeIC icrC in te 
illterest of co ntinuitv. 
The nonetary loss issocia ,tl with ill-sit. Soil loss was estiialed hy cal
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Figure 5.11 Potential productivity loss as afunction of cumullitive soil loss. (Source:
Klock, 1976.) 
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Note: Fertilizer costs were calculated at $100 per ton and aerial application costs were obtained from a fer
tilization program conducted by helicopter, as described In Perkins at al. (1970). 

Figure 5.12 Amendment application cost for the study area. (Source: Klock, 1975.) 

culating (I) the representative distribution of total soil nitrogen in the study 
area, lnd (2) the quantity of ammonium-phosphate-sulphate fertilizer needed 
to maii ir the original level of available nitrogen in the soil. The costs of 
adding !he fertilizer are shown in figure 5.12. Combining (1) and (2) yields 
the relationship between cumulative soil loss and on-site monetary losses (fig. 
5.13). (In fact, the fertilizer cost may not be a good estimate of the economic 
costs of on-site soil loss. The true measure of such cost is the loss of produc
tivity. The fertilizer cost could be greater than the economic value of the loss 
of productivity- alternatively, fertilizer could be a less than perfect substitute 
for the lost topsoil. However, in this example, fertilizer cost is assumed to be 
an adequate estimate of the economic value of lost productivity.) 

Off-site damage estimates were based on the estimated costs of removing 
the sediment that had been deposited in the reservoir by transporting it from 
the study area. Unit costs for sediment removal were derived from various 
reservoir sediment removal projects. 

Soil productivity losses plus downstream sedimentation damages were add
ed to direct production costs to yield a total estimated cost per 1 000 board 
feet of merchantable lumber output at the mill. Table 5.9 lists total costs for 
six yarding systems and conditions. 
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Figure 5.13 On-site damage due iD cumulative soil loss. (Source: Klock, 1976.) 

Table 5.9. Estimated Total rosts per 1,000 Board Feet of Merchantable Lumber for Six 
Yarding Systems 

Estimated
Yarding system, soil Direct Productivity Sedimentation 

conditions erosion costa losses damages Total costs 

Inches Dollars/1,000 board feetTractor, slopes 0-30% 0.20 34.85 3.30 12.50 50.65Tractor, slopes 30-50% 0.80 34.85 10.60 50.00 95.45 
Tractor, 	over snow,

slopes 0-40% 0.08 38.60 1.50 5.00 45.10Cable skidding 1.50 35.00 17.00 93.80 145.80Skyline (Wyssen) 0.04 52.73 0.80 2.52 56.05Helicopter 0.04 74.98 0.80 2.52 78.30 

aCost figures are for timber delivered at the mill for each yarding method used in the study
area and were provided by Pack-River Lumber Company, Peshastin, Washington, United States. 

Source: Klock (1976). 
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Valuation of the off-site effects of forest management by calculating tile 
costs of removing sediment from the reservoir is only one method of valuation 
in such a context. A more appropriate method would be to estimate the losses 
associated with the reduction of fish life in the stream channel upstream from 
the reservoir and the losses in outputs from the reservoir as a result of sedi
mentation there. For example, sedimentation in the reservoir will reduce 
reservoir capacity, which in turn may decrease the quantity of hydroelectric 
energy, irrigation water, and flood damage protection provided by the reser
voir, particularly if the reservoir is designed to store water from runoff over 
several years. 

Table 5.9 illustrates how the on-site and off-site effects on natural systems 
can be incorporated directly into the project analysis. That is, the productivity 
losses and the sedimentation damages are added to the direct production costs 
to determine total costs of the project. These can be compared with the 
benefits expressed in terms of the value of the merchantable lumber produced. 

Effects of Multiple Discharges on an Atmospheric System: An Example 
of the Conservation-of-Mass-and-Energy Approach 

'.mbiem.t air quality in an atmospheric system at any time is the result of 
h natural and human factors (fig. 5.14). Natural factors include sunlight, 

-id, precipitation, vegetation, topography including the presence of bodies 
of water, cloud cover, and temperature gradient. Human factors include the 
spatial pattern and topography of structures, the types of activities, and the 
time patterns of generation and discharge of gaseous residuals from the ac
tivities. '. arious air quality models have been developed that take some of 
these factors into account in different degrees of detail. 

Once discharged into the atmosphere, residuals are transported and trans
formed depending on existing meteorologic conditions and on the specific 
residuals discharged. The problems stemming from these combinations in
clude acid rain; transport of fugitive dust; pesticide volatilization; transport of 
radioactivity: transport and deposition of toxic materials; transport and depo
sition of nutrients; transport of aeroallergens: formation and transport of sul
fates; transport of conventional residuals such as sulphur dioxide (SO.), total 
suspended particulaies (TSP), carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (-C). 
and nitrogen dioxide (NO,); and the formation and transportation of pho
tochemical smog. Depending on the residuals discharged and the mete
orologic conditions, residuals concentrations may have adverse effects on 
humans, plants, animals, fish, inanimate objects, and various types of ion
biological productive activities. 

Unfortunately, current knowledge of most of these problems is only rudi
mentary and provides a meager basis for developing air quality models that 
are relevant and operational. Hence. the scope of the combinations of re
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siduals discharges and meteorologic conditions that can be analyzed with the 
existing operational models is limited. Of the problems identified above, 
existing operational models generally deal only with combinations of them 
related to conventional residuals and photochemical smog. 

Ambient concentrations of SO, and TSP are probably the two most widely 
used indicators of ambient air quality. Both are generated in the combustion 
of fossil fuels--coal, and oil, for example-and in various production pro
cesses--manufacture of steel, manufacture of pulp and paper, and petroleum 
refining. Particulates also are generated by a variety of other sources, ,uch as 
wind erosion of agricultural lands and salt spray in coastal areas. The nature 
of the source is important because not all air quality models can analyze the 
effects of all types of sources on ambient air quality. Sources can be grouped 
in the following way: 

I. 	 Stationar\, point soutre, such as factory, with one or many discharge 
points within the source; 

2. 	 Stationar\, area source involving either 
a. an aggregate of individual discharge points, such as a neighborhood 

with a number of individual residences that are not individually 
identified, or 

b. 	 an agricultural or silvicultural area from which particulates may be 
generated by wind, or from which pesticides may volatilize from the 
surface of plants and trees after spraying; and 

3. 	 Line source, which can be either 
a. 	 mobile, such as moving vehicle, or 
b. 	 stationary, such as a dirt road from which airborne particulates are 

generated as a result of wind action. 

For purposes of analysis, receptor points are defined as the points in a 
region at which estimates of ambient concentrations are desired. Important 
characteristics of receptor points are their number, height, and spatial loca
tion. Receptor characteristics must be specified because air quality ncdels 
vary in their capabilities for producing estimates of concentrations at specified 
receptor locations. 

Most operational air quality models can be applied where the terrain is 
smooth or gently rolling and open, or where urban areas are situated on 
smooth terrain. 

Air quality models are usually defined as either long-term or shorl-term. 
Long-term refers to air quality models capable of estimating annual average 
concentrations; short-term is associated with models that can estimate con
centrations for averaging periods ranging from 24 hours to 8 hours. 3 hours, 
and I hour. Such short-term models often are of the nonsteady-state type 
because in such models meteorologic and residuals discharge conditions are 
varied for each averaging period, and the estimates of concentrations for the 
previous period are inputs as initial conditions for the fbllowing period. On 
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the 	other band, models that estimate annual or seasonal average concentra
tions are usually of the steady-state type. In this type of model, the miete
orologic and residuals discharge conditions can also be varied for each aver
aging period analyzed; however, estimates of concentrations from the 
previous period are not used as initial conditions for the following period.

Short-term models typically are applied to problems related to episodic
conditions and, therefore, are run for an analysis period of about soven con
secutive days. If an averaging time of one hour is used, ambient concentra
tions would be estimated for 158 successive time periods. In contrast, a I.,g
term model using annual averages could be run for only a few annual periods.

Air quality models currently in us- have been classified into four geograph
ic scales: (I ) up to 5 kilometers (kin); (2) from 5 km to about 50 kin; (3) from 
50 	 km to 200 kin; and (4) greater than 200 ki. Models that analyze the 
transport of residuals on a scale greater than 200 km are called long-range
transport models; these have been devcloped only recently in response to an
 
increased understanding of the importance of long-range transport of gaseous 
residuals. 

A typical situation involving several point sources of discharges of gaseous
residuals was shown in figure 5.14. To estimate ambient concentrations in
such a situation, a Gaussian continuous plume model would be used. The 
following assumptions must be made in applying a model of this type: 
I. 	 The concentration of a residual in the dischaurge plume downwind from a 

source is distributed normally in each dimnsion-that is, the x, Y,and z 
directions; 

2. 	 The rate of discharge from the source is uniform and continuo,.is; 
3. 	 The mean wind speed affecting the plume is in the x-direction;
4. The plume is reflected totally at the earth's surface-that is, no deposi

tion on or reaction with the surfae takes place;
5. 	 Diffusion in the x-direction can be neglected; and 
6. 	 Steady-state conditions prevail. 

To assume that e,ffusion in the x-direction can be neglected, either the
discharge must be continuous or the duration of discharge must be equal to or 
greater than the time of travel from the source to the location of interest. 
2ased on the above assumptions, the resulting model is 

e _5 ---" '
27-
- -Q I( zn-2	 -V)
 

I (Z H) I(z +1H)2 (5-9) 

http:continuo,.is


7-1 ITT7 77,7 
H = effective stack height; h = stack height; z = receptor height; H - h = plume rise. 

Figure 5.15 Relationship among stack height, effective stack height, and receptor height: point source discharge of gaseous residuals. 
(Source: Basta and Bower, 1982.) 
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where C is the concentration, units pcr cubic nieters: Q is the discharge rate,
units per second: H is the cffective stack height. meters; r,is 2kt. horizontal 
plume difIfusion parameter. nieers (r.is 20-t, vertical lIhme diflusion parameter. meters: U is Winid speed. meters per second: .-is ircceplor hcight, meters:
and .' is receptor crosswind distance f'rom plume. ineters. Figure 5. 15 shows
the relationship amrong stack height, efTective stack he ight. and receptor 
height.
 

For soiiie applications, eLIUttion 
5-9 tcan be simplifiled. For exianple. if
concentrations were to be calculated only at ground level. Zwoull CUl zero. 

the terni - 5-( H in the Cquat io would become zero, and the term 
- ( ±--H ) would becCtit - ( -- Italdition, if the dischare 

-T - (. 
were at ground level and there Were 11o plum rise,c,effective stack height 11 
wotud also become zero and tile eU(ttioni would be f'urthlier siiiplified.

Table 5. 10 sutmiarizes the characteristics of a (Gu1Issiani-tlpC todel used 
for estimating grotnid-Ic 'econccntrtioins of suLIfur dioxide and paiu'icU ites 
Irom multiple sources in an urhati, indkustrialized region. 

Table S.10. Summary of Characteristics of aGaussian-plume Atmospheric Dispersion
Model 

Inputs of residuals •arget outputs

(annual average tons/day): (ground-level, annual average dmbient 
con

centrations-tm/m3):Sulfur dioxide Sulfur dioxide
Particulate matter Suspended particulates 

Model characteristics: deterministic, steady-state

Input requirements:
 
1.Sources
 
(a)x-y coordinates of each stack 
(b)discharge rates for cacti source 
(c)physical stack height 
(d)stack diameter 
(e)stack exit temperature

Mllstack exit velocity
 

2. Receptors
 
x-y coordinates of each receptor location
 

3. Atmosphere
(a)annual foint pr',bability distribution for wind speed (6classes), wind direction (16directions), Poid atmospheric stability (5classes), using 1970 data for Philadelphia;

the result is 480 discrete meteorological situations 
(b)mean temperature: 68" F(20" C)
(c)mean annual pressure: 1,017 millibars 130.03 inches of mercury)
(d)mean maximum afternoon atmospheric mixing depth: 1,000 meters 

Source: Adapted from Spifford, Russell, and Kelly (1976). 
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SOME PROBLEMS IN ESTIMATING EFFECTS ON NATURAL 
SYSTEMS 

Regardless of the type of natural-systems model, a number of common 
problems complicate its adoption, operation, and utility. Raising these under
scores the difficulty of selecting. modifying. and developing appropriate 
models for any given analysis. This section briefly describes five problems. 
The order of* discussion does not imply order of importance. 

Complexity of Natural-Systems Models 

A critical problem in a- ' analysis is determining how complex a model to 
use. Four IlacLts of model complexity can be identified. These are the relation
ship between model complexity and (1) model accuracy, (2) model cost. (3) 
the amount of information generated toward answering the questions being 
addressed, and (4) the degree to which observed data are available for model 
calibration and verification. 

Model complexity is defined as a function of the nuniber of variables 
explicitly included in the model structure and the accuracy of the esimaltes Of 
the values relating to each of those variables. Presumably, the accuracy with 
which a model predicts the values Of indicators of effects increases as model 
complexity increases. But in actuality, as complexity increases, the rate of 
increase in accuracy diminishes and the rate of increase in cost of modeling 
rises (fig. 5. 16). In fact. accuracy Illay actually decrease if the model becomes 
so complex that it is unstable. 
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Figure 5.16 Relationships among model complexity, model accuracy, and model cost. 
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Increasing model complexity usually increases tie amount of information 
produced. For example, a Streeter-Phelps model only yields estimates of 
dissolved oxygen (DO) and five-day biochemical oxygen (emailnd (BOD5)
concentrations, whereas an aquatic ecosystem model might yield not only )O
and BODS concentrations. but also algal concentration, biomass of fish, and 
turbidity. A model can become so complex. however, that the inftbrmation 
generated becomes difficult to interpret.
 

The complexity of a natural-systenis model 
to be used in a given situation 
depends also on the accuracy of the model relative to the accuracy of the 
available residuals discharge data and t) tile accuirlcy of tile valuation esti
mates of effects oin itural systems and receptors. 

Finally, if empirical data to calibrate and verify a model are limited. there is
little point in developing a complex model. In such cases, no way exists to 
determine whether a complex model would predict effects on natural systems 
better than a simple model. 

Calibration and Verification 

Calibration and verification are sequential but separate steps rclircd be
fore a model can be used to estimate the effects on natural systems of I)
production activities and residuals discharges and (2) applying physical ica
sures for reducing residuals discharges. For calibration,a set of observed data 
is used to ad ijusttlie m del's structure and internal coefticicnts so tfat tlie
values of the indicators of effects estimated by the model are within accept
able limits in relation to tile observed values. If tlie diffcrcnecs between tile
 
estimated and the observed values 
are greater than the limits established for 
calibrating tile model, the modelI is considered tlnalccptable and inust be
 
analyzed for possible causes of error. 
 Three primary sources of error are
 
inaccurate input data, inaccurate internal coefficients, and inadequate model
 
structure.
 

After adjustments are made, the model is run again, and the new estimates 
of efTects are conpared to the observed values. The process is repeated until 
either estimated values lall within tile specified limits of' accuracy aind the 
model therelor is acceptable, or all known errors hrvc been climiliatcd and 
the estimated values are still not acceptable, and therel'ore the model in)List be 
abandoned. 

For verfi'cation, a set of observed data diffcrent fromi the set used in
calibration is compared with estimated values generated by the model. If the 
differences between the estimated and the observed values fall within spec
ified limits, then the model is said to be verified and is ready for use. If 
differences between the estimated and the observed values are greater than the 
limits specified, the model would not be used. The sources of possible dis
crepancies must be identified. In some situatiois, the cause will be errors in 
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the new data; in others, the model may have to be recalibrated, perhaps 
modified, and then reverified; in still others, the model may have to be 
abandoned.
 

A major problem affecting calibration and verification of models isthe lack 
of adequate data, particularly independent sets of data. Seldom are sufTicient 
data available to satisfy the needs of both calibration and verification. This 
places severe limits on the availability of suitable models, because a model 
that has not been calibrated and verified should never be used in final 
analyses. 

A second major problem is the specification of acceptable limits of ac
curacy for a model. In general, most operational models are relatively inaccu
rate if conventional notions of accuracy are applicd. For example, in applica
tions of Gaussian air quality models to metropolitan regions lor estimating 
seasonal averages of air quality indicators, acceptable accuracy is considered 
achieved when estimated values are within a lactor of one or two of the 
observed values. In a model that estimates values for more than one indicator, 
different accuracy limits can be specified for difTcrent indicators. The limits 
of accuracy should be set relative to the accuracies of other segments of the 
analysis, the questions being asked, and the levels of accuracy attainable with 
the models. 

Background Concentrations of Residuals 

Background concentrations of residuals are ambient concentrations that 
result from sources for which no explicit estimates of discharges froni indi
vidual sources are made and for which no explicit physical measures to reduce 
discharges are considered in the analysis. These sources include (I) natural 
sources within the region, (2) human activities within the region that are so 
small in scale that the discharge from each individual activity is insignificant, 
but when added to other similar discharges may becone significant; and (3) 
sources outside the region-that is, cross-boundary transfers of residuals. The 
third source can consist of any one or a combination of single major sources, 
natural sources, and many small-scale sources. In any given analysis, all of 
these sources may be incorporated in the background concentrations, and no 
measures to reduce discharges from these sources would be included. 

These background concentrations obviously are important because they 
represent the upper bound of air quality improvement that is attainable by 
adoption of physical measures within the region. If residuals discharges from 
all targeted human activities in a region were reduced to zero, the ambient air 
quality would reflect only background concentrations. In wione situations, the 
intraregional natural sources and 'vtraregional sources may be large enough 
that the desired level of ambient afr quality within the region could not be 
achieved even with zero discharges frol targeted activities within the region. 
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Links between Models of Natural Systems and the Analysis of
 
Activities
 

The links between models of natural systems and the analysis of activities 
are another critical aspect of the analysis of natural systems. The analysis of 
activities provides residuals discharge data as inputs to models of nitural 
systems; hence, the accuracy of tile outputs froni the natural-systems model 
depends on the accuracy of the input data generated in the analysis of 
activities. 

Frequently, the natural-systcms model being used requires residuals dis
charge data that are mnore detailed than the data that can be provided by tile 
analysis of activities. For example. an air quality model used to analyze an 
episodic condition-that is, three or four days of cxtremely poor air quality
typically will use an averaging time of one hour. Almost always, however, it 
is impossible to estimate daily-not to mention hourly--variations in re
siduals discharges for ( I) even the most iniportant activitics in a region, (2)
nivtural sources ill a region, and (3) sources outside of the region. In such 
situations, residuals discharges are usuallV assumed to be constant over the 
selected time period, and an estimated average hourly discharge rale is used as 
input to the model. The effect on the accuracy of the output will vary depend
ing on the type of model, the types of activities in the region, tile importance
of background sources, the importance of sources outside tile region, tile 
nature of the problen, and metcorologic and hydrologic conditions. 

Interpreting Results of Applying Models 

The accuracy of the outputs of Most natural-systems models is at best only 
one order of magnitudc. This is partially attributable to the low accuracy of 
input dat:i. But in fact, regardless of the accuracy of the input data, niodels are 
only abstractions of reality, and this in itself leads to difficulties in interpret
ing the results of applying them. Thus, the chemical, biochenical, physical,
physicochemical. and ecological processes at work in nature are stochastic 
phenomena. But almost all operational models consider these processes and 
the associated relationships to be nonstochastic. Also, most relationships 
among variables in natural systems are noniiu'ar,but are formrulated as linear 
relationships for coniputational convenice ill miamx nodcls. In addition, not 
all of tile relcvant variables in natural systemis can be incorpo. ttcd in a model. 
Finally, the calibration and verification of a model are always done for sonic 
range of condition; for which data are available, and the relevant set of 
conditions estimated for some point in time in the future miay lie far outside 
that range; hence, the model would no longer be valid. 

Given these factors, one way to enhance the interpretation of results in 
applying models is to investigate the sensitivity of model outputs to changes
in values of input variables and in tile structure of the model itself. This is 
commonly referred to as sensitivity analysis, which is the investigation of 
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changes in values of indicators of effects on natural systems that result from 
changes in values of independent variables and in the assumed relationship 
among the variables. An independent variable has more or less relative impor
tance depending on tile effect it has on the dependent variable. The variable 
that causes the largest change in the dependent variable for a unit change in its 
own value is. by definition, the most important. 

Sensitivity analysis can be a difficult analytical task, but nevertheless is an 
important tool for evaluating results. At the very least, it is important to 
identify tile most important variables that affect estimates of effects, because 
low accuracy in these variables will yield low accuracy in the estimation of 
effects. Sensitivity analysis can often indicate where more data collection and 
respecification of relationships in the model improve accuracycan and, 
hence, overall results. 

APPROACHES FOR ESTIMATING EFFECTS ON RECEPTORS 

In common with estimating effects on natural systems, two approaches are 
used to estimate effects on receptors: statistical, and conservation of mass and 
energy. The statistical approach has two categories: the first is a rudimentary 
or implicit statistical approach that involves either or both laboratory and field 
measurements, which are then used to impute simple graphical relationships. 
The second category is regression analysis, as previously described and illus
trated in this chapter. 

The conservation-of-mass-and-energy approach also has two categories, 
each of which involves an engineering-economic model that uses mass and 
energy balances for each process or operation. In one category, however, the 
analysis is carried out as a judgmental search for possible alternatives. In the 
second category, the analysis uses some form of mathematical programming. 

Statistical Approach: Rudimentary 

The rudimentary statistical approach is illustrated by the problems of es
timating the effects of discharges of suspended sediment on resident fish 
species, of photochemical oxidants on vegetation; and of discharges of total 
dissolved solids on irrigated crops and a vegetable cannery. As previously 
discussed, tile time pattern of sediment entering a stream, as estimated from 
gross soil erosion and the sediment delivery ratio, becomes the input to a 
receiving-water model. For example, a particular receiving-water model 
translates tile sediment load into (I) stream turbidity and (2) fine sediment in a 
salmon spawning bed. Then, field measurements are made to develop empiri
cal relationships that translate these variables into effects on fish (figs. 
5.17-18). The estimated effects on fish species become the inputs to the 
valuation step. 
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Figure 5.17 Effects of turbidity on the survival, production, and catch of fish. (Source:
U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1969.) 
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Figure 5.18 Relationship between fine sediment in salmon spawning bed and 
emergence of fry. (Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1969.) 

The effects of photochemical oxidants-resulting from discharges of cer
tain gaseous residuals in the presence of sunlight---on vegetation are functions 
of ambient concentration and the duration of the concentration. One outward 
manifestation may be discoloration of leaves, but the crucial biological effect 
is the reduction in crop yield or annual tree growth (fig. 5.19). Such a 
relationship would be developed for a particular crop or tree species in a 
particular location based on laboratory experiments and field observations and 
measurements. Similarly, the quality of irrigation water is an important factor 
in productivity of irrigated aericulture. )ifferent crops have different degrees 
of tolerance to concentrations of total dissolved solids. For any given crop and 
given amount of irrigation water applied, as the concentrations increase, yield 
generally decreases. Possible responses to the problem include applying addi
tion;,', water to leach the salts through the soil or changing crops. 

Increased concentrations of total dissolved solids in intake water can have 
adverse effects on industrial activities as well as on agricultural activities. For 
example, in canning green beans, at some concentration of total dissolved 
solids the quality of the product begins to decrease (fig. 5.20). Beyond a 
certain level, product quality has decreased so much that the output is no 
longer acceptable. The circles on the figure represent empirical measurements 
that would be made to develop the indicated relationship. 

Statistical Approach: Regression Analysis 

A common application of regression analysis is to estimate el'f'ects of air 
quality on human health. Assuming that the discharges of' gaseous residuals 
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Figure 5.19 Relationship between oxidant concentration and crop yield loss. 

into the atmosphere can be translated with reasonable accuracy into the result
ing time and spatial patterns of ambient concentrations for each residual. the
next problem is to estimate the exposure of individuals to air quality condi
tions. The actual exposure of individuals is a function of their activity patterns-the time spent in the home, at work, in transit to and from work, in 
recreation, and in other nonwork, nonrecreational activities.
 

The World Health Organizaion (WHO) has estimated 
 that most people
spend approximately 85% of their time indoors. This indicates that outdoor exposures to ambient air quality must constitute but a small portion of total 
exposures for humans. Indoor concentratons of certain gaseous residuals
typically exceed outdoor concentrations. Thus, for most of the individuals in
the WHO study, the average total exposures were closer to the levels in the
home than to those at other sites. Table 5. II, based on one set of measure
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Figure 5.20 Relationship between quality of intake water and quality of product in 
canning of green beans. 

ments, shows that the ratio of indoor to outdoor concentrations exceeds 1.0 
for CO, respirable particulates, and NO,. Because humans spend a large 
portion of their time indoors, outdoor air quality concentrations cannot be 
relied upon to estimate total exposure. 

Once the cumulative exposure and the time pattern of exposure are esti
mated for individuals or groups of individuals, the next step is tc. estimate the 
effects of the exposure; that is, the dose-iesponse relationship. Effects on 
health are usefully defined in terms of (1) premature death, (2) progressive 

Table 5.11. Ratio of Indoor to Gutdoor Concentrations of Selected Air Quality
Indicators 

Ratio of iodoor to
Air quality indicator outdoor concentrations 

Carbon monoxide (CO) greater than 1
Respirable particulates greater than 1 
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) greater than 1 
Total suspended particulates (TSP) approximately 1 
Sulfur dioxide (SO2) less than 1 
Ozone (03) less than 1 

Note: Simultaneous measurement- were obtained inU.S. cities inMassachusetts, Tennessee,
Ohio, Missouri, Wisconsin, and Kansas. 

Source: U.S. General Accounting Office (1979). 
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deterioration of the human system, and (3) temporary discomforts. Acute
mortality effects generally occur for individuals who are already in poor
physical condition. Progressive deterioration occurs with bronchitis or cancer
and can eventually lead to death. The death may or may not be a result of the
chronic disease, however; that is, some other disease, such as pneumoliia, 
may well be the proximate cause of death. In contrast, ternporary discomfort,
such as eye irritation, allows the system to return essentially to normal after 
exposure ceases because there is no deterioration in the capacity of the human 
system to operate as a result of the temporary exposure.


The dose-response function tor a 
given segment of the population is anestimate of the relationship between levels of one or more residuals to which
the population segment has been exposed and the effects. Regression analysis
has been used to estimate dose-response relationships for both acute and 
chronic effects. The basic formulation is 

Mi = f(AQi, il OEIk), (5-10) 
where Mj is the disease-specific mortality for an age group; AQI, is a set cf air
quality indicators i, such as concentrations of sulfur dioxide and respirabje
particulates; Bij is a set of behavioral indicators for groupj, such as nutritional
level, s:ioking habits, and exercise habits; and OEk is a set of other environ
mental indicators, k, such as concentration of various chem)icals in (Irinking
water, total annual quantities of various chemicals in food intake, and tem
perature and humidity. Various equations have been specified and various sets
of cross-sectional and time-series data have been used to derive dose-response 
effects.
 

Estimating the effects of substances 
on humans is extremely complicated.
Even when concentrations are high enough to produce acute effects, isolating
the cause is not straightforward. Exposure to a given substance occurs throut,h 
a variety of pathways, including the skin, the digestive system, and the
respiratory system (fig. 5.21). Depending on the pathway and the chemical
 
nature of the substance, a variety of systems within the body may be affected

before expulsion or excretion occurs. 
 Causality is difficult t.) establish when 
exposure is at low levels, and the effect may take place over a number of 
years, at different locations, and in combination with other stressors. Finally,
susceptibility differs substantially among individuals. 

The concept of a dose-response relationship implies causality, but as an
analytical approach, multiple regression does not imply causality. The air
quality data are either assumed to be representative of geographic areas, or the
points at which they are measured are assumed to represent the average
exposure of all individuals in the population of any given geographic area. At
the same time, morbidity and mortality data pertain to specific individuals. 
All of the data used are either general purpose information or statistics col
lected for a purpose other than to establish dose-response relationships. The
results of the many regression analyses done in the United States to relate air 
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quality to disease-specific mortality are not very consistent and are, at best,suggestive and not conclusive. Even more uncertainty exists about the use ofregression analyses relate qualityto air to disev'se-specific or general
morbidity.

Some of the problems and results of developing dose-response relationshipsare discussed in Lave and Seskin (1977), Cocker ct al. (1979), and Men
delsohn and Orcutt (1979). 

Conservation-of- Mass-and.Energy Approach 

Activities such as pulp mills, power plants, vegetable canneries, instrumentmanufacturers, and municipal water plants require inputs from. as well asmake discharges to, tile environmental media. Thc inputs are in the forms ofintakes of water and air. TFo the extent that the quality of the intake water andair is degraded by discharges from neighboring activities, adverse effects 
occur at the plants using tile intake water or air.

For example, a poVer plant upstream from a paper mill discharges heat intoa stream from its cooling operation, therehy increasiag tile temperature of thiestream, particularly in tile sIimner and fall. The increase in water temperaturedecreases the efficiency of water witndrawn from tile stream to provide cooling servicei to the paper mill. The losses arising from this decrease ill efficiency can be reflected bv the equipment t!1,t must he installed or proceduresthat must be followed-ard the costs thereof-to compensate for tie 
decrease. 

Increased concentrations of suspended sediment at intakes of municipal andindustrial water uisers il y' require ad'iiional water treatment facilities. orincreased operating expenditures, to pr,,dUcc the desired quality of water fordrinking, manufacturing, and other uses. Therefore, a relationship betweenconcentration of suspended sediment and extent of water intake treatmentand, hence. cost must be developed for each user withdrawing water froi the 
river. 

An instrurilent-rnaniifactiriig plant requires air that is virtually 10017 freeof particulates for the final assembly of the instruments. As tile concentrationof particulates in the ambient air increases, additional filtering equipment
must be installed, or operating expenditures must be increased, to obtain the
 
quality of air required.


In such typica: situations, 
 tile effects on rc('eptors are estimated (I) bydeveloping materials and energy balances of' alternative combinat ions of production process units, materials and energy recovery units, and treatment proce :s trains: and (2) by selecting the combination that minimizes totalproduction costs relative to the intake environmental conditions, using eitherthe judgmental search or rimttheiicatical-programminig approach. Judgmentalsearch takes advantage of' the experience of the plant or resident engineerswho normally have considerable knowledge of alternatives that are likely towork. In such situations, it is not necessary to analyze many combinations or 
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to put the analysis into a programming format. Where many options are 
available, however, ard many different combinations of input condiV;ns are 
to be analyzed, mathematical-programming formulations can be u: mil (Rus
sell 1973). 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

In conclusion, five points require emphasis. First, in activities that involve 
the managemet of natural systems in producing goods and services, the 
fundamental question during the analysis for the planning decision is, What 
combination of management inputs and attributes of the natural systems will 
yield the best mix of outputs of products and services'? In each situation, the 
analyst must try to ascertain quantitatively what happens to the relevant natu
ral systems with alternative sets of possible management inputs. This requires
models of the relevant natural systems, no matter how meager the data for 
such model!; may be. 

Second, effects on natural systems and receptors are always dynamic.
Acute short-run effects, long-run cumulative effects, and irreversibilities may
exist. The effect, human activities are superimposed on the variabilityit' 

inherent in natural systems. Although much of the analysis necessarily will be 
of steady-state conditions because of the many limitations faced by the ana
lyst, explicit recognition of the longer-run setting is nevertheless essential. 

Third. when assessing natural systems in a natural-resources management 
context, it is essential to consider the effects of alternative production pro
cesses-for example, forest management, range management, agricultural
operations, irrigation systems, and reservoir design and operation. Thus, the 
analysis of effects must be an explicit part of the project and program design, 
not an afterthought embodied in a separate environmental impact statement 
after the project and program variables have been fixed. Often, the effects on 
natural systems will be such that the on-site project benefits estimated without 
regard to these effects will not be achieved. 

Fourth, the illustrations of the relationships between managemeint inputs
and alternative production processes and effects described in this chapter are 
taken from United States experience and data. The results for a temperate
forest are not likely to be directly applicable to a tropical forest. But the 
general approach is applicable, and the examples illustrate the types of rela
tionships that need to be developed for any given context. We recognized that 
for most developing countries, programs for collecting and analyzing the 
empirical data essential for developing such relationships and making such 
estimates of effects on natural systems are extremely limited. Although such 
relationships developed for the U.S. situation are suggestive. for developing
countries, of variables that are probably relevant and directions that effects are 
likely to take, new structural relationships and associated coefficients must be 
developed for any given situation. 
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Finally, the accuracy of the estimates of effects on natural systems is 
subject to wide variations. For example, the variability may be ±t25% for 
certain water quality indicators in a particular reach of stream, in a lake, or in 
a small estuary, and may be ± ICo% or more for air quality indicators involv
ing transport of gaseous residuals over long distances ( 1,000-3.000 kilome
ters). Even so, the accuracy of the estimates of effects may be substantially
better than the accuracy of the estimates of the economic values associated 
with effects, provided that the estimates of discharges into the environmental 
media are reasonably accurate (t25-50%). Therefore, an important part of 
the analyst's task is to look at the linked set of analyses that must be made in 
any context in which the output of one analysis becomes the input to the next. 
The level of sophistication of analysis at any one step should be no greater
than necessary in relation to the accuracies of the analyses in the other steps. 
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Environmental Quality

Valuation from the Benefit
 
Side
 

VALUING BENEFITS-A BRIEF SUMMARY 

This chapter presents a variety of techniques for placing a value on the
benefits (or costs) of changes in environmental quality. These techniques are
symmetrical to the extent that they value benefits from the uses of cnviron
mental goods that would become costs if these uses were lost. Chapter 7, on
the other hand, presents a number of techniques that value the environment by
measuring the costs of preventing or offsetting undesiredan environmental 
change. 

The primary feature of the techniques described in this chapter is the use of
actual market prices whenever possible. The tcchniques have been divided
into three broad categories: (I) those bascd directly on market values or
productivity, (2) those using market values of substitute (surrogate) or com
plementary goods, and (3) those approaches using survey techniques. A
fourth approach, based on litigation and compensation, is mentioned but not 
discussed in detail. 

Market value or prodhictivit , aplroaches are a basic benefit-cost analysis
techniuc. When environmental goods or services are involved, it may be
difficult to determine the appropriate market pices. A soil conservation proj
ect in Nepal is used to illustrate the productivity approach and 'he ways of
valuing outputs under both the existing system and a new management
scheme. Market prices are used to value products that are marketed both 
directly and indirectly. 

The human capital, orfoiregone earnings, approach uses market prices and 
wage rates to value the potential contribution of' an individual to society. No
benefits are measured in this approach, but a minimum value is established for 
a life or for illness or incapacity. Although one may object to its ethical basis,
the technique does provide sonic measure of these values. These values are
then used in making decisions about the benefits and costs of changes that 
might affect worker safety, sickness, and death. 

170 
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When market data are sparse, the opportunity-cost, or foregone income, 
method may be suitable. This approach uses market data to calculate not the 
value of benefits but rather the cost of preserving these benefits. What eco
nomic benefits must be given up when a resource is not developed or ex
ploited is the question posed. In a situation where irreversible changes in 
environmental quality are likely, this may be a useful first approach to placing 
some minimum value on the environmental benefits involved. A more sophis
ticated version of this approach incorporates the fact that the value of environ
mental goods and services, such as public parks, open rivers, or wilderness 
areas, may increase faster than the value of capital goods. 

Surrogate market price approaches are a second way to value environmen
tal changes. With these the prices of substitute or complementary goods are 
used to value an unpriced environmental good or service. 

Sometimes, the value of environmental amenities, such as clean air, or of 
different levels of these amenities becomes a factor in the price ofimarketable 
assets. An analysis of the price differentials of such assets (e.g., houses or 
land) may help one determine an implicit price for the environmental amenity. 
The property value aipproach is based on this principle and has been used to 
value changes in the level of air pollution. Major limitations of the approach 
stem from problems of data accuracy and acquisition. Other land value ap
proaches are also presented. These have been used to value the benefits of 
preserving wetlands and the nonproductivity-related benefits from improved 
range management. In each case market prices of land have been used to 
value environmental benefits-either environmental goods or services or aes
thetic factors. 

The wage differential aipproach is very similar to the property value ap
proach. It uses inlormation about wages for similar lobs in different locations 
to value implicitly the different environmental quality dimensions of the loca
tions. The approach is based on the theory that higher wages would be paid 
for jobs in polluted areas or with greater risk to life and health. 

The last major surrogate market technique is the travel-cost aipproach. It is 
widely used for valuing recreational facilities and relies on the premise that 
the time and money spent traveling to a free or low-cost recreation site 
indicate the consumer's true valuation of that site. Therefore, it can be used to 
estimate the true economic value (including consumer's surplus) of an exist
ing recreation site, even if no admission charge is levied. 

Survey techniques are the basis for the last category of approaches. Thesc 
approaches use surveys and games to help determine people's preferences and 
thereby place values on environmental goods and services. Bidding games 
can bring out either a person's willingness to pay or willingness to accept 
compensation for some environmental change. Budget allocation and trade
off games yield similar information. 

A second group of survey techniques relies on direct questioning about 
choices of quantities to inf/er an individual's willingness to pay or accept 
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compensation. The costless choice technique is one of these approaches. A 
more sophisticated method is the priorityevalttalor technique, which is based 
on the theory that people will maximize their utility under budgetary 
constraints. 

Delphi techniques rely on the informed opinions of a group of experts aid 
are commonly used in many complex planning and decision-miaking situa
tions; For economic valuation the technique(ldepends heavily on the knowl
edge and background of' experts and on the skill with whi'h the technique is 
applied. 

MARKET VALUE OR PRODUCTIVITY APPROACHES 

Theoretical Basis 

The techniques included in this group are straightforward benefit-cost anal
ysis methods. The emphasis, however, the economic valuation ofis on en
vironmental quality effects on natural or human-built systems. The effects on 
these systems are reflected in the productivity of the systems (including both 
the physical and human components) and in the products that derive from 
them and enter into market transactions. Examples of such cfl''ects on natural 
systems are found in fisheries, forests, and agriculture: effects on human-btrilt 
systems include those on buildings, materials, and producLts in the producer 
and household sectors. 

Environne;-,ld quality is viewed here as a f'actor (if production. Changes in 
environment,,! t.,jality lead to changes in productivity and production costs. 
which lead in turn to changes in prices and levels of1output, which ,:ia be
 
observed and mcasured. For example:
 

1. 	 A reduction in soil erosion may stabilize or even increase upland rice 
paady yields (f'ig. 6. I). Comparison of the situation with and Without the 
soil conscrvati(,n scheme shows the productivity benefits arising froml 
soil conservation. These gains in productivity can be measured as the 
shaded area in figure o. 1; gross economic benefits can be computed as 
the extra yield in rice multiplied by its market price. 

2. 	 lmpro%,-nent in the quality of irrigation water (such as by reducing
salinity) may improve crop productivity. The resulting increase in output
multiplied by the price of output can taken as the benefitbe of the 
improvement in water quality. 

3. 	 Air pollution from a chemical plant may adversely affect agricultural 
productivity around the plant. Again, the economic value of the lost 
agricultural output is a mcsure of the benefit that could be obtained if the 
pollution were reduced. 

4. 	 Air pollution can cause damage to materials through corrosion. The 
damage can be repaired by treatment, painting, or replacement of the 
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With a Soil 
Conservation Scheme 
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Without a Soil 
JConservation Scheme 

- -,- Time (years) 

Figure 6.1 Benefits of a soil conservation program in terms of increased yields. 

materials. The monetary value of these repairs can be measured; in some 
circumstances these repair costs can be used to represent the value of thC 
benefits from eliminating the air pollution. 

5. 	 Air pollution can adversely affect the productivity of the human labor 
force through increases in illnesses and deaths. Improvement in the level 
of ambient air quality may lead to increases in productivity through a 
reduction in morbidity and mortality rates. The economic value of' these 
increases in productivity rcprc-cnts one possible measure of' the benefits 
from air pollution control. The reduced costs associated with reductions 
in morbidity and mortality are another benefit. 

In all of these examples, the change in ambient environmental quality. E, 
will lead to a change in productivity. Sometimes the change affects the pro
duction function and, hence, the supply of the marketable good. Q, froni 
given resources. At other times, it will lead to a loss of output or to earnings 
foregone. Because the efccts can be expressed in terms of changes in tile 
quantity of a marketable good. the value of these chanCs.using market 
prices-can be taken as a measure of the benefit or loss from the change in E. 

Before market prices can be used to value outputs, assumptions must be 
made about the shape of the relevant demand and supply curves. Two situa
tions can be distinguished; these are discussed in terms of an agricultural 
example. 

No Changein FactorPrices. If the increase in output Q is small relative 
to the total market for Q, and the increase of inputs is small relative to the 
market for variable factors, it can be assumed that product and variable factor 
prices will remain constant after the change in Q. In that case. projected 
output change in Q (estimated from production-function work, farm-practice 
studies, or expert advice) can be multiplied by market prices to obtain the 
economic value of the change. The following are different ways of doing this: 

1. 	 One can calculate a gross margin, gin. for each unit of output: for one 
unit of Q, q, the gross margin is (q X P) - (q x variable costs). Then 
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multiply all the changes in output: Q x gin. If increased output is the only
benefit from the program, then the net benefits of the whole program will 
be 
Q x gin - Cost of the Scheme (i.e.. Fixed + Operation + Maintenance 

and Replacement). 
In some programs, such as those for soil conservation, care should be
taken that the projected output change, Q, represents the true with and 
without situation over time, as depicted in figure 6. I.

2. Alternatively, can te':,l farm budgets (totalone use reVenue less total 
cost) for the with and withoi,. ,ituation. 

3. A third alternative is to e timate changes in land values per hectare (ha)as a result of changes in productivity. This assumes that land values are
based solely on physical productivity, and not on other factors as well. 

Although these examples refer to agriculture, changes in tile level of profitscan also be used for in(Lustrial examples, as when increased water quality
reduces the cost function for an industry.

ChangedFactorPrices. If the increase in output Q affects tile output andfactor prices. information is needed about both demand and supply curves. If some information about the price elasticity of demand for the good is avail
able and if we can assume that tile demand curve is linear, then the price
effcct, P. as a result of changes in the production of tLe good, Q. can becalculated, and tile gross benefit of the extra output can be approximated as 
equal to 

Q (P before -P after) 

A further problem is that market prices do not always represent competitive

equilibrium prices. This may occur because of' market imperfections (such as
roonopolies), indirect taxes, support prices, and other subsidies. '[le analyst

should correct for su.'h imperfections-for example, by adding subsidies back

into prices, by taking taxes out 
of prices, or by calculating completely
prices. new

In some countries, domestic prices are not acceptable for benefit-cost
analysis, and shadow prices based on border prices must be used (Squire and
 
Van der Tak 1975).
 

Regardless of whether factor or product prices change 
or not, all of theseapproaches rely on physical measurement of natural or human systems. Ob
servable market areprices employed to value the changes in productivity.
operation, maintenance and replacement costs, human health, or whatever 
was affected by a change in cvironental quality.

Three groups of examples arc considered. The first deals with changes inproductivity and the value of (utpttts; the second deals with loss q/earnings;
and the third deals with the opportunity costs of different actions. In each of 
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these examples the changes in actual production, or the capability for produc
tion, of a factor are measured and valued as a way of determining the cost or 
benefit of the change in environmental quality. These methods must demon
strate that changes in environmental quality have affected the productivity of 
the system and that these changes in productivity can be quantified and 
valued. 

Change in ProductivityApproaches. Many development plans are de
signed to affect a natural system and either increase the physical productivity 
of the system or prevent its deterioration over time. These plans are found in 
developed and developing countries. Examples include watershed manage
ment schemes, erosion prevention programs, and reforestation programs. In 
these programs the costs of niplementation are easily determined-the funds 
necessary for labor, capital investment, operation, and maintenance and re
placement. The benefits, how'vr, are frequently much harder to quantify. 
The benefits can be either the value of increased production or the v'alue of 
damages prevented: they may combine both aspects. 

The following case study is a detailed examination of how analysis of such 
a project can be approached. The essential components are identification of 
the inputs, outputs, and residuals generated: the quantification of these bows: 
and the valuing of these flows. Often, fairly imaginative approaches are 
necessary in placing values on some of the flows. This is especially true 
where markets are imperfectly developed. 'Fhe economic analy~is is of the 
present value of net benefits of alternative management plans in a with and 
without situation. 

A Case Study: Soil Conservation in Nepal 

This study involves a soil conservation land management program in a 
small watershed in Nepal, as reported by Fleming (1981). Only a summary of 
the report is given here. Emphasis is placed on the economic analysis of the 
watershed management program, and especially on the use of market prices 
and proxy values to estimate the benefits of the program. 

Site Description. The watershed, a hilly, upland region, has an area of 
113 square kilometers (kin2 ) and drains into one of Nepal's most important 
lakes, Phewa Tal, as shown in figure 6.2. The principal economic activities in 
the area are subsistence agriculture and animal husbandry (cattle and buffalo). 
The animals produce manure and mi!k and are used as draught animals. The 
forests supply fuelwood and timber. Tourism also supplies some income to 
the area. Of the 10,000 hectares in the watershed, half are terraced for annual 
crops. About 30% of the total area is still forested. with the remainder divided 
between grazing land and scrub forest. 

Resource Management Problems. The principal resource management 
problems involve water supply, water quality, soil erosion, sedimentation, 
and overgrazing. A serious water shortage exists in some areas. Phewa Lake 
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Figure 6.2 Location and orientation of the Phewa Tal watershed, Gandaki Zone,Nepal. (Source; Fleming, 1981.) 

is becoming eutrophied with algal blooms, which reducc the recreational and 
fishing value of the lake. Soil erosion is widcspread; and rates vary with
different types of land use (table 6.1). 

Sedimentation in Phewa Lake is increasing, with sediment delivery esti
mated at 87,000 tons per year. The increasing sediment deposits will reduce 
the life of the existing hydroelectric power development.Severe overgrazing of the grazing land (I2% of the total area) is a major 

problem. Current production of green fodder from this land is approximately 
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Table 6.1. Annual Erosion Rates by Land.Use Categories, Phewa Tal Watershed, 
Nepal 

Activity or Erosion rate 
Land type Acreage (ha) product (tons/ha/yr) 

Terrace land 5,410 Agriculture, cropping 10 
Scrub land 1,0702 Grazing, fuelwood 15 
Grazing land 1,264 Grazing 35 
Natural forests 2,935 Grazing, fuelwood, timber 8 

Source: Adapted from Fleming (1981). 

1,200 kilograms (kg) per ha per year. Experiments have shown that this 
ptoduction rate can be increased fivefold by managing the grazing land as 
pasture. 

The Resource Management Program. A resource management program 
was developed on the basis of the local political units (panchavats), of which 
there are seven in the Phewa Tal watershed. For this study, however, the 
discussion will be at die watershed level alone, and the data for tnc seven 
panchayats will be aggregated. 

The management program has three objectives: 

i. 	 To supply forest and agricultural products up to the long-term carrying 
capacity of the watershed; 

2. 	 To manage the forest and agricultural resources on a sustained-yield basis 
to meet the basic needs of the people affected: 

3. 	 To carry out a conservation program that holds. withini defined tolerable 
limits, the losses of soil and nutrients through erosion and that reduces 
the sedimentation rate in Phewa Lake to maintain the hydroelectric ener
gy, fisheries, and irrigation benefits. 

Fleming assumes that the one-half of the watershed land that is privately 
owned and terraced will remain in terraces. Land-use changes wvill therefore 
only be possible on the remaining one-half, which is government-owned 
forest, scrub, and grazing land. 

ProjectedLand Use with Present Growth Rates with No Management 
Intervention. If present population growth rates of 1.951Y per year continue 
in the future, all forest land is likely to be converted to scrub or grazim land 
within twenty years (table 6.2). 

This 	projection is based on the following assumptions: 

I. 	 Agricultural productivity does not increase and. hence, the area of terrace 
land will increase with population growth at a rate of 1.95(k per year 

2. 	 Animal populations will increase at the same rate as the human popula
tion and, therefore, land devoted to grazing will increase at the rate of 
1.95% per year: 
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Table 6.2. Projected Land Uses with No Management Intervention, Five-Year
Intervals, 1978-98 (ha) 

Land 1978 
 1983 1988 
 1993 1998
 

Terrace 5,238 5,770 6,354 6,999 7,707Grazing 1,180 1,300 1,431 1,576 1,736Pasture 71 71 71 71 71Scrub 924 1,018 1,121 1,234 565Fcrest 2,666 1,921 1,102 200 0 

Source: Adapted from Fleming (19PI). 

3. Scrub land will also increase at the rate of 1.95% per year: and 
4. Forest land area will decrease to supply the demand for the other land 

uses.
 

Proposed Management Program. To provide needed forest and agri
cultural products on a continuing basis, the forest, scrub, grazing, and terrace 
lands must be managed. Two management alternatives are presented to pol
icymakers. The first assumes that a separate agricuLhural program will in
crease productivity on cultivated terrace land over the next twenty years at a 
rate equal to or greater than the rate of population increase. In this alternative. 
the area of terrace land would remain at 5,238 ha, or one-lalf' of the water
shed, and no grazing, pasture, scrub. or forest land would be converted to 
tenaces. This is the "with project" option.

The second nmanagemcnt alternative assumes that no agricultural program
would be inipleniented, and that terrace. grazing, and scrub land will all 
increase at the rate of 1.951/ per year. In ,his "%,ithout project" option, al 
forest land will be gone by 1998 (table 6.2). The analysis covers the period 
1978 to 1998. 

The data for the managed alternative are presented in table 6.3. Other 
features of this plan are a water-supply plan, gully control, fencing, and f'orest 
and pasture protection.

Establishment and protection of pasture land, along with gully control 
procedures. are estimated to reduce the soil erosion rate of 35 tons/ha/year for
grazing lands to 15 tons/ha/year. Soil losses from all land-use types would 
then be within the estimated tolerable limits of i5 tons/ha/year. With this 
decrease in erosion, sedimentation in Pliewa Lake would be reduccd by an
estimated 157, which, according to hydrological inf'oriation. would lead to 
an increase in the life of the lake from 350 to about -0 years. 

Benefit-Cost Analysis of the Program. The proposed management plan
will both reduce erosion and increase the productivity of the different land 
uses found within the watershed. The costs of the conservation program will 
not be given, but are included in the final economic analysis. The problem
here is to value the benefits from die existing and improved land-use types
within the watershed after the management program is implemented. 
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Table 6.3. Projected Land Uses with Proposed Management Prograa, Five-Year 
Intervals, 1978-1998 (ha) 

1978 1983 1988 1993 1998
 

Terrace 5,238 5,238 5,238 5,238 5,238 
Grazing land 

(unmanaged) 1,180 229 0 0 0 
Pasture land 
(managed) 71 1,022 1,251 1,251 1,251 

Scrub (unmanaged) 924 341 341 341 341 
Government forest 

(unmanaged) 2,666 1,743 1,243 743 363 
Government forest 
(managed) 873 784 1,000 1,380 

Plantation forest 
(managed) 633 1,222 1,506 1,506 

Note: This plan assumes the existence of a separate agricultural management plan that 
eliminates future conversion of forest and pasture land to terraces. 

Source: Adapted from Fleming (1981). 

The proposed managecent of the grazing lands consists of upgrading these 
lands to pasture lands by providing fences and new grass species. The result
ing increase in grass yield will support more cows per hectare, which will 
increase milk and dung production. Forest management and scrub land af
forestation will lead to a greater output of fuelwood and leaves, which can be 
used in turn as fodder. Reduced sedimentation will decreasc the eutrophica
tion rate of the lake, increase the life of the hydroelectric power plant and the 
lake fishery, and increase the number of' tOUrists. An improved domestic 
water supply will create health benefits. Th, preservatitr of a balanced re
source base will maintain the above benefits indefinitely. 

The benefit-cost analysis is performed by estimating the economic value of 
the products of the different land-use types shown in tables 6.2 and 6.3 under 
the two situations, with and without the management program. In the follow
ing sections, the procedures for placing values on different kinds of output 
will be described based on the data provided by Fleming (1981). 

Grazing Land. A grazing animal produces fertilizer (dung) and milk. 
Average fertilizer production of a grazing animal is 30 kg per year of readily 
available nitrogen (N) and 4 kg per year of readily available phosphorus (P). 
This fertilizer is collected and used on the terraced fields for crop production 
or burned as fuel. One-half of this production is lost through partial collec
tion, incomplete composting, or runolf.* Hence, using average 1978 market 
prices (Rs6/kg for N and Rs 18/kg for P), the value of collected fertilizer per 
grazing animal is Rs126, computed as follows (Rsl = USSO.125): 

(15 kg N x Rs6/kg = Rs9O) + (2 kg P x Rsl8/kg = Rs36). 

*Technically, part
of this "'lost" production iscaptured by the grai'ing land itself and increases 
its productivity. This amount isignored here. 
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An average animal consumes 14,000 kg per year of grass and agricultural by
products. Hence, 14,000 kg of grass produce N worth Rs90 and P worth 
Rs36. A hectare of unmanaged grazing land produces 1,200 kg per year of 
grass. Therefore, the fertilizer value per hectare of grazing land is 

Rs126 x 1,200/14,000 = Rsl l/ha/year (US$1.38). 

Average annual milk production per grazing aninal is 60 liters per 1.000 kg
of grass fodder. The 1978 price of milk is taken as Rsl/liter. Therefore, the 
annual milk value per hectare is 

60 x 1,200/1 ,000 x R: I = Rs72 (USS ).00). 
Market prices were used to establish the fertilizer and milk values per 

hectare of grazing land. In both cases, care needs to be taken to determine that 
these prices reflect true opportunity costs or marginal willingness to pay. If 
input prices are subsidized, the subsidy needs to be added to the price. If milk 
prices are controlled by the government, alternative prices, which more accu
rately reflect marginal willingness to pay, need to he obtained. 

Pasture Lanl. The fodder production of established pasture land is taken 
to be approximately five times that of grazing land, or 6,000 kg of grass per 
year, resulting in annual values of Rs55 per ha for fertilizer and Rs36( per ha 
for milk. 

Scrub Land1. Scrub land comes from degraded forest lands. Such land 
produces 500 kg of grass, 1,500 kg of fodder leaves, and 4 nv' of wood per ha 
annually. The values for 500 kg of grass are Rs5 per ha for fertilizer and Rs30 
per ha for milk. An animal can consume 7, 100 kg per year of tree foliage in 
place of 14,000 kg per year of grass. Using the same unit value for N and P as 
above, tl.e fertilizer production values per animal consuming 7, 100 kg of tree 
leaves per year are Rs90 for N and Rs36 for P. One hectare of scrub produces
1,500 kg per year of fodder leaves: accordingly, the annual fertilizer value per 
hectare is 

(Rs90 + Rs36) (1.500/7,100) = Rs27 (USS3.38). 

In calculating the value of milk production from fodder leaves, the nutritive 
value of leaf foliage is taken as twice that of grass. or 120 liters per 1 000 kg
of leaf foliage. On this basis, the annual value of milk production l'ron leaf 
foliage per hectare is computed as 

1,500/ 1,000 x 120 x Rsl = Rs 180 (USS22.5C)). 

Fuelwood. Both scrub land and forest land produce fuelwood. Three 
ways are presented to estimate the value of fuelwood. 

I. Direct approach (market value). A small proportion of the fuelwood 
produced is sold in local markets at Rsl3 for a bundle weighing 37.3 kg.
Assuming an average density of wood of 500 kg per in3 . fuelwood would 

http:USS22.5C
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be worth Rs 174 per in3 . Because the markets for fuelwood are small and 
isolated, the market price may not be representative of the average value 
of fuelwood. 

2. 	 Indirect approach (substitute method). Fuehvood can also be valued ill 
an indirect way in terms of the resources it would replace (e.g., the 
productive value of tile cattle dung that is burned when wood is not 
available). The assumptions arc as follows: 
a) I m 3 of wood equals 0.6 tons of dried cattle dung. which equals 2.4 

tons of fresh manure: 
b) an average family (5.5 members. 3 livestock units) uses 6 tons of 

fresh manure per year on a cultivated area of 0.75 ha: and 
c) the expected increase in maize yields is assumed to be 151Z : this 

gives an opportunity cost of Rs40 per ton for fresh manure. 
On the basis of these assumptions. the v'alue of fuclwood is Rs 96 per nil 
(Rs 40 x 2.4). 

3. 	 Indirect alproch (opportunity-cost method). A third method of valuing 
fuelwood use,; an opportunity-cost approach based on the value of the 
time spent by families collecting fuelwood in tie forest. In this method, it 
is assumed that 30 kg of fuelwood are collected per day. and that an 
average of 132 work-days effort are spent each year by a family in 
fuelwood 	collection, and that the 30 kg of fuelwood are equivalent to 20 

.kg of dry wood, with a volumC of 0.04 ill' Therefore. each faimily 
gathers 5.29 In' of fuelwood per year. At an opportunity c,,t of Rs5 per 
day, the estimated value is 

Rs5 	 x 132/5.28 = Rsl25/ .' (JS$15.63). 

In this case, no distinction was Made between the opportunity-cost value 
of women, children, unemployed men. and working men when calculat
ing the work-days per year required for wood gathering; all work-days 
are valued at the average daily wage. 

These three approaches provide three different estimates of the value of 
fuelwood. Only one is based on the direct market value. Since this is a very 
small and imperfect market, other indirect estimates were made. The results 
are as follows: 

Method 	 Value (Rs/m:), 

Market value 174 
Substitute 96 
Opportunity cost 125 

To be conservative, the lowest value was chosen. On this basis, one obtains 
an annual fuelwood value per hectare of scrub land of 

http:JS$15.63
http:132/5.28
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Rs96/m 3 x 4m3: = Rs384. 
Unnanaged Forest. This land is open to grazing, cutting for firewood,

and harvesting of leaves for fodder. Anual fodder production fron this land 
is estimated at 3,000 kg per ha tduicaf fodder. This am1ount has an annual
fertilizer value of Rs53 (Rs126/7, 100 kg x 3,000 kg/ha) and an annual milk
value per hectare of Rs360 (Rsl20/f,000 kg x 3,000 kg/ha). In addition,
fuelwood is produced at an annual rate of' 12m per ha, with a value of Rs96/
3
n x 12ni' = RsI,152(US$144). 
Managel Forest. 1 he application of sustained-yield (not plantation) man

agement to the unnanaged forest would result in an increase in annual fuel
wood productivity fron 10- i15im per ha to 25-30m' per ht. For the entire 
watershed, Fleming assumes that yields will he 20m per hi per year after awaiting period of six years, with an annual per hectare value of Rs 96/ni - x 
201,1 3 = Rsl .920(USS240). 

It is also assumed that the productivity of fodder leaves will increase 
proportionally with wood productivity, froni the unmanaged level of 3,000 kg
per ha per year to a level of 5.000 kg per ha per y'ear. When used as fodder. 
these leaves will have a fertil zer value of Rs89 per ha per year, and a milk 
production value of Rs600 per ha per year.

PlantationForests. These are scrub and other lands that are converted to
forests through afforestation. After five years, the plantations will have esti
mated yields of 5 inl-' per ha per year of f'tek.\ood pls 1,250 kg of loddcr
leaves. After ten years, the estimated yields will be 10 ill'per ha per year of 
fuelwood plus 2,500 kg of fodder leaves. The values of the fuclwood. fertil
izer, and milk prodiced are as follows: 

Annual value (Rs/ha) 

Product 5-10 years After 10 years 

Fuelwood 
Fertilizer 
Milk 

480 
22 
150 

960 
44 

300 

Hydroelectric Power Beielts. As stated earlier, the reduction in the an
nual ';edineoi load to the lake will increase the useful lifeof P1 'ewa Lake fron
approximately 350 to 400 years. Because this anticipated benefit is so long
term compared to the 50-- 1)0 year planning horion for the Phewa Lake 
hydroelectric power project. these benefits have not been calculated. Ilad
these benefits been relevant within the time horizon oI the analysis, the
additional electricity generated would have been valued at the market price of 
electricity and incorporated into the henefit-cost analysis.

Market prices for electricity are not always available. Alternative ways of
obtaining valie estimates include willingness-to-pay surveys and estimating 
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the cost of thc least costly alternative source of electricity production. These 
techniques will be discussed later in this chapter. 

Tourisnl and Recreation. The current income from tourism is small, but it 
could increase significantly in the future. Eutrophication of the lake would 
adversely affect tourism. Therefore, a benefit of the management plan would 
be the associated increase in the number of tourists when eutrophication is 
controlled. No data were available to calculate these benefits. A technique 
discussed later in this chapter, the tiavel-cost approach, might have been used 
in this case had tourist visitation data been available. 

Fisheries. No data were available on the fishery industry. Should eu
trophication and siltation reduce the fish catch over time, the management 
program could be expected to slow or cven reverse this trend. The value of the 
fishery could be determincd in several ways similar to those used to value 
fuelwood; that is, the market value of the fish catch, the value of substitutes 
for the fish. and opportunity cost of catching the fish. 

Sunitnar of the Betefit-Cost AnalYsis. The benefits of the management 
program are calculated by comparing the value of the agricultural and forest 
products from the unmanaged land (the no-mnanagement alternative shown in 
table 6.2) with the value of the same products under the proposedimanage
ment program shown in table 6.3. These values are calculted by multiplying 
the number of hectares of each type of land by the computed benefits (table 
6.4). The results are summarized in table 6.5. The values are presented for 
each year of the twenty-year management program with a discount rate of 
10%. The present value.' of the benefits of the program is equal to approx
im:tely Rs22 x 101, (54 X 10" - 32 x 10"). The present value of the cost of 
the management program is about Rs12 x 10". (t)ctailcd calculations of these 
costs are not presented here.) Accordingly. the net present value (NPV) of the 
management program over twenty years, using a discount rate of 10%, is 
Rsl0 X 10". 

The Human Capital, or Foregone Earnings, Approach 

Changes in environmental quality can have significant effects on human 
health. The monetary damages associated with health effects consist of three 
major components: foregone earnings through premature death, sickness, or 
absenteeism: increased medical expenses: and psychic costs. Information 
about the monetary :tluc of lives saved or about illnesses prevented is desir
able for cticient resource allocation among comIpcting uses, such itsalloca
tion of resources for air quality management program: versus other invest
ient opportunities. 

Many people oppoec this kind of quantification on the grounds that it 
dehumanizes life, which is considered to have "infinite" value. In practice, 
however, society implicitly places values on human life and illnesses in day
to-day safety, health, and environmental quality decisions (Hynan 1981). 



Table 6.4. Estimated Annual Benefits per Hectare with Proposed Management Program in the Phewa Tal Watershed (Rs/ha/yr) (Rsl = USS.125) 

Grass 
 Fodder leaves
 
Land use Fertilizer Milk Fertilizer Milk Fuelwood Total 

Grazing 11 72Pasture 55 83360Scrub 4155 30 27Forest, unmanaged 180 384 626
Forest, managed, after 6years a 53 360 1.152 1,56589Plantation forest, 5 to 10 years 22 

600 1,920 2,609
Plantation forest, after 10 years 150 480 65244 300 960 1,304

aAlthough these forests have some outputs during the transition period to age six years, the report gives no information about the value of thesp outputs.
Source: Adapted from Fleming (1981).
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Table 6.5. Total Direct Benefits, Phewa Tal Watershed, with and without the 
Proposed Management Program, Rs 1,000 (Rs 1,000 = US$125) 

With no management 
(present situation) With management program 

Present value Present value 
Year Annual value (10% discount rate) Anual value (10% discount rate) 

1978 4,878 4,878 4,878 4,878 
1979 4,668 4,244 5,117 4,652
1980 4,454 3,681 5,356 4,426 
1981 4,234 3,181 5,595 4,204 
1982 4,009 2,738 5,834 3,985 
1983 3,781 2,348 6,075 3,772 
1984 3,548 2,109 5,964 3,367
1985 3,313 1,700 5,853 3,004 
1986 3,072 1,433 5,742 2,679 
1987 2,826 1,199 5,631 2,388 

1988 2,575 993 5,520 2,128 
1989 2,318 812 5,710 2,001
1990 2,059 656 5,900 1,880 
1991 1,791 519 6,090 1,764 
1992 1,522 401 6,280 1,654 

1993 1,246 298 6,468 1,548 
1994 963 210 6,548 1,425
1995 851 168 6,628 1,311 
1996 745 134 6,708 1,206
1997 637 104 6,788 1110 
1998 527 78 6,865 1,020
Total 31,884 54,402 

Source: Adapted from Fleming (1981). 

Economists have proposed several niethods for valuing human lives: of 
these, the human capital approach is one of the most highly developed. 

Theoretical Concepts. In the case of prettature illness or death, social 
costs are incurred by the partial or total loss of the individual's services to 
society. The value of the life or working titne lost is usualy equated with the 
value of an individual's labor. assuming the validity of the theory of ntarginal 
productivity of labor. The v'alue of an individual's labor is the individual's 
proiected future earnings, discounted to the present, with age, sex, and educa
tion taken into account. According to Nishan (1972). this can he stated as 

= yt p I + r), (6-1) 

where Yt is the expected gross earnings of or. alternatively, value added by 
the person during the t-th year exclusive of any yields from his ownership of 
nonhuman capital; PI. is the probability in the current, or T-th, year of the 
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person being alive during the t-th year: and r is the social rate of discount 
expected to rule during the i-th year.

Some economists have made auxiliary calculations to take account of the 
suffering of the victims, the loss of their utility lue to death, and the bereave
ment of their families (Kneese 1966, Ridker 1967). The human capital ap
proach, therefore, is simply based on viewing tile hulian being as a unit of 
capital. This immediately raises the question of how to value children, honuc
makers, and retired and handicapped people. Ridker (1967) assigned a value 
of zero to an unemployed person or to those who are not paid a direct wage. In
tile case of hlomemakers, it could be thatargued rational lam !v decisions
require that tile value of' noncommercial honire activities exceeds tiheir oppor
tunity cost and, therefore, that the average wage of workers can ie a proxy for 
the salary of hoiermakers (ltyman I 1g). The faicl tlat a zero economic value
is assigned to tie truly nonproductive ru rn hers o1' tile popuIalti on, those
people who are totally disabled by illness or handicap, raises serious ethical 

uILstiois. 
Example. In the 'ollowing example, material is taken fron several stud

ies to demonstrate 

1. The calculation 0if tle valire of' ian life in terris of' foregone earnings:
2. The steps required in calculating Medical expenses arising Iron air poilun

tion; and 
3. Flow knowledge of' an air pollution damage function and the value of 

huiman life a111ows tile calculation of' the net benefis of a redtrction in air 
pollution. 

Ridker's study ( 1967) was one of'tie first applications of' the finlan capital
approach. Iis calculations of the cost of premature death ard the cost of 
medical expenses are shown below. 

Cost /'Prenatitre Death. Ridker used the total-output approach to calcu
late foregone earnings, with the following forMula: 

V, = tP'')"I' "9 ' (6-.
4. (I + r) ' (6-2 

where V, is the present valtic of the future earnings of an individual of a ew',) is tile probability that an individual of age x will be alive at age ' : 
.: (PI ), 

is the probability that air individual of' age . livirg to age n will be in the labor
f'orce at age i.: (P"), is lie probability tfat an individual age x living and in the
labor force at age n will he criployed at age n.' )',, is the earnings at age it: anid 
r is the discount rate. 

Using the above forruinla, Ridker calculated the cost of dilferent diseases
related to air pollution. The cost for eich disease is classif'ied by age groups
and sex. In table 6.6, an example is giv,,r of earnings lost f'or males dying
from chronic bronchitis. Total losses are shown as USS16,126.000 at a 5%
discount rate and US$ 12.285,532 at a 10% discount rate. A similar table was 
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Table 6.6. Present Value of Earnings Lost for Males Dying frora Chronic Bronchitis, 
United States, 1958 

Present value of earnings per Total loss from premature death 
individual using discount rates of using discount rates of 

Number of 
Age deaths 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10 

10-14 7 $47,624 $17,826 $333,368 $124,782

15-19 4 49,800 28,635 199,200 112,140

20-24 3 69,676 37,690 209,028 113,070

25-29 6 73,143 43,098 438,858 258,588
 
30-34 7 70,523 43,982 493,661 307,873

35-39 11 64,038 41,834 704,418 460,174

40-44 23 55,638 38,129 1,279,674 876,967

45-49 30 45,836 33,077 1,375,080 992,310

50-54 84 35,001 26,690 2,940,084 2,241,960

55-59 150 23,419 18,920 3,512,850 2,838,000
 
60-64 269 11,685 9,917 3,143,265 2,667,673

65-69 314 4,056 3,559 1,273,584 1,117,526

70-74 268 692 951 185,456 174,468
 

Total 
losses 1,176 S16,126,000 $12,285,532 

Average losses per
individual $13,713 $10,447 

Source: Adapted from Ridker (1967). 

calculated for fetnales, with estimaled total losses of US$1.526,423 at a 5% 
discount rate and US$1,052,550 at a 10% discount rate. For males and 
females combined, the estimated total loss from prenaturc death, assuming a 
10% discount rate, is US$13,338,082. One-half of this loss, or about 
US$6,600,000. was assumed to be air pollution-related. 

Co.st f Treatmen. Ridker calculated the cost of treatment for four major
diseases: cancer of the respiratory system, chronic bronchitis, asthma, and 
pneumonia. For example, for chronic bronchitis, the Ridker procedure works 
as follows (MIiler and Wyzga 1976): 

1. 	 Estimated number of chronic bronchitis patients, age eleven or older, in 
the United States in fiscal year 195X was 416,500 with at least one bed
disability day and 468,000 wilhout any bed-disabilitv days. 

2. 	 The portion of chronic bronchitis deaths due to air pollution was esti
mated using a study by Lave ind Seskin (1970) of adjusted bronchitis 
death rates in the United States, which inlicated that bronchitis deaths 
would be reduced by 50( if urban air pollution concentrations were 
reduced to rural levels. 

3. 	 The estimate of total nutnber of chronic bronchitis nonfatal illnesses due 
to air pollution was based on the assumption that the proportion of chron
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ic bronchitis morbidity due to air pollution is the same as the proportion
of bronchitis mortality due to air pollution. Using this assumption, the 
estimated number of chronic bronchitis patients with bed-disability days
suffered because of air pollution is 0.5 x 416,500 = 208,250, and the 
estimated numhr of chronic bronic hitis patients without bed-disa hilityv
days suLfered bccause of air pollution is 0.5 x 468.000 234,100.

4. 	 Treatment costs were estimated by assuming that the cost of treating
patients with bed-disability days was tie same as the cost of hospital
inpatients suffering from chronic brontchilis. The average cost of this 
treatment was S169 for each chronic bronchitis inpatient, of which $41 
was for an attending physician's scrviCes- The latter anioitnt was assLmled 
to be the average cost of treating the chronic bronchitis patient with no
bed-disability days. The total iedical treatitue nt cO 1s for pollution
caused chronic bronchitis in the United States in 1958 are then estimated 
to be 

US$169 x 208,250 + US$4! x 234,000 =- US$44,788.250.
 
Absenteeisn. The direct loss of cautsed
annual output by absenteeisii 

arising from air pol1lution can be calcitlated 11 mitutiplVing estinrates of (lays
lost during the year (lic to sickness by tie average daily earnings of the people
suffering fron the particular disease. For any particular disease, an estiliate 
must be made of th, proportion of the cases of the disease that can be 
attributed to air pollution. 'To obtain overall anniita It] ionetary damages. tile
 
number of days lost by different working groups (llelli. wOnlcn. 
 and home
makers) becausc o1 air pollution is trilltiplied by the averagc daily w\age rate
 
for each group.
 

Air Pollutionand the Cost ofDisease. Knowledge of the average cost to

society froni 
 death and illness is only one part of the valuation pIocess. The next 
step is to obtain damage functions that link levels oflambient air potllution to 
health datnage. Ridker (1967) \va.s unable to derive sutch functions. Others have
claimed niore success; for example, Lave arid Scskin (1977) and Schwing and
McDonald (1976). Tle results of the latter stitdy were Ltsed in a betifit-cost 
analysis of automotive emission redIcttiotis (SCiwine et aC. 1980). Soic of
these resiIts are Used here to deCtnbns tratc thbe pr wCdtlr Cr pIlaCin.riiotet'arv 
values on the benefits of air pollution conlrol. 

To go frot changes in levels of air polltititn to to1taM heCtfits to
socie'y, it is first necessary to oblain stic age-spccific associartiorns that
indicate for each age group the number of deaths associated with current 
average polluItion levels. These associations. obtained by Schwin, and 
McDonald (1976). are presented in the second and third columns of table 6.7.
The I-IC/CO/TEL riieasure is an index of carbon tuonoxide atnd tetraethyllead 
levels. 

To translate the benfits from air poliltion control into dollar values, esti
tliates of the economic value of life are 	 used. These figures oin foregone 
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Table 6.7. Health Benefits for White Males inthe United Statt -f.u, rotal Abatement 
of Air Pollutants 

Change in mortality due 
to reduction of pollution 

from mean to zero 
(deaths per 100,000 white Aba',ement benefits per 100,000 

males) wvhite males (1968 dollars) 

Nitrogen Cost per Nitrogen
compounds HC/CO/TEL death (S) compounds HC/CO/TEL Total 

Under 25 1.62 0.44 75,000 122,000 33,100 155,100
25-44 0.37 0.12 121,000 44,710 14,500 59,200
45-64 0.42 0.14 78,000 32,900 11,000 43,900
65 and over 7.69 0.00 41,000 316,000 -- 316,000 

Total hea!th benefits 515,600 58,600 574,200
Savings of costs of morbidity and treatment 309,300 20,800 330,100
Benefits due to restoring foregone earnings 206,300 31,800 244,100 

Source: Adapted from Schwing et al.(1980). 

earnings ,,d the direct and indirect expenses associated with illness and 
premature death, by age group, come from Rice (1966).* The reduced nuL
her of deaths is Multiplied by the economic cost per death to give dollar 
bent-fits per 100.000 white males.1 To derive benefits for the total U.S. 
population, it is necessary to determine the total number of persons exposed 
and the impact on persons other than white males. 

The total nutmber of persons exposed to air pollution in the United States in 
1968 was estitnated at 133 million, and the adjustment factor used to translate 
from effects on white males to effects on the total population exposed was 
1.055. Total health benefits are presented in table 6.8. As seen in this exatm
ple, the health benefits from reduced illness and treatment cxcccd those from 
preventing premature death (restoring foregone earnings). 

The costs of' air pollution reduction have not been included here. 'hey are 
substantial and will have to be compalred to the cstinmatcd benefits in form uat
ing policy. 

Conclusion. The humar, capital, or foregone earnings. approach is it 
valuation methodology that pays only lip service to tile concept of cOnsuniers" 
preferences, since there is no necessary relationship between the results ob
tained and the values based on individual willingness In flay. According to 
Freeman (1979). the human capital approach cannot V- accepted as an itp
proximation of willingness to pay for use in benefit mea.,ttrenent. Although 

*These figures by Rice have been updated by ('ooper and Rice (19)76. Freeman (1979) 
presents some of these updated results in a table on page 170.

tThe figures from Rice (19t66) ",ere l1969 dollars.adjUSred to 
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Table 6.8. Total Health Benefits inthe United States Due to Total Abatement of AirPollutants (inMillions of 1968 Dollars) 

Nitrogen

compounds HC/CO/TEL Total 

Total health benefits 720 82
Savings of costs of morbidity and 

802 
treatment 431 29

Benefits due to restoring foregone 
460 

earnings 289 53 342 
Note: Figures were obtained by multiplying the benefit figures in table 5.7 by1.33 × 108 x 1055 -14 x13 

Source: Adapted from Schwing et al. (1980). 

by definition individuals coul pay no more than the present value of theirearnings streams (plus presently held assets) to avoid certain death, theirvaluations of their lives based on willingness to pay for small improvements
in life expectation could be several times their discounted expected earnings
streamis. The hun, n capital approach is thereftore derived from an alternative
 
value Judgnmnt: nanmly, that Oie is worth what one does and that societyought to be prepared to pay' this as a minimum to save a lifetPearce 1978).

If one is worth what one does, then tilequestion arises of which exact
nIasure to Luse--g1ross or net ou tput . Netting ot t a person's constinption
expenditures leaves a measure of the individual's vorth as a producing assetto the rest of societv. But this would 1tean tilat tle dea thItof aiy perso n whose
consuliption is greater than his ,)rher production (C..eti red, ill. oi disabled
people) would confer a net benefit oit society. 'This iia v he satislactorv on tie
basis of pure econonic measurenment. hut itis clearh, not satisfactory onethical grounds for the simple reason that no weight is given to tie feelings of 
those concerned (Mishan 1972).

Another criticism of tilehulin capital approach is that it ignores theprobabilistic clemtent inthe calculation. According to Needlemniai (1976),
"Governient t measLire saillCd atredLitCig dea ths are intended, not to save thelives of Cerllin named individuals, buito reduce the risks for each group of
people dying within a particular period. 'hc benefits to he valued. then. are 
redLictions in risk. not lives savcd." 

In concILision, tle luiiin ii capital approach suffers froi inan' et hical, theoreical, and practical shortcoinings. Iieic ihod requires much data and can
be applied only after a satistactory relationship has been established between
environiental pollution and dLaittage to life and health. Since tie appearance
of Schelling's infliential paper (1968), alnost alleconomists writing oit tietopic of va ILiation of huLinan life and suffering halve re'jected i0h ittai capital
approach in favior of tie view that changes in risk. not lives saved, is tieappropriate statistic to be vahled. Most econonists hold that tilevaluatioii of 
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the risk by the group at risk can be measured by how much they are willing to 
pay to avoid it,or by the compensation they are prepared to ,cccpt to incur it. 

An extensive literature has appeared on this topic (Mislia.I 19-2, Jones-Lee 
1976, Mooney 1977, Needleman 1980). Proposed alternative approaches to 
valuing life are sophisticated. difficult to implement and as yet not proven in 
practice. This, then, leaves a void in the attcmrpi to value human life.health, 
and sufferin,. According to Pearce (1978), the social welfare functionif" is 
based solely on the gross national product, the human capital approach is 
applicable. The approach is relatively easy to apply and is the one most 
commonly encountered. Although it ignores the question of consumer sov
ereignty, if the appropriate decision makers choose to use the approach to 
provide minimum estimates of values of human life, and i/'h state the ethic 
on 1iIh, it rests, then the approach is defensible. 

Opportunity-Cost Approach 

Many different techniques can be placed under the heading of opportunity 
cost. The concept underlying this approach is that the opportunity cost of 
unpriced uses (e.g.. preserving land for a national park instead of cutting the 
trees for timber) can be estimated front the foregone income from other uses, 
such as agriculture or forestry. 

Note th,:t this approach measures what has to be given up for the sake of 
preservation: it does not measure the benefits of land preserved for unpriced 
uses. To estimate such benefits, other techniques such as tiletravel-cost, 
property value, Or land value methods should be used. Such techniques at
tempt to measure a society's willingness to pay for maintenance of the land in 
its natural state. In situations where these techniques cannot be used, howev
er, analysis with the opportunity-cost approach is often a feasible alternative. 

Theory of Alternative Uses ofNaturalSystems. Some alter-ative uses of 
natural systems are incompatible with the system's continuity and have irre
versible consequences. A development project may change an area so much 
that the original natural system is destroyed and cannot bc reestablished. In 
such cases, the opportunity cost of the project is the present value of the net 
benefits accruing from the natural system as a preserved resource fbr an 
indefinite time span in the future. These benefits may be difficult to measure. 
Conversely, the opportunity cost of preservation is the present value of devel
opment benefits foregone. This is the approach most commonly used. Since 
the two alternatives (preservation and development) are mutually exclusive, 
the economically efficient use of'the resource is the one that maximizes the 
present value of net benefits. One or the other alternative must be chosen. 

Most analyses of this sort calculate the opportunity cost of preservation and 
then let decision makers decide if preservation of the natural resource is worth 
at least this amount. If he benefits of preservation rather than only the costs of 
not developing the re-.ource aie included, questions arise about the future 
relative values o)f environmental services. Decisions still have to be made 
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about whether to develop or to preserve a natural environment, but these 
decisions are complicated by both theoretical and ethical factors. With preser
vation, it is temipting to ass ume that beneftits m ight approach infinity, for a 
natural environment could be enjoyed by f'uturC generations. Ethical problems
arise froni the intertemporal externality involved; that is. tile econonic bene
fits of developingt a resource in the present are largely gained by the Curlrent 
generation at the possible expense of future generations who might have 
wished to preserve the resource. Placing a owIMVdiscount rate oil future preser
vation benefits may riot be sufficient to overcome this difficulty especially 
because future preferences are unknown. 

Krutilla and Fisher (1975) tackled this prohlem in a different wax'. Because 
natural environments are in fixed supply, whereas cConomic goods are re
producible, the relative valtes of environmental services and economic goods
change over time (fig. 6.3). Environmental services appear on the vertical 
axis and ordinary ecornomic goods 'in tile hiont111ali axis. At a partiCUlal point 
in time, feasible trade-ofIs between the enironilmelt and econolnic oods carl 
be represented by the curve QQI. A consumption optimuin arises at point X 
where a cornriunity preference curve /1 I istangential to the curve QQI. The 

a)EE- X 
C 

Cw 

Q, Q2 

Economic Goods 

Figure 6.3 Changes inrelative values of economic goods and environmental services 
over time. 
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slope of the tangent at X indicates the relative values of environmental ser
vices and economic goods. 

In time, production potential for economic goods increases and the trade
off curve moves outward to QQ-,. The maxinmul feasible supply of environ
mental services, however, is the same as before. A new consumption op
tinmum arises at Y with the preference curve 1,12. The tangent at ' has a flatter 
slope than that at X, indicating that the value per unit of environmental 
services has risen relative to the price of economic goods. 

The same argument can be demonstrated in a partial-equilibrium analysis of 
development and preservation -:ltcrnatives. In figure 6.4(a), a supply curve S, 
and demand curve D,at tinic t,lead to an equilibrium market price P, for an 
economic good. The figure shows three such sets of curves with equilibrium 
market prices P , P. and P, It is assumed that because of technological 
improvement the long-tcrl trend in price is downward, and total annual 
benefits decline. In a mathematical formulation, the general trend for devel
opment benefits takes the form Ke 11.where K is an initial level of benefits. e 
is the base of natural logarithms, v is the rate of change of benefits, and tis 
time. 

Supply and dciii aniid cin'ves for a inat tural environmnt appcar in figure 
6.4(b). The supply curve S is inelastic, but the demand curve D, shifts upward 
and outward over time, raising the value per unit of environmental services. 
In the figure four dcmarnd curves are illustrated, 1)1 to ID.. Ihese shifts can be 
attributed to changes in population, preferences, income, and technology. 
Evidence suggests that the dcmand for environmental amenities is highly 
income-elastic. This relationship can also be expressed mtlatheniatically. In 
this case annual benefits frot preservation increase over time, taking the form 
Le,'.where g is noi a positive growth rate and L isan initial level of benefits. 

D, S, D, 

D
D: S, : 
r- C 

S. D, 
0.. 

PP 

Quantity of an Economic Quantity of Environmental 
Good Services 

(a) (b)
 

Figure 6.4 Supply and demand for economic goods and environmental services over 
time. 
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Despite the different rates (l"change of benefits from the two alternatives,
total benefits depend on the absolute levels of the denland curves. This can be 
readily established for ordinary economic goods because prices and quantities 
bought are observable market phenomena. With environmental services. 
however, only imputcd prices call be used. Because of tile difficulties of 
valuing natural environments, the opportunity-cost approach can be used to 
ask whether a natural environment is worth preserving. 

Examples 
I. In New Zealand the opportunity cost, or foregone income, approach was 

used by environmental groups to persuade the government to somesave 

indigenous forests. The conflict 
 in this case was between clear-cutting or 
selective logging and complete preservation. Bccause bcnefits Irom preserva
tion of these types of forests are difficult to estimate, tile group concentrated 
its efforts on calculating the income forcgone when not using the indigenous
forests for timber and pulpwood. Their calculations showed that the net pres
ent value of income foregone was very small. The decision makers then had to 
decide whether or not this income foregone would impose a significant cost 
on society. The data did provide better information for dccision making and 
effective public participation. 

2. A second New Zealand example deals with a conflict between raising the 
level of a scenic lake for further hydroelectric por\\'c development and pre
serving the lake for tourism, wildlife, and aesthetic valIes. A complete belle
fit-cost analysis was performied on the development alternatives, incorporat
ing the value of hydroelectric power and the loss of recreation and fishing 
values. Some of the main attributes of the lakc, however, are its scenic beauty 
and wildlife, the values o1 which are difficult to qluantify. 

The net present values of the developmCnt alternatives were in the range of 
NZ$20-$25 million (1973 prices). On a per capita basis, this amounted to 
about a NZS.00 lump-sum payment or a NZ$O.60 yearly payment. Were the 
scenic, ecological, and wildlife values worth such an income sacrifice? The 
New Zealand government considered that they were and decided not to raise 
the level of the lake. 

The opportunity-cost criterion was probably not the only input in this 
decision-making process (the intense public outcry was a factor too), but tie 
approach did provide important information about the trade-offs involved. 

3. In Western Australia, a conflict of land uses between forestry develop
ment and preservation was analyzed in a similar fashion. The net present 
value of a woodchip project (requiring the cutting of all 420,000 hectares of a 
forest) was estimated to be $A8,293,000. The preservation of' 100,000 ha for 
natural-systems purposes Would reduce the yield of chips and, thus. the net 
present value by about 8% to $A7,708,000 (Commonwealth of Australia 
1975). 

4. The proposed damming of lHells Canyon in the United States for hydro
electric power generation would have irrevocably altered a unique wilderness 
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area. A conventional benefit-cost analysis was performed on the hydroelectric 
project to determine the present value of net benefits. Net benefits were taken 
as the difference between the costs of supplying electricity from the project 
and the next cheapest alternative-in this case, a nuclear plant of equivalent 
size. The benefits from reducing flood damage were also included in tile 
analysis. 

The opportunity cost of preserving Hells Canyon thus was the difference 
between the cost of hydroelectric power and the next cheapest power source. 
Krutilla (1969) and Krutilla and Fisher (1975) examined the assumptions 
made for hydroelectric versus nuclear power and analyzed the sensitivity of 
the results to changes in the average rate of technological progress in nuclear 
energy and to different discount rates. In this case, tie decision was made not 
to build tile dam; it was decided that the opportunity cost of preservation-the 
additional expense of generating power from nuclear rather than hydro 
sources-was worth it. 

Conclusion. The opportunity-cost approach is a very useful technique 
when net social benefits of certain uses cannot be directly estimated. Indeed, 
social opportunity cost is the net social benefit of the best foregone use and so 
is an integral part of a full benefit-cost analysis (lI itchens. Tharpapillai. and 
Sinden 1978). The method is relatively quick and straightforward and pro
vides valuable information for decision makers and the public. 

SURROGATE MARKET APPROACHES 

In the previous section, techniques were examined that monetized environ
mental benefits by using the direct market value of goods or services affected 
by changes in environmental quality. In this section, surrogate markets are 
used to value these goods and services. As stated earlier. the distinction 
between market and surrogate market approaches is used here as a matter of 
convenience. The techniques to be discussed in this section use market values 
indirectly. These techniques are ( I) marketed goods and services as environ
mental surrogates, (2) property values. (3) other land values, (4) wage differ
entials, and (5) travel costs. 

Each technique has its particular advantages and disadvantages. as well as 
its requirements for data and resources. The task of the analyst is to determine 
which of the techniques or which combinations thereof are relevant and useful 
to the particular situation at hand. 

Marketed Goods and Services as Environmental Surrogates 

Sometimes, situations may be endountered where an environmental service 
is a perfect substitute for a private marketable good. For example, private 
swimming pools may be regarded as substitutes for clean lakes or streams, or 
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private parks may be considered substitutes for national parks. If such sub
stitutions are made, then the benefit of an increase in the supply of an environ
mental good, such as national parks. may be deduced from observing thereduction in the purchase of the private good. Because the two goods are
substitutes, the welfare level of the users does not change.

With pure substitutes, the problem is to specify the situation carefully and
identify the exact changes in expenditures on private goods ani the causes of
the changes. Even though private parks can be identified as substitutes fornational parks, to measure the impact of a change in tie supply of national
parks on expenditures on private parks may create an insurmountable problem
in identification. For these reasons, this approach will not be discussed any
further. Instead, we refer the reader to the market value or alternative cost
approaches for more practical techniquLes when dealing with substitutes or 
partial substitutes. 

Property Value Approach 

The property value approach belongs to a much broader group of tech
niques called land value approaches. The use of land values to estiniate thebenefits of government programs, such as flood plain protection, is a well
established approach, and most benefit-cost practitioners are familiar with it.In the case study of soil conservation in Nepal. which illustrates market Value
approaches, imputed land prices based on their productive value were used to 
estimate the benefits of tileprogram.

This section, however, considers a specific application of tie approach byusing land or property values to determine people's willingness to pay for an
environmental good: that is,the use of ohserv'ed market values to estimate

indirectly a demand curve 
for a particular environmental good. With such a
demand curve in hand. one can calculate the benefits or losses from changes
in the quality or supply of that environmental good.

The value of a fixed asset, such as land. a house, or other capital facility.
equals the discounted present v'alue of the future net-benefit stream associated
with the use of that asset. Thus. tileflow of utility from all characteristics of
the fixed asset is aggregated in the price of property. The characteristics of a 
property from which consumers derie uitility affect the demand for property.
while the opportunity costs of providing property with such chi-acteristics 
influence the supply of property. A change in the price of a property therefore 
can result from a change either in any one of the property's characteristics orin the opportunity cost of providing alltrnative property with equivalent char
acteristics, or both. 

Ambient environmental quality is a spatial phenomenon, and the basicassumption of the property value approach is that changes in ambient environ
mental quality affect the future benefit stream of a property, with the result
that, with other factors remaining constant, the sale price of tileproperty 
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changes. Thus, a negative effect on the value of property could be expected in 
polluted areas. For this aCtually to occur in the marketplace, a sufficient 
number of buyers 1lust1 aeree ol the reduced desirability of a location and 
1iuList act accordingly. 

Approaches that analyve (ihe relationship between certain environmental 
quality characteristics and prices of private goods are varionusly termed l~p
erty vaIte," "iand vaItie." or "hedonic I ,e techniques. Accordinii to 
Rosen (1974), hedonic prices are defined as the implicit prices of tlie cliarac
teristics ot a property (e.g., siZe, Iocation, qIia lity,' anidneigehborhood charac
teristics of a liousill! unit) and are icevaied to eco no tllo.llic agents observed 
prices of diffcrentiated prtperties a;.ndtile specific anlounts of characteristics 
associated with theni. An extensive litcalture appeared oii this approach in the 
I970s. Much of lis literature conccntratCd on the use of residential prcpert. 
values a the basis for estinatine the benelits of iinproventelits in air quality. 

Theoretical Basis. The ainit of' the iroperty valtie approach is to eiiable 
analysts to place valties on the benelits of' implrovellients in envilronieiital 
quality. For e\pository purloses, air pollutioti Will be used, but the method 
can be applied to the \ailation of other enviroimental quality or aesthetic 
factors aZswell. "['he use of this technique is based On the assumptiol that an 
individuial's willingness to pay is appropriite for detinin aid milelCisuiring the
 
benelits of improvemients ill air tiality. 

Ilousino is IprOduCt ckiss diffeienltialed b\ certain ch'aracleristics. These 
chaacLeRistics include th lpetytofCollStruction, the numilber of o'oml1S, aund the 
size and location oftthe property. An urban area Will Loita;in a1variet of 
housing types differenliated by location, sie, and other characleristics, and. 
it air qualily varies across the urbaiiarea. h\ different lc\els ot air quality. To 
apply the property vale aproach. to assuimiptions have toi0 be niade: ( I) that 
the entire urban area can be treiated as a sinle market for holSillg (i.e.. 
individuals iust have information about all ailtlrnatives aid mist be free to 
choose a hoLsillt [ocalion iliv\\here in the irbalin anid (2)that theiimarket): 
housing market is in or near equilibriun (i.e.. that all buvers have nmade their 
ulility-masilniizine resideitial choices. cien the existing stock of hotsiiland 
its characteristic") IFreeniain 1979,). 

Giveti these assuiptions. the price olfhouse can be taken to be a function 
of' its struclurl . neieblrhtod. and envioritnenltial quality characteristics. 

If P is the price ot holsing. this Itnctlion can be \ritllen as 

, -.iS, N,. Q,. (6--3) 

where S,represents various chMracteristics for the i-th ho0using Unit Suci as 
siZe, ntulmiib1er (ofrooiiis. age, and tyCpe ot COiistrtlion: ,V,represents a set of 
tieighborhood chiaraceristics ftr tlie i-h house incltdingLuILalIi ty of local 
schools, accessibility to parks. stores, or workplace, and crine rates: and Qj is 
the level of air quality at the i-th site (Freeiin 1979b). 

This fuc tion is tile hedonic. or property Va It'tunction . If observat ioins ll 
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prices and characteristics are available, this function can be estimated by
luhivariate analysis. For example, if the function i:; linear, we get 

Pi = °t1 + (V C,,1 + (V12C 2 i V .. . + tv Q,, (6-4) 
where the Cs are different individual characteristics of the house, (lie neigh
borhood, or the location, and Q is air quality in the vicinity of house i. 

The implicit price of any property characteristic can be found by differ
entiating the property-price equation with respect to the characteristic. In 
equation 6-5. if a,, is an estimate of a,, then: 

aP/aQ = a,,, (6-5) 
where a,, measures the marginal willingness to pay for ain extra Unit improve
mnrt of air tiuiity Q.

If the hcdonic price finction is linear in the characteristic (as in equation
6-4). then the implicit price for any characteristic is constant for unit changes
in the chaIractcristic. stIchi as air quality. The incremental belefits AV of an air 
pollution abatem ent prograin that improves ait qluality from Q, to Q2 can tihenbe calculated by 1uutiplying the implicit price a,, times the air quality il
prove lCnt a.illd stilliietl over all sites, or,
 

V.,a,,,(Q2 - QI)" (6-6) 

PhfO) 
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Figure 6.5 The rent function for air quality for urban housing, 
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If equation 6-3 is nonlinear, however, then the implicit price of an addi
tional unit of a characteristic such as air quality depends on tle quantity of the 
characteristic being purchased. 

To show the second case graphically, consider only the implicit price of air 
quality Q. Figure 6.5 shows the partial relationship between P and Q as 
estimated from equation 6-3, that is, holding all other characteristics con
stant.* Interpretation of this curve is as follows: If the household is assumed 
to be a price taker in the property market, it can be viewed as facing an array 
of alternative property value-air quality combinations. The household maxi
mizes its utility by moving along the array fron, site to, site in the direction of 
increasing Q until that point where its marginal willingness to pay for an 
additional unit of Q juSt eq uaIs the additional cost or marginal purchase price 
of Q. Figure 6.6 shows the implicit marginal purchase price of Q. R(Q) 
iPIIQ, the first derivative of P(Q).'t 

Figure 6.6 also shows the' inverse demand or marginal willingness-to-pay 
functions for two households, i and .j, and the equilibrium positions for these 
two households at points A and B, respectively. For each individu'l, the 
quantity of Q purchased is known by observation, and its implicit price is 
known from equation 6-8. The points A and B can therefore be interpreted as 
the utility-maximizino eqtuilibria for the two households resulting from the 
intersection of their inverse deliand or marginal willingness-to-pay functions 
Di(Q) and D(Q) and the locus of opportunities to purchase Q. as defined by 
R((Q). 

Ilaving come this far, can these curvCs (or estimated Clations) be used to 
evaluate changes ill air quality? The answcr is "'yes'" for marginal changes 

and "'no" for nonmarginal iclanges, unless one is willing to make cc rtain 

assumptions. To explain this further, in fiIure 6.6 we saw that R(Q) is a locus 
of equilibriulili points and not a marginal benefit function for air quality. 
(Those are the functions such as I),(Q) that are not known). 

Because we lack full knowledc of each individual's marginal benefit 
function, to approximate benefits either we must fall back on some assump
tion about the shape of the functions through the known points, or further 
analytical work must be done to detelrminc tCir shape. We will considc, both 
alternatives. 

'll equation 6-3 is linear (sec equation 6 -.1, then the curve inliguIc 0.5 +oult he asiraight 
line with a positive slope and tle curve in figure 6.6 \ksoill he a horicoittal line indicating a 
contanti marginal %%illlignness to pay. 

tl'he acital form of tie house price equalion will tleplnd otntle loni of llte underlying tutility 
function. If the utility function is linear. tlett tlh,equation will be like equation 6-4. Ifwe have a1 
multiplicative utility functiso %%C a hog-litLar regresion equation:get 

log P = ( llog 'l t (X,log (' t . . . f o. log Q. (6-7) 

In this case, the implicii price for air quality will be 

al'tiQ = t,, PQ. (6-8) 
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Figure 6.6 Household demand curves for air quality for urban housing. 

Assumptions about the Shape ofithe Di(Q)s. Freeman (1974) has present
ed three methods, as follows: 
I. Assume that the marginal benefit for each individual household is constant; that is, the marginal benefit (or willingness-to-pay) function is ahorizontal line through the known points on R(Q) in figure 6.7. Then animprovement in air quality AQ from D to C gives a benefit of ABCD. Theaggregate benefit is obtained by summing over all individuals: that is. 

i?Pi/¢)Qi AQ 

Figure 6.7 also shows by how much benefits are overestimated if the
marginal willingness-to-pay function is not linear but equals D/Q).2. Assume that each household's marginal willingness-to-pay curve dccreases linearly from its observed point (A) to zero, where Q equals Q,,,,or air pollution is zero. If we know this, we can approximate the benefit 
by areas of triangles.

3. Assume that all households havc identical incomes and utility functions.
Then, the curve R(Q) is itself the inverse demand function. Recall thatthe marginal implicit price curve is a locus of points on the households' 
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Figure 6.7 Household demand curve for air quality assuming constant marginal bene
fits for all households. 

marginal willingness-to-pay curves. With identical incomes and utility
functions, all these points fall on the same narginal willingness-to-pay 
curve. And. in that case, the benefits from an improvement in air quality 
can be calculated as the integral under the curve R(Q) in figure 6.7. 

What can be said about these assumptions? According to Freeman (I 979h).
they are "plausible" assumptions. Plausibility will depend very much on the 
problem that is being analyzed and on the circumstances. Anyone using this 
approach should be aware of the need to appraise the reasonableness of the 
assumptions and the amount of over- or underestiniation of benefits that can 
result therefrom. 

If none of the special assumptions mentioned above apply, then a second 
stage in the analysis is required. -Ilere. the inforniation about implicit prices
and the data pertaining to environinental quality levels are combined in an 
eflfort to identify the inverse denand functions. The hypothesis is that tile 
household's demand price or willingness to pay for Q is a function of the 
household's socioeconomic level, income, and other variables that influence 
preferences. Each household's observed W),1/Q, is taken to be a measure of 
Di(Q). The form of the actual regression function will depend on the assunlp
tion one makes about the slope of the housing supply function. 

Attmpts to Estimate the Actual Slope oft/IhlDi(Q)s. According to Free
man (1979b), there are again three possibilities: 

1. 	 If the supply of houses with given bundles of characteristics is perfectly 
elastic at the observed prices, then the implicit price function of a charac
teristic can be taken as exogenous to individuals. A regression of ob
served levels of the characteristic against the observed implicit prices, 
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income, and other socioeconomic characteristics of individuals should 
(i dentify tiledemand finction. Or. estimate 
Q, = Q jP/ i CI..... ). (6-9) 

2. 	 If the available quantity of each type of housing is fixed, individuals can 
be viewed itsbidding for fixed quantities of housing types with desired 
bundles of characteristics. A regression of each individual's implicit
price against the quantity of the characteristic actually taken, incomes,
and other variables should identify an inverse demand function. 
In this case, estimate 

Di(Q) = DI(Q,.,C. . (6-10) 

where idP/iQ, is taken i as an obicrvation on D,. 
3. 	 1f quantilies of characteristics delanded and supplied are both fu nctions

of. prices, a siMtltaneonus eq uation approach must be used. 

Summary. This long discussion of the theoretical concepts underlying the 
property value approach was necessary to avoid leaving the impression that 
the property value technique consists simply of fitting a regression equation
 
relating housc prices to air quality levels.
 

The property value technique consists of two iteps. which will be i!lus
trated in the lfollowing section. First, one Must calculate a house rent function.
 
From this function, hedonic or implicit prices for air quality and other house
 
or neighborhood characteristic,. can he obtained. These 
 implicit prices can

then be used to estimate the value of"marginal changes in air quality. Since
 
most air quality changes are not marginal, however. more infornmation is 
needed about the actual shape of the inverse demand function for air quality.
Hence. to evaluate nonmarginal changes in air quality. either one must make 
assumptions about the willingness-to-pay function (assumptions which are 
rather unrealistic), or the function must be estimated using regression 
techniques. 

In the second estimation step. the problem of identification occurs. When
ever one has observations on quantities and prices, which are the results of the 
interaction of demand and supply, in order to identify the dcmland function the 
supply curve must be fixed. To achieve this, two alternatives that would allow 
identification of the inverse dernand lunction are described in the folflowing
example. If neither of these two alternatives is applicable, then simultaneous 
equation models would have to be used. 

In the literature, all three alternatives for identifying the inverse demand 
function have often been applied without much argument or explanation as to 
why the particular alternative was chosen. Freeman (1979c) wrote that in 
principle, the answer is "yes'" to the question "'Can this demand function be 
identified with the infornmation at hand'?" Others have claimed, however. that 
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because of some of the questionable assumptions inherent in tile approach, the 
whole technique is based on very shaky foundation,; (Pearce 1978). 

The Property Value Technique: An E'ample. This example is taken 
from the work of Harrison and Rubinfeld ( 1978a,b). The purpose is to dei
onstrate the practical steps involved in the property value technique. Alterna
tive approaches will also be mentioned. Only a brief summary of the high
lights of the paper is presented. Estimated equations are reproduced, but there 
is no discussion of tile significance of the statistical estimates. 

The first step in the analysis is to estimate a hedonic housing-value equation 
with air pollution as one housing attribute. To this end, tile authors utilized 
data from census tracts in tho Boston Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area 
(SMSA) in 1970.* 

The dependent variable in the housing eqwItion is the median value of the 
owner-occupied homes in the census tract. The independent variables in the 
equation include two structural variables, eight neighborhood variables, two 
accessibility variables, and one air pollution variable. The pollution variable 
is tile concentration of nitrogen oxides, NO,, expressed in the equation by 
(NOX). 

With the relevant variables chosen,:!: the next decision relates to the func
tional form of the hedonic housing-valu equation. Both linear and semnilog
functions are compared, wito the latter giving a better fit. The NVOX variable is 
included in a nonlinear form as NOX" , where I' is an Unknown parameter. 

*The most ComlllltttlyV used source of tittled Statcs data inpropery value- air pollutiot studies 
is the U.S. Census of' opttit nllouImsing. The census asks each o\%ner to estimate tie value 
of his or he property. The census also gathers data on structural characteristics as well as 
socioecoloi nic ditta on occupants. "These dtta are aggregatc by census tracts and reported as 
neatts or medians. The use of this type of data presents several probletis. Freeman t 1979b)
provides a detailed discussion of these problems. An altenative source of data is individual 
observation. The individual observations are usually records of house sates. These data have the 
advantage of being actuatl market prices of individtial units. Sich dala are ttot grteralty avaitahte. 
however, for all Urhiltl areas or even for large segnttetts of a ;ingle urban arei.t Sotie researchers prefer to use pure land rent (site value instead of the price of housing 
(Freet.m 1979b). 

tlhe most important issue in estimating air pollutant coefficients involves atproper specifica
tion of the determinants of housing prices. Misspecification can lead to biases in tie estimated air 
pollatait coefficients. If an iiporant variable influetncing hotling prices is left out of" tie 
regression. and if tie oiitted variable is related to an air pollutant variable, tie air pollutant 
Coeffici,_'nt will bea biased estimate of the tite coefficient; part of the oitted variable's nfluence 
on housing price is incorrectly attribulcd to ilte pollutant variable. 

§Three functional forms normally are used for such regressiois; tie linear. settilog, ad log
log forms. They are represented by the following equat ions: 

Linear P = all + (xI CI t . t n,,Q; (6-11l 

SemilI log P = Qo +-(C' + . .. X, (6-12) 

Log-log log P = a4 + al logC + + u,jog Q. (6-13) 
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Harrison and Rubinfeld believed that determining the proper exponent for 
NOX is important because different exponents imply different patterns of the 
influence of air pollution on housing values and, thus, different patterns of the 
assumed willingness to pay for air quality improvements. 

The statistical fit of the equation is best when P is set equal to 2.0. 
The basic equation estimated has to be corrected for hetcroscedasticity. 

Several nonpollution variables were tried, but the equation finally adopted is 
of the following form: 

Variable 	 Coefficient E w.vination o/ Letter Variable 
Dependent: 

Log MV Median value of owner-occupied 
housing, dollars 

Independent: 
Constant 9.66 
RM2 0.0057 Average number of roomls 
AGE 1.26 x 10- 1 Proportion of owner units built prior 

to 1940 
Log (DIS) -0.20 Weighted distance to five 

employnint centers in the Boston 
rcgion 

Log (RAD) 0.017 	 Index of accessibility to radial 
highways 

TAX -3.53 x 10 -4 Full value property-tax rate 
PTRATID -0.030 Pupil-teacher ratio by town school 

district 
(B - 0.63)2 0.43 Black proportion of populaItion 
Log (STAT) -0.38 Proportion of population that islower 

status
 
CRIM -0.014 Crime rate
 

x 10- "
ZN 2.82 	 Proportion of residential land zoned 
for lots greater than 25,000 t2 

INDUS -2.22 x 10 4 Proportion of nonretail business acres 
CHAS 0.090 River dummy. Amenities of riverside 

location 
NOX 2 -0.0058 	 Nitrogen oxide concentration, parts 

per hundred million (pphm) 

The variable of most interest, NOX, has a negative sign and proves to be 
highly significant. Assessing the quantitative importance of the NOX coeffi
cient (-0.0064)* requires sone calculation because, with the nonlinear speci

*The value of -0.0064 was ihe coefficient before [he cqlUation was atjustel forhetero
scedasticity. After adjustment. the cocfficient was wonlld slightly- 0.0058. This oer the 
estimate of change in house value. 
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fication, the change in housing value resulting from a I pphm change in NOX 
concentration depends on the level of NOX and on the level of the other 
explanatory variables. When NOX and the other variables take on their mean 
values, the change in the median housing values from I pphm change in NOX 
is $1,613. 

The second step involves the estimation of tile willingness-to-pay equa
tions. Harrison and Rubinfeld assume that the amount of air pollution is 
perfectly inelastic at each location. They calculate the derivative of the hous
ing-value equation with respect to NOX and in this way obtain mformation 
about the anount that households would be willing to pay for small reductions 
in air pollution levels in their census tracts. These values ot willingness to pay 
It,. :nal improvements are now regressed on the level of air pollution and 
othei , .riables. 

Five different formulations were tried for this regression. The results are as 
follows: 

W = -1040 + 209 NOX + 12.1 INC. (6-14) 

W = -581 + 189 NOX + 12.4 INC - 119.8 JPDU, (6-15) 

LogW = 1.08 + 0.87 logNOX + 1.00 loglNC, (6-16) 

LogW = 1.05 + 0.78 logNOX + 1.01 loglNC 
- 0.24 IogPDU, (6-17) 

LogW = 2.20 + 0.97 logNOX + 0.80 log/NC 
- 0.03 (Y) logNOX - 0.07 (Y,) logNOX, (6-18) 

where W is ma,'L,§nal willingness to pay ($); NOX is nitrogen oxides con
centration (pphm); INC is household income in (100) dollars: PDU is persons 
per dwelling unit; Y, is I when 95 < INC < 130, 0 otherwise; Y, is I when 
INC - 130, 0 otherwise. 

The relationship between marginal willingness to pay. NOX level, and 
household income implied by these results is shown in figure 6.8 for equation
6-16. The three curves illustrate tile marginal willingness to pay as a function 
of NOX level for three income levels: low ($8,500 per year), medium 
($11,500 per year), and high ($15,000 per year). The positive slope for all 
curves implies that households perceive damage from air pollution to be 
greater at higher pollution levels. Thus. the willingnes,, to pay for reductions 
is greater as pollution levels increase. The graphs also show that tile willing
ness to pay for a marginal improvement in NOX concentration is greater for 
households in the higher income groups. 

The straight line at $2,052 illustrates tile willingness-to-pay curve implicit
in a simple linear housing equation in which households ire assuLed to place
the same dollar value on a unit improvement in NOX regardless of the existing 
level of air pollution and of their income. 
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Figure 6.8 Willingness to pay for 1pphm improvement inNOX concentration, by NOX

level for households at three income levels (log-log version). (Source: Harrison and
 
Rubinfeld, 1978a,b.) 

Application. The estimated equations were used to calculate the benefits
 
of reductions in NOX levels from automobile emission controls. The projected

change in air quality from 1970 to 1990 is based on the different emission
 
characteristics of automobiles in those two years. The number of households 
and the level of nonauto emissions arc assumed to be the same in the two 
years. 

The results presented in table 6.9 are average annual benefits per house
hold. Calculating average benefit figures ignores variations in average bene
fits enjoyed by subgroups of the population that are classified by income, 
race, and other variables. 

Problems and Shortcomings of the Technique. Great care is required in 
applying the property value technique to environmental quality problems and 
in interpreting the results obtained. In a report of this type, it is impossible to 
discuss in detail all aspects of the technique. In the first part of this section, 
the major assumptions and approaches were discussed. Any analyst intending 
to use the technique. however, should read further before doing so. 

First, a should be madecareful study of the realism of the underlying
assumptions. Mdiler (1977) criticized the following assumptions embedded in 
the approach:
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Table 6.9. Average Annual Beneiits per Household in the Boston SMSA from 
Reductions in Nitrogen Oxide (INX) Levels Due to Automobile Emission Controls 
Based on Different Housing-Valua Equations 

Assuming that willingness-to-pay, W, is 

Housing-value W = f (NOX, INC) 
equation (log-log version) W = Constant 

Linear $118.00 
Semilog (P= 1) $101.26 105.26 
Semilog (P= 2) 83.00 92.03 
Semilog (P= 3) 59.17 78.32 

Note: The formula used to calculate annual benefits per household in 1990 for the linear 
specification is 

N\(HH,) (,SNOX,) (ap) 

AB 	 = (6-19) 
N
 

10 > )HH,) 

where AB isaverage annual benefits per household; HH is number of households incensus tract 
i,; is improvement concentration to ap isANOX in NOX in tract i in 1990 compared 1970; 
coefficient of NOX from linear housing-value equation; N is number of census tracts insample; 
and 10 is 10% discount rate. 

For the nonlinear equation, the average benefit is calculated as above, except that average 
benefit per household B,is substituted for the product (ANOX,) (ap). 8,is calculated as follows: 

CNOXo 

B,= 	 J N W,dNOX,, (6-20)
NOXJ 

'here 	W,is f(NOX,, INC,). 

Source: Harrison and Rubinfeld (1978). 

I. 	 That there is a large continuum of different individuals located in homo
geneous communities (ifcommunities are nonhomogeneous, property 
values capture willingness to pay for variables other than environmental 
quality): 

2. 	 That the price of land is based on expectations about future environmen
tal quality, while the method depends on correlations with current en
vironmental quality; 

3. 	 That people can perceive differcnces in environmental quality; 
4. 	 That people are willing to pay for environmental quality improvements in 

the neighborhood in which they are now living; 
5. 	 That perfect information on real estate prices exists; 
6. 	 That households continually reevaluate their locational decisions; and 
7. 	 That people do not cluster in areas with ihe same level of environmental 

quality for social reasons or transportation purposes. 
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Most of these assumptions place unrealistic requirements on the real estate
market. If perfect information is not present, or if intraurban mobility is low,
results may be biased. 

Segmentation of the housing market distorts a property value analysis of tileshadow price of environmental amenities or disamenities. The implicit
hedonic price for the entire urban area will be wrong if, as some theorists
believe, the housing market stratifies into separate segments (Hyman 1981).

In addition to the conceptual problems involved, the application of thetechnique raises many problems of measurement of the dependent and inde
pendent variables. Since owner-occupied housing may be only infrequently
exchanged, it may be difficult to oHtain enough housing-nmarket data. Multi
collinearity may prove to be a serious problem in estimating regression coeffi
cients. These and other possible shortcomings need to be recognized before
applying the technique (Hyman 1981, Pearce 1978).

Given all of these caveats, Freeman (I 979d) argued that the hedonic pricetechnique, while involving substantial simplification and abstraction froin acomplex reality, still has a logical and consistent theoretical basis. Examining
the theory, criticisms, and results of more than a dozen studies that used thetechnique, he argued that the hedonic price model has substantial explanatory
power and can provide a useful way to relate changes in environmental quality
and housing prices.

Conclusion. Throughout this discussion, answers have been sought to 
two fundamental questions: 

I. Can the property value equation be toused predict correctly the new
equilibrium property-value schedule (and therefore the change in aggre
gate property values) resulting from a change in the air quality (or anyother variables such noise,as water quality, or quality of amenities) 
schedule? 

2. Is the actual change in aggregate property values (whether or not pre
dicted correctly by the equation) equivalent to the willingness to pay for
cleaner air (less noise, cleaner water, or better amenities)? 

The earlier discussions lead to the conclusion that the answer to the firstquestion depends on the circumstances. The circumstances necessary for anaffirmative answer 'ir,- those of equilihriutn in the housing market and tian opencity with free mobility of labor and other factors (White 1979). The answer tothe second question depends on tile assumptions one makes about the demand
and supply of housing characteristics and tie utility of the people involved.

For marginal changes in the level of environmental quality, the technique
can be used to give some indication of the magnitude and direction of bene
fits. However, as soon as the changes become nonmarginal (i.e.. other pricesand variables change), additional stages of analysis are required. which in 
turn require more assumptions, some of which may be unrealistic. 
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The method places great demands on data and may therefore be of limited 
use in some developing countries. It could become more useful, however. as 
more property narket data become available and experience is gained through 
application of the techlique. Because the technique is based on actual market 
data, it is le,;s prone to systematic biases than are hypothetical vailation 
methods. Also, tie fact that it can be applied to problems for which few 
alternative valuation techniques exist should be an encouragement for further 
rescarch. 

Other Areas ofApplication. 
Prawrty Values and Water Pollution. One of tile few studies that has 

treated this problem is that bv David ( 1968). According to Freeman (1975). 
the two reasons for such a 0 2arth of applications in the water pollution field 
are limited data and tile lac, that properiy vahltie studies iMasure orilv those 
be nefits that accrie t landow ners adjacent to tlie improved body of water. 
For major bodies of water. however, this is likely to represent only a rela
tively small portion of tie total benefits, and for sniall bodies of water tie 
outlay of' tinme and labor required to do a Coln pe tent property vale Study is 
probably not warranted. 

Propertv Values and Air Pollution. Many other applications of the prop
erty va lIe approachIi to air pollution exist. Ihinportant sirveys 01f such applica 
tions can be found in Freeman (1979ad). Pearce (1978), Pearce and Edwards 
(1979). Anderson and Crocker (1971), and Waddel I (1974). 

Propert ' Values and Neiuhhrh/rdAmenities. Studies of this kind have 
been conducted by Abelson ( 1979). Polinsky and Shavel I ( 1976). and Free
mar; (1979c). 

Propert ',Values and Aesthetic Benreits. Sinden and Worrell (1979) dis
cussed an application of tile approach by Armstrong (1974) to quantify the 
aesthetic value of forests in two counties in Vermont, United States. 

Other Land Value Approaches 

Other approaches using market prices for land to determine the value of 
environniental quialitV benefits exist. Conceptually, these methods are related 
to the property value approach: they are much simpler, however. and attempt 
to estimate total values rather than marginal willingness-to-pay values. 

Although these methods are less attractive theoretically than tile hedonic 
price approach, they are much more straightforward and mayie more ap
plicable for use when data are limited. One needs to be careful when interpret
ing tile results, but each of these methods may prove very useful as a first step 
toward estimating environmental quality benefits. 

Valuation ofNonuser Benefits of Preservation. Preservation benefits of 
a historical, educational, cultural, scientific. or ecological nature are difficult 
to value. Often such benefits accrue to people only in the future, and many of 
these benefits are hard to identify and estimate. Ilowever. when decisions are 
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niade that involve the purchase of land explicitly for preservation, the prices
paid can tc used to quantify tle implicit valuation placed on the beneflits from 
that land (Sintdc n and Worrell 1979). The tollowing example illustrates stich a 
valuiation. 

F~xwnp/ . An analysis 1y (+t jpia and Foster ( 1975) valIuned the net bCnCfits 
of preserving w\ctlands. The alternative uses of the wetlands are either to 
preserve them in their natural state or to allow vc\eClolcnt to proceed. To 
determine the ecolltonlic desirability of' either alternatike. a Colparison must 
be nade between the opprortrunitytotcst (i' preservation atd the economilic 
benefits of that preservation. 

As discussed earlier. the opportunity costs associalted with )reservin t 
natu ral resonurce eli be)i ,jetyv\otld iece eive tlieac neh froll resource 
Ulnder the ICrn1tiVC Uses (chilltrLIst be f'orevonle to achieve preservation. lln 
this example. market prices of \etalands ire Used as ildicators of' the oppor
tunity cost of wetland preservation. With this apprach. tile economic benefits 
of P erv'irig spec ific wct ilids at'C il p icitlv de rived t'on tile prices pa id for 
similar wetlands bI\ public agencies. \%itl duC rcgard fOr tie natural s,stens 
attributes of the lind. 

1)ata RequiremrentIs. Iti this approach, t\s sets of data are rcquircd: prices
paid by government or other agencies tr land for \\ildlifc. water supply,
aesthetic, or other purpoNsS and market prices paid f"Or \wetlands for purposes 
of' development. 

11/lo tru1nsirtio.v oi,. PlAC'rin,, welotte Jhive tauk'n pace, this apro,'ach 
cannot be usetd. It no inarket price data aC a'ailahle, alternative sources of1 
itifoirmationi can still lie tried. Otne such sourc is cstimtcs I'lo local real
 
estate appraisers of the value of the wetlaInds if the\' could be dCvclopcd. Such
 
esti ilaCs wotld lrovidc re;isi nable substi tites fOr nmark iprices and would
i 


reflect tihe social opportunity cost Iorcgone it the area preserved.
were 
Apldicali'm o/ ' 	 prices obtainedthel:'iarlr. Market w\ere for wetlands 

sold for development in Massachusetts in 1970-7 1. The prices varied fromt 
US$300 to $70.000 an acre. Usitig a 5.375,l capitalilatioii ,ate. the anual 
ecoiolnlic rent troini, or opportunity cost of'. preserving wetlands varied frorin 
USS16 to $3,762 per acre. 

Wetland heneftits. nit the other hand. cai be divided into four groru ps: 

I. 	 wildlife production:
2. 	 visual-cultural cffccts (i.e.. recreational, educational, and aesthetic 

benefits): 
3. 	 water supply: and 
4. 	 flood control potential. 

To place monetary values on these benefits, data gathered by wildlife 
biologists, landscape architects, and hydrologists for wetlands of differing
productivity are Used along with econiomic data to estimate monetary values 
for the foutr categories of wetlands. 
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Wildlife Values. Data on more than 8,00) acres of wetlands acquired by 
public agencies were analyzed. Based on the five highest prices, ranging fron 
US$2,387 to $587 per acre, a figure of $ 1,200 per acre was selccted as the 
capitalized value of wildlife benefits from the wetlands with the highest 
quality wildlife characteristics. Adding the cost of operation, capitalized at 
5.375%, raised the value to about $1,300 per acre. On an annual basis, such 
wetlands produce nearly $70 worth of wildlife benefits per acre. 

Next, wildlife biologists developed a quality-scoring model that considers 
ten natural resource variables including wetland class richness, size, sur
rounding habitat types, and diversity. Using this model, a wetland considered 
ideal as a wildlife habitat is expected to score a maximun of I00 points and 
have an annual value of benetits of $70. Hence, in taking any area of wetland, 
the quality of its wildlife benefits is scored and value of these benefits is 
calculated as 

Total annual wildlife benefit per acre = US$70 X point score 
(expressed as a decimal). 

Visual-Cultural Values. These values are measured in a similar way. 
Data on land purchases made by town conservation commissions for open 
spaces were collected for twenty-nine municipalities. The total area was 
1,567 acres and the range of prices was US$5,769 to $3,684 per acre. A 
figure of $5,000 per acre was selected as the capital value of open-space land 
with high productivity of visual-cultural benefits. Annual benefits, using a 
capitalization rate of 5.375', were US$270 per acre. With the help of land
scape architects, a point-scoring index similar to tie one for wildlife habitat 
was developed. Benefits for any area of open space are then calculated as 

Total annual open space benefit per acre = US$270 x point score 
(expressed as a decimal). 

Water-Supply Benefits. The approach used here compared the cost of 
water from wetlands with that of the most economical, available alternative 
water source. The cost of producing water from a wellhead in the wetland was 
estimated at an average of $0.0427 per 1000 gallons (gal) per day. An 
alternative water supply was one from the Boston Metropolitan District Com
mission, which charged SO. 1200 per 1 000 gal per day. The $0.0773 cents 
difference between the two delivery costs was assumed to be tile value of 
wetland water. This assumes that the $0. 1200 per 1,000 gal per day repre
sented the most economical incremental cost of an alternative supply, and that 
the per capita deniand for water would be the same at the two levels of cost. In 
annual terms, the value was $28 per 1 000 gal per day. A typical wetland :,cre 
was assumed to supply I million gal per day. Therefore, a 10-acre wetland 
area supplying I million gal per (lay would have annual benefits of $2,800 per 
acre. Capitalized at 5.375%, the estimated value of such a wetland was 
US$52,000 per acre. 
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Flood Control Benefits. These are based on a study that calculated bene
fits as losses avoided by flood control measures. On a per acre basis, this was 
US$80 annually, or $1,488 on a capitalized basis using a 5.375% interest 
rate. 

The overall results of these calculations are shown in table 6.1O. Because 
the four types of benefits were added to obtain an estimate of total benefits,
the possibility of double counting of some benefits must he raised. '[he main 
source of possible double counting is between the visual-cultural and the 
wildlife benefits. The concept of open space is, however, sufficiently distinct 
from that of wildlife characteristics and values that serious aboutconcern 
double counting of these benefits is not warranted. 

Some questions can he raised about the water supply values, which are very
large and account for more than 85% of total land Values. This analysis
assumed that the wetlands would in fact be used to supply water and that the 
additional water would be in demand at the higher price. The fact that the 
estimated value of a wetland acre from water alone ($52,000 at a capitaliza
tion factor of 5.375'c%) was ten times the highest price actually paid for
wetlantd, preservation casts doubt on this figure. Both wildlife and visual
cultural values are based on prices actually paid to preserve wetlands that had 
the desired characteristics, not the costs of providing these characteristics in 
another location. it appears, therefore, that water supply values should be 
interpreted with caution. 

Using all combinations of high, medium. and low productivity values for 
the four types of benefits, tile capitali:'ed values of total wetland benefits per 
acre are calculated. These total values can now be compared with the prospec
tive returns from developing the wetlands. 

It is important to remember that because of the irreversible nature of wet
land alteration and the scarcity of wetlands in the United States, the social 
value of preserved wetlands is likely to increase significantly over time rela
tive to the general price level. Comparing current costs and benefits could 

Table 6.10. Assumed Annual Value per Acre of Wetlands in Massachusetts at High, 

Medium, and Low Productivity Levels, 1972 

Annual per acre values 

Benefit productivity levelType of benefit High Medium Low 
Wildlfe S 70 S 35 S 10Visual-cultural 270 135
Water supply 2,8U0 

20 
1,400 400Flood control 80 40 10Total 3,220 1,610 440 

Source: Gupta and Foster 11975). 
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favor development of certain wetlands, while an analysis that considered 
values thirty years hence could favor their preservation. This uncertainty 
should be incorporated in current decisions. 

This wetland study shows how land values, some of which are determined 
politically, could be used to establish values for wildlife and visual-cultural 
benefits. Benefits of water supply fron wetland areas were based on the cost 
of alternative sources, while flood control benefits were established by cal
culating losses avoided. 

If data on prices paid by public agencies for wetlands or other natural areas 
are available, tile above technique may be very useful for placing annual 
values on tile benefits from these lands. Of course, annual values are also a 
function of the interest ralt that is assL1nild. If such price data are not avail
able, however, the first two benefit estimation techniques (for wildlife and 
visual-cultural values) will be of no use. The last two techniques (for water 
supply and flood control) are standard methods used ill cases of this type. 

Valuation of a Soil ConservationProject. In aiothcr type of land value 
approach, a two-step process wals used to estimate the benefits front improved 
environmental (Iuality for a soil conservation project. In this example, a with 
and without project analysis was done of the value of production (in this case, 
range-fed livestocki. The increased value per hectare from improved pasture 
productivity was easily calculated. 'rhe difference ill retail land prices be
tween the improved and unimproved aind was larger, however, than the value 
of the increased productivity. The extra value was attributed to environmental 
quality benefits (Australia, l)epartment of Environment. 1978). 

This land value technique permitted quantification of benefits and a Livi
sion between productivitV-related and aesthetic benefits. Since tile land was 
privately owned, and the increased land values therefore were captured by 
individuals and not by society, the luestion arises as to who should pay the 
costs of the soil conservation project. 

Conclusion. The land value approaches discussed here are indicative of' 
the types of analysis that can be done if data are available on actual market 
prices or on expert opinions about market values of land. It must be empha
sized that land values may not reflect total benefits. rather. they should be 
considered estimates of tile linimum values of benefits fron preservation or 
environmental improvements. 

The Wage Differential Approach 

Theoretical Concept. The wage differential approach is very similar to 
the property value appro-,n. It rests on the theory that in a perfectly competi
tive equilibrium, the ieniand for labor equals the value of the marginal prod
uct of the workers, and that the supply of labor varies with working and living 
conditions in the area. A higher wage is therefore necessary to induce workers 
to locate in polluted areas or to undertake risky occupations. Workers are 
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supposedly able to move freely anong jobs and are therefore able to choose a
particular job in a particular area at a certain wage that will maximize their
utility. If wages are centrally set. this approach cannot be used unless wages
are systematically varied to achieve equilibriumI in the labor market and unless 
laborers have freedom of novenent. 

Differences in wage levels for similar jobs can be conceived of as a func
tion of different levels in job attributes that relate to working conditions and
living conditions in the area where the job is. If such a relationship between 
wage levels and attributes could be estimated, implicit prices (as in the prop
erty value approach) could be determined. Assuming constant implicit prices
(reflecting marginal willingness to pay or acceptance of lower or higher wages
I'or lower or higher levels of the particular attribute), benefits could be esti
mated for improvements in levels of attributes. 

Many attributes that aftect wage dilerentiaIs can be idc ntified. The two
attributes of interest, however, and to which most examples refer, are risk to
life and health and urban aun'nilies or disanicnities. especially air pollution.
The implicit price of the latter attribute would provide a trade-off value 
between air pollution and inconrte. 

Applications. Few good examples of tile application of this technique
exist. This may reflect the fact that tile tcClinique is not well developed as vet
and sufTers froni many theoretical and practical difficulties. No example will
be described in detail in this section. but a few application" will be hriefly 
mentioned. 

hFilepioneering study using wage differentials is that of Meyer and Leone 
(1977). In it, differences in wages among cities were interpreted as reflecting
workers' willingness to pay (in the form of lower wages) to work and live incities with higher levels of environmental and other amenities. The authors 
estimated the air quality benefits associated with a 451,4 reduction in levels of

particulates, stIlfur dioxide, 
 and nitrogen dioxide. In the conclusion to tile
 
paper, they asked: "Should wagecdilerential analvsis proceed and, if so, 
 in
what direction?" In their answer, they indicated that alternative approaches 
may be much more promising because of the theoretical and practical dilffictL
ties associated with the wage differential techniquce.

Cropper (1979) developed a labor-supply model that takes into account
interurban diffcrences inamncities, locations ofhiousine sites within the urban 
area, and wages. Under certain assumptions, knowledge of the labor-supply
function makes it possible to esti , the coefficients of the utility function 
and to compute wi. ,ngnes; to pay for changes in the level of urban amenities.
Cropper estimated the model, using 1969 wage data. Sulfur dioxide was one
of the amenity variables. She estimated that a laborer with an income of
$9,000.00 per year would be willing to pay $55.65 per year for a 20%
decrease in SO, levels. She did not estimate aggregate or national benefits. 

Thiiler and Rosen (1976) provided estimates of individuals' revealed will
ingness to trade off income for safety. Using data on occupational risks and 

http:9,000.00
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pay differentials, they found that workers were willing to accept an additional 
$390 per year to work on jobs that would increase their annual risk of (leath by

-statistical life" one in one thousand. From this the authors observed that a 

was implicitly valued at $390.000) because a thousand such individuals would 
be willing to pay the appropriate premium to reduce the annual risk of death to 
each by 0.00 1 (Portney 198 1).An example of this technique applied to air 
pollution control bcnlefits was given ina report by the U.S. National Academy 
of Sciences (1974). 

M. W. Jones-Lee (1976), in his book on economic valuation of human life, 
referred to an earlier paper by 'TI'iler and Rosen (1973). in which wage 
premiunis were used to analyze risky work situations. '['he authors estimated 
the equilibrium marginal rate of substitution between income and risk (which 
is t ant a[lIount to a "vaIuC of life") to be about $200,000 for risk changes 
effective over a period of one vear. 

Assumptions and Shortcoinings. The wage diffCrentiil approach suffers 

from III any of tile Sai le drawbacks as the property value approach. It aSSlllles 
that people can make free choices with perfect in formation in the absence of 
discrimination, lnionopsony, union niarket power, involuntary uLnelm1ployletP 
or barriers to mobility. The assuinption of'a perfectly competitive labor mar
ket is not very realistic and is even less tenable than the assumption of a 
perfectly conipetitive real estate market in the property value app~roachI. The 
assumption of perfect inforiiation implies that the individual hias ireasonable 
notion of what the risks or attribute levels of alternative choices are. These 
may actually be verv difficult to perceive. One call hard l Iearn about tile risk 
of death by personal experience, and learning from the experience of others is 
often unsatisfactory. 

In applying tie technique. all attributes will have to be identified and 
measured because the underlying utility function is defined by a multitude of' 
attributes. This is a very difficult task, and one that dc marilds thc.rough data. 
Incomplete equations, however, will give erroneoLis results. 

The results obtained for tile iioney-from, fortrade-offs between risk and 
example, coal miners--tell us somiething only about their preferences. Sonic 
ocCLIatiolis are relatively daingCerous aid are likely to attract individuals With 
unusually low aversion to rik. Therefore, the resLlts obtained I'roilanalyzing 
the trade-offs of' "'risk-lovers" ivC us little umseflul information about the 
aniollilt of COiIIpCnsa iOi that othT individuaIs ltM be otflered to accept 
added risk (or the aMiunt thle.would be willing to pay to avoid it). Therefore. 
estiiiates of" tradc-off'k, m.'.t he obtaintd 0r all c ,,'X,!itio11:1grOLIp.", ald for 

iien, woien,and children (3ishop and Cicclietti 1975). Also, even if onei has 

dete rni i lied the trade-off between income and risk inone occupation, it does 
not necessarily follow that these vaI ues hold for other kinds of occnpations. 

Conclusion. The xvage differcinial technique could be applied inthe field 
of air pollution Control, for improving urba i arneuiiities, and for reducing risks 
to life and health. The approach is appealing because it discs values derived 
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from the real world of the labor market. It suffers, however, from manytheoretical and practical drawbacks. The assumption ol perfect competition isnot very tenable in most countries. Also, the poor in many countries may haveno choice about the quality of their living or working conditions. Because ofthe gap between their theoretical willingness to pay and their actual ability topay, their attitudes toward amenitie, and risks are unlikely to reflect tfhe
attitudes of the rest of the population.

Further empirical work is required to determine whether there is. in fact, asignificant association between wages and environmental degradation (suchas air pollution) in a properly specified model. In the meantime, alternativetechniques should also be considered when attempting to cstimate the benefitsof reduced levels of air pollution on risk to life and health. 

The Travel-Cost Approach 

The travel-cost approach is a way to value unpriced goods. In developedcountries, this approach has been extensively used to derive a dlemand curvefor recreational goods (Clawson and Knetsch 1966). Outdoor recreation is atypical example of such an unpriced good. Although the approach seemsassociated solely with recreational analysis, there is no reason wly it could 
not be applied to a broader range of problems.

The discussion of the theoretical concept of the travel-cost approach is illterms of recreation analysis. but the focus is acluallv on the valuation o anunpriced good. A recreational good is just one of a number of goods in this 
category. 

TheoreticalConcept. The travel-cost approach was initially developed tovalue the benefits received by consumers from their use of ain environmental
good. Most examples of the approach use outdoor recreation facilities--alake, a river, or a campground-as the environmental good being considered.Because users of these recreation sites frequently pay nothing or. at most.
nominal admission fees, the revenue collected for use of these faciliies is not
a good indicator of the value of the site or the actual willingness of users topay. Tile real value oftihe site, which includes both user charges and tile totalconsumer surp!,is enjoyed by users, becomes important wh ,i decisions niustbe made about committing resourccs to preserve an existing site or create a 
new one. 

Survey techniques could be used to find ou consumers' hypothetical valuation of a recreation site, and such tchliquc.,e are discussed later. Ill outdoorrecreation, however, there is another way to deteriline consumers' implicitvaluation of a site. We assume that the recreation site charges no admission oruser fee and is a desirable environnental good. Users come from variousplaces to spend time at the site. Although no entrance fee is charged (or only anominal one), demand for the good is not infinite because there is a costinvolved in getting to and from the site. This is where the travel-cost approach
begins. 
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Tile farther away potential users of the recreation site live, the less is their 
expected use of (dmnand for) tilesite (tile environmental good). Those users 
who live close by would be expected to demand more of the environmental 
good because its implicit price, as measured by travel costs, is lower than for 
users more distant front the good. In terms of consumer's surplus, the user 
most distant with the highest travel cost is assumed to have the lowest (or no) 
consumer s urplis i':cw. those who live closer and have lower travel 
costs also have larer consuler's surpluses. 

In actual practice, the travel-cost approach issite-specific and1LIMeasures tile 
benefits front one particular site and not front recreation in general (Freeman 
1979). The recreation site is identified, and the surrounding area is divided 
into concentric zones of increasing distance, which represent increasing levels 
of travel costs. A survey of users is conducted at the recreation site to deter
mine zone of origin. visitation rates, travel Costs, and various socioeconomnic 
characteristics. The inlformation fron this sample of visitors is then analyzed, 
and the data generated are used to regress visitation rates on travel cost and the 
various socioCconolllic variables. 

Qi= f (TC. XI ..... X,,) (6-21) 

where Q, is the visitation rate (number of visitors from zone i per 1,000 
population in zone i),TC is travel cost, and X, ...X,, ire tnumber of 

socioeconomic variables including income, level of education, and other an
propriate variables. 

This regression will test the hypothesis that travel costs do in fact have an 
inipac, on visitation rates. The inclusion of the other variables helps to elimi
nate the effects of non-travel-cost-related components of total visitation rates. 

This first step leads to the creation of a so-called "'whole experience'' 

dernand curve based oil visitation rates, not the actual number of visitor-days 
spent at the site. To estimate the consumer surplus, or benefits, fron the site, 
this demand curve can be used to estimate actual numbers of visitors and how 
tie numbers would chance with increases ill admission price--in effect, creat
ing a classic demand curve. 

As Freeman points out ( 1979), the base information about total visitation 
from all travel-cost zones defines one point on the demand curve for the 
recreation site under study. That is.it defines the point of intersection of the 
present nominal or zero price line with the true ecoinoillic d(lciaild curve. In 
figure 6.9 this would be point A if the admission charge were zero. The 
remainder of the demand curve derived by assuming that visitors wouldi., 


respond in the same way to increases in admission costs as to equal increases 
in travel costs. For each incremnental increase in admission cost. the expected 
visitation rate from each travel origin zone is calculated. These values are 
summed across all travel origin zones to fin! the predicted total number of 
visitors at the new admission price. A SI increase in admission charge may 
lead to point B in figure 6.9. This calculation is repeated for higher and higher 
admission charges until the entire demiand curve, AM. is traced. The area 
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Figure 6.9 Demand curve for outdoor recreation at a specific site. 

under the curve is an estimate, leretre. of the total cOnsumcr's surplusenjoyed by present users of the recreation site. assu ing an original access 
price of zero. 

To use the travel-cost approach, ai numbei of assutmptions must ie madeabout individual behavior and about tie variables measured. Sinden and Wor
rell (1979) specified the following: 
I. All users must obtain the same total benefit from the use of the site, andthis is equal to the travel cost of the marginal] user (most distant).2. The consumer's surplus of the inlargallil user is zero.3. Travel cost is a reliable proxy for price. This. in turn, rests on all assuniption that the disuLtiliy ' overcoming distance derives fromof nionetary 

Costs alone. 
4. People in all distance zones WoulId consIuile the same qut6antities ofimeactivity at given nlonelary costs. That is. the demand curves fIr alldistance zones have the slope.same 
These assumptions will be discussed later: but first, a simple hypothetical
example of the technique will be given.

Hypothetical Example (Knetsch andDavis 1966). Assume a free recreation area, such as a public park or lake. People arriving at tie area have been 
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Table 6.11. Visitors to a Recreation Area (Hypothetical Example) 

Average travel Visits Visits/1,000
Zone Population cost of visit ($) made population 

I 1,000 1 400 400
II 2,000 3 400 200
III 4,000 4 400 100 
Beyond I1 0 

Total 1,200 

Source: Adaptjd from Knetsch and Davis (1966). 

interviewed to obtain information about the distance traveled, travel costs, 
purpose of he trip, and other socioeconomic characteristics. The total area of 
visitor origin is then divided into zones of increasing travel costs. For each 
zone, the total population is determined. All of this information is shown in 
table 6.11. 

With no admission fee to the site, the number of visits made I"'om each zone 
over a specified time period will be a function of travel costs and other 
determinants of recreational visits. Travel costs include outlays for such items 
as transportation, lodging, and food greater than those incurred if the trip were 
not made.* 

The visits per unit of population V. in this case per thousand population 
(V/1,000), niy then be plotted against the average cost per visit, C. Or, by 
using statistical procedures, a relationship between visits per thousand popu
lation and travel cost could be determined. In this example, the relationship is 
linear and is given by 

V/1,000 = 500 - 100C. (6--22) 

This demand curve is called the whole-experience demand curve. Sinden 
and Worrell (1979) showed how consumer's surplus is calculated from this 
curve. Estimating the whole experience, however, gives only a minimum 
value. Users from the most distant zone are assumed to have no consumer's 
surplus. In addition, other visitors have no opportunity to demonstrate their 
maximum willingness to pay for the use of the site. 

In order to estimate the total value of the on-site experience, Clawson 
(1959) suggested extending the whole-experience method. This approach is 
based on the assumption that the differences in costs between zones can be 
used to simulate an entrance fee and that people's reaction to entrance fees is 

*What should be included in the travel-cost item requires some judgment. With respect to 
automobile costs, only the variable cost of the round trip should be counted. Some applications 
have used perceived cost instead of real cost. The cost of avisit includes the money spent at asite 
plus the per visitor-day costs of recreational supplies, fees for camp or trailer, sites and boat 
launching, fish bait. and extra cost of fIod. lodging, and other services beyond those that would 
be incurred at home. 
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Table 6.12. Visits to a Recreation Area, Assuming $1Entrance Fee 

New cost ($) Visits/1,0OOa PopulationZone (C) population (thousands) Visits
 
I 2 
 300 1 300
II 4 100 2 200III 5 0 4 0 

500
 
aVisits/1,000 population calculated from equation 6-22: V/1,000 = 500 - 100C. 

the same as their reaction to higher travel costs. Using this assumption and the
data in tables 6.11 and 6.12, the demand curve for the on-site experience is 
established as follows: 

1. 	At present, no entrance fee is charged to visit the site, and the total
number of visits made is 1,200 for a specified time period. This gives
point A on the demand curve in figure 6.10.

2. 	 Assume a $1entrance fe, This is added to the travel cost so that the cost 
per visit for visitors from zone I becomes $2 ($1 travel cost plus $1
admission). Using fbrmula 6-22, the new visitation rate can be calcu
lated for each zone. As shown in table 6.12 and point B iti figure 6.10, 
total visits now drop to 500. 

3. 	 Repeat step 2 for entrance fees of $2, $3,and $4. Thus, by using the visit 
rate-travel cost relationship, we can calculate the total number of visits 
that would be made /'peolde treat an increment in travel cost the same as 
admissionfees. Total visits are shown in table 6.13 and plotted in figure 
6.10. 

4 

V'D 3 

4I2 i 

B 

Ii I I I j I 
----------

100 200 500 

Total Number of Visits per Time Period 

Figure 6.10 On-site experience demand curve for recreation area. 

I I . A 

1.200 
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Table 6.13. Total Visits to a Recreation Area, with Entrance Fee as a Variable 

Added cost Total number 
(entrance fee) of visits 

$0 1,200 
1 500 
2 	 200 
3 100 
4 0 

Source: Knatsch and Davis (1966). 

4. 	 Total consumer's surplus, calculated from the area under the demand 
curve in figure 6.10, in this hypothetical example is 

(1,200 - 500) < $1 = 350
 
(50- 00)x $1
(500 -2 200) $1 = = 300150 

2(200-10)× $1 = 150(500- 200) x $2 = 300(200 - 100) X $1 = 50 
2
 

(200 - 100) x $2 = 200
 
(100 - O) l 5
 

2
 

(100 - 0) x $3 = 300
 
Total 1,400
 

or 1,200 = $1.17 per on-site visit. 

This example presents the basic travel-cost method. Many shortcomings 
can be found in this approach. The underlying assumption, that the visitation 
rate is solely a function of travel cost, is simplistic. Other factors will influ
ence people's demand for recreation. Also, the assumption that people in the 
same zone have identical preferences is difficult to accept. Furthermore, 
travel time is ignored. and experience has shown that not all trips are single
purpose trips. 

All of these problems and others have been recognized, and attempts have 
been made to overcome them. Before discussing these issues, however, a 
more realistic example of application of the travel-cost approach will be 
presented. It will show the steps required for a travel-cost analysis and will 
demonstrate some of the extensions of the technique. 

Actual Example. The following example, taken from an analysis of res
ervoir recreation benefits (Tussey 1967), was chosen for two reasons: the 
subject matter is relevant to situations in both developed and developing 
countries, and the example clearly shows the steps required to apply the 
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travel-cost approach. Emphasis in this section is on thc mechanics of applica
tion and onl data sources and problems. Little time will be spent on tile 
statistical significance or the substance of the results. 

'[he example deals %kith lthe analysis of a popular recreation reservoir in the 
state of Kentucky in the United States. The origin areas from which visitors 
came to the site were defined as the 120 Kentucky conties plus the 47 
remaining states of tilemainland United States and thc )istriCt of Columbia.
 
This provided 168 possible origin areas.
 

Visitation Data. Annual reservoir attcndalnce data collected by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers arc shown in table 6. 14. To dCternminC the number 
of visitors by origin area. two types of visitation data wCrC utili/ed. The first 
type was data collected IV the Corps of Engincecrs through0elvisitor-origin
 
surveys conluctcd dlurine the Wars 1963 through 1906. The second was from
 
a Motor vehicle origin survey. Data were collected by driving a consistent 
rot thlotghi tile area anrd reco rIng state and con(tyVol'inSI'rolmrecreation 

the vehicle license plates.
 

After tile\, were tested Ior compatibility. these two data sets were coin 
bitned. The distribution of' visitors by origin 
area was based oil the interview
 
data as well as on the visitor cstimate s taken Ironi the drivC-lt IrOIugI survey for
 
the months of Martch. April, May. ltti,and July. File total num ber of
 
atitlited visitors (1frou1
interviews and drive- th rotigI sUrveys) \Ias estiIIa tel at 
71.000.1: 

Total PoIlfhation Data. These tlara were taken frori the 1960 nationwide
 
ccistIs. Later poptlation f'ilre.s coultd have been 
 tlsCd. but population esti
niates bCtvCeIl CC1l1sLIs year, iC lesseI atre a.id 11loC difll cLilt to obtain. A
 
(ltrick check showed that the pr ')IlatiOiis inI tile couintics immediately stir
rtouinding the reservoir had changed little since 1960. 

Travel Distan'e ata. ' Travel ldistance was calculated I'ronla point witi
in the origin area 
(the center of the area) to the main entrance of the reservoir.
 
Three icasuires were calCtIlated: air di stance antI road distance (in miles) and
 
time (in hours). 

*)ala collection is a difictit and iimc-corsuming task. Many dzticnt slrv ittchnitques are 
available. The choice of aiparticular tcchniquC will depett vL'ry nch on the actial reclcalllnslite 
aild itsfacilities. access, si/c. and vcmcraphic tocation. tiro%\n. L ton. anud M ctilan (t9701 
ttiscussed some of these Icchniques. 
"-Solltiies (its Irlk Ili.n lctvclacdit) use o ltsiicillthis cxnliplc) l tdistane v ltc iemor clo 

ihanr iravt cos . Inot sid.v. Sindtcni that a19)74) Iolinld us tt recrcaion site ,itcd%%ilh 
disranctC bilt travel ,,ts it sliaislicalll sinnifiillan variahl. costs ofall;t c %

k
1 n0 Itie Inhllclilar\ 

Iravtl re alldistancec 1mcl IsiratiOlirl lcercarlion and nai% scr. as Ipro\ forasr LC"it ort 
price in a travcl-cost anal',sis (Sindcn and Worill 197)). The use of disiancc as a price pro\. Is 
found in sutics by Ntrc\\i 1 t900) and Mansfield (1971). )istancc. of course. cannot tic 
directly
compared wiih moncrtary valucs. To inakc itcomparable. ile 1isancIc tiliisnmustitc 
convertd tonmnrltary initsb,a cost-per-mlileuhiliplicr (Smith intKavanagh 10'). tlhe evai
picill the lncxt aprocdtrc asunmcs Ihat (lie uar'inall lisuitlilry otitit isconstantsection). Such 
and tlha ilt uscrs incur thesamc nionctarv cost pter mile (Sindcr and Worrcll 1979.. 
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Tnble 6.14. Annual Attendance at Reservoir inKentucky, United States, 1963-1966 
(Thousands) 

Year Attendance 

1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 

554,000 
695,000 
778,000 
824,000 

Source: "russey (1967). 

Population Characteristics. A fairly large number of socioeconomic 
characteristics were examined, and those with the greatest degree of statistical 
correlation to the visitation data were selected. Three variables were chosen 
for further analysis: median family income (seven income classes), urbaniza
tion of the origin area, and median individual age (seven age ranges). 

Route Characteristics Data. Four variables characterizing travel routes 
were considered: the ratio of air distance to road distance, tie percentage of 
the road distance with four or more highway lancs, tie percentage of the road 
distance with federal-standard two-lane highways, and the percentage of the 
road distance with state-standard two-lane highways. 

Competing Recreational Reservoir Data. The computation factor used in 
this study was defined as the air distanceiron an origin area to the nearest 
selected competing reservoir divided by the air distance firom the same origin 
area to the reservoir studied. All sate origin areas were assumed to have 
competing reservoirs nearer their populations and therefore wcre given a ratio 
value equal to zero. 

Effective Distance Data. In general, the total travel distance from an 
origin area to the reservoir cannot be attributed to the reservoir studied. Only 
the out-of-the-way distance traveled to the site can be considered as determin
ing the cost the visitor paid to reach the project. One might hypothesize that 
visit,:s traveling short distances to the reservoir had the sole purpose of 
visiting the reservoir, while visitors traveling greater distances might have 
stopped at intermediate points of interest or to visit friends or relatives and, 
thus, their out-of-the-way travel distance to the reservoir would have been 
only a portion of' the distance from their homes to the reservoir. 

To determine effective distance, visitors were queried by means of 
postcards and letters distributed at the site (luring the summer of 1966. Visi
tors asr -Does your trip away from home have any purpose otherie;kcd. 
than to visit the reservoir?" If the answer was "yes," they were then asked: 
"How far out of your way, one way, did you go to come here?" 

Results from the survey were translated into a curve relating road distance 
to out-of-the-way distance, which was used by the analyst to translate road 
distance observations into effective distance data. 

Application of the Example. The data described above were used in a 
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multiple regression analysis to estimate coeefficient values for several equations. The first equation that was estimated was of the following forml: 
V = KP/d", 

(6-23) 
where V is the estimated annual number of visitor-days spent at the site, P isthe population of the origin area. d is the distance of the reservoir from theorigin area, n is the exponent describing the relationship between distance andvisitation, and K is a constant describing the propensity of the individuals inthe origin areas to visit the reservoir.* 

The total number of audited visitors obtained from the data was 70,976 in1966. Total actual visitation for that year was 824,000 (table 6. 14). and thesevisitors were assumed to be distributed in the sane manner as the 70,976audited visitors (table 6.15, colunmns I and 2). Rearranging equation (6-23)
yields 

V KV dK 
(6-24) 

taking common
V logs of both sides yields
 

log T = log K - it log d. 
 (6-25) 

This equation was estimated as follows: 
V
 

log T = 3.411 - 2,445 log d , (6-26) 

or V = 2577 
1d2.4-1l5•
 

This equation can be used to estimate the annual visitation from each origin
area to the reservoir (table 6.15, column 3).

The next step was to try to improve the correlation of equation 6-26 byadding new variables. Other variables were included on the hypothesis thatthey accounted fJr :,!emr,part of the difference between visitation predicted
by equation 6-26 and actual visitation. Of all the variables tested, including
the different income and age clas., s.only seven 
 were retained for further
 
analysis. These were:
 

I. median famfily income (.v;
2. percentage of I'unti lies annualwith incomes between $15,000 and 

$20,000 (x2,); 
*Throughout the literature. ',anv equations relating V.I', d.and other variahles have been 

used. Everett (19781 used VI a %%here a. b.and , are constants and c is the cost o1 
travel. Knegsch (1903) Included Several s cioecotnonm1ic variables, as did Mere,.itz 11966) aridSinden (1978). Shucksmith 11979) hriefly discussed different fornisand compared resulis fromusing a semilog and a diUblelog function. rhe doiblelo lunciion. hoever, predicted thatifthere were no cost the visitation rate would he infinite.To get an niercept term. soie analystshave added an arbitrary constant to the equation. ('ommn (It973) criticited this approach. 
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Table 6.15. Various Estimates of Annual Visitation at Reservoir inKentucky 

Adjusted 
Origin Audited Actual Equation 6-26 equation 6-260 
area visits visits estimate estimate 

1Adair County 72 836 985 1,327
 
2Allen County 88 1,022 1,167 1,541
 

56 Jefferson County 28,198 327,445 70,646 319,204
 
121 Alabama State 145 1,684 7,380 22,569
 
168 Wyoming State 4 46 31 0
 

aEstimates of Kfrom equation 6-27 were inserted inequation 6-26 to obtain visitation rates. 
Source: Tussey (1967). 

3. 	 percentage of people between tile ten and nineteen (xi);ages of 
4. 	 percentage of residents living in cities having more than 50,000 people 

5. 	 median irJividual ae (X,): 
6. 	 a recreatit n competition factor (x,); and 
7. 	 percentage of the road distance from the reservoir to the origin area in 

four-lane highway (x7 ). 

An imputed K for each origin was calculated from known values of V,P, 
and d/.These 168 imputed values were regressed on the seven variables (K 
was weighted to correct for the differences in audited visitors in origin areas). 

K = + eX,' + dX 3 + 1 +.fX 5 + gX, + hX7a 	 hX 1 + 'X-

K = 1116.31744 + 221.33237 X., - .40325 X, 
R2
- 1684.04123 X, + 382.38046 X., = .8367. (6-27) 

These estimates of K were inserted inequation 6-26 to obtain revised visita
tion estimates (column 4 of table 6.15). 

Esti.at ion of Bentcfits. Equations 6-26 and 6-27 provide estimates of 
visitation that correspond to the conbination of distance, population, route. 
and competition characteristics applying to a particular origin area. If all 
characteristics are held constant and distance is increased by increments, 
estimated visitation decreases. The cost of traveling the incremental distance 
is calculated as the product of the incremental distance, the fraction of' the 
total distance that is out-of-the-way distance, obtained from the curve de
scribed tinder the earlier heading lffictiTi'e Distance I)ata, and a unit cost per 
mile. Plotting visitation for each increment as itfunction of cost for that 
increment produces the demand curve. The area tinder the curve is calculated 
and is taken as the estimated recreation benefis. 

An Exanple of'CalculatingBenefits. The calculation of estimated annual 
benefits for one origin area-Jefferson County-was as follows: 

I. The population of the origin area was 610.947; air distance to the reser
voir is 60 miles; actual 1966 visitation to the reservoir was 327,445. 
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Using the imputed value of K for Jeflcr oji County i,'equation 6--2k, tieestimated visitation to tilereservoir would he 319,.204 people.2. '['he cost per additional rile of travel to the reservoir woul(l be S0.034. 
Two deriand curves could be drawn by plotting either colnns 3 versus 5 or 3 versus 6 from table 6. 16. Figure 6. 11 shows the first of these two.Estimating hncefits as the area tinder the ncI arind CLIrye yieIded a111111a141benefit of USS38 1,537 to Jefferson County visitors, or approximiately $1 . 16 

per visitor-day.
This calculation was then repeated Ior all 168 origin areas.visitation fron Sui ming theall origin areas for a given distance ilicrelicnt gave a singlepoint on the total de mard curve. Repeating this ste) for each incrementaldistance yielded the total reservoir tderlaid curye expressing visitation as a

lunction of Cost.
 
To ta lan tia 16 8 ori
l be eefits for- all n 1-CS ' r tie (ICI'rdncurveswere: 

US .1,573,540as in cols. 3 vs. 5. table 6. 10.

US$1 .043,839 as in cols. 3 vs. 6. table 6. 16:
 

As the distance fron the origin arca to the reservoir increased. averagcebenelfits per visitor-day increased from $0.36 to $4.61. with most oIfthevaltres lying in the rangc of [roni $0.50 to $2.50.
Cunochlsion. Thecx:lniple has tiermonstrated what is involved in a travelcost analysis. hlle approach used to estimate the visit at ion equoat ion Will, ofcourse, differ from 
 analvst to analyst and from sitlation to situation. Although
 

Table 6.16. Data for Computation of the Marginal Benefit Curves for Origin Area 56,
Jefferson County, Kentucky
 

(1) (2) 
 i.
Added Effective
distance Vi;ii3t!ondistance (3) distanci(miles) (miles) Cost (S) 

(5) (6)'miles) Actual K Estimated K 
0 

10 
0 

60 327,445 319,20410 0.34020 20 70 224,615 218,9620.680
80 80 162,045 157,96677 2.5331,200 140 41,243 40,205150 5.100 1,2602,400 150 191 1875.100 2,460 37Notes:" 36 

Column (5): KP was calculated forvisitors actually counted by solving equation 6-23 to get Vd',where nwas taken as 2.445. Hence, KP - Vd"' 327, 445 x 602415 -- 7,297,000,000.The reduction invisitation with increasing distance was estimated fromKPd 2445. the product 
u.-;,n (6): KP is now based on equation 6-27 and is calculated as KP - estimated K xPopulation  11,643 :.:610,947 = 7,113,000,000.
 

Source: Tussey (1967).
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Figure 6.11 Demand curve for reservoir use by Jefferson County, Kentucky, visitors (annual visitor-days). (Source: Tussey, 1967.) 
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most of the socioeconomic variables were not found to be significant, thesubstitution of effective for total travel distance was significant. Furthermore,the example has shown the type of data needed to undertake a travel-cost 
analysis. 

Shortcomings and Furthier Developments.

Travel Cost vs. Entrance Fees. 
 A basic assumption of the Clawson-Knetsch method is that visitors will react in the same way to increases in costwhatever their source; that is, they will he indifferent to the cause of theincreases, whether from a rise in entrance fees or from t rise in travel costs.Some writers have regarded this as a strong assumption (Common 1973). but 

no alternative suggestions have becn made.
Time Bias. Both direct expenses in traveling and the time spent in traveling can be considered as part of the total travel cost. The basic travel costapproach focuses on actual monetary costs anrid assumes that the behavior ofindividuals in different zones (with different monetary travel costs) can beused to predict changes in use i;atcs resulting from changes in travel cost. Forexample, monetary travel cost 1, 1966 for a visitor from zone I might havebeen $3 while the cost for a visitor from a more distant zone 2 might havebeen $5. The assumption usually made is that a $2 increase in the travel costto a zone I visitor would have reduced use rates from zone I to the same levelpreviously measured for zone 2. 1lowever. since travel time for zone I visitors would still have been less than from zone 2, the new use rate would havebeen lower than before but higher than from zone 2 (SindcnIand Worrell(1979). The demand curve that excludes time would tend to underestimate 

total benefits. 
Cesario and Knetsch (1970) suggested explicit inclusion of time as a separate variable in the trip generation ILuction. BUtt if tle only money costs thatvary among individuals are those associated with travel, then money costs and
time costs are likely to be 
 too highly correlated statistically to permit theseparate estimation of their effects. Cesario and Knetsch (1976) recognizedthis and suggested instead the use of assumed trade-off functions between

time and money. They suggested two approaches: 
Method 1: C, = ($0.06 D,) (t,77); (6-28) 

Method If: C, = $0.06 1), 4- /,'1',.: (6-29)
where Ci is the generalized cost of traveling from i to the park. D, is the
distance in miles, t, is the value of travel time, and ', is time.The choice of the shadow price of time is critical to the estimation of theelasticity of denand for, and calculation of the benefits of. the site. Freeman(1979) discussed in detail (lie components of the time cost. At the end of hisdiscussion, he stated that although it is known that failure to account for timecosts biases the estimate of benefits. there is little guidance on how to assign avalue of travel time for empirical purposes. Cesario (1976) reviewed a num
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ber of travel-time and transportation-cos studies in an elort to determine a 
shadow price for time. His conclusion suggested that tie value of time with 
respect to nonwork travel should be between one-quarter and one-hall of (fie 
wage rate. 

In conclusion, time is a1nimlportanlt variable, and ignoring it Cal bias tile 
final results (3ishop and I leberlein 1979). In theory, the problem can be 
overcome by observing actual trade-ot's between tinle and mollnetary costs, 
but "no universally accepted formulation of this tradeoff has been established 
and empirically tested" (U.S. Water Resources ('ouncil 1979). Thus. the 
least that should be done is to inuct wporate tile cost variablevOI Ieof tine in tile 
and determine the sensitivity of the results to v\arious time values. 

Te ,Sini'h,-I1 irTpON Ixt'rsion ... sumption. If visitors conie r i it sotle 
distance, there may be other recreational sites between the /one of' origin and 
tile A trip to the site may therefore for a singlesite 	beiie- studied. not be 
pulrpise , and (Ile tial Costs shlt iid I be divided between tie different sites 
(Snith and Kopp 19(0). In additioii, the journey itself may givC utility or 
disutility ben'd tlie directly miiea suriab llOney and timive costs.IC 

Cheshire and Stablelr (1976) defined three categories of'visitors: 

I. Pure visitors. whto are site-orincited aid whose Jon1re y involves pure
 
costs.
 

2. 	 MA'hArT'rs, who derive frtom tile ou rnev: aindutility i 

3. 	 Transit 'isilors, whSCose journey is ma1,.de for another jttt'psC tir joineid 
purpose and who call in at tilesite. 

Only group I fits the basic Issun1lptioii underlying tie travel-cost approach. 
Inclusion of groulps 2 and 3 Imay lead to over- or underestimation olfbeniefits. 
Problens of vah at iiion s-site-specific recreational travel were consideredil 
in the reservoir cxample and, in general, can only be overcome by more 
extensive data collection (Gibson I.)78). 

Affect /lncome on Valnation. Another basis assuniptiton underlying the 
travel-cost approach is that oficonstant tastes: that is. that people in different 
distance zones take tle sanme qIInan tity of recreation at tile iioetlarv cost.sailnu 
This assumption was criticized by Seckler (1966). who argued that the tLie
in and curves of users froin different zIieS night not be comparable if there 
were systematic variations of' incollle iand utility funlctions bet\ween Zones. 
Stocvener and Brown (1967. 1968) Showed that tileaggregation ol separate 
deliand CLrveS for incom(i groups iliay VX']I be nCeCssav to adjust for the 
effects of ilctlles. 

Income can be related to quantity of use ill at least two ways. One contains 
the assumption that the response to travel cost or distance. 1), as a proxy for 
price, is the same at any income level. 1. The Following regressionimodel is 
then 	 applicable: 

Q = a - bI D + h,1, 	 (6-30) 
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where a is the regression constant, and and arebj b, the regression
coefficients. 

The other way contains the assumption that the response to distance differs 
at different income levels. A different model, 

Q = a - hD , (6-31) 
would then apply and would be built for each income group. In this secondequation, the reaction to travel cost is itself affected by income; hence, theslopes of the demand curves will vary for different levels of income.In a similar vein. Pearse (1968) proposed an alternative way of grouping
users so that the assumption of constant tastes across zones is no longer
required (Sinden and Worrell 1979): 

1. Subjects are classified by income groulp):
2. The marginal costs of all subjects are considered, and tile higher one in 

each income class is noted,
3. The consumnet'S surplus for each sub'ject is calculated as the highest

marginal cost in his or her income class minus the individual's own 
marginal cost: 

4. Consumers' surplus for all subjects is summed to give the estimate of 
value. 

Pearse's basic assumption was that visitors from a given income class are more likely to have common tastes and preferences thaln travelers originating
from a zone based on distance. 

In conclusion, the treatment of income has resulted in varying degrees ofsuccess. Therefore, when using a travel-cost approach it would be \vise to testwhether or not income may have a significant effect on the results. 
Other Shortcomings. It ispossible to criticize the travel-cost approach onseveral other grounds (I lyman 198 1). Often, criticism is leveled at the omission of important variables. Such shortcomings can be at least partially corrected. An example of criticism is that the approach nowhere accounts f.or the

intensity or quality of the recreational experience. Some analysts therefore
reject the approach 
 for such problems as tile preservation of wild rivers.Others, such as Sinden (1978), incorporate taste variables to account forexperience. Similar arguments hold "or congestion: congestion decreases tie 
quality of a site and, hence, the recreational experience (Cic,hetti and Smith1973: McConnell 1977: Shelby 1980).

Flegg (1976) raised the issue of equity. 'fhe travel-cost approach is based on calculating consumers' willingness to pay. This criterion is based on twovalue judgments: that individuals' preferences count, and that these preferences should be weighted by individuals' incomes. In particular, the second
of these value judgments is highly controversial. Flegg, who attempted tochange the procedure to a more equally based prefcrence weighting. f'ound 
that the results were insensitive to change.

With some thought and ingenuity, however, all of these shortcomings can 
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be dealt with in the approach. Often, the limiting factor will be (ie available 
data. 

Conclusion. The travel-cost approach as described in thi: section is a 
technique that enables one to calculate a demand curve for an unpriced good. 
The value of the unpriced good is estimated from the area under the demand 
curve; this area is the consumer's surplus, or willingness to pay for the good. 

Using the measure ot consumer's surplus raises two points. First, the 
results of this technique are not directly comparable with other monetary 
measures, which often ignore consumer's surplus. In our opinion, the calcula
tion of consumer's surplis is cssential when dealing with environmental 
goods, but the tact that other techniques ignore consumer's surplus should 
make one careful when making Comparisons. 

Second, the estimates of value derived from the analysis are site-specific. 
Hence, an estimate of i dollars per person pcr year Of co1nsuLmier's surplus 
applies only to a particular site anJ not to sites in general. 

The philosophy underlying tm, approach needs to be recognized: that is, 
benefits are a direct reflection of the utility derived by those who are able to 
pay. Hlnce, bnefits are a function of the current income distribution. Those 
people who do not visit the recreation site because of low incomes do not 
derive any benefit from it. But if these people had meore income, they could 
visit and thereby derive benefits. 

In view of these points, we should be aware of two more if we wish to 
apply the travel-cost approach: 

1. Because the results are a function of the current distribution of incomne, 
and if current opinion is that this distribution, however it is determined, is 
not equitable, then the results should be used with great care. This point 
will be important in countries with a very skewed distribution of income. 

2. 	 Tile benefits calculated must be considered as a minimunm estimate of 
total benefits derived from a recreational facility under the assumptions 
used in the analysis. Other values associated with the site-specific recrea
tion experience may not be captured in the analysis. For example, even 
though people do not visit the site, they nay still derive benefits from 
knowing that the site exists. When the purpose of the analysis is to place 
a value on a park, reservoir, or other recreation site, values other than 
travel cost-such itsoption values and benefits derived by those living 
near tile who dio 101 visit it--must be accounted for.park 

Clearly, the technique must be applied with great caution. Biases can easily 
creep into the analysis if some of the basic assumptions are violated. We have 
shown that failure to account for access to substitutes, multipurpose trips, and 
variations in income levels and travel time can lead to biased results. Some of 
these variables can be controlled statistically. but others create problems. 

Bishop and leberlcin (1979) looked at some of these biases in more detail 
and reported an experiment to define the magnitude of sonic of them. They 
concluded that more research is needed to develop and refine the travel-cost 
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approach further. For successful applications, one needs a careful specifica
tion of the problem to be analyzed plus a sensitivity analysis of the results interms of the included and excluded variables. If recreational benefits are animportant factor in a resource development program, the travcl-cost techniquedescribed here is one of the most useful for systematically cvaluating those 
benefits. 

Other Applications.
Recreation an(l Water Quality. Stevens (1966); and Reiling, Gibbs, atid 

Stoevener (1973).
Sport Fishing. Brown, Singh, and Castle (1965); 

New Recreational Facilities. 

smith (1979); and Smith and Kavanagh (1969). 
Smith (1971); Shuck-

WihlliAf. Everett (1978).
Recreation .[)omm Sites with Many Activities. Flegg ( 1976), and Sinden 

(1978).
Mansfield (1971 ): and Merewitz (1966).

Congestion. Cicchetti and Smith (1973); Fisher and Krutilla (1972): and 
McConnell (1977). 

LITIGATION AND COMPENSATION 

Sometimes compensation for environmental damage,s is decided by courtorder. Such an award reflects the estimated total amnoun1.t ofdalage inflicted 
on people. For example, reclamation of land in Tokyo Bay has destroyed theseaweed and shellfish industries in the reclaimed areas. [)uring the years ofreclanation, fishermen's unions gave up their fishing rights in exchange for 
some pecuniary compensation, whiclh was based on calpitaliz ation of averageannual profits (l-anayvama and Sano 1981). The compensaltion payments couldbe taken as a measure of the cost of losing a resource. If the payments werebased on capitalized annual profits, however, it might have been more
straightforward to use production figures and market prices to determine the 
social cost 

Compensation and litigation rcsults vary from case to case. This variabilityin awards suggests that it may be diffictilt to attach i Inca ingful value toenvironmental damage from such awards. And, even if the valre were mean
ingful, legal compensation is awarded in ItrnIp suns,I and. oftcn there is litindication of how a sum has been derived or what it represents. Freqtiently. itincludes other considerations than environienItal damage (Niler and Wyzga
1976). Therefore, as an approach to estirnating environmental benefits or 
costs, litigation results may be C." little use. 

SURVEY-BASED VALUATION TECHNIQUES 

A number of other valuation methods have been developed to meet the need
for obtaining benefit or demand infornmation in the absence of data on market 
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prices. These methods rely on direct surveys of consumer willingness to pay 
or consumer willingness to choose quantities of goods or services. As such, 
they seek to measure consumer preferemces ill hypodCtical situations rather 
than consumer behavior in actual situations, as is done, for example, in the 
travel-cost approach. Survey-based valuations have been applied to common
property resources or nonexcludihlc goods, such as air and water quality, to 
amenity resources with scenic, cultural, ecological, historical, or uniqueness 
characteristics, and to other situations in which market price data are absent. 

A useful classification of these valuation methods is shown in Figure 6.12. 

Bidding Games 
(single and converging) 

Direct Questioning about 
Willingness to Pay Allocating a Budget 
or Accept Compensation 

Trade-off Games 

Simulate Quantity Choices 
in Market Settinq
(costless choice niethod) 

Direct Qu-tioning about 
Choices of Quantities 
(infer Willingness to Pay 
or Accept Compensation
from the results) 

Simulate Optimal Quantity
Choices in Competitive
Market Setting (priority
evaluation technique) 

Figure 6.12 Classification of survey-based valuation methods. (Source: Adapted from 
Sinden and Worrell, 1979.) 
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Of the two groups of valuation methods used to obtain estimates of benefits,the first relies on questions about willingness to pay or to accept compensa
tion, while the second group uses questions about quantities of goods andservices demanded to infer Consumer willingness to pay or to accept 
compensation. 

Basic fheory
 

Survey-based valuation methods rely 
on the theory of individual demand curves (the Marshallian denand curve) and on tile two [ licksian measures ofconsumer's su,rplus, conpensating variation and equivalent variation, as dis
cussed in the Appendix to Chapter 3. To measure benefits, these methods relyon estimating cither consumer willingless to pay for a good or scrvicc or consumer willingness to accept compensation for the prospective Io.... of agood or service. These estiniatis either are derived frmo a direct bidding
ga e approach or are infe rrcd from choices niade anlong Varils bundles of
L.oods. Because tie methods attempt to define consumer demand curves, they
take full accout of cons tluCr's surl)lus ill eStimatiig benefits. 

The Bidding-Gare Approach 
Bidding gaies are hased on the assumption that tile prices of' goods orservices vary in response to a change in the cqtiilibriuin quantity or quality ofthe goods supplied (B3ohni 1972:1971. Sidlea aInd Worrell 1979). Often.pure public goods are inv'olved, so the Samlianiount of* a good of' a giveniquality is available to everyone. Exaiirp!cs of such public goods are clean airin a city or an unobstructed view of a lountain In thisrange. approach.

individuals are asked to evaltlite co itingencies--Iypotheticil bundles Cornposed of various qi aiititV or quality levels of tile good. The evaluations aremade on the basis of willingness to pay for an improved bundle of goods
(compensating variation) or willingness to accept paynient in return for aninferior bundle of goods (equivalent variation). For pure public goods, individual bid curves are summed vertically to obtain an aggregate bid curve
because, except for congestion effects, tile niarginal cost of provision of tie
bundle of goods for an additional user is tero once the good has been
vided. The aggregate bid curve 

pro
is a surrogate for an income-conpensatedf

demand curve. An article by Roxve, d'Arge, and Brookshire (I980) provides athorough reviexv of the state of the art of bidding games and the various biases 
that may enter into the analysis.

One method of estimating the naxiiitlim anount individuals will pay or theminimtl compensation they will accept is through the use of an iterative
bidding process in a personal interview. First, the interviewer carefully describes the quantity, quality, time, and location dimensions of the good anddefines the right to use the good for a fixed period of time--for example, one year. In return, respondents are given a starting-point bid and asked whether 
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they would pay that amount for the good. If the answer is "yes," the inter
viewer records the information and raises the bid. The bid increases until the 
respondents are no longer willing to pay it. Then, the interviewer pro
gressively lowers the bid to approach the exact amount that respondents are 
willing to pay. This is called a converging-bid approach. 

Similarly, respondents could be faced with the potential loss of a good and 
are asked how much they are willing to pay each year to avoid the loss of an 
additional unit of the good. In an alternative method, the interviewer could 
ask respondents about the minimum amount of compensation they are willing 
to accept in exchange for the loss of the good. Willingness to pay in order to 
avoid a loss of a good and willingness to accept compensation for that loss are 
usually not the same. People are usually willing to accept a higher compensa
tion for a loss than they are willing to pay to prevent the same loss. These 
points are discussed later. 

The converging-bid approach allows finer tuning of the final individual 
bids. A single bid game, one in which individuals are asked to state how much 
they are willing to pay or to accept in compensation, tends to result in answers 
with much higher standard deviations around the mean. This is especially true 
if no indication is given of the expected range of answers. In the converging
bid approach, however, the opening bid is an indication to the individual 
being interviewed of the expected order of' magnitude of the response. This 
does allow a certain bias to enter into the results, the so-called starting-point 
bias. No agreement exists, however, on the extent of this bias; 'Ahayer (1981) 
found little evidence of it. The presence or absence of this tia, is probably 
dependent on the interviewer's understanding of the context and the appropri
ate range of possible bids. In Thayer's case, individuals finished with a final 
bid of about $2.40 irrespective of whether they started the bidding process at 
$1 or $10. If the range had been between SI and $500, the end result might 
have been different. 

The way in which the money is to be collected is also important. Typically, 
the interviewer suggests some neutral vehicle or way of collecting or disburs
ing the money. Most studies employ a monthly or annual tax or utility bill 
charge as the vehicle. It should be made clear that the collected money is 
placed in a trust fund used only for the purpose of providing or maintaining 
the public good. The problem of the respondent's personal discount rate (the 
trade-off between consumption now and consumption later) is circumvented 
in the bidding process because, in theory, respondents consider that factor in 
deciding how much to bid. When bidding games are conducted for several 
environmental quality attributes in the same analysis, one can deri,,e the 
implied trade-offs among the attributes. 

A Simplified Example. This example deals with a recreation area along a 
free-flowing stream in a forest. The area has regularly been used for recrea
tion at no charge to the population of the surrounding region. A proposal 

exists to develop the area in such a way that the population no longer could 
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h ve access to the recreation area. This case, therefore, illustrates finding thevalue of an existing recreational good, not the value of increasing the quantity
of the same good.


Prior to developing a management plan for the area, 
a survey is made ofpeople using the area. The survey is designed so that the sample of usersinterviewed is representative of the entire population of users over the annualrecreation season, within an acceptable sampling error (e.g., 4%).The survey is conducted by personal interview of each adult visitor to therecreation area. Questions asked include purpose of trip. duration of visit,age, 	size of family, range of family income, occupation, home address, andother socioeconomic variables (Brookshire, Ives, and Schulze 1976).To ascertain willingness to pay or willingness to accept compensation, theinterviewer asks a series of converging questions. For 	example, the interviewer starts with a trial amount (perhaps $5 per year). answerIf the is"yes," the interviewer raises the 	amount (perhaps to $10 per year) andcontinues until the response is "no." The amount is then lowered until a finalfigure on willingness to pay is determined for the visitor being questioned.
The two types of questions are of this form: 

I. 	 Would you pay $X per year to continue to have access to this recreation 
area'? 

2. 	 Would you give up access to this recreation area for a payment to you of 
$X per year'? 

From these interviews, sample and population data on willingness to payare obtained for the first type of question (table 6.17). This information can beplotted in the form of an aggregate bid schedule (fig. 6.13). 'Fhe total areaunder the curve is a measure of the total consumers' surplus of those using therecreation area. In this example, the value of benefits is $685,000 per year. 

Table 6.17. Willingness to Pay for Access to Recreation Area (Hypothetical Example) 

Number of individuals 

Sample Total Total 	 willingness
Willingness to pay of 5% population to paya 
0 to $10 50 1,000 	 b$5,000
10.01 to 20 100 2,000 30,00020.01 to 30 200 4,000 100,00030.01 to 40 450 9,000 315,00040.01 to 50 150 3,000 135,000more 	 than 50 50 1,000 100,000Total 1,000 20,000 685,000 

aTotal population x midpoint of willingness-to-pay range. For over $50 range, midpoint istaken 
at $100. 

b1,0 00 X 0 +2 $5,000. 
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Figure 6.13 Aggregate bid schedule for access to recreation area based on survey
data on willingness to pay. 

Similar data on willingness to accept compensation are also obtained from 
the interviews. Studies have shown that respondents typically quote willing
ness to accept compensation values that are considerably in excess of willing
ness to pay values for the identical good (Meycr 1976, Bishop and i-leberlein 
1979). Thus, the data in table 6.18 can be considered as reasonable. The 
aggregate bid schedule based on willingness to accept compensation is shown 
in figure 6. 14; the aggregate value of these benefits is S2,980,000. 

In this simplified example, the annual economic benefits of the recreation 
site range from the willingness-to-pa', value of $685,000 to the willingness
to-accept-compensatioi value of $2,980,000. Annual per person values range 
from $34.25 to $149.00. These values can be considered as lower and upper 
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Table 6.18. Willingness to Accept Compensation for Loss of Access to Recreation
Area (Hypothetical Example) 

Number of Individuals 

Total willingnessWillingness to accept Sample Total to accept
compensation of 5% population compensation 

0 to S 20 50 1,00 S 10,000b 20 to 50 100 2,000 70,00050 to 100 200 4,000 300,000
100 to 200 450 9,000 1,350,000200 to 300 150 3,000 750,000more than 300 50 1,000 500,000

Total 1,000 20,000 2,980,000 

aTotal population × midpoint of willingness-to-accept-compensation range. For over $300 
range, midpoint is taken at $500. 

SI0 0 5 20
 
b X"1,02S 10,000
 

bound!;. with more realistic estimates likely to be closer to tile lowr willing
ness-to-pay value. 

An ActualApplication. The following example of the use of the bidding
game technique is taken froni Brookshire, Ives, and Schulze (1976). The 
technique was used to estimate the value (ot' aesthetic damages that would 
result from the proposed construction of a large coal-fired power plant near 
Lake Powell. a lake formed in 1965 after complction of the Glen Canyon Dam 
in Arizona in southwestern United States. 

While the direct costing of physical damage and losses in productivity, 
property, and health is a fairly vell-developed methodology. the aesthetic
losses associate( with deteriorating environmental quality are hard to quan
tify. In the Lake Powell example, these aesthetic losses are of two main 
types-the visual impact of tall smokestacks, sonie more than 700 fect high,
and the reduced visibility as a result of stack emissions. 

The principal users of lake Powell are individuals who come to boat and 
camp along the lake's periphery. To determine the users' willingness to pay
for a reduction in negative environmental effects, a bidding game was set up
in which an entrance fee was used as the instrument to collect bids. This is a
fairly neutral instrument-entrance fees arc at, accepted form of payment, and 
only those using the lake, and therefore directly affected by the proposed 
power plant. would pay.

The questionnaire designed far this bidding game closely followed the one 
of Randall, Ives. and Eastman ( 1974). In each interview, the respondent was
shown three sets of drawings and photographs, which represented different 
possible development options (fig. 6.15). In situation A, the lake and the 
canyon were shown as is, without the proposed power plant. Situations B and 
C showed the power plant and stacks clearly visible from the lake. In B, no 
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Figure 6.14 Aggregate bid schedule for access to recreation area based an survey 

data on willingness to accept compensation. 
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visible emissions appeared, so visibility was not affected; in situation C, thepower plant emissions were visible, and visibility in the whole area was 
reduced.
 

The respondents were chosen from four distinct groups: (I) nearby residents, (2) mote! visitors and passersby, (3) visitors to developed campgrounds, and (4) campers in remote, undeveloped areas. Each respondent was 

Situation A. 
Figure 6.15 Visual aids used inthe Lake Powell bidding game experiment. (Source:Brookshire, Ives, and Schulze, 1976.) 
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Situation B. 

Situation C. 
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given an explanation of the proposed development and the proposed colleetion instrunent (an entrance f'ee) and was shown the three sets of drawingsand photographs. Situation A was the predevelopnient state. The respondentswere then asked if they would be willingi to pay $1.00 per day as a fai ilyentrance tee to prevent situation C (or B) fron occurring, thereby preservingsituation A. The initial bid was increased by $1.00 increments until a negativeresponse resulted: the anount was then decreased by S0.25 increments until apositive result was obtained. '[his converging-bid approach was used on allcategories of respondents. In addition, soc ioeco lol ic inI oni0lation was obtained about tie number of Ialii y mein bers present, Income. aind length of'stay. The sa inple group cha1racteristics are given in table 6. 19 and tile biddingresults in table 6.20. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
'['he division of' tIle sample into toutr groups allows comparison anionggroup characteristics. 'l'lie nearby residents had tie lowest yearlv income andalso olfered the lowest average hid (witi the smallest standard error). lidiscussions. rnICbers of this group believed that the ultimate users of thepower generated should be taxed (perhaps by a utility bill surcharge):local resident group also saw 

this 
the proposed project as a source of income forthe area. T'he other three sets of respondents all catrle ''oin soinc distance touse the lake, staved nuch longer thlln tile local residents, had higher incomes,and were willinig to pay iiore. All grop-)s were willinig to pay More to preeniltsituation C (power plant with redlced visibility) tha] to irexent sitluationIB

(power plant without reduced visibility).

The aggregate bids presented in table 6.20 are based oin
tile diferent gi'ouLieanis and onlhe lestimated total inber of 'visitors per year f'rorl each group.'[le present 'iiLiue over sonie tiile period of the aggregate bids call also becalculated. ''his example illustrates how one type of survey'-based valuationcan be used to evaluate an unpriced good-in this case, an unobstructed viewand clear air. 'Tlie iggregat e bid derived froni tlieanal\vsis does not answer tliequeStion of' whether or not the power plant should be built, hI'i analysis does 

Table 6.19. Sample Group Characteristics, Lake Powell Bidding Game 

Sample group means 
Residents Remote Developed MotelsCharacteristics (Standard errors inparentheses)

Family size 3.00 4.20 3.80 3.40
(0.30) (0.42)Visit length (days) (0.41) (0.33)1.20 8.70 4.90 5.40 

Year's income (S) 
(0.13) (0.86) J0.82) (1.05)16,000.00 23,500.00 20,000.00 28,600.00 

Sample size 
(2,035.00) (2,521.00) (2,067.00)n) 19 (4,696.00) 21 22 20
 

Source: Adapted from ltrookshire, Iyes, and Schulze (1976).
 

http:4,696.00
http:2,067.00
http:2,521.00
http:2,035.00
http:28,600.00
http:20,000.00
http:23,500.00
http:16,000.00
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Table 6.20. Lake Powell Bidding Game Results 

Bid ($ per family per day) 

For situation For situation 
A over C A over B 

(Standard errors in parentheses) 

Group means 
Residents 1.75 0.87 

Remote 
(0.22)
3.38 

(0.20)
2.11 

Developed 
(0.50)
2.60 

(0.54)
1.08 

Motels 
(0.41)
3.11 

(0.29)
1.94 

Population sample means 
(0.33)
2.77 

(0.48)
1.58 

Estimated aggregate bid 
(0.19)

727,600 
(50,270) 

(0.24)
414,000 
(62,400) 

Source: Adapted from Brookshire, Ives, and Schulze (1976). 

allow some estimale of the order of magnitude of benefits derived by present 
users from the existing natural system. The estimated aggregate bids ranged 
from over $400,000 to over $700,000 per year. Probably what is significant is 
not these numbers as such, but that they are not $50,000 or $5,000,000 per 
year. The order of magnitude of the benefits can be compared to the costs of 
different methods ol reducing environmental damages. In this case, defensive 
expenditure options would include resiting the power plant and installing 
scrubbers. 

The various biases that may occur in bidding games or in the other survey 
techniques are discussed later in this chapter. In thie Lake Powell study, the 
researchers tested for the various biases and found them to be insignificant. 

Trade-off Games 

Trade-off gamnes are used to determine individual preferences atnong vari
ous outcomes. In a simple case, each outcome will have two components-a 
certain quantity of money and a certain quantity of an environmental good. 
This is the single trade-off game (table 6.21), adapted from Sinden and 
Worrell (1979). 

As in the bidding game, the type, quantity, and other attributes of the 
environmental good are described in detail. The base outcome (Outcome I) 
will combine no money with some quantity of the environmental good. The 
second possible choice, Outcome i, will have some amount of money to be 
paid by the individual (e.g., $10 per )ear) and a changed amount of tile 
environmental good. The individual then is asked to specify a preference 
between the two outcomes. The value of the money donation in Outcome If is 
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Table 6.21. Example of a Single Trade-off Game 

Outcomes 
Object II 

Money donation ($)
Quantity of environmental good 

$0.00 
2 

$10.00 
3 

Note: The money value in Outcome IIis varied until the individual is indifferent between
Outcomes I and II. 

Source: Adapted from Sinden and Worrell (1979). 

then varied systematically until tile twoindividual is indifferent between tile 
outcomes. This value isthe trade-off in money that the individual would make
for the increase in the quantity of the environmental good between Outcomes I
and Il.The value can be interpreted as the individtual's willingness to pay for
this increase. By nterviewing an adequately sized, representative population
sample, an estimate of aggregate willingness to pay for the increase in quan
tity of an environmental good call be obtained, subJect to the usual tests of 
statistical significance. 

A Simplified Example. A reservoir used primarily for hydroelectric 
power generation can be operated to a constant level in the,'1o,,ide water 
reservoir (luring the dry summer recteat;on season. This can he done only at 
some cost in the amount of electric energy produced, because water draw
down for power generation will have to iLcurtailed. It is therefore inportant
to have some indication of the value to the users of the reservoir and its
shoreline of maintaining the constant water level. The users include swim
niers, boaters, picnickers, campers, and hikers. During a recreation season of
twelve weeks, the water can be maintained at a conslant, full level for six
weeks, with essentially no cost to electric energy output. Maintaining this
level for each additional week. however, woult entail substantial losses in 
electric energy. 

The trade-off analysis is set Ipto test the willingness of reservoir users to 
pay or each week of full water level beyond the six-week base. The analysis
begins with the assumption of a one-week extension (table 6.22).

Six weeks of constant full water level is the base, costless situation, and no
nioney donation is involved. If the time of full water level is lengthened by
one week in Outcome II,we wish to estimate the willingness of respondents 
to pay for the one-week extension. 

To begin the analysis, an arbitrary initial money donation (e.g., $10 per
year) is entered in Outcome II and the respondent is asked: Which outcome (I
or i) do you prefer. or are you indifferent to thIem? If OutcomC I is preferred.
the donation level is lowered (e.g.. to S91; if Oulcome I1is preferred. the
donation level is raised (perhaps to $11 ).and the questions are repeated The 
process continues until the respondent is indifferent to the outcomes. In this
example, we assume that the donation level of'$15 in Outcome I1is the point 
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Table 6.22. Single Trade-off, Money for Extension of Time for Full Reservoir Water 
Level 

Outcomes 

Item II 

Money donation (S) 0 10 
Weeks of constant water level 6 7 

of indifference. We can interpret this as the respondent's willingness to pay 
$15 for a one-week extension of the full water level. 

The game can be repeated to obtain the r-spondent's willingness to pay for 
extensions of the full water level for two through six weeks. In each repetition 
of the gamie, Outcome I of table 6.22 remains the same, and only the values in 
Outcome 11are chanCed. For each trial, one week isadded to the weeks of full 
level, and the money donation value that makes the respondent indifferent 
between Outcomes I and II is systematically determined as described. 

In this example. hypothetical results are shown in table 6.23 for a sample of 
six respondents. 

If the assumption were made that the average individual willingness to pay 
was applicable to the entire population of reservoir users, then this figure 
could be used to calculate total willingness to pay for extensions of the period 
01 full reservoir water level. This total benefit could be compared with the 
expected economic loss of electric energy output associated with maintenance 
of a constant, full level from the seventh through twelfth week. 

Assuming a population of 20,000 potential users, the benefits for extending 
the period of full ",2vel are shown as curve A in figure 6.16. Assuming 

Table 6.23. Willingness to Pay to Extend Time of Full Water Level from 6 through 12 
Weeks ($) 

Period of full 
water level 

(weeks) 
. . 

1 
. . 

2 
.. 

Respondents 

3 4 
. .. 

5 6 
Average 

of 1-6 

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7 15 18 11 8 22 13 14.5 

8 22 27 15 12 33 20 21.5 

9 26 32 18 15 40 26 26.2 

10 29 36 20 17 45 31 29.7 

11 31 39 21 18 48 34 31.8 

12 32 40 21 18 50 35 32.7 
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Figure 6.16 Economic benefits and losses of weeks of maintenance of full water 
level, hydroelectric reservoir project. 

arbitrary values for electric energy losses as shown in curve B. we can define 
the optimal period of extending tile full level as eight weeks. At this point, net 
benefits (gross willingness of reservoir users to pay minus energy costs) are
greatest ($21,500). For periods of more or less than eight weeks of full 
reservoir level, the net benelits will be ;ess. 

Costless Choice 

Costless choice llethods were first proposed by Romin in 1969. In this 
technique, direct questioning is used to determline preferences between vari
ous quantities of goods. This approach provides quantity data from which
willingness to pay can be inferred. The choice is costless in the sense that [tle
comparison is between two or more alternatives, each of which is desirable. 
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and all of which are free. One of the alternatives can be an unpriecd, environ
mental good, while the other alternative can be a sum of money or various 
physical goods that the individuals would purchase if they had enough money. 

In a two-alternative model, the choice may be between a sum of nioney and 
an environmental good; if the individual chooses the environmental good. it 
must be valued at least as much as the money foregone. This places a mini
mum valuation on the good. If the amount of money is varied and the quantity 
of the environmental good is held constant, this becomes a type of bidding 
game. The principal difference, however, is that the individual will not have 
to pay anything to receive the good (other than the nioncy foregone), nor will 
the individual lose any presently cxisting evironnental good if the money is 
taken. The inudividual t lercfl'ore gains in both cases, and tile costless choice 
allovs an esti niate to he inae of thlie inii imal v.1tiu at ion placed on an environ
mental good while miniiiniing some of' the biases found in hidding garrmes. 
which combine a desirable with an undesirable otutcome. 

A Simplified Example. A large city uses vacant land to dulnp household
garbage and other reftuse. The areas are not iergarly covered witI soif or 
treated, and therefore becomce a soiurce of' odors, flies, and rats. Proper landfill 
te( " ittueS could be used hut are expensive. To value the benefits nearby 
ic .1' Its would receie e frot use of these landfill techniques, a costless 

.,c experiment is colticlted. 
,1he dtunip site Under study is in a poor sqlUatci's' area. The geographical 

extent of environmental damage resulting from the dump isdeteriiiinCd, and a 
random sample o' IiotischlIds ischosen within tlie area. Two separate experi
illeats ;ire cond,.ed. 

In the first experiment, a simplilfid two-option costless choice technique is 
used. The environmental effect of the refuse duiiip is described in detail (rats.
smell, and flies) and the individual is offered a choice between a yearly sum 
of money and a 9l() reduction in the level of the various inoxiotis effects 
corning froii the duip. Each iridividual is offered only one choice of' the 
aMounlit of' tile cash Iift that could be taken in place of' the 90'/( redictioni 
described. If' an individual takes the 901/ reduction, it nicans that the environ
mental good is valtied at least as much as the cash foregone. If, at a higher
level cash offer. no one chooses the 9l(,4 red uction, it means that tile max
iiiun vaIltie placed oii tile environmental good is less than the cash amount. 
Fifty individuals were interviewed: the results are presented in table 6.24. 

The ten individuals who were offered $5 all chose the 90(/ reduction" this 
places a mininuim valtic on tile proposed ci vi ron iiental improvement. The 
ten individuals who were offered $25 all accepted the cash: this is ther'f'ore 
more than the naximuni value they placed on the 90%(reduction. This meth
od, however, does not clearly define the average value placed on the 90(/ 
reduction by the sample population. The people offered $5were all willing to 
forego that much cash for the environiiental improvement, hut one cannot say 
that they will be willing to forego $10 or $15. If each individual were offered 

http:cond,.ed
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Table 6.24. Costless Choice Decisions between 90% Reduction of Dump Effects and a
Money Gift 

Choices made 
Number of individuals 90% reduction in Nlumber of individuals 

interviewed dump effects accepting cash offer of ($) 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

10 
7 
5 
2 
0 

0($5) 
3 (10)
5 (15) 
8 (20) 

10 (25) 

a series of cash amounts that raised the offer to the point at which the cash was
accepted in place of the environmental good, the estimated maximum value
placed on the environmental good could be more easily determined. This
modified bidding-type game, however, could lead to strategic game playingon the part of individuals as they hold out for higher cash offers than they
would really require to be inJifferent between the two choices. 

To simulate a range of offers without involving this iterative process, asecond approach could be tried. In this case, each individual is fTered a
choice between several different goods and the saime 9017 reduction in the
dump's effects. The various goods are described in detail, and estimates are
made of the local values of these goods. In this way, each individual canrespond to a choice between a set of goods that has definite value and an
unpriced good (the 90% reduction). The individual is asked to consider each
good separately and to specify a preference between that good and a 90%
reduction. This approach differs from a bidding game in that the entire range
of possible bids (the goods) is presented at one time. 

Several problems of vaiuation and consistency arise with this approach.
The individual may place a subjective value on a good that is considerably
different from the actual market price. The goods offered, therefore, should 
be items that are in common demand and that might reasonably be purchased
if the individual had sufficient money. iable 6.25 presents the hypothetical
responses of several individuals to a set of choices of this type.

For consistent re!;ponses, such as numbers 1. 2, and 3 in table 6.25, a cutoff
value can be placed on the 90% reduction in the dump's ill effects. For
respondent I, this is between $15 and $25; for respondent 3, it is between $25
and $50. Inconsistent choices, such as those made by respondent 4, or re
versed choices, such as those made by respondent 5, cannot be evaluated and
would not be included in the analysis (Sit len and Worrell 1979).

The costless choice technique can be used, therefore, to place approximate
values on various environmental goods. This technique is simple an iuite
direct, yet it removes some of the strategic bias found in other techniques. The 
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Table 6.25. Costless Choice between a 90% Nuisance Reduction and a Set of Goods 
for Five Respondents 

Respondent number 
Value . . . . . . . . 

Alternatives ($) 1 2 3 4 5 

Pair of leather sandals 5 ..... + 
Tin of cooking oil 10 - + - + + 
Set of clothing 15 - + - + -
Portable radio 25 + + - - -
Bicycle 59 + + + - -

Note: 	+ = the good is taken inpreference to the 90% reduction in nuisance.
 
- = the good is not taken in preference to the 90% reduction in nuisance.
 

results have to be evaluated with caution, however, especially in the case of 
inconsistent choices. 

Priority Evaluator Technique 

The priority evaluator technique is another method that, through inter
views, attempts to simulate the workings of a perfectly competitive market 
and thus to arrive at values or expressions of willingness to pay for nonpriced 
goods, such as environmental quality. The technique issimilar to the costless 
choice method described earlier in which the respondent chooses among 
various alternative goods. The unique feature of the priority evaluator tech
nique is tbhit starting values, or prices, are assigned to a set of goods, and then 
these values are adjusted in such a way as to encourage convergence to a set of 
equilibrium values. 

Originally developed by 1-oinville and Berthoud (1970), the technique is 
based on the principle of an individual's utility maximization within a budget 
constraint. Individuals will maximize their utility if they can allocate their 
total budgets in such a way that the marginal utility of the last dollar spent on 
any good equals the marginal utility of the last dollar spent on any other good. 
Where there arc it goods, this is demonstrated as Follows: 

MU1 	_ MU, _ _ MU,,P P2, " " 	 (6-32) 

If this condition is not met, an individual could switch expenditures hetween 
goods (reallocate the budget) and thereby increase total utility. Total utility 
can be increased by such rearrangements until the condition in equaion 6-32 
has been reached. After that, further increases in total utility are no longer 
possible, given existing prices and the budget constraint. 

The two requirements for consumers to maximize their utility within a 
given budget are that all of the budget is spent or allocated and that the equal 
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marginal utility condition is satisfied. The first condition is easy to test andverify and can be controlled within the technique. The second condition,equalizing marginal utilities, is intcIh more diffiCUlt to implement and verify.This is the condition that the technique is designed to meet.

In a stylized fornmha 
 the priority evN uator approach proceeds as follows: Anumber of goods are chosen, and for eOchI good several different quantitylevels are specified: for example, for new clothing the alterna6ves ,ould beone, two, or three complete sets for an adult male. One of' tile goods is anunpriced environmental good (e.g., water quality), while the others are corniion market items (e.g. clothing. food, transportation, or housing). In orderto siulohLiate a coi pet itive market, tle vari ouis go ods must niect certain .:onditions-they illISt he independent of eacii other in production. they must becontinuously variable in hoth production ard consuIiptionl, arid their utililynMst be independent of any other consumption (,Sinden and Worrell 1979).Several different approac lies niay be used ill applyilg tile technIiiquLie, but tilegeneral l'ornilat is similar ( lo ivilIC and Berthoud 1970: Pendsc and Wvckoff1974ab). If there are fivc goods with three levels of each, each off the fifteenchoicos is described in detail to the individuals being interviewed. An initialprice for each of tlie fifteeii choices has beeni previously deternilined, and tlierespondent is given a,budget within which to make choices. The prices maybe determined by using prevaiiling niarket prices for the priced goods or bytaking the total social cost of supplying the good and dividing by the likelynumber of purchIasers (Sinden and Worrell 19791. The bUldget is large enriotlghsO that some level of each good can be chosen. but riot Iarge enogtigi to buy themaxiimum level if all five goids. The subject is 1lSo instructed to choose onlyone level froni each of' the five goods, to make at least one choice in each group, and to exhaust the budget (a (1t.111111y variable for 'all other things"
 

may be entered as one of the choices).

The key to sitisf',ing tile iiarginal-util;ty condition is tile assurnptio 
 that if'
the separate prices are correct, the inlividtial x\ i!I he indifferent among any of
the fifteen choices in our example, and therefore the expected freluency of
i
any of' the "ifteen items being chosen is random. For example. if 100 people
are interviewed, the expecteld frequcncy of choice of any one of the threelevels of' it ,,od is 33V, because eacII individual will choose one of tile threelevels available I'or any type of good. The expected frequency of choice of anylevel of a good is therel'ore 33/4 . When the acttual choices are made,therefore, the observed nu in be r of' tfinme. one of' the lifIteen choices is selectedis compared to the a priori expected f'requency. If the prices have bcen chosencorrectly. this ratio will elLail 1.0. If the actual distribution of choices appearsto be different from a random distribution, then some of the original priceschosen are not equililriuml values. For example, if the second level of goodnumber 3 is chosen 50 times rather than 33'/, times by the sample of 100respondents, this indicates that the price chosen for this good was too low and 
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that individuals chose more of that good in order to increase total utility. In 
the second round of interviews, the price of this good is raised. For each of the 
fifteen choices, the ratio of observed quantity chosen (OQ) to expected quan
ti4v (EQ) is examined. If the ratio OQ/EQ > I, then the initial price was too 
low and should be raised fur the next round; if OQ/EQ < I, the reverse holds. 
As the individuals are reinterviewed with new prices and the OQ/EQ ratio 
approaches 1.0, the second contition of utility maximization is met. To test if 
the observed frequency is significantly different from the expected frequency, 
one can use the chi-sqiiare test of significance. The first condition, complete 
budget allocation, is also easily verified. When the equilibrium stage has been 
reached, the previously unpriced environmental good has received an explicit 
value or price as the various individuals have evaluated the trade-offs of this 
environmental good with other market-priced goods. 

In most cases, these equilibrium prices will be relative prices (remember, 
the process started off with arbitrary relative prices). To convert these relative 
prices to absolute values, one of the prices will have to be pegged. The 
simplest process would be to take the relative price of a market good (for 
example, new clothes) and compare it to the actual market price, calculate the 
ratio of relative to actual price, and then use this ratio to adjust all other 
relative prices resulting from the approach. The absolute price for the non
market good (e.g., levels of water quality) can now be used to estimate the 
benefits (as expressed by willingness to pay) of water quality improvements. 

Many problems occur in actually using this approach. Some authors sug
gest the use of points and a point budget in place of dollar values. There are no 
firm rules for the magnitude of price adjustments after the initial interview, 
and considerable care has to be taken with the selection, specification, de
scription, and pricing of the various choices so that the actual responses 
reflect real-world decisions. The priority evaluator technique is still too un
proved to be used in most situations, but it is an intriguing attempt to meld the 
economic theory of utility maximization with survey techniques to value an 
unpriced environmental good. 

Delphi Techniques 

Delphi techniques incorporate a group of survey approaches which, 
through the direct questioning of "experts," attempt to place a value on a 
particular good. Originally developed by Dalkey and Helmer (1963) at the 
Rand Corporation, the technique consists of assembling a group of experts 
who are asked independently to place values or prices on one or several 
groups of goods. 

The initial set of values is obtained from the group and presented in graphic 
or tabular form. Outlying values are noted, and explanations for them are 
provided by the relevant expert. This information is then fed back to the entire 
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group, each member of which independently reevaluates the estimates andmakes new value judgments. Through successive rounds, the hope is that thedistribution will concentrate around a group mean. 
The essence of the technique is that the group is not assembled face-to-face;

rather, indirect communication is used to avoid the influence of personalities
in the decision process. This neutrality can also be achieved by bringing all ofthe experts together and using written, not oral, communication. Estimates ofvalues are written out and passed to the group leader who will tabulate theresults and display the distribution. Reasons given to explain outlying estimates can also be read before each successive iteration. 

This approach is commonly used for forecasting, but is also applicable tothe pricing of environmental goods. The degree of accuracy will depend onthe quality of the panel, the panel's ability to reflect societal values, and the
skill with whiclh the process is carried out. 

The principal strengths of the Delphi technique are its nonconfrontational 
nature and its systematic reinterviewing of a group of experts. It can be auseful means of checking the results obtained from more conventional 
surveys. 

Potential Biases and Shortcomings in Survey-Based Valuation
 
Techniques
 

Survey-based techniques rely on an individual's placement of hypotheticalvalues on various changes in environmental quality. These hypothetical valuations can be used in attempts to measure either the compensation required byan individual to accept a deterioration in environmental quality or the paymentthe individual is willing to make to prevent the same deterioration. Willingness-to-accept-compensation measures of welf~ire ashave much theoreticalvalidity as willingness-to-pay measures for common-property environmental 
resources. If implicit property rights for use are given to polluters, the willing
ness-to-pay measure is the appropriate method to determine the value ofabating pollution. On the other hand, willingness to accept compensation is more appropriate if consumers are considered to have a right to a pristineenvironment and, therefore, would have to be compensated for a negative
change in environmental quality.

The primary difficulty with hypothetical valuations is their synthetic character. Unlike other measures of costs or benefits based on physical measure
ments and market prices, survey-based techniques attempt to measureimplied values placed on 

the
the preservation or deterioration of some environmental quality. Such qualities are frequently quite intangible (e.g., the natural

character of a vista, the clearness of air, or quiet).
Many authors have discussed the various biases that may be important insurvey-based techniques (Schulze, d'Arge, and Brookshire 1980; Bishop andHeberlein 1980; Hyman 1981). The four principal biases are (I) strategic 
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bias, whereby individuals attemot to influence the outcomes or results by not 
responding truthfully; (2) infi'ormalion bias resulting frol the type of informa
tion supplied to the individual; (3) instrument bias from the types of' questions 
asked or the vehicle proposed for collecting payment or making compensa
tion; and (4) hyl'otletical bias, which is the potential error inherent in a 
process that is not an actual situation. Each of these biases may be more or 
less important in different situations. Much of the following discussion is 
based on Schulze, d'Arge, and Brookshire (1980). 

Strategic bias occurs when individuals believe their answers can help influ
ence decisions in such a way that their actual costs are decreased or their 
actual benefits are increased in relation to tie expected result in a normal 
market situation. For example, if' nearby residents were asked about their 
willingness to pay to clean up the air near a power plant. and if they believed 
that the control costs would be paid by power consumers elsewhere, tie local 
residents would have an incentive to overstate their willingness to pay. Con
versely, if residents believed that they would be individually taxed based on 
their separate willingness to pay, then a clear incentive would exist to under
state their willingness to pay with the hope that others would bid more and 
thereby promote the desired change. If' the good in question is a public good 
(e.g., an unobstructed view or clean air). the individual may try to give the 
lowest possible bid that would insure the good would be provided and, there
fore, available to all. The extent of strategic bias, if it exists, will depend On 
how much an individual believes her or his bid will influence the desired 
change and the costs involved. Empirical tests of strategic bias have not, so 
far, found it to be a major problem (Bohn 1972; Scherr and Babb 1975, Smith 
1976). 

Information bias results from incomplete or misleading statements about 
the proposed changes. Detailed information may be needed to explain clearly 
the changes as well as the available alternatives. This is essential, given the 
hypothetical nature of survey-based techniques, and the bias can be reduced 
by the use of visual or other aids in explaining the various options (e.g., the 
use of photographs and drawings in the Lake Powell example). 

Instrument bias may result from the choice of method used to collect money 
or make payments. Some taxes, for example, are considered more onerous 
than others, and their use will influence statements by respondents. The 
payment vehicle needs to be realistic, however, and therefore, for recreation 
problems, an entrance fee or user tax is often proposed. 

Another type of instrument bias is the starting-point bias. Surveys usually 
rely on "yes" or "no" answers to the question "'Are you willing to pay V 
dollars to prevent the proposed change'?" rather than on answers to "How 
much are you willing to pay to prevent the proposed chlnggc?" The bias 
results from the choice of a starting bid-the value chosen gives an indication 
of' the expected level of response (e.g., $0. 10 or S10.00 or $100.00). If a 
lengthy bidding process ensues whereby the bid is changed in small incre
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ments, the respondent may become bored. Some researchers have found thatthis starting-point bias is not a major problem, given a reasonable range ofinitial values-respondents have usually ended a final
whether they started at $1 or $10. 

with similar bid 

The last major bias mentioned here is hypotheticai bias. This is unavoidablein a process in which actual market behavior is not measured. For instance,willingness to pay for existing public 'imenities that have been supplied tousers at zero or nominal cost may not indicate the real value of the amenity tothe user. Respondents become accustomed to the historically low fee andconsider the amenity part of their birthright: thus, they rebelas 
at payinganything if the good has been free. For these reasons, it is important to beclear about the various options and alternatives available. This should help theindividual to evaluatC the choices and to make estimates that are as realistic as 

possible.

Existence of these biases does not mcan 
 ihat the results obtained from thesurvey-based technique should not or cannot be used. Rather, it indicates whycare should be taken in presenting information and options so that realisticdecisions can be made. If people are not willing to play the games involvedwith these techniques, the results will also be unreliable.A final major problem with these techniques is that they are labor intensiveand time consuming. They are costly to carry out, and tile examples describedin the literature are fre(luently based on interviews of only 20 to 40 respondents rather than on more realistic numbers such its 500 to 1 000. Sampiing biases may enter in. and efforts must be made to select respondents froma representative cross-section of the relevant population. For example, in theLake Powell study, the potential recreation users were div;,,d into four groups, and each group was sampled differently. 

ing. 
Applying these techniques in many developing countries will be challeng-Greater suspicion toward interviewers may exist, as well as greaterdifficulty in understanding hypothetical alternatives. Making clear presentations of the problem, the choices, and the method of payment or compensation will be essential. Diffierent techniques can be applied in the same setting
to see i0 the results are similar. In any event, 
 considerable experimentationwith the .echniques will be required in developing countries before the utilityof these survey-based techniques can be determined. 
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7 
Environmental Quality 
Valuation from the Cost Side 

COST ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 

Estimating fully the benefits of environmental quality protection or inn
provement may be difficult in many situations. Governments with limited 
funds and restricted research skills and data may not, in general, be able to 
apply the techniques discussed in Chapter 6. Theoretical reasons exist as well 
for not relying completely on benefit estimation methods that are based on a 
willingness-to-pay approach. Some of these reasons have already been out
lined in Chapter 3. In reality, many decisions about environmental quality are 
made in the absence of monetary estimates of benefits. Monctary benefits are 
replaced by specific goals or some kind of physical indicator, such as emis
sions, ambient concentrations of pollutants, or measures of community 
health. Desirable standards can he determined in an arbitrary manner and 
attention can be focused on the relevant resource costs. As shown in Chapter 
3, such costs can arise in development planning, at the project and program 
levels, and in programs for improving environmental quality. The concern is 
with econonic as distinct from financial costs; economic costs reflect the 
opportunity costs of resources allocated for environmental quality purposes 
instead of for other economic uses. 

Exactly who makes the assessment of desirable levels of costs and environ
mental quality is a critical factor from a policy viewpoint. Sometimes pro
ducers or individuals may be prepared to protect themselves from environ
mental damage on a voluntary basis, as discussed under the preventive 
expenditures method. The implicit values of environncntal quality benefits 
obtained are revealed in the willingness to incur defensive costs. The eco
nomic value of resources committed provides, according to those incurring 
the costs, a minimum estimate of the benefits generated. 

At other times, as in programs for rrotecting or improving environmental 
quality, government authorities need to determine the "best" level of protec
tion and are responsible for assessing the size and the distribution of the cost 
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burden. Similar decisions are required at the project level when design standards and management practices that protect or enhance ambient environmental quality need to be incorporated in project plans. policymakers must makesubjective (although, it is hoped, well- informed) judgments about bcnef itsbestowed on the COnilrnity. Once s:andards for environmental quality havebeen set, cost-eflh'ctiveness analysis can hel]p en vironmental decision makers 
to minimize resource inputs.

One approach to valuation of the economic benefits foregone through theenvironmental damages caused by economic activity iSto measure the cost ofreplacing the environmental services destroyed. Examples are water treatmentschemes to replace the cleansing efl'ects of natural ecosystems, air conditioners as substitutes for !rees for cooling purposes, and the costs of fishproduced from artificial ponds as a replacemient for fish in tie natural environment. The "shadoNN-project" approach is a special version of the replacerient-cost valuation technique. Such approaches aglainr provide only miniimuiiiestiniates of tihe presunid value of environmental services foregone. 

The Preventive Expenditures Method 

"heory. Estimates of individuals' miiima Valuations of*environmental 
qLiality can some tiles be obtained froni empirical data showing their willingness to incur costs for eradicating or reducing adverse effects on tie environment. This approach to valuation is known as tile "'defensive expenditures,"or "'exclusion facilities," method. It has been applied to noise control indomestic dwellin gs (Starkie and Johnson 19751.

Many of tile attempts to place an economnic value on the disutility caused bynoise have relied upon tile willirgliess to move or stay as an indicator ofwillingness to pay (Metra 1970, PIaul 1971. Walters 1975. Pearce 1978). Eachhousehold has a subjective assessment, N, of the disutility (nuisance ) causedby noise. Certain costs are incurred, however, if tile household decides to 
move to a qurieter area. These comprise: 
I. Consumer's surplus. S. reflecting tile value of additional services oreconomic rent yielded by tie house to its ownr in excess of its market 

value; 
2. Depreciation in property value, 1). caused by noise: and3. The costs of moving, R, such as parking, haulage. and legal fees. 
A rational hoiseowner will move if 

N > S + D + R, (7-1) 
and will stay and tolerate the noise if 

N < S + D + R. (7-2) 
The preferred alternative will minimize the owner's total cost, both real and 
subjective. 
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Starkie and Johnson argue that noise alone is ra;'ely sufficient to induce a 
household to move. A third alternative is to stay and insulate the house against 
noise. The willingness to accept the costs of noise control can then be in
terpreted as a demand for peace and quiet. 

Letting the cost of sound insulation be represented by G and residual noise 
(remaining after sound improvement measures have been taken) by N', the 
basic decision model can be extended. Owners who decide to stay, take no 
defensive measures, and tolerate the noise must obey the restriction 

S + D + R > N < G + N'. (7-3) 

Those who stay and decide to install noise insulation must obey the 
inequality 

N> G + N' < S + D + R. (7-4) 

The rational household will continue to purchase sound insulation until the 
following equality holds: 

(N - N') = G. (7-5) 

The demand curve for noise exclusion facilities, shown ir figure 7. 1, 
becomes a surrogate demand curve for noise prevention or fr peace and 
quiet. Following the theory outlined in Chapter 3, the economiz benefits of 

2 
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Figure 7.1 The demand for noise exclusion facilities. 
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noise insulation comprise the total area lying under the demand curve, mieasuring the total willingness to pay, or Marshallian consumer's st'rplus.An Example: Heathrow Airport. Starkie and Johnson tested their noiseexclusion facilities approach for a sample of Hounslow households in thevicinity of London's Heathrow Airport. Insulating llounsiow houses againstsound by means of double-glazed windows was encouraged in 1966 by introducing a subsidy sclieme. By 1972 the market saturation point had beenreached. Firms supplying windows resorted to an average-cost pricing policyafter a scale of "allowable" charges was fixed by local authorities. The costsof insulation could thus be related to the number of rooms glazed rather than 
to 	the area of glazing itself.
 

Noise levels were measured in terms of average peak PNdB 
 (perceivednoise level in decibels), peak PNdB, and the number of heard aircraft. N(those with a noise value exceeding 80 PNdB). Explanatory variables used byStarkie and Johnson are given in table 7. I.
The dependent variable estimated in the study is the number of rooms thatare fitted with double glazing. From this, and from existing data on the cost ofglazing, the cost of noise exclusion facilities-hence, the demand for peaceand quiet-is ascertainable. Several types of mGdel specification were tried,including a binary regression model. The results of the binary regressionmodel are reported here because the authors concluded that this model was 

satisfactory.
 
The usual linear regression model has the form
 

k 
E(yi)= c + L P3kru, 

j=1	 
(7-6) 

Table 7.1. Basic Explanatory Variables Used inthe Noise Analysis, Heathrow Airport 
Neighborhood 

Independent variables Means 
Distance from Heathrow Airport center (101 feet) 1.376Traffic noise dummy variable 55% (=1)Rail noise dummy variable 11%(=I)N day 

123PNdB day 
95N evening 
28PNdB evening 
94Peak PNdB evening 102APNdB evening 
8N night 

27PNdB night 
93Peak PNdB night


APNdB night 103
 
Net cost of insulating five rooms () 

10
 
893 

Source: Starkie and Johnson (1975). 
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Table 7.2. Stepwise Regression: Five RoFJms Insulated 

Independent variables 3 St error t values 

Rail noise 
APNdB evening 

0.186 
0.028 

0.095 
0.,08 

1.948 
3.510 

Net total cost -0.023 0.004 5.256 

Source: ,3tarkie and Johnson (1975). 

where E(Yi) is the expected value of the dependent variable vi. x i are given 
values o,' k independent variables, Pi are the regression coefficients, and (xi, 
the intercept term. 

Whether or not glazing takes place is indicated by binary observations I or 
0. The model can thus be extended to the following forn (Cox 1970): 

k 
( = 00-< - 1 = E(yi) + E P i' (7-7) 

i- I 

The results displayed i., table 7.2 are confined to houses with five rooms 
and show the proportion of households opting for full insulation or none at all. 
The price variable in the demand function comes from the cost (excluding the 
subsidy) that must be paid to insulate five rooms. Each coefficient indicates 
the change in the proportion of households that would demand full insulation 
following a one-unit change in the associated independent variable. If PNdB 
increased by one unit, an additional 2.8% of the households in the sample 
could be expected to install double glazing. 

Other regression equations used by Starkic and Johnson determined the 
proportion of two-story-house owners that would insulate the upstairs section 
(three bedrooms) and downstairs section (two living rooms) separately. The 
results are shown in tables 7.3 and 7.4 and are interpreted in the same way as 
those in table 7.2. 

The ultimate findings of the study were that the average household would 
be willing to pay £45 for the insulation of all bedrooms and £33 for living 
rooms. The average household income was £1800; thus, the willingness to 
pay represents 2.6 and 1.8% of income for upstairs and downstairs sound 

Table 7.3. Stepwise Regression: Insulation of Two Living Rooms 

Independent variables [ St error t values 

Distance from Heathrow -0.174 0.063 2.773
Downstairs cost -0.029 0.007 4.240 
Traffic noise -0.1 3 0.074 1.526a 
Rail noise 0.176 0.119 1.480a 

aNot significant at the 0.1 level ina two-tailed test. 
Source: Starkie and Johnson (1975). 
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Table 7.4. Stepwise Regression: Insulation of Three Bedrooms 
Independent variables St error t values 

APNdB night 0.024 0.O0b 4.058 
Upstairs cost -0.045 0.U08 5.515 

Source: Starkie and Johnson (1975). 

insulation, respectively. The reduction in noise achieved was 14 decibels 
(dBA), slightly more than half of the initial noise level. This iscomparable to
the reduction that would be achieved by modifying aircraft engines or chang
ing flight procedures. Cost-effectiveness analysis would make it possible to 
determine the most economically efficient strategy for noise control. 

Critique of the Method. Pearce (1978) has noted several drawbacks to 
Starkie and Johnson's approach. First, the method breaks down if there is
sufficient noise to induce a significant number of people to move. Second, the 
measure of noise is restricted to indoor rather than outdoor levels, so the full 
nuisance effect would not be captured. Third, the results indicate only the 
average willingness to pay. Marginal valuations of further changes in noise 
levels remain unknown. Finally, doublc glazing may have secondary benefits,
such as heat insul',tion and an increase in property value. The willingness to 
pay separately for these improvements is not distinguished in the analysis.

OtherApplications. Apart from applications to noise prevention. the ex
clusion facilities approach has not been widely used. Other areas of applica
tion, however, are possible. In a case study of soil erosion in the upland areas
of Korea, various methods of dealing with the damage to lowland paddy fields 
were examined (Kim and Dixon 1982). One involved defensive measures by
lowland farmers (construction of' water diversion dikes) to prevent siltation of 
their paddy fields. Another example is the widespread practice-in countries 
where streams are polluted by raw sewage---of t-eating the water, either in 
households or in centralized purification plants, belore using it for cooking
and drinking. Implied benefits in both of these examples would bc at least as 
great as the defensivc expenditures incurred. 

The Replacement-Cost Approach 

Theory. The costs of replacing productive assets damaged by lowered 
environmental quality or by improper on-site management practices can be 
taken as a minimum estimate of the presumed benefits of programs for pro
tecting or improving the environment. Relevant examples are the costs of 
replacing trees damaged by water pollution and the buildings lost through land 
subsidence associated with underground mining.

A Case Study: Soil Conservationin Korea. In the Korean case study by
Kim and Dixon (1982), various mulching and land preparation techniques 
were examined as means of reducing soil erosion from upland farming areas. 
Some of the benefits oflthis program were increased crop yields from upland 
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areas and reduced payments to lowland paddy farmers to compensate for lost 
rice production from silted fields. The primary benefit, however, was a sub
stantial reduction in the costs of replacing soil and nutrients that otherwise 
would have been required in the absence of the soil conservation program. 
Replacement costs are indicated in table 7.5, measured in won per hectare 
(ha) (US$1 equals W690). To offset physical erosion losses, it would have 
been necessary to recover and replace 40.35 tons of soil per ha per year. Costs 
of truck service and spreading per ha would have been W80,700. 

Other costs of replacement were for nutrients lost through erosion. As 
shown in table 7.5, estimates were obtained by multiplying the quantity of 
each chemical element needed per ha by the corresponding market price. 
Application costs are another cost component. Additional expenditures were 
required for supplemental irrigation, field maintenance and repair, and con
pensation payments to lowland farmers whose farm,, were affected by the 
eroded soil. These costs totaled more than WI 50,000 per ha per year. This 
study was able to show that the economic benefits of the mulching program 
far exceeded the resource, costs and recommended introducing such practices 
in upland farming areas. 

The "Shadow-P1roject" Approach 

Themy of the Shadow Project. The shadow-project approach is a special 
version of the replacement-cost technique. When environmental services are 
difficult to value and could be lost because of development proposals. a 
ranking of alternatives is often assisted by determining the economic cost of a 
supplementary project that provides substitute environmental services. For 
example, if recreational amenities or fisheries production are destroyed or 
impaired, an alternative investment can, in principle, provide the same output 
of goods and services. This has been described as the snadow-project ap
proach. The total costs of an alternative that provides substitute environmental 

Table 7.5. Replacement Costs of Soil Lost through Erosion 
Price/kg Quantity Cost 

Item (won) (kg) (won/ha) 

Soil recovery and spreading 80,700 
Replacement ofnutrients 

Nitrogen 480 x 15.72 = 7,546
Phosphorus 345 x 3.58 = 1,235
Potassium 105 x 14.59 = 1,532
Organic matter 175 x 75.35 = 13,186
Calcium 60 x 10.61 = 637 
Magnesium 1,400 x 1.62 = 2,268
Application cost 40 x =121.5 4,860

Subtotal 31,264 

Source: Kim and Dixon (1982). 
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services comprise the basic resource costs of the main project plus the costs of
the shadow project itself. By examining the respective total costs, compari
sons can be made with alternative schemes that still preserve environmental 
services.
 

A Case Study: Flood Controlin the Oosterschelde. The shadow-project
concept was used in the planning of flood prevention schemes for part of theRhine Delta (the Oosterschelde) in the Netherlands (Comnmissie Ooster
schelde 1974). In 1953, as a result of severe storms and high tides, the sea
broke through the dike system in southwest Netherlands and caused wide
spread damage, including the loss of 1,835 lives. The greatest losses occurred
in the Oosterschelde region. A bill calling for intensive research into ways ofpreventing a similar disaster was quickly passed by the parliament. Closing
off the estuary with a large new dike (the Delta Plan) was initially thought the
best solution to the problem. Public objections to the proposal, however, led
to its reconsideration. The Oosterschelde in its natural state provided valuable
environmental services: as an important water resource for commercial fish
eries and shellfish production, yielding large quantities of flatfish, anchovies,
flounder, eel, shrimp, crabs, oysters, periwinkles, and mussels; as the majorsportfishing area in southwest Netherlands and a popular site for other water
based recreational activities; and as a nursery for small fish (of significance to
North Sea fisheries) and a habitat for migratory and breeding birds. The Delta
Plan would have destroyed all of these ecological services. By the early
1970s, the plan was publicly described as an environmental disaster. 

In 1973, the Oosterschelde Commission was established to report on all
safety and environmental aspects of the Delta Plan, and to advise on the extent 
to which the original proposal ought to be carried out, or on modifications that
might be needed. The commission ultimately recommended that the dikeclosing the estuary should not be built. It advocated instead [he construction
of a special dam with large gates, which would generally be left open topermit normal tidal flows but which would be closed to block off the sea when 
dangerous storm conditions prevailed. 

The commission considered five basic plans with different variants and
carried out detailed benefit-cost analyses of six selected plans. 
 Four of the
plans are reported here. Costs and benefits appear in table 7.6.


The original Delta Plan, Plan A. 
 is sketched in figure 7.2. The required
dike was only 9 km long. It could have been built in only fbur years, and
together with the existing dike system would have provided almost absolute
safety. Benefits from reducing flood damage were estimated as the value ofproperty and agricultural production that would no longer be lost through
expected storm damage. The direct construction and operating costs of the
scheme were quite low. Loss of income from fisheries, however, would have
led to substantial indirect monetary costs, as shown in the table. With a low
discount rate, Plan A would have yielded positive net benefits in monetary
terms. W"!,a 6% discount rate, Plan A was uneconomic and was only barely 



Table 7.6. Benefit-Cost Comparisons of Alternative Plans for the Oosterschelde, Netherlands (Billions of 1974 Guilders) 

Plan A B C D 

Discount rate(M) 
Construction costs 
Operating costs 
Damage to fisheries and shellfish 

production 
Costs of water management
Total costs 
Flood prevention benefits 
Net monetary benefits 

2 
1.31 
0.03 

0.62 
0.12 
2.08 
4.08 
2.00 

4 
1.31 
0.02 

0.47 
0.10 
1.90 
1.92 
0.02 

6 
1.31 
0.02 

0.38 
0.09 
1.80 
1.21 

-0.59 

2 
2.81 
0.03 

0.62 
0.12 
3.58 
4.08 
0.50 

4 
2.81 
0.02 

0.47 
0.10 
3.40 
1.92 

-1.48 

6 
2.81 
0.02 

0.38 
0.09 
3.30 
1.21 

-2.09 

2 
1.70 
0.09 

0.07 
1.86 
3.40 
1.54 

4 
1.70 
0.08 

0.06 
1.84 
1.37 

-0.47 

6 
1.70 
0.07 

0.05 
1.82 
0.74 

-1.08 

2 
2.95 
0.03 

0.07 
3.05 
4.03 
0.98 

4 
2.95 
0.02 

0.06 
3.03 
1.89 

-1.14 

6 
2.95 
0.02 

0.05 
3.02 
1.18 

-1.84 

Note: A: Complete closure of estuary; B: Complete closure plus haft (artificial lagoon); C: Strengthening existing dikes; D: Partial closure plus flood control.
Source: Rapport Commissie Oosterschelde (1974). 
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Plan A 

Salt, Tidal Dam, Dike 
Strengthening 

Salt, Constant NUNN Special DamLevel with Flood Gates 

Fresh, Constant Sand Dam with
Level - Reinforcement 

F Salt or Fresh,Constant Level l 
Sluice 

( Diversion Canal 
Figure 7.2 Complete 
Oosterschelde, 1974.) 

closure of the estuary-Plan A. (Source: Commissie 

economic \,hen the rate was 4%. Other unpriced adverse impacts on environ
mental quality, not explicitly stated in the monetary analysis, were considered 
sufficiently large to reject the Delta Plan. 

Plan B included the costs of a shadow project. The scheme involved build
ing the 9-km dike as in Plan A and, in addition, an artificial lagoon (haft) in
the North Sea to provide substitute fishing and ecological and recreational
services. Cost of the haff was estimated at between 1.0 and 2.0 billion
guilders (f). The mean figure (f] 1.5 billion) is included in Plan B construction 
costs at a .4% discount rate in table 7.6. Some doubt was expressed by 
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fisheries experts about the ability of a halT to compensate for fishery 	losses.
 
,
The net monetary benefits of Plan B for discount rates of 4 and 6;1A were 

negative. They would have been negative at these rates even if the full value 
of fishery losses were restored by the haff. This can be verified by adding the 
figures for fishery damage costs to the estimates of net monetary benefits for 
the proposal. Only with a discount rate of 213 could positive net benefits have 
been yielded. lan B was also rejected by the commission. 

In Plan C the existing dike system was retained, but the walls were to be 
strengthened (fig. 7.3). The constrttction and operating costs were higher than 
for Plan A, but no fishery losses would have been incurred. BcaLSe approx
imately 250 km ofLdike walls .,rould relain, the probability of a breakthrough 
by flood waters would be (luitC high, sO the expected monetary benefits from 
reduced lflood danagiaCe i tich lower tianifr Plans A aiid 13.This led to 
necgative net benefits for the scheme ats a whole with discount rates of 4 and 
61'(. a discount rate of 21/ . Given the inipor-Positive net benefits arise with 
tance of' preventing fLlttire flood disasters (with tlieir additional nonmonetairy 
costs in loss of life ainld tlifferine), Pl an was considered air uinIhti.n isu C 
satisfactory solution to tie pr blem. 
The alternative recoinrucnudcd by the commission and carried out by tile 

Netherlands government was Plan 1) (fig. 7.4). 'T'o special dai with flood 
gates, combined with the existing dike system, was superior to Plan C and 
equivalent to Plans A and 13in terms of safety. Although the net monetary 

Plan C 

Figure 7.3 Strengthening of existing dike system-Plan C. (Source: Commissie 
Oosterschelde, 1974.) 
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Plan D 
Figure 7.4 Dike with storm gates-Plan D.(Source: Commissie Oosterschelde, 1974.) 

benefits of Plan D were less than Plan A, the difference would, in the commission's judgment, be more than offset by the unpriced environmental benefits that Plan D would provide. Plan 13would yield monetary net benefits
lower than those from Plan D. (The negative net benefits for Plan B were
greater than those for Plan 1).) For Plan B to be superior to Plan D, th:monetary and nonmonetary benefits of the shadow project would have neededto exceed the difference in net benefits between the two plans. The commission judged that this would not happen because the environmental servicesprovided by a hiuman-built alternative were not likely to be as beneficial asthose of the natural environment. Inclusion of shadow-project costs in Plan B 
gave some indication to the commission of how large the benefits of a haffwould need to be to equate its net benefits with those provided by the specialdam proposed under Plan D. Subjective assessment led to selection of Plan D 
as the best alternative. 

COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 

Cost-effectiveness analysis is used to assess trade-offs between benefits.
measured in some unit other than money, and resource costs. It can indicate
the least-cost method of reaching a prescribed objective, such as a given level
of emisions or ambient air quality, as well !s ways of maximizing (orminimizing) some physical environmental effect with available resources. 
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The concept is applicable at all levels of economic-environmental quality 
assessment, ranging from individual production plants or activities to regional 
and national economic systems. 

Cost-effective Measures to Reduce Discharges from Individual Plants 

Theoretical Aspects. Correct costing of physical taken to remeasures 
duce discharges from individual plants is of niajor policy significance in 
programs to improve ambient environmental quality. Although the ultimate 
goal may be efficient management of ambient environmental quality, tile 
costs of meeting prescribed discharge stadards are incurred at the individual 
plant and activity level. 

From a policy viewpoint, two reasons exist for compiling data on discharge 
reduction costs for individual plants and activities. First, Ior production enter
prises owned by government, such data are a necessary input to decisions 
about committing public funds and about setting appropriate discharge stan
dards. Second. where the relevant production activities take place under pri
vate ownership, those in charge of managing environmental quality should 
obtain detailed information about technical rd cost conditions before impos
ing standarJs or charges or before issuing discharge permits. Any attempt to 
introduce such Measures without careful cxamination of these cost f'actors 
carries the risk of creating economic inefficiencies and legal entanglements. 
antagonizing industry. and Undermining the credibility of the atitholitics whO 
must devise workable strategies for managing environmental quality. 

Even though the significant control target variables, such is plant emis
sions, may be clearly specified by control authorities, cstini atinl! costs does 
have its complications. Emissions can be reduced by a variety of"technologies
and management practices. Some are mutually exclusive, whereas others may 
be implemented in combination. The c,'pacity to reduce the discharge of 
several residuals simultaneously is frequently a characteristic of discharge 
reduction technologies. Sometimes attempts to reduce discharges of one re
sidual can exacerbate discharges of another. l)ischarge reduction costs can 
vary considerably depending on, among other things, specific residuals to be 
reduced; req(uired levels of discharge reduction: factor input prices. spread of 
costs between the basic production plant and the additional discharge rcduc
lion equipment: plant size: possible production 01 salcable by-products and 
recovery of materials and energy: and whether the discharge reduction tech
nology is being built into a new plant or retrofitted to an old one. Also. 
differences in plant location can affect both capital and operating costs. With 
newer discharge reduction technologies, manry of which are still in the re
search and development or pilot-plant stage, cost estimates can vary because 
of uncertainty about future cost components and factor input prices and about 
the efficiency of future plant performance once it is in f -scale coumercial 
operation. 
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In complex situations, a set of cost-effective discharge reduction measures 
(or an individunal plant cani be deternined by optiization techniques. Typ
ically, the ain is to meet Conventional output targets, such isfor steel, 
electric enlergy, or petroleumi products, and discharge standards at minimu 
total cost. One approach toward idenIti lVi 1ngthe niiiin Liin-crst alternative is 
(he search method., under which appropriate sets of discIiare reductioil r lea
sures are identified and th, costs of each arc ascertained. lie nest comibin a
tiorn is chosen front the tabulated results by using a Cost-effctive iricrenrent 
approach. Other approaches are various i',ktrksof1nathe inatical progra inrning.

An Electric Power Plant Example. Tlie search method can be illustrated
 
with it U.S. electric p'wer plant cxailipe developed by North and Merkhlofer
 
(1975). The focus is on the costs of usirrg alterrative rIretlids Of reducirrg

sulfur dioxide discharges froi "'representative'' new. cal-fired lpuwer
 
plants. Table 7.7 shows the average total costs of producin1 electricity arid of
reducing sulfur dioxide emissions for a 6()-negawatt (N\V) plant. ('osts .ire 
estinra ted for fivxe aI terMatiNxe tirethods 01 ii res. total costsrreding (list ia 

include capital, fuel . and other Operating costs and are cxpressed oir a uills
 
per kilowatt-hour basis (I mill = SO.0(l I).The results are displayed in figure
 

fut 

rigtht 

7.5. The rate of sulIr dioxide (expressed as sulfur) Cmi tted is 1ncasut rCd front 

to leftthe sulfiur removal rate can be read ill the upposite direction. The
 
Cost curve slopes upward. indicating thatt unit costs of eIreratiing electric
 
energy rise as discharges are progressively reduced.
 

As shown in table 7.7 and figure 7.5, the l\xest gencrating costs are
 
incurred when the otrly controls are tall stacks and interrittenrt emission
 
reductions, but 
when sulfur eririssioIs are very high. For a relatively Modest
 
increase incosts, coal preparation cani be used to reduce tire sulfur collntent of
 
the fuel. which woulud cut sulfur emnissions by one-third. Further gaims are
 
obtained at Ilow increriental cost by sN,'itcto lv-suilftr caste rnrrcoal.
lii ir 


The critical decision is whether to reILice einissions further by using lie
gas desull'urization or by swvitclirlg to 
 low-stl fur western coal. Generating 

Table 7.7. Electricity Production Costs and Sulfur Emissions for a Representative
New Power Plant, East Coast, United States 

Total cost per unit of 
electricity (mills/kwh, Sulfur emitted

Alternative 1975 prices) 10( llbsikwh) 

1. High-sulfur coal with tall stacks and inter
mittent emission reductions 21.6 22.5

2.Coal preparation 23.6 15.03. Flue-gas desulfurization 26.2 2.4
4. Switch to low-sulfur western United States 

coal 25.5 6.0
5. Switch to low-sulfur eastern United States 

coal 24.6 6.7 

Source: Adapted from North and Merkhofer (1975). 
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E= Alternative Listed in Table 7.7.
 

30 20 10 	 0 
Sulfur Emitted (10-1 lbs/kwh) 

Figure 7.5 Cost curve for reduction insulfur oxide discharges, for a representative 
new coal-fired electric power plant. (Source: Compiled from data ;n North and 
Merkhofer, 1975.) 

costs are greater for both of these alternatives than for the switch to low-sulfur 
eastern coal, yet the reduction in sulfur emissions is rather small. Strong
assumptions about the relationship between sulfur emissions and ultimate 
damage (e.g., a nonlinear furction or one involving a threshold damage
effect) would need to be made to justify these alternatives-;. li'a high degree of 
discharge reduction is desired, it is apparent that iluc-gas desulfurization is 
probably the better choice. A switch to western coal leads to only a small 
reduction in emissions, whereas flue-gas desulfurization gives greater benefits 
for roughly the same incremental cost. 

Petroleum Refinery Example: A Mathematical.Programming Ap
proach. The petroleum refinery study by Russell (1973) isa classic example 
of the application of mathematical programming (see Chapter 8) to the prob
lem of residuals management in an industrial operation. Linear programming
has a long his'ory in industry as a way of helping managers achieve private
economic efficiency of operations. Russell's study represents an extension of 
the basic linear-programming model by incorporating social costs for non
product outputs (residuals) arising from production. The approach analyzes
the response of plants to effluent charges. Plants (activities) will reduce dis
charges to the point at which the marginal cost of reduction for each residual 
is equal to the effluent charge (OECD 1980). Sensitivity analysis can be 
carried out by varying the charge for each residual and by modeling the 
outcomes in terms of the activity's responses. Changes in discharges of each 
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residual can then be plotted against the costs of reduction to obtain trade-off 
curves. 

Russell's model minimizes the total social costs of production and dis
charge reduction, subject to output, technological, and other resource con
straints. Residuals charges appear as cost components in the objective func
tion. The model also simulates residuals discharge reduction by emission
standards. The shadow prices of the relevant constraints correspond to the
alternative system of effluent charges. Because the niodel is linear., however,
this correspondence is not continuous. Constraint levels and effluent charges
need to vary over a range before a jump from one process technology to
another ocLurs (fig. 7.6). When cffluent charges are tset, only the dotted 
lines in the diagram will be observed. If discharge constraints are simulated, 
only the so!id vertical lines will be apparent.

The costs estimated in Russell's analysis are actual resource or social costs
and do not necessarily represent the costs that would be borne by the dis
chargers. In the United Statzs and elsewhere, dischargers may have sub
sidies-such as tax credits and rapid depreciation-available to reduce their 
actual costs below the resource or social costs. This cost difference is impor
tant because the response o! a discharger to constraints or incentives directed 
toward reducing discharges will be in ternis of actual financial costs rather 
than social economic costs. 

The model is too detailed to discuss here in its entirety. A sample of results 
can be presened, however. Operation of* the basic refinery without controls 
on discharges leads to a given pattern of product outputs and residuals dis
charges. Technologies to reduce residuals discharges from the basic plant are
specified next, and charges for residuals discharges are introduced. The re-

Linear Model 

Process P, 
IA
 

{Df
 
I 

-
 Process P,
U 
._.rD2 -J - _ 

Cl C) 

Effluent Charge or Shadow Price 

Figure 7.6 Effluent charges, discharge constraints, and shadow prices. (Source:
Russell, 1973.) 

I 
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sponse to BOD, effluent charges is shown in figure 7.7. In the range of $0.01 
to $0.07 per pound, there is rapid reduction of BOD-alnost 70%. Raising 
the charge has no further effect until the $0.16-per-pound level, where 80% 
BOD, reduction is reached. A 95% removal rate is attained when the charge 
equals $0.25. The model shows that other residuals are also reduced as a side 
effect of reducing BOD5 discharges. 

Other technological options for the refinery include a hydrocracking (hy
drogen intensive) process and a reduced crude process known as li-oil. A 
refinery equipped with these technologies is described by Russell as -ad
vanced.- Cost functions for reducing BOD. discharees in basic and advanced 
refineries are shown in figure 7.8. Total and malginal costs rise dramatically 
when high levels of control are sought. 
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BOD Effluent Charge ($/Ib) 

Figure 7.7 Response to 8005 effluent charges: basic refinery, benchmark product 
mix. (Source: Russell, 1973.) 
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Figure 7.8 Total cost of BOD5 discharge reduction. (Source: Russell, 1973.) 

A Regional Ambient Air Quality Example 
Cost-effective methods of attaining desired ambient concentrations ot NO,were recently investigated in the United States for the Chicago region (U.S.CEQ 1979). Cost estimates (table 7.8) 	 theare for different approaches toreduction of NO, 	emissions "rom 797 stationary sources in the Chicago AilQuality Control Region. A hypothetical short-term ambient standard of 250f.Lg(micrograms)1/3 was assumed. The following strategies were examined:baseline, characterized by no emission reduction; reasonahl, available control technology (RACT) installed by all sourc,.s; least cosi, based on aizeconomically efficient method of assigning reductions to specific sources.taking into account the costs of reduction and individual contributions toambient concentrations of NO,;sehctive ernissionsreduction,. a less sophisti
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cated version of the least-cost approach; simple rollback, whereby all sources 
reduce emissions by an equal percentage; maximum feasible reduction, under 
which all sources install the best available technology regardless of cost; and 
uniform charges, imposed on NO, emissions from all sources. 

The most efficient way of meeting the ambient standard is to reduce emis
sions from a relatively small number of "worst offenders." Under the least
cost approach, only a minimal quantity of NO, is removed. All other methods 
remove more NO, than is really necessary-in sonc cases, morec than twenty
times the minimal level of emissions required to achieve the ambient stan
dards. Possible errors in dispersion model predictions., however, may exagge
rate this difference. Table 7.8 shows that the 90": simple rollback and max
imum feasible reduction approaches both involve twelve times the total cost 
of the least-cost approach, eleven times that of RACT, and three times that of 
selective emission reduction. 

Because emission rates differ significantly under the alternative strategies, 
the average costs of emissions reduction show considerable variation, and the 
ranking of strategies based on average emissions reduction costs is quite
different from that based on the total costs of meeting the ambient standard. 
The !east-cost strategy, for example, involves the highest average cost of 
reducing emissions, presumably because at such low rates of emission reduc
tion it is not possible to take advantage of economies of scale in abatement 
activity. The least-cost method nevertheless minimizes the total costs of at
taining the ambient standard. 

It is easy to prove that to reduce total enlissions within a region by a 
predetermined amount, a, system of equal charges will achieve the desired 

Table 7.8. Cost and Effectiveness of Strategies to Reduce Nitrogen Dioxide 
Discharges, Chicago Air Quality Cbntrol Region 

Average
NO, Annual annual 

Number of Emissions Number of reduction dollar 
sources removed receptors cost cost of NO,
reducing (thousands in (millions removalReduction strategy discharges of lbs/hr) violation of S/yr) (1 lb/hr) 

No reduction 
baseline 0 0 104 0 0

RACT 797 37 2380 622
Least cost 96 5 210 4200 
Selective emissions 

reduction 741 0 324039 94 

Simple rollback 

90% 797 106 0 254 2400

80% 792 104 6 243 2340 

Maximum feasible 
reduction 797 106 0 254 2400

Uniform charges 790 105 0 239 2280 

Source: U.S. Council on Environmental Quality (1979). 
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result at minimum total cost (OECD 1980). In general, this approach will not 
yield the least-cost solution to meeting ambient environmental quality stan
dards. (The exception is a "mixing bowl" situation in which emissions 
contribute proportionately to anifh,,nt pollution.) When emissions fron indi
vidual sources do not contrioute proportionately to ambient conccntrations. as 
in the Chicago study, charges should be specifically calculated for each ac
tivity to reach the standard at least total cost. In principle, and depending on 
administrative costs, a system of differential charges could yield the least-cost 
solution appearing in table '.8. Penalties for "worst offenders'" under an 
ideal system might need to be as high as $4t.000 per pound per h,,ur. as 
compared with charges to less significant polluters of $60 per pound per hour.
Whether such a system would be administratively feasible is, of course,
another issue. The results in table 7.8 nevertheless reveal that in this particular
instance, a system ot uniform charges would not be an economically cfficient 
way of meeting the hypothetical ambient concentration standard. 

Effects on Humans as Receptors: Water-borne Diseases 

In a number of areas of the world, one or more types of water-borne 
diseases are endemic. Water development projects in such areas, particularly
irrigation projects, often exacerbate the problems and result in increased 
prevalence of disease. Thus, before implementing water development proJects
it is essential to analyze their effects on human receptors. Policy makers 
whose objective is to reduce the existing prevalence of a water-borne disease 
should also look at proposed projects. Because the economic henefits of 
health improvements are difficult to measure in such cases, a cost-effective
ness approach to 'he control of disease can be taken. Schistosomiasis, a water
borne disease transmitted by snails, is used here to illustrate tileapproach 
(Rosenfield and Bower 1978). 

The first step in the analysis is construction of a model to determine inci
dence and prevalence of the disease. The incidence of schistosomiasis in a 
given population is defined as the rate of change in the proportions of infected 
and uninfected individuals over a given period in ti me. Prevalence is the 
fraction of the population infected with schistosomiasis at any point in line.
 
Incidence is a function of the amount of snail habitat, of the amount of human 
water contact (contact with snail habitat), and of prevalence givenin tile 
population. Conceptually, an equation for estimating in idence would be 

A = f(H, W, P) 17-8)
 

where A is the incidence rate of schistosomiasis, H is snail habitat, it' is 
human water contact, and P is tileprevalence of schistosomiasis. The problem
is to develop an operational estimating equution from the conceptual model. 

Several operational versions have been developed, each applied to empiri
cal data from specific areas in two different countries. Two are presented 
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here. On,- included the two variables H and P to estimate prevalence as 
follows (Rosenfield, Smith, and Wolman 1977): 

P = (Y,) (total population), (7-9) 

A = bo (H') (P",), and (7-10) 

-( A A 11 
Y + = A + B) - A + B, (7-Il) 

where P is the number of infected persons in the population, Y is the fraction 
of the population infected, A is incidence (infection rate coefficient), bo . bl, 
b, are regression coefficients. H is meters of snail habitats accessible to the 
population, B is deinfection rate coefficient, and t is time. 

Deinfection refers to the natural process by which individuals divest them
selves of schistosomiasis. The coefficient B is thought to be specific for 
particular species of schistosomiasis. 

Another version included the two variables Wand P to estimate prevalence 
as follows (Rosenfield 1979): 

P = (',) (total population). (7-12) 

A = b, (W'") (Ph). and (7-13) 

/ ' Yr =,# , A + B e A + - ' ( - 1S A )(7-I) 

where all variables are the same as in equations 7-9, 7-I10, and 7-I. and V 
is a water-contact parameter. 

Table 7.9 shows the typical human-snail contact points in connection with 
an irrigation project. Given these possible contact points, empirical data are 
necessary in order to develop representative water-contact patterns for differ
ent age groups. 

Using a model for predicting prevalence (such as one of the two described 
above), one can initially assume that no control measures are taken and can 
estimate the prevalence of s-chistosomiasis as a function of estimated changes 
in snail habitats and human water contact arising from the design and opera
tion of a proposed irrigation pro jcct (figs. 7.9-- 10). 

The second step in the analysis requires an examination of physical mea
sures for reducing the prevalence of schistosoniasis (table 7. lO). These Inca
sures include reducing snail habitats, modifying human activities associated 
with water, and providing medical treatment of infected individuals by 
chemotherapy. 

The third step involves devising alternative strategies for reducing the 
prevalence of the disease, which incorporate various co ubi nations of physical 
measures, implementation incentives, and institutional arrangements. Six 



Talie 7.9. Human Activity and Transmission of Schistosomiasis inIrrigation Projects 
Human activity Human-Snail contact points
 

Irrigation of fields 
 Standing water in fields; 
Manipulating siphons from secondary (field)

lateralsMaintenance of irrigation system All canali and drainsWashing (personal, laundry, dishes) Secondary laterals, drains, rivers, sidepoolsRecreation Sidepools, rivers, canals, main lateralsObtaining water Secondary laterals, drains, rivers, sidepools
Drinking water Secondary laterals, dr ins, rivers, sidepoolsResiduals disposal:


Personal 
 Fields, drains, main and secondary laterals,river 
Garbage Drains, main and secondary laterals, riverLivestock management Flood plain of river, sidepools, ponds,

swamps
 

Source: Adapted from Rosenfield and Bower (1978). 
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Figure 7.9 Estimated changes in Schistosoma haematobium prevalence over timeafter prototype irrigation development, assuming no schistosomiasis management.
(Source: Adapted from Rosenfield and Bower, 1978.) 
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*Estimated overall with-project prevalence equals 65 percent. 

Figure 7.10 Estimated age distribution of Schistosoma haematobium prevalence un
der preproject conditions and after three years of prototype irrigation project opera
tion, assuming no schistosomiasis management. (Source: Adapted from Rosenfield 
and Bower, 1978.) 

possible sets of physical measures are shown in table 7.1 I. The sets were 
developed for a particular situation and reflect increasing degrees of reduction 
in prevalence as one moves from Set I to set \. 

Finally, costs can be estimated for each of the alternatives and compared 
with levels of effect (table 7. 12). 

Estimating the prevalence of schistosomiasis is only part of the problem of 
assessing the effects on human receptors. The disease in and of itself is rarely 
fatal. Schistosomiasis must be considered as one part of a spectrum of low
grade infections. When combined with malaria, hookworm, roundworm, and 
other parasitic diseases, it contributes to synergistic effects. It is not possible 
as yet to separate the effects of a single disease in such a nmulti-disease 
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Table 7.10. Physical Measures for Reducing Prevalence of Schistosomiasis 

I. Reducing Human-Snail Contact 
A. Reducing Snail Habitats and/or Snail Populations 

1. Mollusciciding
(a)All habitats 
(b)Focal (treating only habitats that are known transmission sites)2. Constructing mechanical screening at diversion point to prevent entry of snails into 
irrigation system 

3. Lining of main canal
4. Draining standing water in fields and from main canal and laterals
5. Removing vegetation and silt from main canal, laterals, drains
6. Introducing predator or competitor species
7. Transporting water by pipe to secondary laterals 
8. Increasing efficiency of irrigation

B. Modifying Human Activities 
1. Providing domestic water supplies by standpipes incourtyards
2. Providing laundries 
3. Providing showers 
4. Providing swimming pools
5. Protecting water recreation sites 
6. Locating canals and drains away from existing settlements
7. Providing boots for irrigators and irrigation system maintenance workers8. Providing latrines and garbage disposal sites incloser proximity to village than 

canal, laterals, drains 
9. Protecting animal grazing areas


I1.Treating Human Population with Drugs--Chemotherapy

A. All Infected Population
B. Specific Segments of the Population 

Source: Adapted from Rosenfield and Bower (1978). 

context. All appear to contribute to shortenedl life spans and decreased eco
nomic productivity. Quite possibly, the nutritional and health status of tile 
hunian host may be important in terms of effect on prevalence and on the 
consequences of the disease for infected individuals. 

Table 7.11. Illustrative Sets of Physical Measures for Reducing Prevalence of 
Schistosomiasis 

Set No. 
I. No physical measures explicitly for schistosomiasis management


II.Mollusciciding all sites (l.A.l.a)

Ill. Chemotherapy for the whole infected population (11,A.)

IV.Chemotherapy for the whole population before project construction (IIA. ; mechanicalscreening at diversion point (I.A.2.); drainage facilities (I.A.4.); vegetation and silt removal

(I.A.5.); and improved irrigation efficiency (I.A,8.)V. Focal mollusciciding lI.A.l.b); providing domestic water supplies (.B.I.); protecting waterrecreation sites (IlB,5.); providing boots for irrigators and irrigation system maintenanceworkers (I.B.7.); chemotherapy for specific segments of the population (11B)VI. 	 Mollusciciding all sites (I.A.l.a), mechanical screening at diversion point (I.A.2.); drainage(I.A.4.); vegetation/silt removal (I.A.5); providing domestic water supplies 1IB.1,); providinglaundries (I.B.2.); providing showers (l.B.3.); providing swimming pools (I.B.4.); providinglatrines and garbage disposal sites (IB.8.); targeted chemotherapy (11B.) 

Note: Refer to the specific physical measures listed inTable 7.10.
 
Source: Adapted from Rosenfield and Bower (1978).
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Table 7.12. Relative Cost and Effectiveness b Sels of Physical Measures for 
Reducing Prevalence of Schistosomiasis 

Incremental 
Incremental reduction in 

Set of reduction in prevalence
physical Net annual Steady-state Incremental steady-state per unit cost 

measures cost ($) prevalence (%)7 cost (S) prevalence %) (%/S) 

I 0 90-100 
1.2X 10.0 8.3/X

II 1.2X 80-90 
0.8X 10.0 12.51X 

III 2.OX 70-80 
1.5X 30.0 20.0/X

IV 3.5X 40-50 
2.0X 34.5 17.2/X

V 5.5X 8-13 
3.5X 8.5 2.41X 

VI 9,0X 1-3 

OAfter project operation at design level for at least three years. 
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8 
Multiactivity Economic-
Environmental Quality Models 

Valuation of natural systems and environmental quality cffccts can becarried out only after the physical, chemical, and biological impacts of economic activities have been identified. One of the difficulties of assessing
ambient environmental quality is the correct selection of the boundaries ofanalysis. Many effects on environmental quality occur in a regional ratherthan a site-specific context. Others may have national or global significance.
Secondary economic and environmental quality effects of development projects, programs, and residuals management practices have already been discussed in Chapter 3. General-equilibrium mod,.,ls can help to overcome theanalytical problems involved in accounting for secondary effects.


Normal production and consumption activities are 
not always the drivingforce in economic-environmental systems. Causal relationships can also runin the opposite direction. Policy makers may not recognize that the arbitraryapplication of ambient environmental quality standards without regard toeconomic cost can create considerable economic dislocation. If technologies
to reduce discharges are unavailable or are prohibitively expensive, economicactivities may be forced to reduce production or to close down. This can havewidespread regional and perhaps even national economic consequences.
Broad boundaries need to be prescribed to measure the costs and benefits 
under such circumstances. 

Time as well as space can create problems in defining the limits of analysis.Benefit-cost analysis is often restricted to a steady-state approach--for exampie, estimating annually recurring costs and benefits of an air quality management program. But some effects on ambient environmental quality aid receptors are cumulative, such as the concentration of heavy metals, pesticides, or
radionuclides in animals and humans, 
or the accumulation of solid residuals
from industrial and household activities. The time profiles of such variables
should be identified to account 
 for possible long-term damage. The timeprofiles can also be incorporated into certain types of general-equilibrium 
models. 

286 
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INPUT-OUTPUT MODELS 

Basic Features of Input-Output Models 

Input-output analysis was developed by Wassily Leontief in the late 1930s. 
The approach is based on the fact that in modern economic systems, produc
tion activities are closely interrelated. Each pioducing activity acts in a double 
capacity: first, as a supplier, selling it, output to other industries and to final 
buyers; second, as a buyer of inputs, purchasing the products of other produc
ing activities, as well as labor skills, capital services, natural resources, land, 
managerial expertise, and imported materials. The vA!lue of Output comprises 
the value of materials and services purchased from other sectors plus the value 
of primary inputs used directly in the production process. 

Demands for final outputS of the economic system create chain re;ictions of 
production and factor use. To generate 100 megawatts (MW) of electricity, 
for example, coal must be produced. But electricity is needed in coal produc
tion. Thus, more than the initial 100 MW of electricity is required. This in 
turn creates extra demand for coal, more electricity, more coal . . . until the 
total direct and indirect requirements of both commodities have been pro
duc ,. Labor, capital services, iand, and managerial inputs are also used. The 
whole system is "driven" by final demands for economic goods and services. 
In a wider national or regional setting. this process takes place for many 
industries sirnultaneously. A regional model may have thirty or forty sectors, 
and a national model one hundred to three hundred sectors. 

Discharges of residuals and demands for inputs from the environment are 
handled in a fashion similar to primary inputs, such as labor and capital. Each 
100 MW of electricity p:ducced will require a certain amount of water for 
steam production and for cooling. At the same time, residuals will be dis
charged: for example, gases and particulates in stack emissions, sludges and 
solid wastes, and liquid effluents. Each ton of coal produced has similar 
effects that can be encompassed by the model using the same methodology. 
Further natural-systems processes, such as dispersion in air and water systems 
and damage to ecosystems. are analyzed by adding natural-systems models. 
The extended system is again driven by final demand for economic goods and 
services. 

The general form of an e:onomic-environmental quality input-output 
model is shown in figure 8. I. This informational system can aid decision 
makers in a variety of ways. First, because input-output models are derived 
from a comprehensive data system for a given I : year, setting up a model 
forces analysts to obtain an accurate historical rL )rd and a consistent set of 
estimates for major economic and natural-systems Ilows and their intercon
nections. This should lead to systematic monitoring, estimr:ting, and data 
collecting and provides a framework within which to assemble all results. 

Second, once the model has been established it can be used to simulate 
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different economic development scenarios. To construct such a scenario, 
exogenous sets of final demands are postulated for tuturt time periods. Each 
time period, with its postulated final demand set. has a conesponding set of 
simultaneous equations and a solution set I'Ur economic and environmental 
quality variables. By means of computer simulation, the environmental quali
ty effects of any planned pattern of economic development can be predicted in 
both temporal and spatial terms. 

Third, -y changing final demand patterns and structural relationships in the 
model, different options for economic development, residuals discharges, and 
ambient environmental quality can be generated, assisting policy makers in 
choosing what they consider to be the best development plan. In this sense, an 
input-output model functions as a technique for rational choice. It a given 
scenario does not meet the multiple objectives of policy makers, required 
changes in the system can be simulated and the process repeated until condi
tions ,ire acceptable. With this approach, evaluation of alternatives is still 
required, but this takes place outside the model. The best available alternative 
can be chosen only if decision makers attach values--either their own s..'ubjec
tive judgments or values derived from additional benefit-cost analysis-to 
alternative outcomes generated by the model, so that an iterative assessment 
and design procedure is followed. 

In terms of figure 8. 1, the cutoff point in assessing system trade-offs will 
depend on where, within the total system, environmental quality constraints 
or objec:ives are introduced. If environmental policies are directly concerned 
with ultimate damages to receptors, such as damage to human health, the 
entire model structure must be used. It'the analysis needs to proceed only as 
far as the determination of ambient environmental quality, the modules as
sessing dose-response relationships and ultimate effects will not be required. 
If interest centers only on residuals discharges, the model needs to determine 
discharges at source points- in that case, procedures For dispersion modeling 
and damage estimating are no longer relevant to the analysis These distinc
tions are important ill judging the appropriateness of various types of input
output models for environmental quality policy making. National models can 
be useful, for example. if constraints take the form of discharge standards. 
The effects on industry and the remaining residuals generated may not be 
spatially significant. If, however, ambient environmental quality standards 
are prescribed, source discharges estimated at the national level must be 
allocated to specific regions for subsequent analysis of dispersion and ambient 
environmental quality effects. Alternatively, regional economic-environmen
tal quality input-output models would have to be built. 

Construction of an Input-Output Model 

Theoretical Aspects. Construction of an economic input-output mode" 
starts with adata s,-stem for a given base year. showing the annual sales of all 
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Table 8.1. Hypothetical Input-Output Flow Matrix ($) 

Final TotnlAgriculture Manufacturing Commerce sales output 
Agriculture 0 3,000 700 2,300 6,000Manufacturing 3,000 0 1,400Commerce 600 5,000600 1,000 0 5,400 7,000Primary input costs 2,400 1,000 4,900 8,300Total costs 6,000 5,000 7,000 18,000 

industries to each other and to final buyers. These transactions can be mea
sured in physical units. but monetary units are nornially used.

A simple three-sector system is described in table 8. 1. The economydisaggregated into only three 
is 

sectors: agriculture, manufacturing, and comimerce. This so-called flow, or transactions, niatrix would be obtained fromhistorical data collected in a chosen base year. The table shows that theagricultural sector produced $6,000 of output that was sold to the manufactur
ing sector ($3,000), to the comniercial sector (S700), and to final buyers($2,300). Inputs to the agricultural sector took the form of tnanufactured
products ($3,000), commercial services ($600). and primary inputs (labor andcapital) costing $2,400. The total value of output for the atricultural sector($6,000) equals the total cost of all inputs. Similar conditions apply to the 
other sectors. 

The input-output model isconstructed f'rot this data base by linearizing theinput llows. Each sector isassumed to use inputs strictly in fixed proportions.
Thus, a 107 increase in agricultural outplt will lead to a I )(7 increase in allinputs. Production technology is assumed to remain constant. No econoiniesof scale apply, marginal anld average input ratios are the andsame, input
substitution does not take place.


Direct requirements 
 per unit Of output are obtained for each sector bydividing each entry in table 8. I by its corresponding colun total. This gives 
a set of input coefficients, at,. calculaied as 

aj, = Yi1/z, i = I..... n 

j = .... nn (8-1)
where v0. is total sales by the i-th sector to the j-th sector ;t the base year, :, istotal output of the j-th sector in the base year, and aii is the aniount of' outputof sector i directly required to produce one unit of output by sectorj. There are 
n industries in the cconomy.

The direct requirements coefficients obtained froni table 8. I are displayedin table 8.2. To produce $1.0 of agricultural output, $0.5 of manufactured 
goods and $0.1 of conimercial services are directly required.

Suppose we wished to determine what the total output would be for eachsector in 1984 if consumers demanded $8,000 of' agricultural products, 
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Table 8.2. Direct Requirements Matrix ($) 

Agriculture Manufacturing Commerce 

Agriculture 0.0 0.6 0.1 
Manufacturing 0.5 0.0 0.2 

0.2 0.0Commerce 0.1 

$10,000 of manufactured goods, and $9,000 of commercial services. The set 
is as Totalof simultaneous equations representing this situation follows. 

outputs for the three sectors are denoted by x.,x,. and A:3 . 

xI = 0.0x1 + 0.6 x,+ 0. IA3 + 8,000, 

x, = 0.5x + 0.0 x, + 0.2V3 + 10,000, 

x3 = 0. l, + 0.2 x, -- 0.0x 3 + 9.000. (8-2) 

The first equation states that enough agricultural output (x,) has to be pro

duced to meet the input requirements of the manufacturing and commercial 

sectors, as well as the $8,000 of agricultural output demanded by consumers. 

The same interpretation applies to the second and third equations for the 

manufacturing and commercial sectors, respectively. Because of interindustry 

input requirements, total sectoral outputs greatly exceed the final demands of 

$8,000, $10,000, and $9,000. Using ordinary substitution and climination 

methods, it is possible to solve for -v,, x._ and x.,. The answer is x= 

$25,253, x, - $25,970, and A3 = $16,718. 
When constructing a model with a realistic number of sectors, it is neces

sary to rely on matrix algebra and on an electronic computer to solve the 

system of equations (see Appendix to this chapter). The simultaneous equa

tions can be solved making use of "Lcontief inverse matrix" coefficients. 

These are frequently referred to as total requirements coefficients. The Leon

tief coefficients for the example developed here are shown in table 8.3. Using 

these coefficients, total outputs for the three sectors are ascertained by solving 

the following equations, giving a final answer of x, = $25,253, x, 

$25,970, and x3 = $16,718 as before. 

x,= 1.5286 x 8,000 + 0.9872 x 10,000 + 0.3503 x 9,000, 

x,= 0.8280 X 8,000 + 1.5764 X 10,000 + 0.3980 x 9,000, 

= 0.3184 x 8,000 + 0.4140 x 10,000 + 1.1146 X 9,000. (8-3)x3 


Table 8.3. Leontief Inverse Matrix 

Agriculture Manufacturing Commerce 

0.9872 0.3503Agriculture 1.5286 
1.5764 0.3980Manufacturing 0.8280 
0.4140 1.1146Commerce 0.3184 
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In general, for any prescribed set of final demandsf 1 ,, .... /,. an input

output model will predict the required outputs of all sectors by providing asolution to the equation system below. The Leontief inverse coeflicientsappear as aset of a(i. Each all,.indicates tle aount of output ol the i-th sectordirectly and indirectly required to meet final demand for one unit of output by
the i-th sector. 

Xl (YI1 + a 12 1; + . . +i a,,,

X, af + a" + . + , n
 +. 

X = a,, f1 + a1,,,, + + cl,. . (8-4) 
Supplementary Economic Information. If detailed base-year data describing other economic variables are available, these can also be representedin coefficient form to provide further information about economic effects infuture years. Suppose the data shown in table 8.4 had been collected for thebase year. Coefficients are derived by dividing each entry by the concsponding base-year total output level (see table 8.1) for each sector. Coefficients forlabor, capital, and land are shown in table 8.5.
The typical coefficient in table 8.5 
 can be denoted hv. indicating thenumber of units of the g-th economic variable associated with one unit of totaloutput by the j-th sector. In general, the levels of associated economic variables q,, q2 . . . . . q,,, are calculated as follows: 

qn = bl u + bn-2, + . . + hl,.
 
q2 = b2jx + b22,2 + + b,,,,
 

q," + b,,,,x2 + " + b"..r.." (8-5)
With postulated final demands 1984 

. 

in for agriculture, manufacturedgoods, and commercial services of $8,000. $10,000, and $9,000, respectively, the accompanying economic effects can be ascertained by substituting
the 1984 sectoral output levels (.v, 
 = $25,253, =x, $25,970, and =x3 

Table 8.4. Economic Data: Factor Inputs to Indicated Sectors 
Agriculture Manufacturing Commerce 

Labor (persons) 
600Capital (S) 

250 1,200)00 800Land (acres) 2001,0'jl 100 50 
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Table 8.5. Direct Economic Input Coefficients 

Agriculture Manufacturing Commerce 

Labor (persons) 0.0416 0.1200 0.1714 
Capital ($)
Land (acres) 

0.0833 
0.1666 

0.1600 
0.0200 

0.0285 
0.0071 

$16,718) and the coefficients from table 8.5 into the above equation system 
and solving for the q's. The results are that q, = 7.632 persons. q2 = $6,735, 
and q3 = 4,845 acres. 

EnvironmentalQuality Dimnnsions. 1)emands for inputs lfron the natu
ral system and discharges of residuals into the natural system are handled in 
the same way as supplementary economic variables. Base-year data on in
teractions of industries with the natural system are needed. A hypothetical 
data set is supplied in table 8.6. This table contains data describing only tour 
environmental quality' variables-land use. water inputs, emissions of sulfur 
oxiaes, and emissions of particulates. In an operational model, much greater 
detail would appear. l)irect coefficients for environmental qtUalily variables 
are derived from table 8.6 by dividing each entry by the corresponding base
year sectoral output figure (see table 8. I ). The typical environmental quality 
coefficient e,, indicates the average i:vel of the k-th environmental quality 
variable per unit of output of the .i-th sector (table 8.7). 

The magnitudes of environmental qluality variables accompanying any 
given set of sectoral output levels can be represented by r, I .... . . . r, and 
are lound by solving the set of equations below: 

/I1 = "+ - ""1I\' +1"' ' ilr\'tl ' 

I'-, = e + e-2, + . + e 

= ., +e, + + esvr,, . (8-6) 

For example, the hypothetical output levels obtained for 1984 would lead to 
this solution: r1 = 4.845 acres, r, = 1.060 acre feet/year, r1 = 8,056 tons/ 

Table 8.6. Base-Year Environmental Quality Variables 

Agriculture Manufacturing Commerce 

Land (acres) 1,000 100 50 
Water (acre ft/yr) 200 40 5 
SO,(tons/yr) 400 1,200 60 
Particulates (tons/yr) 500 1,500 150 
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Table 8.7. Direct Coefficients for Environmental Quality Variables 

Agriculture Manufacturing Commerce 
Land (acres) 0.1666
Water (acre ft/yr) 0.0200 0.00710.0333 0.0080SO, (tons/yr) 0.00070.0666 0.2400Particulates (tons/yr) 0.00850.0833 0.3000 0.0214 

year, and r4 10,252 tons/year. Further analysis would, of course, be required to translate these nunbers into ambient environnental quality and
1tti mact danii tage effects.

Because the .'s are calculated in terts ot l-eontief inverse coelicients andfinal denands,. it is possible to dctermnlinc levels of eivironnental qualityvariables as a function of final demands., tnaking use of so-called cunulated(direct and indirect) coefficients. 'hese are found by mulliplying Ile directenvironnental quality coefficients ((c,) into the Leontief inverse matrix coefficients (cv,, ) to obtain . new set of coefficients. C.41 The typical coefficientindicates the direct and indirect elfect on the k-th environmental quality variable created by supplying one unit of the j-th sector's output to final buyers.The equation system for caIcI at ing levels of en vironilental quality, variableswith cunulated coefficients and given final deiands appears below. 
+/r, = -1.i-6 
+ ('*12l', + • . --+r c.'ft I + .. . + C,

t!I , ,' 

r C, f + c, ... - (8-7) 

Curiulated coefficients derived from tables 8.3 and 8.7 are presented intable 8.8. If these coefficients, along with tie set of hypothetical final deiiands for 1984. are substituted in the above equation systeii, we once againobtain this solution: r, = 4,845 1, = 1,06(0. r = 8,056. and rt = 10,252.New technologies for conlrollirg flows of residuals fr1i -'1conornicactivities can be incorporated in input-output iodels. Various approaches have
been tried. For exaiple, investment iii 
new F.Allution abaltenint technologies 

Table 8.8. Cumulated Coefficients for Environmental Quality Variables 

Agriculture Manufacturing Commerce 
Land (acres) 0.2734 0.1988 0.0742Water (acre ft/yr) 0.0577 0.0457SO, (tons/yr) 0.01560.3038 0.4476Particulates (tons/yr) 0.12830.3825 0.5640 0.1724 
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can be included as an extra cost in the primary inputs section of an input
output system, and the Leontiet' inverse matrix can then be used to simulate 
the resultant cost and price impacts on the whole economy. Secondary effects 
on final demands. sectoral outputs, and factor inputs can then be determined. 
In other studies, the input-output coefficients and residuals coelficients have 
been altered to reflect changes in technoloty. Under "'the dummy industry'" 
approach, antipollution activities are represented by new sectors in the input
output matrix, whose "outputs" comprise reductions in residuals discharged. 
Pollutants discharged by antipollution sectors, as well as factor inputs re
quired in pollution abatement, can be analyzed under the dummy industry 
approach. The topic oC input-output modeling of pollution abatement is too 
extensive to be covered adequately here. A survey of relevant literature can be 
found in Jancs. Jansen, and Opschoor ( 1978). among others. 

An Australian Input-Output Emissions Model 

An economic-eniironmental quality input-output model of the Australian 
national economic system for 1968-69 has been constructed to simulate com
bustion emissions under alternative economic growth assumptions (James 
1982). An eleven-sector version of the input-output flow natlix, based on 
offlicial input-output tables issued by the Australian Bureau of Statistics, is 
shown in table 8.9. The model emphasizes the energy sectors, so these appear 
in some detail in the condensed system. The other sectors are in highly 
aggregated form. 

Estimated emissions by each sector in 1968-69 are indicated in table 8. 10. 
These refer to potential emissions f'ron uncontrolled combustion rather than 
actual emissions. In reality, many sector activities would have implemented 
emission reduction mcasurcs. The estimates were made by laking the fuel-use 
pattern for Australian industry in 1968-69 (James 1980) and applying coim
bustion emission factors to each specific type of energy product--coal, pe
troleum, natural as--consumed. 

Direct emission coefflcients indicating the per unit discharges oC carbon 
monoxide, nitrogen ox ides, sulfur oxides, particulates, and hydrocarbons 
were derived by dividing the entries in table 8. 10 by the corresponding col
umn totals in table 8.9. The coefficients are measured in metric tons (MT) per 
million dollars (Australian). The direct coefficients appear in table 8.11. 
Cumulated emission coefl'icients were calculated by first deriving Leontief' 
inverse coefficicnts from table 8.9, then combining these with the direct 
emission coef'ficients. The cumulated emission coefficients are shown in table 
8.12. 

This model was used to simulate the effects of' changes in the final supply 
of electric power by the Australian economy on national income, and on total 
emissions without controls. It would be equally useful, however, in the con
struction of scenarios tor dil'f'erent national energy-economic growth policies. 



Table 8.9. Industry by Industry Flow Matrix, Australia 1968-1969 ($A Million) 

'00 

E E= 
12. 

= 

Z0 

CO = 
_0 E L-D 

0j CM CU 0 CL 

1. Coal and crude 

petroleum 0 281.4 43.2 8.9 32.4 0 0.1 29.8 2.4 9.9 14.3 422.4 0.2 511.62. Petroleum 
and coal 

products 1.3 0 4.0 1.4 8.5 75.7 12.3 75.1 61.0 87.6 99.1 426.0 188.6 614.7 
3. Electricity 11.2 6.6 0 3.0 32.9 22.6 17.3 170.1 14.8 11.8 183.0 473.2 282.9 756.1 
4. Gas 0 0.5 0.7 0 2.4 0.2 0 13.8 1.9 1.0 7.2 27.8 77.2 105.0 
5. Iron and steel 3.5 0.1 0.5 0 0 2.1 4.1 674.0 111.2 0.4 14.0 809.9 174.3 984.2 



6. Rural 11.0 0 0.6 0 0.2 67.3 4.6 1,806.2 0.2 7.6 7.6 1,Su5.5 1.674.2 3,579.6 

7. Mining 0.1 2.2 0 0.1 76.1 0.4 2.2 310.4 53.7 0.8 1.2 447.3 273.4 720.8 

8. Manufacturing 22.4 40.4 19.4 3.1 100.8 465.5 56.4 3,441.3 1,861.3 317.4 2,178.0 8,505.9 9,178.4 17,684.5 

9. Building and 
construction 3.8 3.0 8.8 1.4 2.9 43.3 5.3 95.1 0 119.3 564.9 847.9 3,997.8 4,845.7 

10. Transportation 7.2 26.3 23.6 4.7 80.4 68.7 14.4 448.1 148.8 24.6 408.4 1,255.4 1,572.0 2,827.3 

11. Services 20.2 27.0 37.5 22.8 48.5 506.3 54.3 1,440.0 523.4 316.8 5,181.5 8,178.3 12,913.9 21,092.1 

Interme"'ate usage 80.8 387.4 1393 45.4 385.2 1,252.2 171.2 8,504.0 2,778.7 897.1 8,659.3 23,299.6 30,421.9 53,721.6 

Primary inputs i95.6 171.7 617.8 59.6 518.5 2,262.6 526.8 6,559.3 2,067.0 1,713.9 12,366.2 27,059.0 0 27,059.0 

Australian pruduction 275.4 559.1 756.1 105.0 903.7 3,514.8 698.0 15,063.3 4,845.7 2,611.0 71,025.5 50,358.6 30,421.9 80,780.0 

Competing imports 235.2 55.5 0 0 80.4 64.7 22.8 2,621.4 0 216.4 66.6 3,363.0 0 3,363.0 

Total usage 511.6 614.7 756.1 105.0 984.2 3,579.6 720.8 17,684.5 4,845.7 2,827.3 21,092.1 53,721.6 30,421.9 84,143.5 

Source: James (1982). 
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Table 8.10. Emissions, Australia 1968-1969 (MT) 

Coal and crude
petroleum 

Petroleum and coal 
products 

Electricity 
Gas 
Iron and steel 
Rural 
Mining 
Manufacturing 
Building and

construction 
Transportation 
Services 

Sector totals 

Australian totals 


Source: James (1982). 

Carbon 
monoxide 

Nitrogen 
oxides 

Sulfur 
oxides Particulates Hydrocarbons 

2,537 3,277 2,173 17,124 1,073 

1,012,209 
34,014 
6,297 

23,363 
313,458 
39,419 

182,001 

7,791 
159,920 

9,113 
30,115 
55,490 
9,045 

98,074 

44,350 
145,714 

7,977 
47,700 
9,500 
2,027 

130,346 

5,554 
874,367 

61,183 
159,912 
21,583 
3,796 

257,300 

17,702 
8,828 

890 
8,097 

50,844 
7,552 

27,990 

134,017 
430,366 
402,732 

2,580,418 
3.709,132 

37,404 
54,172 
46,047 

510,452 
592,874 

18,261 
35,543 
49,081 

492,65 
502,476 

25,326 
47,083 
29,111 

1,502,343 
1,548,860 

27,981 
56,719 
43,756 

251,438 
352,042 

Structural changes can be modeled by manipulating linal d(llta lllfows over 
titme. Effects of different energy technologies and 'luel-use patterns oin en
vironmental quality are simulated by changing the input-outpu1t celcllients in 
the basic mnodcl. 

Other Studies 

National input-otuttput models for residuals discharges have been coni
structed in several countries. Leontiel and Ford (1972) made forecasts of air 
emissions in the United States with an envirotnmental input-output model 

Table 8.11. Direct Emission Coefficients, Australia 1968-1969 (MT/$A million) 

Coal and crude 
petroleum 


Petroleum and coal
 
products 

Electricity 
Gas 
Iron and steel 
Rural 
Mining 
Manufacturing 
Building and 

construction 
Transportation 
Services 

Source: James (1982). 

Carbon 
monoxide 

Nitrogen
oxides 

Sulfur 
oxides Particulates Hydrocarbons 

9.17 11.85 7.86 61.94 3.88 

1,810.30 
44.98 
59.97 
25.85 
89.17 
56.47 
12.08 

13.93 
211.51 
86.79 
33.32 
15.78 
12.95 
6.51 

79.31 
192.72 
75.97 
52.78 
2.70 
2.90 
8.65 

9.93 
1,156.44 

582.72 
176.95 

6.14 
5.43 

17.08 

31.66 
11.67 
8.48 
8.96 

14.46 
10.82 

1.86 

27.65 
164.82 
19.15 

7.71 
20.74 

2.19 

3.76 
13.61 
2.33 

5.22 
18.03 

1.38 

5.77 
21.72 
2.08 
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Table 8.12. Cumulated Emission Coefficients, Australia 1S63-1969 (MT/$A million) 

Coal and crude 
petroleum 

Petroleum and coal 
products 

Electricity 
Gas 
Iron and steel 
Rural 
Mining 
Manufacturing 
Building and 

construction 
Transportation 
Services 

Source: James (1982). 

Carbon Nitrogen Sulfur 
nonoxide oxides oxides Particulates Hydrocarbons 

30.49 22.86 1807 113.27 6.14 

1,836.14 29.68 92.19 83.42 36.23 
63.43 214.11 195.16 1,165.16 13.14 

100.76 97.02 85.77 628.70 11.43 
68.83 46.29 64.20 229.99 13.22 

139.84 19.90 7.94 18.86 16.70 
98.18 20.46 11.04 39.39 12.82 
68.01 19.87 21.37 60.59 7.92 

87.64 18.73 16.19 40.32 10.72 
245.65 26.86 21.74 37.13 25.10 

59.10 10.16 10.54 28.44 5.46 

Other studies have been done for the United States by Ayres and Gutmanis 
(1972), Cumberland and Strain (1974). and Ridker (1972). The U.S. En
vironniental Protection Agency (EPA) SEAS model is based on an input
output system (House 1977). Models have been built for Japan (OECD 1978). 
the Nethcrlands (Jansen 1978), Canada (Victor 1972), and Norway (Hirsund 
and Strom 1976). 

Regional models have emphasized air pollution, as in the IlaifalBay study 
by Shefer (1973), the Charleston Metropol itan Area model (I I ite and Laurent 
1972), and a pollution abatement model for West Virginia (Miernyk and Sears 
1974). 

Water requirements and effluent discharge coefficients appear in the 
Charleston model (lite and Laurent 1972) and in Victor's (1972) model for 
Canada. The Ayres and Gutmanis study (1972) includes solid residuals dis
charge coefficients. 

There has been extensive use of input-output models in the economic
energy-environmental quality policy-making area. Reprcsentative studies are 
those of Folk and lHannon. and Just and Istvan (Macrakis 1976). 

Some Limitations of Input-Output Models 

The najor drawback of input-output models is the amount of' time and 
effoit involved in collecting the basic data. Many Asian-Pacific countries 
already possess national input-output tables but, as already explained, further 
extensive work on the compilation of environmental quality data is needed, 
and regionalization of effects is essential if' realistic ambient environmental 
quality assessments are to be carried Ol(. Even to construct a modest regional 
input-output model requires several work-years' effort and a great deal of 
cooperation by government and industry. Often, there is a risk that by the time 
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the data have been compiled, the model is far too old to make accurate policyappraisals. If an input-output table already exists, it may be usefully extendedfor national and regional environmental quality planning and management.Serious thought should be givcn to probable resource commitments, however,if such a system is contemplated solely fbr the purpose of environmental 
quality management. 

Other objections to the approach relate to the methodology and underlyingassumptions. The adoption of fixed coefficients may not he a valid representation of production relationships or environmental quality effects, especiallyover large ranges of variation in output. If the linearity property is extendedinto diffusion modeling, the technique may be inadequate to handle background concentrations of polltants, environlmental antagonisims and svnergisms. and threshold effects. Special care would be 'eded to accountt for the
accumulation of pollutants in the environment.
 

Finally, even though the 
 "best" strategy can. in principle, be foundi'iterative procedures, the process can become ctnimbersomie and frustrating
decision makers, especially when large numbers 

to 
of variables and diverseoptions are involved. When these difficulties are encountered. rirathemiatical

programming models may be a more suitable analytical approach. 

LINEAR-PROGRAMMING MODELS OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

MANAGEMENT
 

The preceding section on input-output Models has stressed the importanceof using a general-equilibriumrn model for regional and national environmental
quality policy making and management. In complex situations involvingmany choices, the limitations of the input-output approach are quicklyreached and more sophisticated nmthematical-prograimiming methods are
 
required.


One of the advantages of programming is that multiple policy obJectives
relating to economic and environmental quality variables can be specifically
incorporated in the analysis. Not all decision criteria can 
 be included in the
analysis, however. For example, legal and administrative feasibility and the
timing of costs and returns may be excluded. Also, policy makers cannot
 escape the need to make value judgments: thus, benefit-cost analysis can stillplay a role in appraising various economic and environmental luIrldity effects.With prior specification of the relative weights that decision makers wish toattach !o these effects, an optimum is sought through programming thatachieves the best possible trade-off of conflicting objectives, consistent withphysical, technical, and economic restrictions on the range of options
available. 

In theory, the determination of' an optiillumii is a purely mechanical procedure once the system parameters and decision makers' values have beenascertained. A common misconception is that both the analyst and the dcci
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sion makers themselves may become slaves of a model and fail to think 
flexibly when formulating planning and manacm ent strategies. As pointed 
out by Flolling (1978), however, matheniatical-programming methods are 
only intended to supply interesting starting points fOr policy making in an 
iterative process of evaluation and design. Sensitivity analysis (arbitrarily 
varying the parameters of the model) is valuable for assisting in judginents 
about sensible limits to economic activity, residuals discharges, and possible 
decline or improvement in environmental (lu:lity. 

Programming models have had many applications in environmental quality 
planning and assessment, ranging 1rom the management of natural resources 
such as I'orests for multiple use, the control of residuals from individual 
production plants in industries such as iron and steel (Russell and Vaughan 
1976), petroleum refining Ru,-,sell i973), and electric power generation 
(Bower 1975). to complex regional optimal utiand national niodels for tile 
lization of" water resources (Spofford. Russell, and Kelly 1976), airshcds 
(Kohn 1975). and energy supply systems (NIiller 1979). Various types of 
programming models have been applied to environmental quality problems 
(Meister ct al. 1976), the most widely accepted technique being linear pro
gramming. Some of these models are discussed below. 

Linear-Programniing Theory 

The Primal Problem. Policy makers frequently wish to Maximize the 
economic benefits of production while at tile same time preserving or enhanc
ing environmental quality. As a hypothetical example, suppose plans are 
being mad- for the possible devclopment of two major industries in a given
region: electric power generation and totiJsi. Investment flunds of" S900 
million and a labor supply of 5,0)0 people are available. Electric power 
output can be measured in megawatts (M\V)per year and represented by tie 
variable -v,. Tourism is quantifiCd in terms of the number of tourists visiting 
the area each year, represented by x,. 

Suppose each megawatt of electric power requires S0.3 million of invest
ment expenditure and the labor services of one person. Each tourist is as
sumed to need an investment outlay of $0.2 million and the labor services of 
two people. Feasible activity levels for electric power generation and tourism 
are limited to the following set: 

0.3 .x1 + 0.2 x, 00, 

1.0 "V + 2. t v, 5,000, 
X I,X, 0. (8-8) 

Finally. assume that the marketable value of electric power is $8,000 per
MW per year, and average annual revenue obtained from each tourist is 
$6.000. A strictly economic obJective function is,thus, 

maximize 8.000 vr+ 6,000 x,. 
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Tile optimal solution to this problen is x, = 2,000 and v, = 1,500. To
maxinize the returns to production, a power slation to provide 2.000 MW per
year should be built and a tourist trade of 1,500 persons per year established. 
Total financial receipts amount to $25 million per year.


Graphic solution of the problem is shown in figure 8.2. 
The feasible pro
duction set comprises the shaded region OABC. The value of the obJective 
function is maximized at point B. 

The general form of a primal linear-programmning problem is as follows: 

maximize /)FN + pvx, + ... ,, 

subject to 

i I 1 ++ (I12.I" + . . + bl,.-l 

MI II'I + [I 2 2 + + ....v1 :sl /)bImt', 

V-1.X ..... 0 (8--9) 

3,000- Investment Constraint 

A 
0 

2,0o0 
.0 

E 

1"00 
Labor Constraint 

C 

0 1,000 2,000 3,000 x 

Electric Power (MW per Year) 

Figure 8.2 Primal problem, linear-programming example. 
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where x) are activity levels, bi available inputs, a,, input requirements ot the i
th resource per unit of activity level j, and pj arc the prices or weights in the 
objective function. There are n possible activities and ill resource constraints. 
Large linear-programming problems are usually solved with an electronic 
computer. 

The Dual Problem. Corresponding to the general primal problem is a 
dual, which (in the context of the example developed here) can be interpreted 
as minimizing the cost of resources used in production subject to output price 
constraints. Formally, the dual is specified by transposing the coefficients of 
the primal problem (writing rows as columns), introducing a new set of 
variables (Wi ) known as "shadow prices," and interchanging the prices in the 
o "function with resource supplies. The dual problem takes the general 
forn 

minimize b, W + b, 0i, + . . . + ,,, 

subject to 

Il till + (I i' + .+ (I,,,[ Ivl. P I 

(112 tI + a22 + + w.a,2 . -,,,, 2 

(,11til + , . . + "mn Mta + 0m 

il', 12... 0,,, ->0 . (8-10) 

For the regiomI industrial development example, the corresponding dual is 

minimize 900 w + 5,000 w, 

subject to 

0.3 wi' + 1.0 w2 - 8,000I 

0.2 til + 2.0 w2 - 6.000 
01, 0, 0 . (8-11) 

The solution to this problem, illustrated in graphic form in figure 8.3, is wti 
= 25.000 and w2 = 500 (point Y). The value of the objective function is $25 
million-the same as in the primal problem. This will always be true it both 
exercises bave been correctly computed. In fact, the primal can be set up as a 
minimization problem. A common example is mininization of production 
costs subject to output target constraints. In the corresponding dual the objec
tive function is maximized. 

Calculated values of shadow prices are especially important for sensitivity 
analysis. The shadow price for investment funds (w) is $25,000, indicating 
that if another unit of investment ($1 million) were made available, the value 
of the objective function in the primal would rise by $25,000. Similarly, 
increasing the labor supply by one person would increase the value of the 
primal objective function by $500, since this is the shadow price for labor 
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Tourism Price Constraint 

1,500 

Electricity Price Constraint 
0. 

1~ooo 

-J 

500 Y 

0 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 

Investment Shadow Price w, 
Figure C.3 Dual problem, linear-programming example. 

(w,). The dual problem thus is useful in indicating to policy makers whichparticular constraints are exerting the greatest restriction on the attainment ofprimal objectives. The concept is particularly relevant to environmental quality planning and management because shadow prices often take the place ofactual market prices as guides to valuation of environmental quality. Asdiscussed in Chapter 3. market prices for environmental quality elements 
often do not exist. 

EnvironmentalQuality Objectives. Environmental quality effects can beincorporated into linear-programming models in several ways, dependingnature of environmental onthe quality objectives, technologies for dischargereductions, and implementation incentives. In situations in which economically feasible control technologies are unavailable, environmental quality effects can be regulated by structural methods, that is, by altering thecomposition of industrial outputs to meet environmental quality goals. Ifalternative technologies are available, technical means for reducing discharges can be implemented. Production methods can be modified to changethe rates or composition of residuals discharged into the environment or, insituations in whi :I1 demands for natural-systems inpu's to production create aproblem, different technologies can be used to lessen the effects. Dischargesof particulates from electric power stations, for example, can be reduced bymeans of cyclones, electrostatic precipitators, or bag filters. Water requirements can be reduced by recyclin~g cooling water rather than drawing water 
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I'l'om a river on a "once through" basis. Some examples of the required 
modeling techniques are prcsewed below. 

Abating Pollution through F'ructural Changes 

The Damage Cost Approach. This approach explicitly accounts for the 
social cost of damage to environmental quality caused by economic activity. 
Suppose, for the hypothetical example presented earlier, discharges of partic
ulates and sulfur oxides shown in table 8.13 arc estimated to occur when 
2,000 MW of electricity are generated and 1,500 tourists visit the region. 

Dividing each colunin entry by 2,000 and 1.500. respectively, yields the 
direct pollution coefficients per physical unit of output (table 8. 14). 

Suppose benefit-cost analysis reveals that the damage to environmental 
quality caused per ton of pollutant is $18.57 for particulates and $38.85 for 
SO,. Each inegawatt of electric power produced causes damage amounting to 
$6,40(0 (240 x 18.57 4 50 x 38.85). The true economic Value of electric 
power output per megawatt is tile market price minus damage costs-that is, 
S8,000 - $6,400, or S1.6000. Similar calculations for tourism reveal that the 
net annual economic \'alue to the community of each tourist is $5,000. These 
"true" economic values for x and X, should be substituted !'or 1), and p2 in 
the primal problem. giving the Iollowing objective litnction: 

maximize 1600 xI + 5,000 x. 

The new objective lunction has a flatter slope than tile old one, and the best 
solution now is obtained at point A in figure 8.2. Damage' to environmental 
quality caused by tie generation ot electricity is so great that tile region should 
not produce any electricity at all. Instead, it should put all of its available 
resources into tourism. Labor supplies restrict the total trade to 2,500 tourists 
it year. yet this still leads t. annual emissions of 30,00) tons of particulates 
and 50,000 tons of SO,. 

Emission Standards. Inmission standards are a common pratctical ap
proach to the management of environmental quality and can be administered 
at three different levels: first, for individual plants or industries: second, in 
terms of total regional source emissions: and third, as ambient environmental 
quality standards. 

Plant emission standards based on structural abatement policies lead to 

Table 8.13. Estimated Discharges of Pollutants (Tons per Year) 

Industries 

Electric 
Pollutant power Tourism 

Particulates 480,000 18,000 
SO, 100,000 30,000 
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Table 8.14. Pollution Coefficients 

Industries 

Electric power TourismPollutant (tons of pollutant/MW/yr) (tons of pollutant/tourist/yr) 

Particulates 240 12SO, 
 50 20 

quite simple lincar-progranuning treatments. I',tor example, environmental
quality authorities wished to reduce annual emissions lron electricity genera
tion to 192,000 tons For particulates and 80,000 tons for SO, and were notconcerned with discharges froin tourist activities, the following constraints
would have to be added to the original primal problem: 

240 xi !5 192,000, 
50 x ! 80,000. (8--12) 

The new solution appears in figure 8.4. Only one of the environmental 
quality constraints (for particulates) is binding. Electric power generationshould be restricted to only 80() MW and tourism expanded from 1,500 to2,100 visitors per year (point D).Note that the total value of regional production will now be $8,000 x 800 + 6.000 x 2,100, or $19 million. Comparing 

Particulates Constraint 

OSO,
Constraint 
2,000 , 

0 '
 

. 1,000-

E
 

-C
0 1,000 2,000 3,000 x, 

Electric Power (MW per year) 

Figure 8.4 Power plant emissions constraints. 
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this with the unconstrained economic optimum, at which $25 million is 
earned, the model reveals that achievement of this level of environmental 
quality wotld cost the region $6 million per year. At least $6 million per year 
in environmental quality benefits would need to accrue before this rpolicy 
could be judged desirable on the grounds of economic efficiency. 

The second type of standard is total regional emissions. Policy makers 
might wish, for example, to restrict total particulate emissions from elcctricity 
and tourism to 430,000 tons per year and SO, to 110,000 tons per year. To 
model this, one would take the ;riginal linear program and add the tollowing 
environmental quality constraints: 

240 x.I+ 12 x, !-_430,000, 
<
50 x -4-20 x, I1,),000. (8-13) 

The original objective function is still used, and a new solution is obtained 
where x = 1,500 and x, = 1,750. Total regional revenue fIalls to $22.5 
million. The ottcome (point E) is described in figure 8.5. 

The dual of this problem takes the form 

minimize 900 w1 + 5,000 w, + 430,000 w3 + 110,000 w4 

x: SO,Constraint 

3,000-

Particulates Constraint
 

a, A 

2,0 0
 

4
0 

E 1,000
 
3
 z 

C
01 ,000 2,000 3,000 x, 

Electric Power (MW per year) 

Figure 8.5 Regional emissions constraints. 
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subject to 

0.3 wt + I.0 w, + 240 w3 + 50 w.1 8,000, 

1.0w + 2.0w, + + 20wv12 wl 6,000, 

Wl , it, wt " 40 .4 (8-14) 
The solution values for the dual are wi = 0, w, = 1,750. i, = 0, and w. =125. It will be seen that only two shadow prices are positive, reflecting thefact that only two constraints (for labor and for SO,) are binding in the primalproblem. The shadow price for SO, is $125, indicating that if the standard were relaxed by I ton, total regional revenue would rise by this amount.Sensitivity analysis would give decision makers further information about thetrade-offs between regional rev,.nue and standards for individual pollutants.
The third approach to standard setting-regional management of ambientenvironmental quality-requires adding special characteristics and a dispersion model to the basic framework. Because the mathematical tieatment ofthis approach becomes very cumbersome unless matrix notation is employed,the topic will not be developed further here. Good descriptions of such models can be found in Kneese and Bower (1979) and Muller (1979), among others. 

An Application of Linear Programniing: Air Quality Management in

the Rijnmond Region, Netherlands
 

Linear programming has been used extensively to devise air quality managemnent programs for the Rijnmond Region in the Netherlands. In a study byMuller (1979), the optimal economic structure of production for the regionwas found by maximizing income from existing activities. Constraints wereintroduced for the labor supply, agricultural output, and intermediate production requirements ascertained through an input-output matrix. The best industrial structure is indicated in the first column of table 8. 15. The actual produc-
Table 8.15. Production Structure with a Maximum Income, Riinmond 

Sector Optimal production Gross production 1965(fl, millions) (fl, millions) 
1. Agriculture 43.1 152.42. Oil and chemicals 36,993.4 4,714.53. Machinery 640.0 1,314.24. Other metals 314.8 371.25. Construction 1,740.8 1,242.56. Public utilities 455.7 252.67. Real estate 277.0 277.08. Transportation 197.4 2,682.99. Other industries 1,143.0 2,681.410. Other services 2,741.4 3,348.5Associated total income 16,184.1 7,614.1 

Source: Muller (1979). 
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Table 8.16. Emission Coefficients, Rijnmond 

Pollutant 

Sector So, CO NO, HF Particulates 

1.Agriculture 30.774 7.874 5.708 	 1.312 
2. Oil and
 

chemicals 16.617 21.945 11.079 0.089 0.856
 
3. Machinery 4.254 1.522 1.004 	 0.426 
4. Other metals 28.287 727.371 17.457 1.751 13.470 
5. Construction 4.140 1.402 0.948 	 4.124 
6. Public utilities 128.483 61.830 45.342 	 12.861 
7. Real estate 13.646 27.292 18.592 	 31.408 
8. Transportation 0.242 1.211 0.485 	 3.709 
9. Other
 

industries 2.019 0.673 0.444 0.201
 
10. 	 Other
 

services 0.227 20.896 0.693
 

Note: Figures are stated as metric tons per million guilders ofproduct, 1965. 
Source: Muller (1979). 

lion levels in 1965 appear in the second column. The model suggests that a 
reallocation of ;'ibor in 1965 would have led to a more elicient prograi of 
production. Tota' income could have reached (1I)16, 184 million (I guilder 
equals US$0.40) instead of the actual income of (11)7,614 million. 

Emission coefficients are reproduced in table 8. 16. These were multiplied 
into the economically optimal produtction structure in table 8. 15 to obtain 
emissions of five pollutants. A disr'ersion tnodel was then used to translate 
these emissions into ambient concentrations for different receptor points with
in the region (table 8. 17). 

Ambient concentration standards were then introduced (table 8.18) and 
income was maximized sub ject to these and the original economic constraints. 
Because alternative residuals discharge technologies were not assumed, en
vironmental quality constraints could be met only by changing the composi
tion of production. The best economic-environmental quality solution is given 

Table 8.17. Calculated Air Pollution Concentrations Implied by a Production 

Structure with Maximum Income (p.g/m 3 ), Rijnmond 

Pol!utant 

Receptor point SO, CO NO, HF Particulates 

1 Oostvoorne 822.8 2,180.4 1,022.6 7.9 196.3 
2. Vlaardingen 863.0 2,276.4 1,097.6 8.7 210.7 
3. Maassluis 926.7 2,471.3 1,181.0 9.4 207.3 
4. Rotterdam 1,118.7 2,810.5 1,374.5 10.3 '10.1 
5. Hoek van Holland 1,075.6 2,877.6 1,381.9 11.0 242.8 

Standard 350 10,300 100 3 240 

Source: Muller (1979). 
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Table 8.18. Ambient Air Concentration Standards, Rijnmond (Averaging Time = 24
Hours) 

Pollutant Standards 

Sulfur dioxide 350 tjg/n 3 (National Health Council)Nitrogen oxides 100 Lg/rn 3 (standard of NO2, SWA Commission)Carbon monoxide 10,300 ,Lg/mrn(one-third of ihe hourly standard, SWA Commssion)Hydrogen fluoride 3 pjg/ 3 (Yocom 1970)Small particulates 240 p.gm 3 (Rotterdam Council 1970) 

Source: Muller (1979). 

inl table 8.19. The actual production levels in 1905 are shown again forcotn parative i rpo)sCs. RCe Ional i.nclne in the suggested optilli ill Could behigher tha i1 actual inCOnIle, hbut is much less than tile income level associated
with the best ecolllic solution with nt environmental quality constraints, as 
in table 8. 15. 

Another conclusion yielded by the model is that in moving from the actual1965 production levels to the best ectloilic-enviroilulental quality solution,
(le labor force wolt hd still be fullv used. Th us, siiply hv rcallocatinc re-Sources, an improvenient in tie (luality oI" the environment could be obtained 
Without creating uneniploynient or sustainting a decline in actual ilcoille.
Shadow prices were computed to test the SCsitiitv oi' results to arbitrary
changes instandards. It was disctCIred1that the stand arid for Iitrogen oxides 
at Rotterdani had a hi ,ily restrictive effect oil icotllic. 

Reducing Discharges with 'Iechnical Means 
Technical reduction of discharges is aptly illustrated 1y an air pollutionemissitn control model developed by Kohn (1975) for the St. Louis, Missouri

(United States) airshed. Kolin assumies that several discharge reduction pro-

Table 8.19. Optimal Production Structure within Environmental Quality Constraints
Shown inTable 8.18 

Sector 
Optimal gross production 

(fl,millions) 
Gross production 

(fl, millions) 
1965 

1.Agriculture 
2. Oil and chemicals 
3.Machinery
4.Other metals 
5.Construction 
6. Public utilities 
7. Real estate 
8. Transporation 
9. Other industries 

10. Other services 
Associated total income 

152.4 
724.1 
441.5 

5,222.7 
1,213.3 

201.7 
277.0 
148.6 

6,900.0 
1,969.6 
7,889.1 

152.4 
4,714.5 
1,314.2 

371.2 
1,242.5 

242.6 
277.0 

2,682.9 
2,681.4 
3,348.5 
7,614.1 

Source: Muller (1979). 
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cesses, each with different costs and emissions, can normally be used in the 
production of any commodity. The steel production process can use elec

trostatic precipitators, scrubbers, or precipitators and scrubbers combined. 

Electric power plants may have precipitators or a combination of precipitators 

and a desulfurization plant. A set of variables x, . ,...... v,, represents the 

activity levels of all alternative processes. Kohn's model minimizes the total 

annualized incremental cost of meeting prescribed limits on total emissions of 

various air pollutants (not ambient air quality standards) while simultaneously 

satisfying minimum total production levels. The objective function of the 

model. as a hypothetical example. takes the following form: 

minimize 

WIN, + $0.00.-S0.)0x 4- $0.+ + $0.25x, + $1.20x5 

subject to 

7.%I + 4.v, + 3x 3 + 3x, + -. 5 8.00)0,000 (i), 

I3.v"I + I3., + I3.x + I 8 4 + I 2.5 40.000,000 (i).
 

2."i + 2.v, + iv, + 20.v, + 16x s 35.000,000 (i),
 
X1 + V, + V.3 = 1,000,000 (iv),
 

+ 
-- x, = 2.000,000 (v). (8-15) 

The first three activity levels (xi, x,. and v,) are outputs of steel from 
different processes measured in tons per year. As shown in equation (iv), 

1 000,000 tons of steel must be produced from the three processes. The last 

two activities (.V, and v, ) represent different processes for electric energy 

generation, measured in terms of annual coal consumption in tons. Al

together, 2,000,000 tons of coal must be used, as in equation (v). 

The coefficients in equlations (i), (ii). and (iii) are emission coefficients, 

measured in pounds per unit of output. The first constrain is for particulates, 

restricting total annual emissions to 8,000,000 pounds. Constraints (ii) and 

(iii) limit total emissions of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides, respectively. 

Process.v, is assumed to be already in use for steel production, as is process 

., for electricity generation. These have zero incremental control costs, as is 

evident in the objective function. Extra costs would be incurred, however, if 

other processes were used. Process V5 in tie electricity sector, for example, 

would involve an incremental cost of $1.20 for every ton of coal used in that 

process. 
The solution to the above problem is x 0., ,= 97 1,698, ' = 28,302. 

.. = 28,302. and -V5 1,971,698. In this solution, current methods of 

production in the si'X1 industry would be discontinued, and process x, would 

be heavily use' instead, with some production froin process V Electricity 

would be produced mainly with process .V5 , but some is still desirable from the 

existing process, V4 . The total annualized incremental cost of meeting the 

standards (the value of the objective function) is $2,470,283. 
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Table 8.20. Shadow Prices for Air Pollutants 

PricePollutant constrained (Sper pound) 

Carbon monoxide 0.00428
Hydrocarbons 
 0.02476
NO, 
 0.32639
SO, 
 0.02193Particulates 0.07748 

Source: Kohn (1975). 

The full-scale operational model developed by Kohn had twenty-three sectors and five air pollutants. As in Muller's model, estimates wcre made ofambient air quality levels under alternative sets of emission limits. Shadowprices for emission constraints were also computed (table 8.20). Note that, asin the Rijnmond study, the highest shadow price applies to nitrogen oxides. 

Mixed Integer-Linear Irogramming 
One of the limitations of the ordinary linear-programming approach totechnical pollution abatement is that multiple processes may be selected tomeet prescribed outputs. This may not be feasible in the real world from anengineering viewpoint. For both steel and electricityVproduct1on in Kohn'shypothetical model, two processes appeared for each industry in the optimalsolution. In reality, a given plant or industry often has to decide on only oneprocess. This can he handled in modeling terms by integer programning.Assuming that other activities can be accurately represented by a linearprogramming framework, a mixed-integer linear-progranliniig nodel for a

regional system can be constructed. 
As a simple hypothetical example, consider a model designed assisttoplanning and management of the coal-clectric cycle. Suppose coal is obtainedfrom a single mine (output represented by .v) and is put through a coalwashery (output v,). A total quantity of coal. (q). has to be transported, andthis can be (lone by road, x3, rail. .., or x5. These cansea, variables bemodeled by ordinary linear programming. Electric power may be produced bythree different processes, but only one is permitted. The required output levelfor electricity is represented by s, and activity levels for the three alternativetechnologies by x,, x 7, and v. The unit cost of each activity in the cycle isdenoted c,. There are ,i a .'ent types of residuals discharged by each activity, detei.nined by a set of emission coefficients, e,,. Emissions from theentire fuel cycle are not permitted to exceed levels denoted by "k*.The programming model minimizes the total costs of production for thecoal-electric cycle, subject to total emission constraints and specified outputlevels for mined coal, x I , washed coal, x,*, transport, q, and electricity, s.Because these activities are interdependent, required activity levels in many 
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situations can be specified as functions of the end product, electricity. The 
form of the model is as follows: 

minimize c .1: + c., .-V, + . . . + C -V8 

subject to 
"\' = y"1* 

X, = N, * 

+ 	 ., + x, = q 

.6 - 8 1 s> 0 
X7 - 8's > 0 

X3 

X8 - 8 . > O, 

el 1x + e,,x .2 ........ .- F e,1H. < (1*
 

e21\" + ( 2l)A2 + ........ .. + e21V8 < (,,
 

L~l\l-- .mY - . ...... +- *N - mC,10 +C e ,,+ + R *'1KV 

+ 81 + 8. 

0 < < I 8, an integer.

.XP,. ... .. .. .. ... V8 > 0 . ( - 6
 

An Application of Integer Programming. Burton and Sanjour (1970) 
used an integer-programming model to study cost-effective methods of con
trolling air quality in the Kansas City (United States) area. Attention was 
focused on reduction of SO. and particulates einissions from coal combus
tion. Various technical measures for residuals discharge reduction were exam
ined. Four examples appear in table 8.21. Altogether, seventeen distinct 
discharge reduction strategies were modeled. Burton and SanlJour used a 

Table 8.21. Alternative Emission Reduction Techniques and Levels 

Alternative 	 Level 

1. Substitute low-sulfur coal (reduces S02 1. 2% sulfur 
emissions) 2. 1.5% sulfur 

3. 1.0% sulfur 
2. Install precipitator (reduces particulate 1. Low efficiency 

emissions 2. Merdumufficiencv 
3. High efficiency

3. Switch to oil (reduces S02 and 1. 2%sulfur 
particulates) 2. 1.5 % sulfur 

3. 1.0% sulfur 
4. Switch to natural gas (reduces S02 and 1. Interruptible (95% gas, 5%light oil) 

particulates) 2. Firm (100% gas) 

Source: Burton and Sanjour (1970). 
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computer search technique for examining alleasihle com bi naltions, and dlci r
associated costs and emiissioll levels.

A dispersion Model was iIrOduiLI to delerlile a ibiell conce ltrations illspatial ternis. The least-cost i retliotd 0 relchiing specieiied ainient airIqualityst anlidards was ascertained and comparisons made withIiour other strategies:(I)a ban (M to.ssil tuels wi:h iMore than I /csulfur: (2) equiproporliioliIreduction of emissions: (3) maximuim reduction ot particulates dlone. ,nd (4)maximuinin rednCtion of'part iculates arid sulfur oxides togc her. Maps wcrepresented showing ambient concentrations )I SO, and particulates under thealternative strategies. Although it was possible to calcult the Costs of differ
ent strategies, shadow prices for levels of reduct'r were not ascertainable.This is a general characteristic of integer-prograniri Ililodels. 

Some Limitations of Linear Programming 

Like most general-equilibriii models, linear-prograinming models requireImltic ,data ga theirig, info lrnia tion pr(ocess in g,and conlpLting time. The planner nist decide wheltlcr the problem is really so coplilex that an elaborate 
mllodel needs to be constriucted. 

Another possible obstacle is tie derivation of planners alind decisionmakers' valIies. TIhese iist e determiinedinlcorporated ili prograillLi Model. 
in a very specific wav to beIt niay be quite Ctlnttrsing to decision
 

makers if tiey are 
asked to place relative wei-hts oil economic and .nvironmental quality variables. Cost-liliinliationli exercises. 
 suiject to environmental quality constraints, cotld be the best applroach if(Iccioniimakers arereluctant to reveal their preterences. E:xpert assistance can be obtained rom
economlists and enoirz'c il estimating costs and scientists and healthauhorities in estalhiishing 
so 

sensible environmcntail quILlity standards. Sellsitivity analys is should provide a reasonable range of'
fIrade-ofts trorli which a
tinal option could be choseii.
 

The mathematical properties of linear-prg ra1niiliiodes oIten 
 lead to
unrealistic solutions. One characteristic of such models is "'lip-tiop"
changes in solutions when weights in tie ohjeclive tl'ictior 
 are changed. Asshown infigure 8.2. I'Orexample, Slbtractioll Itd,liige costs I'rOrmarketVItiIes of tonuri.sim and electric power geerteitiIon leads to al lptiilliIIll at poinit
A, where nlo electric power should 
 le produced. This is quite an extremrueresult. ItI colIlplex sittlatiolls, llaIjor shifts ill nlixes of aclivities can occur.FHrther constraints can, (It coulse, C; Vcrlle this ploblCm, bll ill I Iirl.Lemodel it may be difticult to tell where tIleextra colstrailts Illtstieadded.Another I'cature ol linear programnming is that the number o 'ariables in thefinal So.ltion CIIn never exceed the number of conlriaits. Ifonly a Iew basicconstraints are specified. either the solution riay tirn out to be overly simplistic, or further arbitrary constraints might nced to be incorporated, Iherebvpossibly invaidating true restrictions on the attainment of plarinning objlectives. In addition, simplistic solutions to the primal prohlern creale dilfticulties 
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with shadow prices in the dual. Unless a constraint is binding, the associated 
factor has a zero shadow price. This occurred, for instance, in the dual 
problem corresponding to figure 8.4. At tile optimal point, D, only the supply 
of labor and the constraint on particulates were responsible for the final 
solution. The SO, and investment constraints were redundant, leading to zero 
shadow prices for w, and iv. 

Substitution possibilities and nonlinearities can be introduced into a model 
using linear approximation methods, but further data collection, estimation. 
and computing effort are required. A nonlinear simulation niodule for an 
aINluatic ecosystem was, ot example, used in the Delaware Valley model 
(Spofford, Russell. and Kelly 1976), but many difficulties were experienced. 
This riodule has since been replaced with it linear Streeter-Phelps dissolved 
oxygen module so that tile entire model now Ihas atstrictly lincar-prograniiiing 
form. 

In addition, it is difficult to accommniodate realistic situatios involvinrig joint 
costs and economies of scale in linear programing approaches. 

Despite all of these drawbacks, the trouble and expense of constructing 
linear-programiniirg models for regional environmental qtuality management 
may still be worthwhile. Better results are not likely to be achieved through ad 
hoc methods. 

OTHER MODELS 

Input-output analysis and linear programming are only two approaches to 
econonlic-environniental quality modeling. Nonlinear programming, in 
which a nonlinear ob jective function and/or a nonlinear constraint set is used, 
can be applied to certain problenis (Olson et al. 1977). Optimizationi models 
can also be converted to dynamic f'orns whereby al objective function is 
maximized over tinie, subject to restrictions that define permissible rates of 
change of the variables inl the system. Although these approaches may have 
strong theoretical appeal, data collection cal be a serious problem. Moreover, 
if the model has a large nuniiiber of variables, obtaining solutions usually 
involves a great deal of C~iilptitcr time. As with simpler optimization pro
cedures, costs and benefits can be incorporated in nonlinear and dynamic 
optimization models. The l)ynariic Energy System Optimization Model ()E-
SOM). developed by Brookhaven National Laboratory (EPRI 1979) to ana
lyze alternative energy techno!,igics, minimizes the present value of a streaim 
of costs incurred in various fornis of energy production over time, subject to 
constraints on primary energy supplies, energy demands, energy conversion 
efficiencies, and environmental quality tolerances. DESOM was designed to 
guide energy system development planning at the national level but can also 
be applied in a regional setting. 

Another technique that is freqtuently used as an environmental planning and 
management tool is dynamic simulation modeling. A set oh equations de
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scribes the economic-environniental system. The equations are set ip on an
electronic computer, and the behavior of tile systeil is sinlItiiated by arbitrarily
varying the parameters of the model and recording tie results. A hew comptit
er run must be carried out for eacli comhinatioa of initial assumptions. [he
technique is particularly Useful in studying systeis thaihave complex interactions, time lags, and nonlinear prope rtiCs. It has been widCIy used to assist
with the managcmeni of fisheries, forestry, and wildlife. 

An interesting application of sininlatior modeling is the reg ional tLcciOI)p
ment study of tlhe Rio Caroni Basin in the Stillt' of"t3oliva'. Veneztlela ([lolling
1978). The Rio Caroni Basin is a watershed fOr it large hydroelectric scheme
(the Guri Hlydroelectric ]i3 ojec). The firs; part of lite Guri project was
finished in 1977 and provided 2,650 NI\V of clectricitv to indlustry in theregion. 'The second stage, scheduled to be completed in 1982. raises thegenerating capacity to 9,000 NIW. [Irtd use inlthe basii CoUld a f long
term efficiency of power generation. Vegetative cover is a major factor incontrolling the absorption of rainwater, surface blows in wet aid dry seasons.
anid the rate of si il loss and deposition in tie reservoir through erosion. Morethan half of the catchnrent is covered withi forests. Agrictl tUre and logging are 

80~ 

60 

CL 
0. 

2034 1 

Output A (logging) 
Figure 8.6 Total net benefits as afunction of levels of agriculture and logging output:year fifty of simulation run of Guri hydroelectric project, Venezuela (millions ofBolivars [B]; US$1.0 = B4.3). (Source: Holling, 1978.) 
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expanding; both represent threats to the forested areas and, indirectly, to the 
successful operation of the hydroelectric scheme. 

A mathematical model of the basin was constructed to describe the interac
tions of rainfall, soil, vegetation, water flows, and soil erosion. Two types of 
land-use activity affecting vegetative cover were then introduced: activity A, 
representing the rate of logging, measured as the area of forest subject to 
exploitation; and activity 13, indicating the area of forest land replaced by 
agriculture. Simulations for twenty-five combinations of the two activities 
were then carried out, assessing the effects on timber production, crop yields, 
and electricity production over a pcriod of fifty years. 

Net benefits of each type of output (agriculture. timber, and electricity) 
were estimated. Total net benefits as a function of the two types of activity are 
described in diagrammatic form in figure 8.6. The highest level of net benefits 
arises wi;1'., low level of activity A (logging) combined with a high level of 
activity B (agriculture). Various constraints (on average rates of hydroelectric 
power generation and on ecological deterioration) were superimposed on this 
diagram to determine optimal feasible levels of activities A and 13. 

APPENDIX 

Matrix Formulation of Input-Output Model 

Total outputs must meet the condition 

., = Ax, + .1, (8A- I) 

where x is the vector of total outputs by sector, A is the matrix of direct 
requirements coefficients, ./ is the vector of final demands. and t represents 
time periods. 

The model is solved as follows, where I is an identity matrix: 

( - A) x, = f, (8A-2) 

X, (1 - A)-I . (8A-3) 

The Leontief inverse matrix is (Y - A)-
Economic inputs are represented by the vector q and determined by solving 

the equation system below, where B is the matrix of supplementary economic 
coefficients: 

q, = Bx,. (8A-4) 

Environmental quality effects, summarized by the vector 1, are obtained in 
the same way, making use of the environmental quality coefficients matrix E: 

r, = E.v,, (8A-5) 

since x, = ( - A)-., (8A-6) 
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r, = E(I - A) ' f,. 
(8A-7) 

The cumulated environmental quality Coefficient matrix is defined as 
C = E(I -A) -- , 

(8A-8) 
permitting r to be determined as a function of final demands, as in the
equation 

= c;. 
(8A-9) 
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Basta, D. J.; J. L. Lounsbury: and B. T. Bower. Analysisfor Residuals-Elvironmontal 
Quality Management: A Case Study of the Ljahijana Area of Yugoslavia. Re
search Paper R- I . Washington. D.C.: Resources for the Future, 1978. 

This is a report of an application of the RFF "regional residuals-environmental 
quality management" approach to a five-con muk ..rea of 350 square miles and 
population of about 250,000 in northwestern Yugoslavia. This area was selected 
because it would enable the REQM approach to be tested in a real-world context 
that was poor in data for analysis, and because it provided a test of the approach in 
a socioeconomic and political context that was significantly different from the 
United States, Canada, or Western Europe. The report first presents the concep
tual framework of REQM and then describes how the method would be applied to 
the study area by ( I ) defining the conditions for analysis. (2) selecting an analyt
ical methodology, (3) defining study outputs, and (4) allocating available re
sources for the study. Actual application is reported in terms of (I) analysis of 
activities that generate and discharge residuals, (2) natural-systems models used 
for estimating the effects of residuals on ambient environmental quality, and (3) 
alternative combinations of physical measures, with associated implementation 
incentives, developed to achieve selected environmental quality targets for the 
study area. 

This report represents a good example of specific application of the analytical 
and planning methods set forth in Chapters 4 and 5 of the Guide. 

Basta, D. J., and B. T. Bower, eds. Analyzing Natural S'stems: Analysis for Regional 
Residuals-Environmental Quality Management. Washington. D.C.: Resources 
for the Future, 1982. 

Within the framework of analysis for regional residuals-environmental quality 
management (REQM), this volume provides four types of useful information. 
The first is a general introduction to analyzing natural systems. particularly in 
terms of the two basic approaches to such analysis, namely, statistical and conser
vation of mass and energy. The second consists of three more detailed chapters on 
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analyzing land surface runofT. surface bodies of Water, and the atmosphere. Thethird is aset of summary tables of tihe characteristics of operational models for tileforegoing three types of' natural systems. Finally, a procedure is presented fIrselecting one or more natural-systenls models, as needed, ill ary' gi Sen analytical 
context. 

Bower. B. r. "'Studies of Residuals M;a.naceent in [ndustry. Inl' 'anonmic Anal'sisof Environnntal Problems, ed. E. S. Mills. New York: National Bureau of 
Economic Research, 1975. 

This paper reviews the analytical approaches Lsed in a set of' studies at Re
sources for tie Future (RFF) of various industrial activitics. in relation to thefactors that affect tie generation and discharge of residuials int the environrient.Both individual activities and linked activities, e.g., coal mining, coal preparation. coal or energy transport. anrid coal coimhusion ftor energy gcneration. ireincluded. These studies involve identif'yig tire rel'vant unit processes and opera[ions for each type of activity, estimating materials and energy balances f'r cachof tie unit processes and operat ions. eStiatiring residuals gcneratcd for variouscombinations of' prices of faclor inIputs, and estimating respor ses to variotus setsof effLient standards or effluent charges imposed oni the given activity. 

Bower, B. T., ed. RegionalResidtuals Environmental Qualityii1111an1,4('or 'onlModelinK.Research Paper R-7. Washington. ).C.: Resources fIr tire Futtire, 1977. 
This report contains sunimary descriptions of several reioial environmental 

quality iodels developed with RFF leadership arnd support during tle 1970s.Following two introductory chapters on tie concepts arid rliialge ient isstrcs Of'"'Regional Residuals Environmental Quality Mainagement Modeling. '' foiur casestudy applications are sumnrarized. The imost detailed and comiplex Sttidy' is the"Lower Delaware Valley Integrated RcsidU, IM IaaciCUnt Model." ill whichregional airborne, waterbore, and solid residuals are handled in ai integratedsystem. Summaries are also presented of the application of regional modeling tothe Ljubljana area in Yugoslavia, tie Ostrava area in Czechoslhvakia. and tileupper Colorado River Basin in tile United States. Throughth the sunimarics of thefour cases and the associated commentaries, this report highlights tire opportunities, limi tations, and probleis of applying this regional approach to severaldifferent real-life settings. 

Cooper, C. M. 'onomic I'valaiion and Me Im'iir'oimeni. lonlon: ilodderStoughton for [lie aind
United Nations E'rvironiment Progranme (1 NIPT). 198I. 

This stud%, frnis part of' UNEP's activities iii Lsclopiilitechniqies for evaluating the economic and social consequences of environntal effects of' development. The book is aimed as much at policy makers and cinvironmental scienfists as at ecoinomists. As a result, econonic jargon is consciously avoidedwherever possible and considerable attention is devoted to questions that non
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book raise 

such issues as whether economic evaluation is otbjectivc and what are valid 

economic bases for evaluating environmental damages. Cooper provides answers 

to questions and complaints coimonlIy heard from noneconoti sts when eco

nomic evaluation of the enviroinmcnt isbeing discussed. The chapters tinrisk and 

uncertainty, social rates of discount and lon-rin environmental costs, and alter

natives to benefit-cost analvsis are usefloi and conple ment areas not extensively 

covered in tile 

economists frequently find of particular interest. Early parts of tile 

Guide. In general, (lie exposition is clear and logical and relies on 

verbal and graphical explanations rather than oilmiathenatical ones. The book 

does itot provide a detailed listinc of vaIaatr ioll laintchniIiques with IIxales: its 
tostrength is its systemiatic discuLissioin of how economic analysis Call be used 

value the environimenti. The assumttptions behind economtlic analysis, as well as its 

potential and limitations. are urexplored to help noiicCoii'nIiists beiter III'lStand 

what cConomic tia INvsis Can and cannot do. 

Dorfman, R., and N. S. Dorfiiian, eds. EI'illmic's ol the hFijironin'o: Sele'ted 

Readings, 2d ed. New York: Noiton, 1977. 

The second edition of this popular reader contains miost of tihe articles original

ly appearing in the 1972 edition. While the book is not suitable for use as a 

textbook or as t reference for individual valuation techni uLes, it present s a 

number of iiiipoltant and provocative articles oilvarious aspects of the ofuisC 


econtomnics in valLin the enviromentn. The wide ran ie of' iittcrests and perspec

yives is icefiected ill (ite selected rcadinWs. aid ilie di\erg ce'Cof the autlilhors 
betweetn opposing views is ill tilninatlii. lhe book is dividcd into five scCliiS 

andilt[covers an ititroductory overview, cooillclt anialys s and tlt ¢nvirotittemit 

environmiintal protccilin po0licies. long-tti'n itatlts of reitice tise. atd tile 

measurenemit costs and beiefits. While it does til pro\ide a unliiCd C'xp1Ositioil 

of envi roniiental ccontomics. the bootk die iCpr s Ii hLdithi-prilvi kinig essays on 

ilniportart facets oif the field by leadin ectllumists such a AIIo\\ ,Tobini. Mis

han. Dorfian and Sl% .ow 

-
A,I/i'tfu.ls olf Fl'ilontt'll wfto 77oto't diiPri/'it 

lice. Ba ltimore: Iohns Hlopkins University Press for Rec strcs f rt I :LtUre, 

1979. 

Freenian, A. NI. Ill. lIt en. "V 

The measureietntn beniefits oin envirotll ericntal iiiiproVeilnits is the tilpic of 

this book. The basic theotry behind the icas,ureielit of \,,elfareo0rind ivdttals 

and soiiety is covered. with a cuts oilciompensating and equiivalent ineasure

nients of welfare changes. Various approaclies to benielit measureetinit are1coV

ered: techniques based oii iariel daLa i,, onl surveys andwell as nilnlnarkel data 

voting). Propertyvv ItiCappiiachiCs. iiiclId inc those based iiii Il iiiic prices, are 

covered illdetail. N,¢easurelme n hased tinhealth. rtCreat ion. and productivit y 

benefits are also included. lhis book is well \\ritten, clearlyv organized and 

heavily referenced. It does not provide detailed CalllPICs Of the techniques dis

cussed but does give a good ex lanation if lheiheoretical bases of' the variou.s 

http:I/i'tfu.ls
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approaches and a lucid discussion of application within the policy framework.This book isclosely related to tile techniques outlined in Chapter 6 of the Guide. 

Holling, C. S., ed. Ad'ptive tA'invironmena A.t.tsl'AmenU and Aanaement, Nev York:
Wiley, 1978. 

This book was wsritten for policy' makers and managers dissalisfied wi th thetraditional procedures and printciples used in environmental impact assessmentand management. The first ten chapters desciiibe tie steps used in designing anadaptive environmental assessment and management (AtLAM) project. The emphasis of the whole program is to affect decision making. To achieve this, aseriesof workshops is used for problem definition, model building, and communicationwith senior administrators. To create a sense of.joint effort in model buildingleading to cooperation and acceptance ot tlhe results all] recolnnendalions,shop participants %orkiiist inCllutde disciplinary specialists. Umodeling experts,decision makers. andAlthOuligh techniques diealing wilh multiple activily modelingsuch as tile l.eopold malrix are discussed, the main focus isOn sinilalii models.Model structure emphasizes an understandable "comprehensibleinstead simplification"Of detailed COMIplexity. For communicatline
conventional lengthy andldetailed %% 

the results, instead of tieritien repirts the At.ANI approach uses workshops, narrated slide presentations, and pietLirecs and graphs includinggrams. nom1o-In Part II. case studies of forest. fishery, and wildlife managenoent and ofreg ional resource development provide examples of simulalion models used foranalyzing situations involving multiple activities. 

Hulschnidt, M. M.. and E. L. HIyman. eds. E~conmuic Approache.s to Nattral Re
source19,82." InViM0ntM/ Ql11lit\ Amal.sis. Dublin: T'cooly.nd- International, 

This book is a compendium of papers prese',ited at, and a report of proceedingsof, aConference on Extended llenefit-Cost Atalysis held at the Environment andPolicy Institute. East-West Center. inllHonlutu in September 1979. The report (fconference proceedings and tile keynote papo-r present useful summaries of manydifferent approaches and techniques for ecoomic analysis of nvironmental andnatural resource aspects of developmen. Nine papers deal with general theoretical and methodological issues of environmental and resource economics: threepapers present nalional aspects of environmental economics and management inMalaysia, Indonesia. and Sri l.anka two papers are concerned wili internationaland global aspects of environniental analysis: and, finally. two papers present theresults of case studies of watershed conservation in a reservoir project in Ecuadorand bauxite mining and environomental protection in Western Australia.This compendium contains muicl valuable background inforination on theoryand applications of environmental and resoirce economics by anumber of experienced scholars and practitioners. Of special i!terest 
 fle findings and recomuendations of tlie conference participants on future actions that the Environment
and Policy Institute should take: actions 
 lhat have hld to tile preparation of thisGuide and of supporting case sludies, 
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Hyrnan, E. L. "The Valuation of Extramarket Benefits and Costs in Environmuental 
Impact Assessment."- Environmental Impct Avsessne'nt Review 2, 3(September 
1981): 227-64. 

This article presents acare t i summary of currently available techniques used 
to value extramarket (unprit ed) benefits and costs. The techniques are divided 
into five categories: (I) ccomomic surrogates for unpriced benelits and cos s, 
including the travel cost, property Value. and wage differential approah';: (2) 
supply-side approaches such as rcplace.ment cost, defensive expenditure, and 
cost-e ffectiveiness analysis; (3) hypothetical valuation based on willingness to pay 
or willingness to accept conpensation as determined by Illing gaines and We 
estimation gaies; (4) trade-off analyes that rely on choices between packages of 
goods ratter than the subjective placing otimonetary valucs in various outcomes 
as is done in the hypothetical valuation approaches: ard (5) human capital ap
proaches that attempt to place monetary values on illne , :tad death. For each set 
of techn iques H v man discusses their theoretical validity, ease of data collection, 
and problems of' reliability and bias, The discussion of possible biases in bidding 
and use-nstimatioii gameN is particularly interesting. While examples of the vari
ous techniques are not preseited in the airticlc, extensive relcrences to the current 
literature are provi ded. 

Krutilla. J. V., and A. C. Fisher. /7e Economi's flNoatrol Environm'nts. Ialtimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press lor Resources for the Future. I1 75. 

The valuation, allocation, and management (i the resources 0lou1d in the natu
ral environment aro the topics of this book. Based on work doile at ResoLurces for 
(he Future, this book is ai med at policy makers as well as economists. Part I 
introduces the institutional and thorC:ical considerations involved in managing 
and valuing naltural environments. In particular, the concept of irreversibility as it 
relates to resoturces and to economic dccisions is covered, inclding such impor
tant concerns as determining tle appropriate discount rate. the problei of inter
temporal equity. and uncertainty and op tiont value. The second part of' the book 
contains several case studies of actual development decisions involving natural 
environments. The environments involved range from indeveloped oountain and 
river canyon areas or prairie wetlands to the Alaskan wilderness. Ill each case a 
proposed development project-a hydroelectric dam, a mine and smelter, a ski 
resort, a pipeline-is evaluated with respect to its impact On a lesirable natural 
environment. Both the environmental eflects of the proposed deve(opment and 
the bene fits and costs of the developiment are discussed. In particular, questions 
relating to the opportunity cost of IOregone development are explicitly consitl
cred. The examples ilustrate how economic analysis and cii'iroiimcital concerns 
can be combined to valuate these difficult developnmcnt decisions involving 
relatively untouched natural environments. 

OECD. MAcro-econioi' Evaluation of ELviroinent'a P'rogr'aimn'es.Paris. 1978. 

The need tor macro-type evaluation is not always obvious because in most 
cases environmental programs are expressed in emission or similar standards; tie 
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implications for public and private expenditures, and their consequences forgrowth, employment, prices, and balance of payments are not explicit. Macroeconometric models make dynamic an.mlysis possible and allow internationalcomparisons to be made when the same moldel is used. Five macro-econoinicmodels applied in four countries Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, and the UnitedStates) are presented and discussed. All live models use an ilterindusr-v inputoutput table to analyze the impacts of environmental policies on prices. consumption, and exports. Lach also includes a number of macro-economic relationshipsto modify the effects of price rises at an agregate levcl and to allow tile multipliereffects of committed expend itutire to be explicit. This report provides examples inwhich input-output models ha ve been applied. These examples illustrate theusefulness and the difficulty in applyirie input-output analysis to Cnvironmentalproblems. Ationg the difficulties are lack of data and problems in understandingthe ielationship between envirotmental variables and macro-economric variables. 

Pearce, D. W., ed. ie Valuation of/Socil Cot. L.ondo: Allen a ll(I Uniwin, 1978. 
This is acollection of eight papers about the theory of social cost nmeasureespecially when market prices 

nt 
are not available or do otitreflect "true'" socialcosts. The economic approaches discussed and appraised include the coin PCnsatio approach, the property vaIue concept. exclusion facility or preventive cxpenditure, and the valuation of human lile. Environmental issues discussed includeair and water pollution, damace to health. and benefits of' recreational land use.The final chapter discusses the reasons hC.GNP is not i';j appropriale meatsure ofa nation's "welfare." The collection represents a good coverace of the economicapproaches discussed in Chapters 6 and 7of tlie Guidh,. 

Sinden. J. A., and A. C. Worrell. Unpiic'( ahws: De'isim il'ithout Aarket Pri's. 
New York: Wiley, 1979. 

Divided into three parts. this book presents acomprehensive overview of theproblems associated with placing monetary values on various benefits and costsfor which there are no market prices. The first part discusses the concepts ofvaluation and the basic economic theory of individual iid social valualion. Thesecond part is the he,rt of tlie book-a detailed discussion of many of filetechniques used to determine unpriced values with illLstrations of their application. The discussion of valuation approaches based oin direcL questioning (suryc'techniques) and market ard laud values isof particular interest. The third part oithe book discusses tlie application of these teclniques in acttal decision ma kineand how difficulties in their use can be overcome.

This book is somewhat ditticult to use 
because discussion Ohsome techiiusis scattered across several chapters and the overall organiation is conlusin.Nevertheless, it contains much useful informtion. In particular. there is consithcrable detail on tie various valuation techniques presented in Chapters 6 and 7 ofthe Gtiae. The extensive bibliographic references are useful. 
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Squire, L.. and H. G. van dcr Tak. I-conomic Analvsis o 'Projecis. Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press for the World Bank. 1975. 

This book is inextremely useful follow-up to tileeconomic analysis tcchniqlucs 
presented in the UNID()Guidelin'. I'r I'ieo tEvaluation (1972) and L.ittlcand 
Mirrlces, Irojei Appraisaland I'htnnii,.' e)veloing (Cottrie.%II974). The 
general approach set forth has since hcen adopted by the World IBank fIr eco
nomic analysis of development projccts. AlthoghCienvironmenta concerns are 
not cmphasized and Case sttidiCs are not presented in the book, Sqlrc MidtVl ierdan 


I':ak provide a good. practical introductiol to the use of social beicl'it-cost analy
sis in project apprai ,al.The first part oftlie book diCIssCs the basic conceptts of 
benefit-cost analysis, including the identification of relevant btlelits aid Costs. 
valuation approaches. and inve'stment criteria. The scconld aid third parts contain 
extensive discussiolls of the derivation and estimation 01 shadows prices. Such 
topics as shadow wage rates, prices of traded and nontradcd goods. and weighting 
systeiiis are covered. The text is clcalv writtel atid well i-rean i ed and, as sichtIi. 
is a very uscful basic ref'rence for the general area of conoiliic aalysis of' 
projects. Although not ,',lytechnical ,it is fairly rigorouslyv presented and has a 
short, but LIscfuI, bibliograpnv of standard references. 
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